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ECONOMIC STRATEGY

Mem' by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

Introduction

The economic situation and prospects are in most respects very 
similar to what was envisaged at the time of the Autumn Statement. 
Indicators of activity have been mixed, but that is to be expected 
at this stage of the cycle. Consumer and business confidence have 
improved markedly, and a consensus is emerging amongst 
commentators and businessmen that tri$ recovery has now begun or is 
clearly in sight. Despite this reasonably encouraging prospect, 
however, unemployment is rising faster than I would have expected 
given the relative stability of output over the last year.

2. In part, the revival in confidence reflects our success in 
getting inflation down. But it also owes a great deal to the 
relaxation of monetary policy that has occurred since sterling 
left the ERM, which has itself been made possible by $he weakness 
of inflationary pressures. The fall in sterling of around 15 per 
cent will - provided it does not lead to a strong pibk up kin wage 
pressures - give a stimulus to our net exports; and th" 4. point 
fall in short-term interest rates since mid-Septemlllii will 
increase domestic demand. The temporary and time-limited 
measures announced in the Autumn Statement have also made a 
contribution, particularly to improving business confidence.
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The medium-term prospect for output and inflation is also 
sonably promising. I expect the recovery to gather pace ovei 
^ext few years and in due course to make inroads into the 

high and rising level of unemployment. And despite the 
fal^.?h'Sterling, which may lead to some short-term pick up in 
inflat^rif I expect the downward pressure on inflation to continue 
over the period ahead.

4. However, J^his encouraging prospect will depend upon 
consumers, Pus nesses and above all the financial markets 
retaining confid* nee in the sustainability of the Government’s 
economic stratd And against this background the recent sharp 
deterioration in the fiscal position is a particular cause fo* 
concern.

5. The PSBR in 1 9 9 3 - 9 expected to be the highest as a share 
of GDP since the mid-1970s, and will come down only slowly as the 
economy recovers. Meanwhile, the balance of payments deficit
provides further evidence of a 
imbalance in the economy whi 
of anxiety for the international

The world economy

oh could 
al and d

significant savings/investment 
become an increasing source 

omestic markets.

ms diff 
5 ^

fficult and fragile- 
athering strength/

6. The world economic background remain 
Although the US recovery appears to 
activity in continental Europe and Japan has been weakening. It 
Germany industrial production fell through most of last year, ant 
in December was nearly 10 per cent down on its February peak; it 
France industrial production has fallen by nearly 4 per cent ovet
the past year.

7. Even if, as we expect, the US achieves respectabl 
nearly 3 per cent this year, GDP in the major seven econ 
whole might grow by no more than l h per cent, the same as
Growth in Germany could be negative. This is clearl
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articularly favourable conjuncture for the UK: it implies only 
ry modest growth in our major export markets.

economy: demand and activity

figures in the preceding months. There is no evidence that 
activity overall was weaker in the second half of 1992 than 
anticipated iru- the Autumn Statement. Indeed in some respects it 
was marginall'f^tronger.

9. Nevertheless we are still in that difficult period when the 
latest indicators are consistent with both the start of recovery 
and continued stagnation. Consumer demand appears to be rising 
slowly. Retail sales fell-,% per cent in December, but rose k per 
cent in the fourth quarter as a whole. Car registrations rose 
over 4 per cent in the fourth quarter, though some of this was due 
to higher business purchases. Both export and import volumes have 
been on an upward trend, but exports of goods grew more than 
imports in the fourth quarter, adding over \ per cent to GDP. 
There is little up-to-date information on spending by companies, 
although manufacturing investment rose by over h per cent in Q4.

10. Manufacturing output was flat in December and has been on a 
slight downward trend. But it has held up much better than the 
very gloomy business surveys of the autumn had suggested. Taking 
everything into account we estimate that GDP may have been broadly 
flat in the fourth quarter, implying a % per cent fall in 1992 as 
a whole, close to the forecast in the Autumn Statement.

market and rising unemployment all pose a threat t<

latest monthly indicators for demand and activity have 
pointing, but they must be set against relatively good

11. There is therefore nothing in the latest < 
lead me to change the forecast I made last autumn 1 
would grow by 1 per cent in 1993, with growth pi< 
the year. Nevertheless, there remain some downsi< 
weak world economy, high levels of household debt

SECRET
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consumer confidence and hence to the prospects for an early and 
rteady recovery.

sur

The labour market

1

)n the other hand, the current forecast of recovery is 
yed by the substantial loosening of monetary policy in 

recent*months. Interest rates have been cut by 4 per cent since 
before ERM withdrawal and we have gained a significant competitive 
advantage from sterling's depreciation. Together these should 
impart, in due course, a powerful boost to domestic activity.

13. The measures we have taken since 16 September have already 
been reflected in marked improvements in business and consume! 
confidence, as indicated by the latest surveys. But the economic 
recovery is still fragil e. And we have seen over the last two 
years that such improvements in confidence can prove transitory if 
expectations are not fulfilled, or if the latest economic data and 
other factors cast doubt on whether the conditions for recovery 
are in place. It is essential that the improvements in confidence 
we have seen in recent months are maintained and strengthened, and 
that Government policy continues to be consistent with this

14. One area where progress has beel^^pa^ticularly disappointing 
is the labour market. The record fall of 400,000 in employment ifl 
the third quarter of last year - the lat'eiSt for which we have 
complete data - was much larger than expected. The upward trend 
in unemployment has increased too. The only comfort from these 
figures is that they demonstrate firms' determination to keep 
costs under control; and they have their counterpart in what haS 
been an impressive productivity performance over the last year " 
with the growth of unit labour costs in manufacttibii## down to 

h per cent, well below the G7 average. Unemploymen^is of course 
generally a lagging indicator and is likely to carry oii|^ij|^ng fof 
a while yet.

SECRET
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5. Although the immediate outlook for unemployment is poor - the 
erage independent forecast is 3.2 million for the end of this 

non-inflationary growth will bring the total down in the 
term. In the meantime we have committed a large amount of 

f j f  .expenditure to helping the unemployed, and I shall be 
cons%re£|gig a number of possible further measures to help 
employment and business more generally in the Budget.

Inflation

en continued excellent progress in reducing 
m g  RPI inflation (RPI excluding mortgage

16. There 
inflation.
payments) was 3 per cent in January, 2h percentage points lower 
than last spring; h while headline inflation has fallen 
dramatically to only 1.7 per cent, the lowest level since 1967. 
Pay settlements and earnings growth have resumed their downward 
path after showing signs of stickiness earlier in 1992. However, 
import prices have of course risen sharply as a result of 
sterling's depreciation, by I k per cent, as against the 6 per cent 
assumed in the Autumn Statement.

17. The high degree of spare capacity will exert downward 
pressure on inflation throughout 1993 and beyond. But higher 
import prices will be pushing in the opposite direction. The 
average independent forecast is that underlying RPI inflation will 
be 4k per cent at the end of 1993, just above the top of our 
target range. The latest Treasury forecast is in the range 
3^-4 per cent, implying little or no room for manoeuvre within the
1-4 per cent target range. A crucial factor is the future course 
of sterling; the weaker the exchange rate the more likely it is
that we will break through the top of the range, 
the need to maintain and strengthen confidence in 
markets.

inforces
inancial

%
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The balance of payments

Partly due to the weakness of the world economy but largely 
se of a very sharp increase in import penetration, export 

volumes grew much less than import volumes in 1992. As a result 
the ̂ f s ible trade deficit widened to nearly £14 billion from 
£10^ billTon in 1991. We do not yet have full outturn figures but 
it seems likely that the surplus on invisible trade fell in 1992/ 
possibly to £1-2 billion from £4 billion in the previous year. We 
estimate therefore that the current account as a whole was in 
deficit by around £12 billion in 1992, 2 per cent of GDP.

of sterling has led to an improvement in 
jould mean better trade performance in 1993 

id import volumes may grow at broadly the 
'all in sterling will also lead to 3 
terms of trade - the so-called J-curve 

effect - and the visible deficit could therefore widen further- 
The current account deficit is forecast to be over £18 billion in 
19 93, some 3 per cent of GDP. I t ^ i l l  be important to ensure that 
British business, and partic' 
enterprises, remain competitive 
and abroad.

19. The depreciatu 
competitiveness whii 
than in 1992. Expc 
same rate. But the 
deterioration in the

it will 
ularly our small and medium-sized 

n back markets both at horn®

Public finances

20. The PSBR was £21^ billion in the first ten months of 1992-93- 
Central government receipts have barely risen over the previous 
year, while outlays are up over 10 per cent in underlying terms- 
I expect high levels of borrowing in February and March, whe*1 
there is always an end-year surge in spending. The final outturn 
for 1992-93 is likely to be close to the Autumn Statement forecast 
of £37 billion, equivalent to 6% per cent of GDP. If anything the 
most recent months ’ data have perhaps come in a little better thai1 
we were expecting, although the margin of uncertainty remains 
substantial.
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21. The Autumn Statement anticipated a further rise in the PSBR 
ion 1993-94 to over £44 billion. Nothing that has happened since 

led me to think that that forecast was too pessimistic, 
lgh the forecast of activity has not changed, the weaker 

employment prospect has hit tax receipts, and I would expect the 
PSBR for 1993-94 to overshoot by some margin the assumption made 
in the Autumn Statement unless action is taken in the Budget.

The medium term

22. Looking to the medium term, the conditions are now in place 
for a sustained recovery in output. Provided confidence is 
maintained, the relaxation of monetary conditions since 
mid-September - both the sharp reduction in interest rates and the 
fall in the exchange rate - will provide a powerful stimulus in 
the short run. With a substantial margin of unused resources at 
present, there is scope for several years of strong growth 
combined with falling inflation.

23. it is of course vital that the recent competitive gain is not 
eroded by a burst of domestic cost and price inflation. But the 
strength and durability of the recovery will also depend on 
whether businesses and the finaneiaijmarkets are confident about 
the stability and sustainability of kplicy. If they are not, 
investment will be inhibited, and downward pressure on sterling 
could seriously undermine progress on inflation. The two main 
threats to sustainability are the current account deficit and the 
fiscal position.

24. The current account deficit is set to widen further over the 
medium term as the economy recovers. Thus, sustain te economic 
growth and the creation of jobs in the medium-term 
improvement in our trading performance. A current 
°f 4-5 per cent of GDP would mean a progressive 
overseas debt which would simply not be sustainable.

SECRET
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5. The supply-side policies we have pursued since 1979 have 
ready led to improvements in trading performance: the long-term 

ward trend in our share of world markets seems to have been 
But we must intensify our efforts to improve the supply 

e, creating a climate in which business can flourish.

The fiscal position

26. Much of the deterioration in the public finances over the 
last few yearj.,f has been due to the cycle. But there is no doubt 
that a signu 
perhaps as
reflects dissavi 
contributing signi

part of the present PSBR is structural - 
s a half. And the size of the PSBR - which 

a large scale by the public sector - Is 
ly to the weakness of the current account.

ny early corrective action the PSBR in27. In the absence •m ' -
1993-94 is likely to be higher as a share of GDP than at any time 
since 1975-76. Although recovery will help to bring it down 
again, this will probably be a very slow process. High levels of 
public borrowing are leading to a significant build-up of debt , 

and a rising burden of debt interest. During the 1980s the burden 
of debt interest was reduced, so that more resources could he 
devoted to programmes for given growth qf total public spending 
This process has now gone sharply into reverse. Indeed, one thit^ 
of the extra public spending we are planninq over the next three 
years is being absorbed by rising debt i

28. And we now have the worst primary deficit - the 
excluding debt interest - in the European Community. So even 
a strong recovery of output, present policies are likely to imply

PSBK
with

a run of high PSBRs which could undermine t, 
reputation for fiscal prudence. In sum, I do not 
present position is sustainable.

jovernment' s
that the

29. The fiscal problem owes a good deal to the length 
of the present recession. But we have also seen vel 
discretionary increases in public expenditure in recent year£;A
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will have grown by nearly 10 per cent in real terms in the two 
to 1993-94, of which the vast bulk is current spending. At 

same time taxes were cut in both the 1992 Budget and the 
Statement. Although we have now put in place a tight 

sy# t of public expenditure control, I am quite clear that 
fur reaction to tighten the fiscal stance will be necessary in 
the n loo distant future.

30. In the light of this analysis there are two sets of issues 
which need to be. resolved. The first is whether the tightening of 
fiscal policy should take the form of a further squeeze on public 
expenditure, increase in taxes, or both. The second is the timing 
of the announcement and implementation of such a tightening.

Expenditure and tax

31. The public expend iture plans are already quite tight, but 
there can be no question of raising them. Indeed, I believe that 
in the summer we will need to consider whether even greater 
restraint is needed. This is the course of action which a clear 
majority of our backbenchers say they favour, though they are, of 
course, rather less forthcoming in their support for the specific 
cuts required.

32. Given the size of the task 
believe that we can rely entirely on s 
increase in taxes has now in my judgement

Timing and implementation

us, however, I do not 
g restraint - some 

inevitable.

33. Some commentators have argued that actio 
fiscal position now would damage confidence and inhT 
That is clearly an important consideration, bearin 
the appropriate fiscal stance for the year ahead, bd 
what, if anything, is said about future intentions 
there is clearly a trade-off between taking action at 
stage to redress the position and making the larger adju

SECRET
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later in the Parliament that would be required if action were to 
postponed. Moreover, market pressures might force our hand at 
time. Further downward pressure on the exchange rate would 
it certainly push inflation above the 1-4 per cent target 

ra m d  force us to reverse the recent reductions in interest
rate This in turn would deal a serious blow to confidence, the
prospaots for recovery and for a cyclical reduction in the PSBR.

Conclusion

34. Althoug cannot be certain, there is renewed confidence 
that the recovery is about to get under way. But in order tt 
create the conditions for sustainable medium-term growth, with lo^ 
inflation, we need to tighten fiscal policy. The key issues art 
how and when we should do so.

35. Our aim must be to do so in a way which does not damage 
business and consumer confidence. That will not be 
straightforward, and will probably require a package of measure* 
whose effects build up over a number of years.

36. The other main priority f 
our policies to improve the supply 
performance and the creation of jobs

37. I would welcome colleagues' views 
of the fiscal and economic prospects whicfi

medium term is to intensif) 
so improving our trade

Budget in the light 
,ve outlined.

[ N . L . ]

HM Treasury

v f V  I

16 Febru ary 1993
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ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

Percentage change on previous year unless otherwise stated
1992 1933 Forecasts

Autumn
Statement

Latest
Treasury

Average
Independent

Major 7 GDP l h lh 1*5
World trade in 
manufactures 4 5 4* 3%

UK srnnnmy
GDP -4 1 1 1
Domestic demand 0 1*5 l h 1
Exports* 2*5 5*5 5 h 4%
Imports * 5k 5 h 5h 4
Current account (£bn) -12 - 1 5 k -18*5 -15*3
Unemployment 
(millions Q 4 ) 2.92 3.19

RPI excluding mortgage 
payments (Q4) 3% 3h 3*5-4 4%

PSBR (£bn financial 
year) 37 44 h 47*5

* Goods and services at 1985 prices
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ANNEX 2: PUBLIC FINANCES

PSBR

The PSBR has risen sharply since 1988-89, when a debt repayment of 
3 per cent of GDP was recorded. We now expect a PSBR for 1992-93 
of £37 billion, or 6k per cent of GDP - a turnaround of over 9 per 
cent of GDP in four years.

Chart 1: PSBR

2. The PSBR seems certain to rise further in 1993-94, on 
unchanged policies. The Autumn Statement projected a PSBR for
1993-94 of 7 per cent of GDP (£45 billion), but this now looks to 
be at the bottom of the range of likely outcomes. A number of 
outside forecasters are now predicting 1993-94 PSBRs in excess of 
£50 billion, or 8 per cent of GDP.

-  1 -
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3. The PSBR is now higher than when the Government took oi 

in 1979. Next year's PSBR is likely to reach a figure only 
exceeded as a per cent of GDP in two years in the mid-1 
( 1974-75 and 1975-76) .

4. Most of the rise in the PSBR over the past four years c& 

attributed to the recession. Tax revenues have fallen relati^ 
GDP, as employment, profits and spending have been cut back, 
social security expenditure has risen sharply as a consequence 
rising unemployment.

Prospects for the PSBR

5. A higher PSBR in 1993-94 is certain, but there is a pros! 
of a modest reduction in 1994-95, providing that economic reco' 
gets under way in 1993. The new regime for controlling pul 
expenditure should help, though the benefit on general govern1 
expenditure will be partly offset by rapidly rising debt inte1 
as a consequence of the high PSBRs.

70-71 72-73 74-75 76-77 78-79 80-81 82-83 84-85 86-87 88-89 90-91 92-93

-  2 -
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6. But, even with a reasonably strong recovery, the fall in the 
PSBR is likely to be relatively slow on unchanged policies. Debt 
interest is not the only problem. The primary deficit - the PSBR 
excluding debt interest - is approaching 5 per cent of GDP. It 
would require many years of implausibly rapid growth to bring the 
public finances back close to balance.

Public Sector Debt

7. Net public sector debt as a per cent of GDP came down from
around 45 per cent in the mid-1980s to under 30 per cent at the
beginning of the 1990s. It is now starting to rise again, and on 
the basis of the Autumn Statement projection will reach 33 per
cent at end-March this year and rise to nearly 40 per cent at
end-March 1994.

-  3 -
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8. In the absence of a fiscal tightening, there is e 
prospect that the debt/GDP ratio will rise further after 1994 
a consequence of high PSBRs. At present inflation rates, and 
output growth on trend (around 2 per cent a year), it would 
PSBRs of around 2 to 2h per cent of GDP to stabilise the debt 
ratio at its projected March 1994 level of around 40 per cent, 
present prospects, it will be quite a few years before the 
comes down to this kind of level. In the meantime, the debt s 
and debt interest payments will continue to mount as a propoi 
of GDP, squeezing the proportion of public expenditure then ca 
allocated to programmes.

Tax Burden

9. The tax burden (the tax/GDP ratio) in 1992-93 is expected 
fall to its lowest level since 1978-79. But the fall ovei 
past three years is largely the result of the recession, and 
particular of a fall in corporation tax revenues. The tax bd 
could fall a little further in 1993-94, but, assuming 
recovery of output in 1993, is likely to start rising again
1994-95. In the absence of a very rapid rate of economic grd 
however, the rate of increase after 1994-95 is likely to be fa 
modest.

4
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General Government Expenditure

10. The ratio of general government expenditure (GGE) excluding 
privatisation proceeds to GDP fell quite sharply in the second 
half of the 1980s, but much of that fall has been reversed during 
the recession. The new control regime should help to deliver a 
fall in the ratio from 1994-95 onwards, but its effectiveness in 
controlling GGE growth is likely to be blunted by rising
expenditure outside of the new control total. In particular, a
succession of high PSBRs will lead to a rapid acceleration of debt 
interest payments. The Autumn Statement projections showed GGE 
growth averaging over 2 per cent in the three years to 1995-96, 
and the GGE/GDP ratio only coming down by l h percentage points 
from 1993-94 to 1995-96. If the PSBRs for these years are higher 
than projected at Autumn Statement time - as now seems
likely - then debt interest and GGE will be higher too, and the
fall in the GGE/GDP ratio even smaller.

- 5 -
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Debt Interest

11. Central government debt interest payments reached 4h per 
of GDP in the mid-1980s, but had fallen to 2h per cent of GD:
1991-92. With higher PSBRs, debt interest has now started ri 
again at a fairly rapid rate. The Autumn Statement project 
showed debt interest payments approaching 4 per cent of GDP
1995-96. With the higher PSBRs which we now think likely, 
rise in debt interest could be even faster than this.

71-72 73-74 75-76 77-78 79-80 81-82 83-84 85-86 87-88 89-90 91-92 93-94 1995-96

IIM Treasury 
17 February 1993
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FOREWORD B Y  THE PRIME MINISTER

In April 1992, I pledged that the Government would undertake a serious 
id detailed consideration of Scottish constitutional issues and of 

Jand's place in the United Kingdom. To honour that pledge, the 
iment embarked on a lengthy and wide-ranging examination of the 

Uhkjj^^ 1707 and the way it works for Scotland. The process became 
popul^n?lwknown as 'taking stock'.

Each of <ne^£enstituent parts of the United Kingdom has entered into 
Union with^h^others by a different route. Each has its own distinctive 
history, from<yW$i£h the very distinctive qualities of its own community 
today derive. threat benefits have come to the people of each of its parts 
from the Union, while the peoples of the United Kingdom have been able 
to achieve great thingS^largely because they have been together. That is 
why the Government'sVsyajn^ment to the unity of the Kingdom is so deep.

This White Paper is about <ifi^Onion with Scotland. That Union is almost 
300 years old. As I have sa^p^je£ore no nation could be held irrevocably 
in a Union against its will ang^#&, way it works should be reassessed 
from time to time, so that it cohQnjte»\to work for the good of all of us. 
Too often in recent years there h^is^g^kied to be in Scotland a genuine, 
if sometimes unformed, anxiety tha^^^^^ Union is in some way less 
relevant to Scotland and her aspiratioikf/^ is the Government's duty to 
address that anxiety and that is what this^Whxte Paper does.

i f ^ -  -But this White Paper isn't the end of the sto^Y: it is part of an ongoing 
process. The Union has evolved and changed throughout its history, and 
will continue to do so. Our search for new ways to strengthen the Union 
will go on. We stand ready to take account of ch^ngi^ig circumstances. 
And our drive to strengthen Scotland's place in the UHWn^n and thus the 
United Kingdom itself - will continue.

The Act of Union in 1707 was a remarkable political develbpdferflu The 
Union it enshrined is an enduring achievement which is to thb^dr^Vit of 
our people. As we all advance towards its three hundredth a n m V ^ ^ y ,
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in 2007, we must reaffirm our faith in the Union and work to ensure that 
it flowers and flourishes in its fourth century.

JOHN MAJOR
March 1993
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INTRODUCTION B Y  THE SEC R ETA R Y OF STA TE FOR SCOTLAND

JThe Government's decision to consider ways of improving the government 
^f\Scotland and of strengthening Scotland's place in the United Kingdom 
was£>.Drompted by a recognition that there is in Scotland a real concern 

le Union may not have been functioning as effectively as it might.

T < d kThe ̂ Gpwrnment are deeply conscious of the importance of the Union to 
Scotlanc^^Wi of Scotland to the Union. We believe that the integrity of 
the UniofKi^> critical if Scotland's prominent role within the United 
Kingdom, Et^d^the Kingdom's key role in the outside world, is to be 
maintained

We believe that in the particular circumstances of Scotland the needs of 
the Scottish people reduce that their position within the Union should be 
strengthened. We beifceŷ rzthe proposals for developing the Union which 
are outlined in this Whiie_Paper effectively address such shortcomings as 
may be perceived in the pf>dsj£j^arrangements, and that they provide the 
best reassurance that the ne£d«0& the Scottish people will be met.

The Union has yielded, and co^UhJues to yield, enormous benefits to 
Scotland. As part of the United Kiftgapm, Scotland is able to wield real 
influence for good around the worldY/TptJm the United Nations Security 
Council, to the Group of Seven industriaJ/jw^ions, the Commonwealth and 
the European Community. That influenpt^Wmld be lost if Scotland 
weakened herself within the Union, or left m^yUpjon altogether.

The maintenance of the Union is essential if Scots are to be able to 
continue to play our major part in leading the UnitedJCingdom in such a 
wide variety of fields. In Parliament and in the bUjjhn^s community, in 
the media, trade unions and elsewhere, Scots not only /(dad)Scotland, but 
lead the United Kingdom too. Scotland is thus an outwhry^poking nation 
that can be confident of her own position. We form a k^y%£irt of the 
leadership of the United Kingdom. With a single act of careles^t^ss, all 
°f that could be lost.
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The economic benefits to Scotland of the Union are manifold. Scotland 
has enjoyed a single market within the Union for 300 years. Resources 
ithin the United Kingdom are pooled and distributed by reference to 

The Government recognise Scotland's needs in terms of public 
vditure; and are committed to ensuring those needs are met from 

.United Kingdom taxation. The maintenance of such a process of 
aUo<b£dihg% resources according to need would be called into serious 
questwy/^^one part of the United Kingdom had unilateral tax-raising 
powers. '■*

Within the Lmion> special arrangements have evolved to ensure that 
Scotland's interests are protected and Scotland's identity as a nation 
enhanced. There are special arrangements for handling Scottish business 
in Parliament. An entire Department of the Government - The Scottish 
Office - has respon^ftnlwy for ensuring that Scotland's priorities and 
needs are fully taken mtonaccount by government as a whole and for 
ensuring that the Scotng^xmmension is reflected in the policy of the 
United Kingdom government(^S^parate Scottish institutions, for example 
the legal system and the Uni verifies, have maintained and built on their 
distinctive Scottish traditions, wrale)achieving excellence in the context of 
the United Kingdom as a whole.

But it is right that, from time to tima^/m|Naspects of the way the Union 
works should be considered and that improvements should be sought. 
Such a process is essential if the Governm^f^fire to address the sense of 
unease which has coloured some Scots' perception of the Union. The 
Union is good for Scotland, but that does not mean it cannot be made 
better.

So the Government have sought to identify new wa 
existing strengths of the Union, to breathe new life i: 
Paper should be viewed as a step in that, direction.

ilding on the 
This White

IAN LANG
March 1993
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CHAPTER 1 : EVOLVING UNION

In considering the future we must understand the past. Within the 
15 years 2 important milestones will be reached in the history of the 

Kingdom - in 2003 the 400th anniversary of the Union of the 
and in 2007 the 300th anniversary of the Union of the 
$s. The following paragraphs trace some of the important steps 

ion of the Union.
V

1.2 Afte^^eHUnion of the Crowns under James VI of Scotland in 1603 
there was n^^m^ediate move to unite the countries further and the 
Scottish Parliament continued to meet in Edinburgh. The Union of the 
Westminster and Edinburgh Parliaments took place just over a century 
later in 1707. The Scottish Parliament, having decided that Union was 
the best way forward((£orvthe future relationship with England, passed the 
Act of Union by a substantial majority. The Westminster Parliament 
accepted the Act as it ^ ^ w t i n d  the Union was formed. The Act of 
Union contained 25 Articles f o w l i n g  for the unification of the Kingdoms, 
the Act of Succession and the oration of one Parliament of Great Britain 
with a set number of seats for<Sc^)tish members. At present, Scotland 
has 72 MPs in the United Kingdom/4^tt|pment. If the number of Scottish 
MPs in the House of Commons remc^d-Scotland's share of the United 
Kingdom population that number w o u 1q/ d^\57 . Other Articles provided 
for a free trade area and economic and^fep^ union and the Treaty as a 
whole brought Scotland and England toĝ fJjfer in a full political and 
economic Union. In this way a frameworkZ^ds established which has 
proved remarkably fruitful to the present dayA>

From 1707 to th e  p re s e n t d a y : th e  E xecu tiv e

1-3 Nearly 200 years were to pass from the ActV^eC^ jn to the
establishment of the Office of the Secretary for Scotland^ ^85. Until
1745, in continuance of a pre-Union office, a Secretary ^»ate for
Scotland was appointed as a member of the Government. D ^ta/toost of
the ensuing period formal responsibility for Scottish affairs la}
Home Secretary advised by the Lord Advocate and by the Scottish 
Parliamentary and municipal reforms in the 1830s, which led to

JL
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Scottish legislation, kindled interest in establishing a Scottish Minister 
who would be a political figure. During the following half-century the 
jssibility of restoring the office of Secretary of State was raised on a 

of occasions but nothing came of it until the issue was promoted 
fly by Lord Rosebery in the early 1880s. He introduced the 

for Scotland Bill in 1885, but it fell to Lord Salisbury's 
Cor $ve Government of that year to complete the legislation and 
appoint n  ieK Duke of Richmond and Gordon as the first Secretary for 
Scotland ^/Nbyember 1885. The Office of the Secretary for Scotland was 
established<M^Dpver House in Whitehall, and this remains the London base 
of the Secretary/Of State for Scotland to the present day.

1.4 In its first 40 or so years The Scottish Office comprised a small 
unit of civil servants^— -providing direct support to the Secretary for 
Scotland in the exercise (of his already wide-ranging responsibilities for 
Scottish affairs. It v\^P^ot, yet, an executive arm of government 
carrying out functions orv^ehalf of the Minister. For these purposes 
there existed a number of Is  which were based in Edinburgh and
which exercised functions in r e f e w n  to, for example, local government, 
fisheries, prisons and, later, agwcujture.

1.5 A  Royal Commission on the Ci^il/Sy'ryice, which reported just before 
the outbreak of the First World War//repommended that the Boards be 
replaced by organisational arrangem^ms/^similar to those already 
established in The Scottish Office. This c^^Smendation was not picked 
up until the late 1920s, by which time Srajaand's Minister had been 
granted the full status of Secretary of Stata> for Scotland. The first 
holder of this office, Sir John Gilmour, in the Baldwin administration, 
promoted the Reorganisation of Offices (Scotland^yAct 1928 which 
established the foundations of the modern Scottish Oi

1.6 The next significant development was the transfer oyAhpscentre of 
Scottish administration to Edinburgh. A  Committee was s^N^p^in 1932 
under the chairmanship of Sir John Gilmour (by then no longe^l retary 
of State for Scotland) to review the Scottish Departments. The x ysflsttee 
recommended that virtually all of the functions then carried out lh ^r 
House should be moved to Edinburgh. A  small Edinburgh office hadv
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set up in Edinburgh in 1935 but it was just before the outbreak of the 
Second World War that St Andrew's House opened for business as the 
sottish headquarters of the Secretary of State for Scotland. It consisted 
four departments, namely the Department of Agriculture, the Scottish 

Department, the Department of Health and the Scottish Home 
jnt.

1.7 W / i g X O  the structure of The Scottish Office was strengthened by 
the creatio^K&f a more corporate management system at its centre. It was 
further sti^hgthened by the establishment of a new Department in the 
early 1970s "l^^^ognition of The Scottish Office's responsibilities in the 
industrial and<\^economic planning field, responsibilities which were to 
expand during the later 1970s and 1980s as functions were transferred to 
The Scottish Office from Whitehall Departments dealing with industry, 
energy and employmeM.

1.8 In Chapter 4 and the range of functions currently carried
out by The Scottish Offi«£^W\ behalf of the Secretary of State is 
explained and laid out in mord^j^ail. That Chapter reveals a steady 
growth in the range of the Secî etajty of State's powers from the creation 
of his office to the present day, jut^Ujustrates how the basic framework 
of the Union has allowed Scottish a<ljaâ dstration to develop and adapt in 
response to changing economic and sQciai^Xcircumstances while retaining 
the stability and enduring strength of the LJ^on.

From 1707 to th e  P re s e n t D ay: The L egisla

1 • 9 The development of the Executive has been parallelled by
developments in the legislature. There are/Significant special 
arrangements at Westminster for handling Scottish 'hns^S&ss, where the 
House of Commons has 3 types of Committee which hi4^B%9nlY Scottish 
affairs. These are the Scottish Grand Committee, the 2 Standing
Committees and the Select Committee on Scottish Affairs. svery
4 weeks during the Parliamentary session, Scottish Offic^X'j^psters 
answer oral Questions in the House of Commons during Scottisf
Time.
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1.10 The Scottish Grand Committee, after a brief existence in 1894, was 
established permanently in 1907. Until recent years its membership 
^eluded some English MPs as well as all Scottish ones, to reflect the 

ical balance of the House of Commons itself. Its members are now 
jd to the 72 MPs representing Scottish constituencies. The main 

of the Committee are:

.to debate the general principle of Scottish Bills;

1.10. ebate the Estimates presented to Parliament of Scottish
expendimrpp normally on not less than 6 days per session (the 
number ran be varied by sessional order); and

1.10.3 to hold dpb^tes, on not more than 6 days per session, on 
specified matter^remting exclusively to Scotland.

1.11 In the 2 Scottish ''Sf&fy&mg Committees MPs carry out a detailed 
consideration of Scottish BiyK^^The Committees function in a similar way 
to other Standing CommitteesV^f the House of Commons. These 
Committees were introduced in tfw^la^Os to relieve pressure on the House 
of Commons as a whole. NormaUy/meX^irst Scottish Standing Committee 
deals with Bills in the GovernmentV/^ain programme, while the Second 
Standing Committee is mostly concerned^^u^N^jrivate members Bills.

1.12 The Chairmen of the Scottish Standjh^c^ommittees, like those of 
other standing committees, are appointed the Speaker from the 
Chairman's panel while the members are nominated by the House of 
Commons Committee of Selection. For both Chairmen and members this is 
done on a Bill by Bill basis. In making its nominati<$rl5'̂ the Committee of 
Selection has to have regard to the balance of pari£e»<jn\ the House of 
Commons as a whole but there must be at least 16 mempersyfrom Scottish 
constituencies.

1.13 There is a system of Select Committees which matches tb 
Government Departments and allows Members of Parliament 
Ministers and officials about the expenditure, administration and 
their Departments and associated public bodies. Normally once a
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Committee has considered a topic it will publish a report with 
recommendations. The Government then consider these recommendations 
id publish a response. As with most other Select Committees of the 

se of Commons, the membership of the Select Committee on Scottish 
reflects the balance of the House.

1 • I4v\"SiHfie the Act of Union and, in particular, over the last 100 years 
or soV'/tyh^e has evolved a framework for the governance of Scotland 
which is b^rfsidly sound and which has shown itself adaptable to changing 
circumstanq^^S'^Vithin that framework the increasingly complex tasks of 
modern governrp^t and the requirements of accountability have 
successfully b ^ n  accommodated. An important task now is to see what 
further changes might be made to meet some of the concerns referred to 
in the introduction, ajwkto strengthen the democratic accountability and 
visibility of government in Scotland.
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CHAPTER 2 : UNION AND THE SCOTTISH ECONOMY 

Single M arket sin ce 1707

The union of Scotland with England is one of the oldest economic 
a* netary unions in the world. From Scotland's viewpoint the union 
of seen as largely an economic matter: it gave Scotland access to
marki 4 La  \ only in England but also in the important English territories 
overseas apd^ended the earlier, damaging friction between Scotland and 
England, England's point of view it gave security within these
islands at a t m L w h e n  there was continuing warfare with France.

2.2 The need for free trade with England remains as strong today. 
England is Scotland's largest market, with over 40 per cent of Scottish 
manufactured goods M d n g  sold within the United Kingdom. Similarly, as 
Part of the United Kincaid) today, Scotland has free access to European 
Community markets and ĵ 't̂ îbwthe likely extension of the Single Market to 
include the European Free^/I^aHe Association (EFTA) members, except 
Switzerland, to form the new m A i e a n  Economic Area (EEA) in the very 
near future, Scottish exporters^^wOl) have access to an enlarged market 
which will encompass 18 c o u n t r i e s ^ m  million consumers, almost 40 per 
cent of world trade and almost 30\^^r/cent of world production. The 
European Community is by far Scotlan^sl^rgest export market and is of 
growing importance. In 1973 only 23 i5ef*\egnt of Scottish manufactured 
exports went to the Commuunity. Today rftS^igure is 61 per cent. In 
nil, Scottish manufactured exports to the GdjmJiunity totalled £5.4 billion 
in 1991 and to the new EEA (excluding Switzerland) over £5.9 billion, or 
two-thirds of total exports. Scotland exports a significantly higher 
Percentage of her manufactured goods to both the/^utPpean Community 
end the proposed new EEA than does the United KingdQHj^eS a whole.

2-3 The Single European Market has now been l a r g e l y . The 
driving force behind the Single Market was the realisaf lat, if
European competitiveness was to be improved and economic ch and
social progress to be maintained, then the abolition of tariffs /̂ lK>tas
between member states was not enough. There were still far tS<\ i)y 
other factors which continued to restrict trade and these too had
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abolished. Differences in local technical and testing’ requirements, 
taxation or purchasing policies which favoured local suppliers, state 
lbsidies and complex trading formalities were some of the obstacles which 

inued to act as severe barriers to trade even when there were no 
at all. But free trade in goods is not a sufficient condition to 

genuine free market. There also has to be free movement of 
peopiey/Capital and services. The completion of a genuine Single Market 
shoul<r/^e£&ice business costs and stimulate increased efficiency, and 
thereby''eirfkJurage the creation of wealth and jobs. Yet while the people 
of the Eur<^pgan\ Community have only just managed to achieve a Single 
Market, Sco0apcj/2ias benefited from such an arrangement for nigh on 
300 yearsSiqtee 1707 Scotland, as part of the Union, has enjoyed the
four freedoms 
capital.

the freedom of movement of goods, services, people and

2.4 The fact that Scoflhnd)is an integral part of these wider areas (the 
EC and EEA) is undoillStealY an attraction to inward investors in 
Scotland: such companies s4t/dpVtheir manufacturing facilities in Scotland 
not to serve the Scottish markqt^nor even simply the U K  market, but 
predominantly the European mafrkej)) and in some cases world markets. 
The United Kingdom is the worlHJ^K<m§st popular destination for direct 
inward investment after the U S . V/^hroughout the 1980s the United 
Kingdom consistently attracted arouriq/4£kper cent of all EC inward 
investment and even in a recession $dap/^buch as 1991 the U K  still 
managed to attract a third of all EC inwOT^f^nvestment, with the next 
most successful country France, having les^Ztfran half the U K  share, at 
17 per cent.

2.5 Thanks largely to the efforts of Locate in ^Scotland (LIS) - the 
Government's inward investment agency - Scotland haSD>/s^eh1red more than 
her fair share of the jobs brought by overseas fir^s-^C^ting in the 
United Kingdom. During the 1980s Scotland has seciitfeî /xin average 
between one-fifth and one-quarter of all overseas jobs qpihmg, to the 
United Kingdom, which is roughly two and a half times her 9&&ersS)f U K  
employees in employment.
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2.6 Since the Second World War the pace of integration of the Scottish 
economy within the United Kingdom has increased, and developments in 
\e rest of the U K  economy have an important effect on Scotland. The 

of economic activity can be - and is - influenced by 'supply-side' 
js which are designed to improve competitiveness and enhance 

ihdn&f^al development - measures such as regional policy, training, 
resd^rcHjxand development and design and marketing policies.

2-7 What/'ft&s been unique in Scotland is that special institutional 
arrange me rkm^Jwye been developed to deliver these policies. Scottish 
Enterprise, i W h M n d s  and Islands Enterprise - and, before them, the 
Scottish Devekroment Agency and the Highlands and Islands Development 
Board - the network of Local Enterprise Companies (LECs), Locate in 
Scotland, The Scottish^-Exports Forum and Scottish Trade International 
have helped to deliver(urated Kingdom economic and industrial policies in 
an innovative manner, (rah^ed to the needs of the Scottish economy. 
The Government will corE^Lra. to lay great stress on refining those 
institutional arrangements wp^r£\viecessary to ensure that the particular 
economic needs of Scotland are within the framework of U K  economic 
policy.

Public E xp en d itu re  an d  R evenue in

2-8 The balance of expenditure and r^Venu£ in Scotland is a key issue 
in assessing the economic benefits of the unior^

2-9 The Scottish Office published in March 1§&2 a document 'Government 
Expenditures and Revenues in Scotland' which brought together all the 
available facts and figures about Government expendffcilra and revenue in 
Scotland. It examined the complete range of goveiaiMeht spending in 
Scotland both on those programmes which are the direcjs-rvsponsibility of 
the Secretary of State, and on programmes of otfre^/x^tovernment 
Departments which have an identifiable impact on Scotlan^K^s^well as 
Scotland's share of public expenditure which is incurred on b ^ J w ^ W  the 
United Kingdom as a whole.
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2.10 The publication showed that in 1990-91 (the latest year for which 
all the figures are available) total public expenditure per head in Scotland 

s estimated to be just over 12 per cent higher than in the United 
dom as a whole.

venue raised in Scotland from income tax, National Insurance 
ns, Value Added Tax and local authority revenue - which 

nt for about two-thirds of total tax revenue raised in
Scotland 
seems like!

other hand, is lower than the U K  average per head, 
total aggregate revenues are also slightly lower.

It

2.12 Under tH^present constitutional arrangements, therefore, Scotland 
derives substantial economic and financial benefit from the Union.

2.13 The Secretary <i^_StAte for Scotland's spending programmes fall into 
two main categories; those within the Scottish block and those outside it. 
The programmes outsidevTKey Block are mainly those where there is a 
requirement for a standard^/Jadhty across Great Britain or the United 
Kingdom. Planned spending out^de the Block is settled by separate 
negotiation.

a different procedure applies. 
Departments, Scotland (like 
s a proportion of changes 

pvjt; / expenditure survey for

2.14 For the programmes within thi 
Under the rules which apply to ter 
Wales and Northern Ireland) automatic 
to expenditure plans in the annual 
comparable expenditure by non-territorial or <Whltehall Departments. That 
proportion is calculated by reference to a popuiktion-related formula which 
was updated in the 1992 Public Expenditure Survey, to take account of 
the results of the 1991 census, so that it is noW^?(K.66 per cent of 
spending changes in England. The Secretary of StauKS/jjlOck programmes 
emerged from the 1992 Survey with spending in Scot^aa^^substantially 
higher on a per capita basis than spending on comparsrutfc/^ervices m  
England.

2.15 It has been the Government's policy that the Secretary 
programme of public expenditure should not be reduced below S
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fair share based on her relative needs. The Government will continue 
with this approach.

The Secretary of State for Scotland is able to allocate the resources 
his Block (95 per cent of the total resources available to him in 

t h ^ r ^ S  Survey) according to his perception of the needs and priorities 
for ̂ m a n d .  The Government believe this discretion is vital to ensuring 
that iMtmd^spending yields the maximum benefit in Scotland.

Conclusion

2.17 The _Uni&^ in 1707 increased dramatically the size of Scotland's 
domestic economy and made her part of a larger, more powerful economy. 
Scotland, as part of the. United Kingdom, is a member of the G7 - the 
most industrialised arid^eoonomically powerful countries in the world. And 
as a participant in the ̂ |r^le European Market, Scotland is part of the 
strongest economic block l^j/^j^world.

2.18 Scotland continues to jld^ive enormous economic, trade and 
investment benefits from being {^afhAbf the United Kingdom and, in turn, 
part of the wider European Commvudwv^ In addition Scotland contributes 
less than her population share to tn^/t^?Exchequer, while receiving more 
than her population share from pubffe^>kpenditure programmes. For 
three centuries, the Union has been<^tW> cornerstone of Scotland's 
prosperity, and it remains crucial to Scotla^^^^conomic success.
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CHAPTER 3 : SCOTLAND'S LEGAL SYSTEM

■ 1 As the introduction indicated, one of the most important features of 
Treaty of Union was its provision for securing the independence of 
Scottish legal system. Article XIX of the Treaty expressly 
2es the independence of the supreme Scots civil and criminal 

codt^y^hile Article XVIII provides that no changes should be made "in 
laws concern private right, except for evident utility of the
subjects^WKmn Scotland". The Treaty thus expressly safeguarded the 
two main ^Jefponts of the Scottish system, namely, the court structure 
through wniM/^hstice is administered and the body of rules and 
principles by m b c h  justice is determined.

3.2 The Court of Session and the High Court of Justiciary function 
entirely independent^of) the Supreme Court of Judicature for England 
and Wales. The High (murtl of Justiciary continues to be the final court 
of appeal in criminal cases</^Although the House of Lords has succeeded 
to the appellate jurisdictiop/^d£\\the Scots Parliament in civil cases, it 
exercises this jurisdiction thrdp#k its judicial committee, at least two 
members of which are always l£(gh)v respected Scots lawyers who have 
usually served as judges in the Session.

3.3 The independence of the Scotti^jKUe 
the appointment of law officers for Scot 
Solicitor General for Scotland. The Lor<: 
independent public prosecution service. The

system is also reflected in 
the Lord Advocate and the 
locate is the head of the 
5ttish law officers advise

the Government on legal matters affecting S^tland and share with the 
Government's other law officers the duty of advising on European 
Community law as it affects the United Kingdom/^^he Scottish Law 
officers may represent the United Kingdom before the^E^ebean Court and 
other international bodies, particularly when an issue tish interest
is concerned. The Lord Advocate also gives advice on tlm^gfe^^jntment of 
Scottish judges. In addition he is a member of two Cabirief^pOTimittees 
and may attend meetings of others where the business this
desirable.
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3.4 The nature of the Scottish law officers' role makes it desirable that 
at least one of them should be in Parliament. This has been achieved in 

ctice by the convention that has evolved in recent years that, if he is 
a member of either House, the Lord Advocate is made a member of the 

of Lords.

b en efits  of UnionThe

3.5 The/$3c%tence of separate legal systems is a good example of the
mutual the Union. Each system enjoys the benefits of close
association bt^yijrpa way which ensures that each retains its independent 
identity and preserves its traditional strengths.

3.6 Scots law has bepn^particularly successful since the inception of the
Union in preserving uk existing rules and concepts where they continue 
to work well. When dr ^ m p g  new legislation great care is now taken to 
try to ensure that valuecUj^ements of the existing Scots legal concepts 
are not prejudiced. There M m e  doubt that this resilience has been of 
great benefit to Scotland. area of criminal law, for example,
whose foundation is still the bo< 
institutional writers of the 19th 
highly adaptable.

eneral principles formulated by the 
,ry, Scots law has shown itself

3.7 The existence of separate legal s^teirj& has also however brought 
wider benefits. The fact of the UnioncCwd the greater degree of 
co-operation which it necessitated assisted £&e£tly in the development of 
each system. Comparative experience has provted an important source of 
the motivation and ideas for reform. One consequence of the remarkable 
circumstance of having different legal systems witMfryxone state is to 
increase the likelihood of such comparative experience^beffig\gained. This 
leads to benefits arising both from cross fertilisatiqfr^prtd from the 
creative tension of legal debate among practitioners or £m^>jndividual 
systems.

3.8 This close association has led to co-operation in effe 
enforcement, stemming from the mutual respect and shared value 
Courts throughout the United Kingdom. This has always been imp
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ln the fight against crime. It is of particular benefit when much crime is 
no longer only local. For instance, there is simpler enforcement of 
grants in the United Kingdom than elsewhere in Europe. Standing 

lgements between the Home Office, Scottish Office and the Crown 
ŵill be maintained to resolve any technical obstacles which arise.

3.9 \\ Ehirtilly the arrangements are flexible enough to ensure that in 
areas bf/M^\in which uniformity is desirable (for example commercial law 
and consu^er^protection law) necessary provisions are now embodied in 
legislation 30dvipg in the same essential terms throughout the United
Kingdom.

V-'

A Modern L eg al System

3.10 The principal pii^^dis/gof a legal system must be to provide effective 
and efficient administrator)) of justice for those over whom it has 
jurisdiction. Clearly, th^^burpose can be achieved only if the legal 
system can adapt and in keeping with changing social
circumstances. Despite the innu^d/^^aptability of the Scottish system the 
pace of change in social circumst^mce^ makes it necessary to keep the law 
up-to-date particularly in the comn^e$><^Ak field. The Scottish legal system 
has to be given every assistance v^^^reeting the challenge which this 
represents. This suggests the ne^p^)p\ look critically at current 
Parliamentary procedures to see whethef^wa^k can be found to expedite 
them and thus to facilitate essential law reroOT^ Chapter 6 describes the 
outcome of the Government's examination of th^s^matter.
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CHAPTER 4 : SCOTLAND'S DEPARTMENT IN GOVERNMENT

Fundamental to an appreciation of the way in which Scottish affairs 
^handled within the Union in the last decade of the 20th century, is 

lerstanding of the role of the Secretary of State for Scotland and of 
^tish Office. The Scottish Office is Scotland's Department in the 

Gov but in general the Scottish people have never been as aware
as they'kfc of the influence of the Secretary of State and his Office
within th^ I Kingdom Government, how that is to Scotland's benefit
and of tl n̂t to which it means decision-making is devolved to
Scotland.

Scotland's voice a t  th e  ce n tre  of G overnm ent: p olicy  form ation and  

d eliv ery .

4-2 Nowadays the S e ^ e t i W  of State has responsibility as Cabinet 
Minister for a wide rang^^^tatutory functions in Scotland which in 
England and Wales are theC^di^onsibility of a number of departmental 
Cabinet Ministers. He is assist^^y a team of Ministers and the current 
allocation of responsibilities sronffl the Minister of State and the 
Parliamentary Under Secretaries of/^^OT£ is shown in Annex A. He also 
works closely with Ministers in char^e^ofother Departments on topics of 
significance to Scotland within thei^p^ds of responsibility. The 
Secretary of State's close involvement 'wltlv^bther Cabinet colleagues in 
key decision making at the centre is demon§fip̂ rtfed in his membership of a 
number of standing Ministerial Committees, (^djh^committees and Working 
Groups. (These are listed in Annex B.) Scotland thus plays her full 
Part in shaping policy for the United Kingdom as a whole. In promoting 
improvements to the governance of Scotland, t^e~\\Government are 
determined to keep Scotland's strong voice at the hedkveipthe government 
°f the United Kingdom.

4 k
4-3 The Secretary of State's responsibilities include educdo^m^health, 
social work, law and order, agriculture and fisheries, en^vp^tOGntal 
protection and conservation of the countryside, land-use plani 
government, housing, roads and certain aspects of transport ŝ
He is the lead Minister for forestry in Great Britain.
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4.4 The Secretary of State also has a major role in relation to the 
Scottish economy, and in particular has important functions relating to 
jdustrial development with responsibility for financial assistance to 

jstry. He is responsible for the strategic direction and funding of 
jpartmental public bodies such as Scottish Enterprise, Highlands 
inds Enterprise and also new town development corporations and 

the ftish Tourist Board. (More information about non-departmental 
pubhcM^dJ&s is contained in Annex C .) The Secretary of State plays a 
full part /ifjXdetermining energy policy, particularly in relation to the 
electricity <*j£«[pplv industry in Scotland. He takes responsibility for 
government lreyuy^ment in a range of other functions from fire services 
to sport. Fimdly the Secretary of State has supervisory responsibility 
for legal services in Scotland and is advised by the Scottish Law 
Officers, the Lord Advocate and the Solicitor General for Scotland.

4.5 All of this illustrates the extent to which the Secretary of State and 
his Ministers are able tovTaj3jbr Government policy to meet the distinctive 
needs of Scotland. The Se^fe&wV of State is able both to initiate policy 
in accordance with Scotland's owp^foriorities (and often export that policy 
to other parts of the United KnlkSom) and also refine UK-wide policy to 
take account of particular Scottis^^Khumstances. The Government are 
keen to encourage a distinctively\>S^rttish approach to policy-making 
where that is in the interests of Scot^rfcrtand renewed emphasis will be“ " ““——1|r—
4.6 In discharging their responsibilities the>$ecretary of State and his
Ministers are assisted by the civil servants invThe Scottish Office. This 
involves some 13,413 staff employed in The Scottish Office and Associated 
Departments, of whom 4,577 are in the Scottish Prfsoh Service. (More 
details are given in Annex D .) While the majorM^s/^x staff in The 
Scottish Office are based in the central belt, other stafiSw<jck> from offices 
around the country including Dumfries, Oban, Inverness ̂  Jiurso. A  
number also work in the Scottish Office's London base, D«pi ouse in 
Whitehall. The Government will support and encourage more s lents
between The Scottish Office and Whitehall Departments.
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The S cottish  O ffice: Aims and O bjectives

7 The main aim of The Scottish Office is to create an environment in 
^nich the public and private sectors work together to improve the 
w P w d c ,  social and environmental conditions in which people in Scotland 

work.

in general objectives of The Scottish Office are as follows:

(ncourage Scottish industry directly or through sponsored 
and in particular competitive firms, entrepreneurship, 

irh^ard investment, exporting and training;

to secure^-improvements in the health of the people of 
Scotlandf^ntvin the operation of their health service;

to seek imp 
education at

to promote agricult

ts in the quality of provision of Scottish

d fisheries in Scotland;

to assist in the imprd 
Scotland;

to promote environmental prot 
in Scotland;

of the quality of housing in

and nature conservation

to provide a framework for effective and accountable local 
government;

to secure an efficient roads and transport

to support the Scottish police, fire and prison

; and

4-9 The specific functions, aims and objectives of each pa 
Scottish Office are kept under review to ensure that they are
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and that they reflect developments and changes in policies. While the 
broad objectives for each department tend to be constant, the key 
lallenges change from year to year as objectives are achieved.
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In short, the Office of the Secretary of State for Scotland and its 
assocl4 i&d strong supporting administrative and financial arrangements 
pro V M  ̂/Scotland with an effective system of executive Government. 
GovermpwJ^Wlone cannot solve Scotland's problems - no Government can - 
but a wpjJ-O^tablished and adaptable framework exists within which 
policies caif^b^)pursued that reflect Scotland's needs and appropriate 
action can be) X&lfen, whether within the United Kingdom or within the 
European ComMinity. This situation is not always well understood. 
Chapters 7 to 9 consider how the existing arrangements might be further 
developed.
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CHAPTER 5 : SCOTLAND IN EUROPE

The affairs of the European Community are playing an increasingly 
tant part in Scottish life. The Secretary of State's membership of 
vernment of one of the most influential EC Member States ensures 

a strong voice in formulating Community policy. The Scottish 
ticipates fully in the U K  governmental machinery which 

he U K  negotiating stance in EC discussions and is

S 
Offi 
deteri
representation* Brussels by the Office of the U K  Permanent Representative 
(UK REP) able to bring the whole weight of U K  influence to bear
ln Pursuing wwhW>the Community policies in which Scottish interests have 
been fully takenMnto account.

3,3  Most critical decisions 
Community are taken at meeti* 
Present arrangements mean that S( 
large and powerful member of the

5-2 Scottish Ministers^and Scottish Office officials can and do contribute 
at relevant meetings (<Qf Uhe Council of Ministers and of the Working 
Groups which prepare C m i m M  business across the policy spectrum. It is 
Ver>y much in Scotland's that these arrangements should continue.

t̂ing the future of the European 
the Council of Ministers. The 
interests are represented by a 

Community. In order to gain 
full advantage of these arrangements for^Sishtland, Scottish Ministers and 
Scottish Office officials will take part in anTf^reasing number of meetings 
°f the Council of Ministers. By having cmjeby access to the Council of 
Ministers, Scotland is strongly represented ii^ESr^ope.

Scotland's profile in  Europe

5 4  C L0,4 Scotland is also, of course, represented in other^rfiSbtutions of the
European Community through Members of the European \IJarpdment and of
the Economic and Social Committee. Ratification of the Maasrcapht Treaty
^ 1  bring with it the establishment of the Committee of jkpgions,
Providing a new forum for the expression of Scottish opinion. new
Committee will give Scotland, an additional voice at the c^iwrdXof
Community affairs and it will complement the work of the other Commvmify

institutions. The Committee will also be an effective channel for
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expression of the legitimate interests of the nations and regions of 
Europe. In determining membership of the Committee, the Government 

ensure that Scotland has substantial representation on it.

These arrangements will not in any way exclude the full use of 
otiter^Oiess formal mechanisms. In 1992 the Government approved the 
estai^hs^Hhent of Scotland Europa by its economic development agency, 
Scottisfy/fe&erprise, to act in Brussels on behalf of a wide range of 
Scottish p^i^ate and public sector organisations. This important initiative 
will be of ^jfjsidprable assistance to Scottish businesses seeking to break 
into European) .markets and will also enable key Scottish organisations to 
have early .ancMiccurate information about developments in the Community. 
In addition it will help them to establish contacts with the Commission and 
in other member stateŝ . It will effectively complement the work of 
UKREP.

5.6 As a great trading 
from the European Single 
take advantage of the opportune 
State established in 1991 S 
comprising Scottish Office and

Scotland is poised to benefit enormously 
In order to help Scottish exporters 

of the Single Market, the Secretary of 
ti^h Trade International, an agency 
Sjebttî h Enterprise staff. The central

priority for this agency must be td^h^tb Scottish exporters capitalise on 
the challenges of the Single Market.(/TpVensure that this priority is 
achieved, the Government will review H'n^/j&peration of Scottish Trade 
International.

5.7 The Government are determined to ensii^e^ that Scotland enjoys as 
high a profile as possible in Europe. It is important that Scotland should 
establish her own links with other parts of Europe^Wmi which she has 
many interests in common. That is why, for exampie^the Government 
have taken significant steps to foster links between ScotlanfKj&nd Bavaria. 
The Government will continue to foster such European m T h e y  are 
also keen to encourage other organisations to assist in S^hj^vnig this 
goal. Local authorities have been active in establishing own
networks with other European regions, cities and municipalities, Nir^rocess 
which the Government supports and will continue to encourage^/^Phe 
government also welcome the innovative approach of Scottish FirramajClk 
Enterprise in taking the lead in establishing in 1992 the Association 
European Regional Financial Centres. Initiatives of this kind will b̂ ;
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supported and encouraged by the Government in order to help Scotland 
wake the most of the many opportunities that Europe offers.

"'^Epi^jpartenariat

Europartenariat is a major event which offers an outstanding 
opolŝ jhiitY for hundreds of companies across the European Community to 
come 'vi:«̂ £ttaer for a period of two days to meet potential business 
Partners -//'Funded by the European Commission and the host country, 
from both <jjdbhp> and private sectors, the Europartenariat is a tremendous 
stimulus for Europe trade and business. In recognition of this,
and of the importance of maintaining Scotland's profile in Europe, the 
Government will, in co-operation with the EC Commission, host a 
Europartenariat in ScpUand in December 1993. Following the success of 
the European Council(invEdinburgh, the Europartenariat event will be a 
major boost to the Sc^£^p economy and is a further illustration of 
Scotland's important p l a c e r o p e .

Conclusion

5-9 The European Community Tg^Crt^olved in almost every aspect of 
Scottish life. It is vital that ScotlanK^evoice should be heard in Europe 
and under the existing arrangements ($<5a£hmd is strongly represented in 
Brussels. The Government have takerf^stejjs to complement and add to 
that strong representation to ensure t|ri^/there is a multi-pronged 
aPProach to promoting Scotland's intereafe/rin Europe. As Europe 
continues to develop, the Government will ke«p under review Scotland's 
Profile in Europe to ensure it matches Scottish needs.
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CHAPTER 6 : THE WAY AHEAD: SCOTLAND IN PARLIAMENT

11 The earlier chapters of the White Paper have shown how, within the 
?n, arrangements for the governance of Scotland have been able to 
^p in a flexible and pragmatic way. That should be a continuing 

\and it is important that the arrangements are kept under regular 
revh^y^rhe Government will certainly continue to do so and this White 
PaperM^/^k intended to represent the last word on the subject. The 
review wbajjhvhas taken place since the last Election has suggested that a 
number of^/fpr+her developments would be appropriate at this time. 
These are desbumefd to improve the efficiency and effectiveness with which 
the public. afnm*s of Scotland are handled. They concern both the 
machinery of Parliament and of the Government. This Chapter deals with 
Parliamentary procedures*. Chapter 7 discusses Government machinery, 
Chapter 8 outlines proposals to create a more responsive Scottish Office 
and Chapter 9 discussesf^/^Ia^s for the diffusion of power within Scotland.

Parliam entary P ro ce d u re s

6-2 A  frequent criticism of ScQ & djVs place in the Union has been that 
Westminster is remote; that thero^^insufficient time in its crowded 
schedule for Scottish affairs to b e ^ W a n d  properly discussed; and in 
Particular that the opportunities it Cpro^des to hold Scottish Office 
Ministers accountable for policy in ScdUaptf^ are inadequate, given the 
range of Scottish Office responsibilities. often argued that there
should be more scope for Scottish le&afion to keep up with 
developments south of the Border, to implemeitt measures of Scottish Law 
Reform more promptly, and to provide greater opportunities to make 
changes, unique to Scotland, which require legislatio^^P^

6-3 It is also suggested from time to time t h ^ ^ U ’e are few 
opportunities for general debate on subjects where there ^/a^unique or 
Predominant Scottish interest, and that even in debates^b^^IK-wide 
matters the (sometimes different) Scottish dimension receives dt^nfficient
attention.
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6.4 Some of these criticisms have merit but in the Government's view 
they do not represent an entirely fair picture. The need for a solid 
mgramme of Scottish legislation is, and has been for many years, an 

Dted part of the planning of the legislative programme in Parliament, 
past decade, around 60 Scottish Bills have been enacted. In 

great care is taken to ensure that, where amendments to 
Scoff h/Statutes are contained in GB or U K  Bills, those are prepared by 
the Sdp^feisK Parliamentary draftsmen in a way which preserves the 
integrity p£>fhe Scottish statute book, and that there is ample opportunity 
for the Scql^sh^provisions to be debated. And, of course, Scottish MPs 
are able to comWjjute fully to Parliamentary consideration of matters not 
just of particiSfar interest to Scotland, but also concerning the United 
Kingdom as a whole.

6.5 In recent yearslv(^iih|res to Westminster procedures have been made 
which provide a greater* opportunity for the consideration of Scottish 
matters. In 1979 the sysTeJ^/bf Select Committees relating to Government 
Departments was estabhshedv^mekthe Select Committee on Scottish Affairs 
has been an important and vMn^ble mechanism in the Parliamentary 
scrutiny of Government business yin Scotland including fieldwork and 
meetings in Scotland as well as /^t"\^estminster. Following a period
between 1987 and 1992 when agresm£*tf.could not be reached on the 
constitution of the Committee, the (/Ciwernment are glad that its 
re-establishment has now been achieved^dnji^iook forward to the further 
development of its work.

6.6 Recent years have also seen a development in the role of the 
Scottish Grand Committee, which comprises all the Members of Parliament 
representing constituencies in Scotland. In the 198lAR2VSession provision 
was introduced for the Committee to meet from time tdrlkBeNpn Mondays in 
Edinburgh, and the first meeting took place on 15 Feprwapy 1982. The 
Committee has held a wide range of debates each yeai^sfjH^, both in 
Edinburgh and at Westminster, and has also taken the SatfadQfN^Reading 
debates of some Scottish legislation.
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Planned Developm ents

^,7 While, within the Union, the ultimate authority of Parliament at 
^e^minster must remain paramount, the Government accept that there is 

for further improvements in the way in which Scottish matters are 
hahjdetfk The objective is to find ways of handling Commons business 
relawV^to Scotland, including legislation, which maximise the involvement 
of Mem0££skof Parliament for Scottish constituencies and increase the 
responsive^d^k of the system to Scottish considerations without impeding 
the c r u c i a l o f  Scottish MPs to play their full part in considering in 
Parliament is^ues^} affecting the whole of the United Kingdom. The 
following proposals are designed to build on and improve the existing 
Parliamentary mechanisms for handling Scottish business, covering 
legislation (both primary and secondary) and providing added 
opportunities for thottmgn debate and discussion of matters of particular 
concern in Scotland.

6.8 The main proposals offer'^systematic and progressive widening of 
the range of business to b b y  the Scottish Grand Committee, 
Meeting when appropriate in S^nda^ld as well as at Westminster. They 
also offer the possibility of i m p r W ^  scrutiny of Scottish legislation 
through the use of provisions for SpjfKjial5 tan ding Committees to meet, in 
Scotland if appropriate, to take evidei^drk Scottish Bills. At the heart 
of these proposals is a desire to m a M ^ v e r n m e n t  in Scotland more 
accountable without weakening Scotland's position at the Parliament
of the Union. The objective of increasing me^Scrutiny by Parliament of 
the Secretary of State for Scotland, his Ministers and Departments is 
desirable in itself and is especially important given the expansion of his 
responsibilities in recent years.

S cottish  G rand Committee

6-9 The following paragraphs set an agenda for the deve 
role of the Scottish Grand Committee both in handling legist 
providing increased opportunities for general debate and dis 
Scottish matters.
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Legislation

,10 The consideration of the principle of a Bill - its Second Reading - 
iially involves a debate on the floor of the House of Commons. The 
*s then committed to a Standing Committee for line by line 

cOhSKl^hption; and in the case of Scottish Bills provision already exists to 
appoint*Scottish Standing Committee, which must contain at least 
16 MempQJ^-representing Scottish constituencies. There is also provision 
for a Secohd^Scottish Standing Committee, and this is generally appointed 
when requige6L-tp consider Private Members' Bills relating exclusively to 
Scotland. Tme/Bill is then returned to the floor of the House of 
Commons for Kfe Report Stage, normally involving a debate at which 
further amendments may be considered. The last stage is the Third 
Reading, which gives^—the House of Commons a fined opportunity to 
consider and, if it decides, approve the Bill in its finally amended 
form.

6.11 Provision has existeq/^K\\ Standing Orders since 1948 for the 
consideration of the principle oY/J^LHs relating exclusively to Scotland to 
be debated in the Scottish Committee. This is intended to
dispense with the need for a SecoimOy^ading debate on the floor of the 
House. When the Scottish Grand C«^m^tee has considered the principle 
of the Bill, Second Reading can be mQydo^ormally in the House, and if 
necessary put to a vote without debate.

6.12 So far, relatively little use has been of this procedure, but
the Government believe that it is capable of development, given goodwill 
on all sides. This would enable a wider range of Bills to be handled in 
the uniquely Scottish forum of the Scottish Grand/^oiflmittee, enabling 
more account to be taken of Scottish opinion during thfii*Phonsideration in 
principle, thus allowing a fuller Scottish legislative progpamuiie. For this 
approach to succeed all sides will have to agree that the^Sp<$tish Grand 
Committee debate is the substantive consideration of the principle of the 
Bill: delaying or disruptive tactics would undermine the approaraKand rob 
it of its value. The need for formal approval of Second Reading^py\the 
whole House would, of course, remain, and could involve a 
necessary.
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6.13 There are three possible categories of Bill to which the approach 
c°uld gradually be extended

rnment Bills

yvernment's legislative programme, announced in the Queen's 
lormally contains a number of significant Scottish measures, 

be distinct advantages in bringing before the Committee a 
wider rar^P'"b£ programme measures than has hitherto been the case, if it 
was agreed<^jjajrythey could be handled in the way discussed above. This 
would not o f M ^ e  undermine the continuing entitlement of Scottish Bills 
to have their 'Second Reading debates, if preferred, on the Floor of the
House.

Law Reform Bills

The Scottish Law C o m m i s ^ ^ A a  responsible for a programme of review of
the law of Scotland, and its^w^rk generally leads to proposals for law
reform, often in the shapej^f/^raft Bills on which consultation is 
condim+ari t _  -------S/^S\conducted. In their responsby^td) the recent report of the Jellicoe 
Committee on the Committee W o r k ^ ^  House of Lords, the Government 
have acknowledged that it would b e x ^ ^ ^ b l e  to find ways of significantly 
increasing the throughput of Law R£hh^\ Bills proposed by the Law 
Commissions, if this can be done without/ppaj^dice to the main programme 
Set out in the Queen's Speech. Increa^^^he of the Scottish Grand 
Committee to consider the principle of Scottjd^ Law Reform Bills would 
contribute to this objective.

Private Members' Bills

Where a Private Member's Bill relates exclusively to may be
appropriate to take the opportunity of debating its png in the
Scottish Grand Committee, though it would be necessary M ire that
the Bill's remaining stages continued to be subject to the ti an<^
other requirements which applied to Private Members' B l ^p^Hy.
Thus the value of this approach would lie in an opportune _ .\p»o!per
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debate of the issues, rather than in accelerating the progress of such 
Bills.

</'\§>L4 Similar considerations apply to subordinate legislation, by means of 
provision is made for rules and regulations, grant schemes and 

JigrVdetailed matters required to implement primary legislation. In 
gerreraL/s subordinate legislation of major importance requires to be 
approveq/lW Parliament in draft before coming into effect ("Affirmative 
Resolutions^!^ Less important matters do not require positive approval 
before the effect, but if they are opposed a debate may be held
("Negative Re&pWions"). Subordinate legislation thus can often provide 
an opportunityvto debate matters of considerable practical and political 
importance, such as the annual Revenue Support Grant, Housing Support 
Grant and Legal Aid opders and the orders which often form part of the 
implementation proces^ofUiriinary legislation; handling these in a uniquely 
Scottish forum offers irfrooiroant advantages. The Government propose a 
new procedure allowing debates on Affirmative Resolutions and on
prayers against Negative Rd^omfckms to be referred to the Scottish Grand 
Committee. Such debates woura/^he on consideration in principle. As 
with Bills, an understanding we(Md)be required that the consideration in 
principle would be agreed, and tne^n&^er would require approval by the 
House of Commons itself, involving a^v^e^if necessary.

D eliberative D ebates

6.15 At present the Scottish Grand Committ^e/i£ay have up to 6 general 
debates each session on "matter days" and must have at least 6 debates 
on "estimates days" if estimates for which the Secretary of State is 
responsible are referred to it. The full entitlement /bas^tended not to be 
taken in recent years; and the timing of the pubUc£H±on^bf the Estimates 
has led to the bunching of those debates in tqe-X^tunmer. The 
Government propose to abandon the distinction between "mayle^days" and 
"estimates days", providing instead for up to 12 general and to
make explicit provision that the subject for a specified numb^r^oK these 
should be chosen by the Opposition parties in Scotland. Used^fexRily, 
these arrangements will provide a valuable new opporturiifyv ̂rpr 
constructive and regular debate of current issues. One subject wl
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likely to be appropriate for debate in this way is the allocation each year 
by the Secretary of State of the public expenditure resources at his 
^sposal. The Committee could also be given the opportunity to debate the 

}rts published by the Scottish Affairs Select Committee of the House of 
)ns. As at present, double debates could sometimes take place, by 

iasting 5 hours instead of 2§. Also, as at present, the 
could sometimes meet in Edinburgh - and perhaps elsewhere in 

^c°tla^^^^Such arrangements would be without prejudice to the 
continuing^pights of Government and Opposition Parties to debate Scottish 
niatters, as<^afSgresent, on the floor of the House of Commons.

Question Time

6.16 The present Questions rota of the House of Commons provides for 
Oral Questions to Scottish Office Ministers once every 4 weeks. The 
Government believe thaiu^the) extensive range of business for which the 
Secretary of State for ScMrahckis now responsible, equivalent as it is to 
that of several WhitehaliX/Dthpartments, provides justification for 
augmenting this by providing additional Question Time at certain 
meetings of the Scottish Grand^^ominittee. This could be modelled on 
existing practice, a specified tim^MV^he beginning of certain Sittings 
being set aside for Questions to xS^attish Office Ministers, tabled in 
afi vance and with the opportunity^/^mk cross-examination through 
Supplementaries. Alternatively the G o w m ^ n t  are willing to consider
^edifying the present format on these ocqaSndns. For example, a more 
flexible approach, perhaps akin to the Starm^r and Unstarred Question 
Procedures already used in the House of Lordsy would allow more detailed 
c°nsideration of a smaller number of questions. This is an area which 
the Government would be willing to explore with othe^/PE^ties.

The Scottish Office Minister in the House of 
responsible for a substantial range of departmental func
for a large proportion of the resources at the disposal

is usually 
^y^ccounting 

cottish
Office. At present, Scottish Members of Parliament have 
limited opportunities to examine the Minister in question, in the 
6Xamination by the Select Committee on Scottish Affairs of 
toPics. That Select Committee comprises only 11 members.
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Government believe that it would strengthen the arrangements for publicly 
> examining the policies and work of The Scottish Office if a means could 

found of enabling a House of Lords Minister - and also the Lord 
^dypcate, Scotland's senior Law Officer who is at present a Member of 
<$re/ttpuse of Lords - to give evidence to the Scottish Grand Committee. 
Tne^K&ernment therefore envisage a new procedure, analogous to Select 
Conumtlteers procedure but unique to the Scottish Grand Committee. 
SubjeCT/te/feonsultation and agreement between both Houses, the format 
envisaged/i^uiat the Minister, with his agreement, would be permitted to 
make a bri^r^statement on a particular topic specified in advance and 
would then b^ /questioned on the subject for a set period. In this way 
Scottish M e m b ^ s  of Parliament would be able to examine in depth The 
Scottish office Minister in the House of Lords and the Lord Advocate 
about their responsibilities. The proposed procedure would also apply to 
other Scottish Office UMrusters, enabling them to be examined in depth 
when appropriate.

Statem ents

6.18 A  possible additional development would be to make provision for 
Oral Statements to be made by Scotf-feq\> Office Ministers in the course of 
Scottish Grand Committee SittingsV/^Lri practice, the need to make 
announcements to Parliament often arisp^/apNshort notice, and it would be 
impossible to have hard and fast rulesMibuJk when a Statement to the 
Scottish Grand Committee would be appngJpj&te. In the Government's
view, however, it is sensible to make provision/for this so that it can be
done when it is suitable. At the same time, they recognise that the right
of all United Kingdom Members of Parliament to hear and question Oral 
Statements should not be unduly constrained.

A djournm ent D ebates

6.19 Finally, the Government propose that provision should^- i^'wade for
short Adjournment Debates, on the Westminster model, at th^vend of 
Sittings of the Scottish Grand Committee. It is acknowlb v in 
Westminster that these provide a valuable opportunity at the end 
day's business on the floor of the House, for Members to raisl
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relatively short notice, issues of particular concern, often of a 
constituency nature. It seems valuable to extend the opportunity to the 
?ottish Grand Committee. As in Westminster, there would be a ballot 

days before the meeting of the Scottish Grand Committee and a 
period, no more than 30 minutes, would be provided for the 
including the Minister's response. The subject matter would be 

confin&i/'to the responsibilities of Scottish Office Ministers. Again the 
rights'^'o^^Sfembers for Scottish constituencies to seek Adjournment Debates 
°n the Flodrof the House of Commons would remain unaffected.

P rocedure fo r entation

6 *20 Some of these changes would require amendments to Standing 
Orders and the Government will bring these forward for discussion in due 
course. The new fr4mework will in effect provide an agenda for the 
development of the role^D^ihe Scottish Grand Committee in ways which 
increase its involvement inyrand relevance to, Scottish affairs. At each 
stage the Government will bp^ramng the success and acceptability of the 
changes, and will wish to s^e^evidence that they are being used 
constructively before building dn^thfem. It is not therefore possible to 
quantify at this stage the amount^OT\qdditional business which will be 
handled by the Scottish Grand C o m r a m L  The basic schedule of general 
debates might occupy up to 12 Sittyi^s$\at fairly regular intervals, 
whether at Westminster or in Scotiand^^he Question Time could be 
scheduled for every second or third Sitting^^fr a basis which avoided too 
°lose a coincidence with the House of Commode rota for Scottish Office 
Questions. The Government see attractions ui holding the majority of 
these Sittings in Edinburgh, or other parts of Scotland and they are 
wPkng to discuss these proposals with other par/£*ei^and to consider 
drying the format as matters proceed.

6-21 Overall, this approach offers the prospect of a signil̂ Cajii increase 
ln the opportunities for Parliamentary business of particmd£\£ ̂ cern to 
Scotland to be handled in a uniquely Scottish forum, ra$j-dii^g the 
ccmoteness for which Westminster is criticised and, with co-opbt  ̂on
r \ l l  .^  sides, providing increased opportunities for Scottish legisla 
reach the Statute Book.
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Special Standing Committee

.22 The Standing Orders of the House of Commons contain provision for 
to be referred after Second Reading to a Special Standing Committee 

alternative to an ordinary Standing Committee. The Special 
Committee may meet on up to 4 occasions over a period of 

28 diiV^/faking oral evidence about the Bill. The record of that 
evideikfd'/^ind written evidence which the Committee may order to be 
printed," is/d'$ailable as background to inform the Committee's subsequent 
line by line/^onsideration of the Bill, which proceeds as in an ordinary 
Standing Comnnrte£. This provision has been little used - and never for 
Scottish legislation - being considered in general to be appropriate only 
for relatively non-controversial measures with a degree of cross-party 
support, where technical evidence from specialists or interest groups 
would have a particularly important part to play in the detailed 
consideration of the BiUIspro visions.

6.23 In the Government's 
particularly appropriate 
circumstances. There is a s

e mechanism does, however, provide a 
,e to certain uniquely Scottish 
e body of Scots law administered

through a separate legal system. /^fh^many areas which are subject to 
legislation there exist in Scotland separate professional or other expert 
bodies, with unique experience and ajv^raiividual contribution to offer. 
They may feel remote from the Westminsferp^fecess, and may not have the 
same opportunity as their comparators sotffif'Tbf the Border to influence 
the consideration of legislation during its ]ids£dge at Westminster. The 
Special Standing Committee procedure provides^ an opportunity to remedy 
this, by establishing a mechanism for evidence to be taken, possibly in 
Scotland, before line by line consideration of a Bill

6.24 Proposals for detailed changes to the relevant Sf^nd&g Orders will 
be brought forward in due course. The Government enVi^^fe^that these 
will involve a development of the existing provisions for Sp^ci^^Standing 
Committees in a number of ways, to suit Scottish circumstagi«^V\ The 
Committee would meet to agree its method of working and thexrg^igh of 
interests from which it wished to take evidence, and would have POw^c^to 
hold its oral evidence-taking sessions in Scotland if it wished.^
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further meetings, in Westminster, would handle the line by line 
examination of the Bill in the normal way. In order not to delay the

nsideration of legislation it would remain subject to the 28 day time limit 
evidence-taking which at present applies to Special Standing 
ittees.

6 -25 TKeXG^yernment believe that, taken together, these proposals 
Provide a <^m&is\ for a substantial and worthwhile improvement in the 
handling ofTJ^Khmentary business relating to Scotland. They also 
Provide a basi^for making Scottish Ministers more accountable. They are 
an agenda for progressive change, over a period of time, to be 
introduced flexibly in^th^ light of experience. Clearly, their successful

will depend on goodwill from politicians in 
bffer them as a constructive response to the 

{.land to see a Parliamentary process which 
jcount of their interests and concerns, 

an important contribution to meeting

introduction and opel^ati 
Scotland. The Gover 
nspirations of the people 
is less remote and takes 
and are confident that they can 
those aspirations.
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CHAPTER 7 : THE WAY AHEAD: GOVERNMENT IN SCOTLAND

Chapter 4 and the annexes to it describe in some detail the current 
government arrangements based on the role of the Secretary of 
The process of progressive administrative devolution of powers 
tions to the Secretary of State has greatly expanded his role in 
irs in fields as diverse as economic development and training 

onservation. Further administrative devolution of this kind 
ct in April when the Secretary of State assumes 

higher education in Scotland.

and h 
will tak 

responsib

 ̂• 2 The exteS^sion of administrative devolution is very much in line with 
the Government's desire to ensure that more decision-making about 
Scotland takes place ip— Scotland. It also facilitates the identification of 
Scottish priorities anrathe essential innovation or adaptation of policy to 
®eet Scottish needs. ’̂ e^Government's commitment to this objective is 
founded on a belief thatT^hue the whole of the United Kingdom should 
share similar policy goals, C^e\\different circumstances of each of its 
c°nstituent parts mean that grea£«!r account in policy formation must be 
taken of the diversity which is hallmark of these islands.

This Chapter outlines some steps which the Government
Propose to take to devolve more decisiĉ p 3tkjng to Scotland.

Training

^•4 The Government will take further steps A w a r d s  greater policy and 
financial devolution to Scotland in the *ield of training. In particular the 
^termination of future public expenditure pro^isibn for training 
Programmes in Scotland will, from next year, becom&^a^Hatter solely for 
ĥe Secretary of State for Scotland, with concomitant over those
Policy matters where there is no need for full similarity <̂ apa^onsistency 
°f approach at a Great Britain level.

7•5 The keener awareness of the economic demands of lc 
throughout Scotland which the creation of a network of local ei 
Companies has generated has ensured that training programmes are
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tailored to local needs. In view of this and in view of the other
developments which have occurred in relation to Scottish Enterprise and 

^hlands and Islands Enterprise, the Government believe that there is 
greater scope for the separate determination of training policy for 
id. Accordingly, responsibility for determining training policy in 

will be transferred to the Secretary of State for Scotland as from 
1 A  £^94, within the framework of the overall strategic priorities,
initiathz ^ p p d  policies developed by the Secretary of State for 
Employmei consultation with colleagues and collectively agreed.

Schem esIn d u strial Su

7.6 The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) at present has 
responsibility for a number of schemes to promote the introduction of new 
products and processes 4n industry, to undertake industrially relevant 
research, and to the transfer of industrially relevant
technologies from the splice base. The Scottish Office Industry 
Department currently admin{s^rs\ on the DTI's behalf, 2 of the single 
company Research and Development, schemes - S M A R T  and SPUR - and 
Scottish Enterprise arranges for<mpJtielivery of the Consultancy Initiative 
- again on DTI's behalf. Funding/M^X^ll three schemes is allocated from 
the DTI's budget and, in the case \>f^5MART and SPUR, final approved 
for individual cases, as well as responsibility for the administrative 
procedures, rests with the DTI.

7.7 In the context of the policies emergin&/£rbm the forthcoming White 
Paper on Science and Technology, the Government will review the scope 
for transferring from the Department of Trade and Industry to the 
Scottish Office Industry Department responsibility foj^tr\i*ange of schemes 
for encouraging industrial innovation and technologyv̂ c^hsfsr in Scotland. 
The object of the review will be to bring about transfe^--^|^esponsibility 
wherever practicable.
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Highlands and Islands A irp o rts  L td

Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (HIAL) is responsible for the 
jtgement and operation of 8 airports in the Highlands and Islands of 

id - Benbecula, Inverness, Islay, Kirkwall, Stornoway, Sumburgh, 
jh Wick. These airports perform a vital social and economic 

funchon/ln the areas they serve. HIAL is at present a wholly-owned 
subsicoa«v^kof the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), whose main 
PesponsibiKMera. relate to the regulation of the air transport industry and 
the provisiQp^ofrpational air traffic services.

1 g ?It is. proposed to transfer the ownership of HIAL from the C A A  to7.9
the Secretary of State for Scotland. The Secretary of State is already 
responsible for paying— deficit grant to HIAL in respect of the losses 
incurred in its airpMt^ derations, other than oil-related operations at 
Sumburgh. Bringing H^L)Jfully within the control of the Secretary of 
State will simplify the g^Mrng arrangements, and provide that all 
strategic policy decisions r4g£*Whg the company's operations as well as 
its financing are his responsibihtjf^. This will be of help to HIAL and in 
tnrn to those operators of air $$f*v)pes using the company's airports, to

Legislation to effect thethe overall benefit of the areas, 
transfer of ownership will be requi:

Scottish A rts  Council

^•10 Responsibility for the Scottish Arts S U k  at present rests with 
ihe Secretary of State for National Heritage^ The Government believe 
that the body which supports the Arts in Scotland should be the 
resPonsibility of Scotland's Secretary of State ahtF^now propose to 
implement that change from 1 April 1994. The xUit^Sinding cultural 
development witnessed in Scotland in recent years is^vavmbute to the 
w°rk of the SAC, among many others. The G o v e r n m e n t t h e  Arts 
ln Scotland, in partnership with the Secretary of State forxS^c^land, to 
c°ntinue to go from strength to strength, displaying thsfe^ckltural 
excellence within Scotland, in the rest of the U K  and througfa£>uC\the 
World.
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Relocation

J.1 Scotland has benefited from the Government's policy of locating jobs 
from London. Locations which have benefited are Falkirk, 

^thes, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Livingston, East Kilbride, Perth and 
In total over 4,000 civil service jobs are recorded as having 

mov 'Qr'peing about to move to Scotland since 1979.

7.12 Th$/^tjdyernment recognises that Scotland is an attractive and 
appropriatec/Jpeation for the work of a number of Departments of 
Government,^i^/Just the Scottish Office. Where it is appropriate for 
other Departments to locate some of their work in Scotland, the 
Government will ensure that relocation is carried out.

7.13 The North Seat^ilV_§nd gas industry works at the frontiers of 
technology and is a Sc/dttijm. and United Kingdom, success story. A  
significant number of priya^/^ctor oil and gas companies have located 
their operations in Aberde^j^/^iuch is now the oil capital of Europe. 
The Government wishes to maj^^the private sector's commitment to 
Aberdeen. To do this, the Deps(rfme)it of Trade and Industry will open a 
major new oil and gas office in AKeM^en. The office will provide key 
services, which until now have only\b^eti available from DTI headquarters 
in London and will consist initially (pf^xime 60 staff, including both 
geologists and engineers as well as'^^^Sinistrative support. This 
relocation confirms the Government's G33nSjfitment to ensuring that 
Aberdeen continues to develop her rightful m ^ a s  an international centre 
of the oil industry and further illustrates the qualities which Scotland has 
to offer as a location for Government activity.

Conclusion

7.14 The existence of her own Department, the Scottis< 
that Scotland is already the home of much Government activr 
can be done and the Government are keen to extend, where 
the range of that activity carried out in Scotland.
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7 -15 The Government believe that the package of measures of 
administrative devolution outlined above amounts to a significant transfer 

decision-making power from London to Scotland. This should enable 
y-making for Scotland to reflect more accurately Scottish priorities 

pirations, in line with the Government's objectives. At the same 
a W i n  le strong position within the Government as a whole, of the 
SecrMarysof State for Scotland, his Ministers and his Department, will be 
c°nsiddrakfov strengthened when these transfers are put into effect, 
taking themvbetter able to exert more influence on behalf of Scotland 
over a widetj/pange of policy., iP‘•16 But the x^xistence of The Scottish Office should not preclude the 
extension of other Departments' activities in Scotland. Scotland has a 
contribution to make to— the government of the United Kingdom as a whole 
and some of that contribution can be made from Scotland. With many 
cutstanding qualities, SdotMnd is an attractive location for both civil 
service posts and Europe&jf^mstitutions. The new DTI office in Aberdeen 
ls just one example of this. and where relocation reviews are being
undertaken, the Government wtfPutake full account of the numerous 
advantages which Scotland offerk<ds)a location.
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CHAPTER 8 : THE WAY AHEAD: RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT

It is important that concern with improving the procedures of 
ment and the structures of Government machinery does not lead us 
ore issues concerned with the more fundamental relationships 

Government and people in Scotland. Tackling those issues calls 
visibly responsive Scottish Office. Far too few Scots know 

k^existence of The Scottish Office, which is their Department in 
the Govep̂ aftejit. The Government are determined to remedy this
situation.

The Govk^nment have published since 1991 a Departmental Report 
entitled "Serving Scotland's Needs" (cm. 2214) which sets out the 
Secretary of State's public expenditure plans together with information on 
Past achievements ancncuKrent policy objectives of The Scottish Office and 
Associated Departments. /("^erving Scotland's Needs" is a substantial and 
detailed document of reCMd/.which serves a particular need for a 
specialised readership. In (addition, however, and in keeping with the 
Citizen's Charter, the Governmem^mtend to proceed in due course with 
the publication of a concise and <^dcessible Annual Report on the activities 
°t The Scottish Office, the Non-Ded^t^ental Public Bodies and the Next 
Steps Agencies which are the resp^nrgraihty of the Secretary of State, 
^he Annual Report will record the ^ptiy^Hes and achievements of the 
Preceding year, as well as any diffiemfips^ encountered, and will set 
targets, aims and objectives to be met in tl^p^Jhowing year.

8.3 Once this new approach is up and ruhning the Government will 
ensure that there is an early opportunity for the Annual Report to be 
referred to the Scottish Grand Committee, where /Ctsrybontents can be 
Scrutinised and debated by Scottish Members of Parham&tipC

8-4 Although The Scottish Office has offices in every r%|^k0imd island
area in the country, the Departments of the Secretary <jaf̂ iytate for
Scotland are located predominantly in and around Edinbur<£m</\ The 
Government are keen to see a broader spread of Scottish Office^ pns
around the country and will seek opportunities for further disperses

Parts of The Scottish Office and of non-departmental public bodie
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which the Secretary of State is responsible. The Government will examine 
in particular the division of responsibility between headquarters and local 
^ganisations and the scope for locating new units and bodies outside the 

^burgh and Glasgow areas where there is a sound financial and 
^onal case for doing so. Plans are already afoot in Historic 

to introduce more decentralisation to area offices in Stirling, at 
ForK\(j£pifge and outer Edinburgh. Scottish Natural Heritage has set up 
area ouftfcpsKin Inverness, Aberdeen, Riccarton (near Edinburgh) and 
Clydebanl

8.5 The Go’&e^mjient also wish to take steps to make The Scottish Office 
more accessibf^C to the general public throughout Scotland. The 
Government will explore ways of improving the dialogue between The 
Scottish Office and the—public it exists to serve by making information 
about its responsibilities/ and the services it provides more readily 
available and by provid^f^^etter opportunities of access for members of 
the public to make enquirie^/register complaints or offer comments and 
suggestions about policies oc/^wices. The Government will establish a 
central enquiry unit accessible tpej^all parts of Scotland for the cost of a 
local telephone call which will atfdwHhe public to make contact with The 
Scottish Office and be put in toucE^wm the member of staff dealing with 
the issue of concern to them. the issue in question is the
responsibility of another Government dppa^nent, The Scottish Office will 
assist the caller in identifying the correc5t^spe#*ce of information.

8 . 6  The new central enquiry unit of the Scbptfsh Office will be backed 
up by the designation of many of the existing Departmental offices around 
Scotland as Scottish Office information points. This initiative will 
heighten the visibility and accessibility of The Scottî riTypffice in most of 
the main towns and cities in Scotland. This will bitkl 5Mndividuals or 
groups to obtain much more easily information abou: <£j!ebttish Office 
activity and policy. These new arrangements will provide extensive 
network of information points around Scotland to suppo 
enquiry unit.

8.7 The Government will examine the case for supplementing 
Scottish Office information points with other information points in sf
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towns around Scotland operated on an agency basis by, for example, 
solicitors, accountants and other professionals. These agents would 

ovide the public with a contact point and information service in towns 
?e The Scottish Office does not have a presence.

e Government hope to have the initiatives outlined in this 
place as quickly as possible. They will be kept under 
ew to ensure that they meet the needs of the Scottish 

People. ^ Tjid'vScottish Office has much to offer the people of Scotland. 
As well asc^ffejmesenting their interests within the Government of the 
United Kingdom^/The Scottish Office is a source of useful advice and 
information.. should be more visible and more accessible. These
initiatives will make it so and that, in turn, will make The Scottish Office 
more responsive.
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CHAPTER 9 : THE WAY AHEAD: POWER TO THE CITIZEN

The Government are deeply committed in principle to the diffusion 
iower. In their drive to devolve more decision-making power to 

id and within Scotland, the Government will continually seek ways 
jding choice and opportunity in such a way as to enable the 

Pe°i -^Scotland to have more say over their own lives. Enabling Scots 
to * moke real decision-making power in their own hands is at the
^eai tht^Government's strategy for the future. The Government wish

confer al rights on ordinary Scots.

3.2 As a.resv^t, individuals will have more opportunity to exercise real 
choice. Further extensions of ownership will help to achieve this 
°hjective and the vigorous application of Citizen's Charter principles 
across the range of public services will enable Scots to secure the high 
standards in these servteesnto which they are entitled. When the Prime 
Minister launched the CilTzenhs^harter White Paper in 1991 he described 
the Charter as being abou^^wing more power to the citizen through 
being better informed about irag&ts and entitlements, better able to 
e*ercise choice and better able ^^se^ure redress when things go wrong. 
The development of the Charter and^fra related initiatives will mean more 
Power is put directly into the hand^af^Scottish people than ever before. 
^ will both define and advance the i ^ m o n  of the Scottish citizen in 
Elation to public bodies.

9.3 The White Paper 'The Citizen's Cb&&6r: First Report 1992
(Cm 2 1 0 1) gives a full account of the progress that has been made in
Gotland in the last year. The Scottish Office will play a central role in
living further forward the Citizen's Charter initiatiy'prî  Scotland. This 
Will apply in relation both to the services The Sea 
'bi'ect to the public and through the very important
fund

fice provides 
^ services it

s and sponsors. The programme of reform is an ambftf^v^ *ne.

9.4 Within the next few months the Government will bring.
Pumber of wide-ranging new initiatives. A  Further and Higher 
Charter for Scotland, spelling out the standards students can exp. 

institutions at which they study, will be published, as
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Householder's Guide to Planning in Scotland. A  Charter detailing the 
rights of the citizen in regard to local authority environmental services of 

immediate concern to him or her is also being prepared for 
lication and a Guide setting out the rights of private sector tenants in 

nd will be relased soon. The Inspectorates of some of Scotland's 
blic services - police, schools and social work - will be 

strkh£$heped by the appointment of lay inspectors, and their reports will 
be phbhkj&d. For example, the Government will shortly publish a 
consultaxipiKQgcument on the Social Work Services Inspectorate. It will 
outline the^jd^velopments the Government intends for the future, and will 
emphasise tn^vk^y> feature of all effective inspection - its independence. 
But these initfimves, while important in themselves, are just part of the 
Government's strategy to codify and strengthen more comprehensively 
than ever before the rights of the Scottish citizen.

9.5 The Government (Vam 
practicable, to Scotland's"

want to shift decision-making, where 
.communities. The Government recognise, 

and welcome, the fact tha4x£6^re is in Scotland a stronger sense of 
community than is sometimes elsewhere. Scotland is a diverse
country and requires the sen^imnfe handling of policy issues. The 
Government are therefore committegKt^^evolving more decision-making not 
only to Scotland, but within Scotian*

9 . 6 This process has already starte 
establishment of local enterprise compa: 
handover of greater responsibilities to LECs'

for example, with the 
ECs). The progressive 
continue, building upon

the package of increased flexibilities introduced this financial year. In 
addition, from next year, there will be increased discretion for Scottish 
Enterprise, Highlands and Islands Enterprise and Ê Jsvjto determine the 
allocation among activities of their programme fundiitff^frhjn Government 
grant-in-aid, while retaining the broad control of theS-d£#i$ion between 
training and non-training activities.

m
9.7 The creation of parent-led School Boards facilitated a re^s^erfcjon of 
parental influence over schools. The Government believe th^r^fefigols 
play a central part in the life of every community and, indeed, ertdohtaffe 
that sense of community. The introduction of devolved school mana:
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over the next few years will ensure there is more local decision-making at 
school level where parents can more easily contribute; and the 
tablishment of NHS Trusts throughout Scotland is giving responsibility 

\y^punning local hospitals back to local people.

Secretary of State is responsible for making appointments to a 
ârg^rmart)er of public bodies throughout Scotland. Many of these bodies 
have De^n/^sstablished as a consequence of the Government's drive to 
devolve de^igvin-making to the lowest level. The Secretary of State is 
committed <M^selecting names from more diverse backgrounds and 
experience ano/te)appointing individuals who reflect local interests. He 
ls now takingC active steps to consult more widely about public 
appointments, and this will continue.

9 ■ 9 The Governments
the heart of their strati 
single-tier, all-purpose 
effectively the interests of

for the reform of local government are at 
pass decision-making downwards. The new 

thorities will be better able to promote 
a they represent. They will be able to

*dentify more with their area. they will be more accountable to the
People who live there. In sum, <mey) will reflect the diversity of Scotland 
as a whole and revive the dynamism^OT\k)cal democracy.

Conclusion

3‘10 A  key theme for the future will be tdc$^zfe decision-taking closer to 
*he point where services are delivered. Whitest will take time to ensure 
that Citizen's Charter principles take root everywhere, the process is now 
Weh under way. No-one should now be unaware of his or her rights and 
eotitlements. The Government are engaged in a Arerepnined drive to 
e*tend more power to the Scottish people. This willHtt/^Se result in the 
^definition of the relationship between the Scottisn^eMMen and the 
Previously too remote state. Over the next few year^/^H^people of 
Gotland will be empowered to take more decisions affecti€tg\saieir own 
hves than ever before in modern times. The result will be an>Qp2Tst 
dumber of clearly defined rights for each Scottish citizen, e&cn^m  

lniPortant and identifiable needs. That truly will put power in the5v 
the Scottish citizen.
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CHAPTER 10 : BRINGING THE UNION ALIVE

1 The proposals in this White Paper will all contribute in one way or 
er to improving the governance of Scotland and strengthening 
d's place in the United Kingdom. In this and other ways the 

nt seek to bring the Union alive.

10.2 A s / rst step, the Government will put renewed emphasis on the 
fact that tl^evjnion matters, not just to Scotland but to the whole of the 
United King^mr> The Union is not something which affects just one 
Department of^/Gn^ernment, The Scottish Office. If new life is to be 
breathed into Nme Union its existence must permeate every area of 
government. Account must be taken of the Union by all Government 
Departments, at all timeâ . The national celebration of the Millenium will 
create a good opportunjtyUo re-emphasise the importance of the Union for 
Us all. The Millenium Fund)! to be created from part of the proceeds of 
fbe National Lottery - wil^^ster the sense of Union by funding major 
Projects in all parts of the Ujaj3rt^d\Kingdom.

l*l-3 And if the Union is to 
recognition of Scotland's status as
be

h  in the future, a more concerted 
ion will be necessary. It should 

a mark of Scotland's self-confideritte/Wher own status as a nation that 
sbe shares her sovereignty with the o^Jadr^barts of the United Kingdom. 
Dut the willingness to share that soveFefjnti^ must never be taken for
granted.

f0.4 This White Paper indicates some of ^^e^ ways in which such 
recognition can be given. But there are others. For example, there
should be more acknowledgement from all parts of tlj^TJ^ited Kingdom of
the significance of the major institutions of Scott - the legal
sVstem, the professions, the Churches, the Univers'i^e^^the learned 
s°cieties and the financial institutions - and of Scottish cunuK$-excellence 
anP the arts. Scottish pride in these should be shared b3£/T^e>.rest of 
t̂ e United Kingdom and their distinctive features should b^'^romoted
abroad.
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10.5 Parliament in Westminster is the Parliament of the whole of the 
United Kingdom. It is at the heart of our democracy and its Members 

joy equal rights, regardless of which part of the United Kingdom they 
esent. In its composition, institutions and ceremonies Parliament must 
pn to be fully a United Kingdom body, reflecting the diversity of 

the constituent parts of the country. The Government will seek 
to that this happens.

1 0 . 6  We^rhduld not hesitate to create, when appropriate, new bodies to 
take accoi^m^of the distinctive Scottish identity. Sometimes such 
o r g a n i s a t i o n ^ b e  in the public sector, such as Scottish Natural 
Heritage. . On mher occasions they will belong to the private sector, such 
as Scottish Power. In either instance the case for establishing new 
Scottish institutions will—be closely examined.

10.7 The Union, far fi 
development of a stroh 
Scotland's place in the U 
such a development has taken 
of the Union and the way

nishing Scotland, has in fact allowed the 
cottish identity shaped, as it is, by 

gdom and in the wider world. That 
since 1707 is a tribute to the nature 
ich it avoids imposing uniformity

throughout these islands. But the^tt^ngth of Scottish identity poses a 
challenge to government: to respecti>aj»a cherish the differences between 
each of the constituent parts of the Uiytdd^Kingdom. Fundamental to that 
is a need to recognise the individual^fme^s of each and to respond 
sensitively to them.

10.8 Government in Scotland must be more visible because if government 
is invisible, the benefits of the Union may become so, too. The proposals 
contained in this White Paper are designed to impiwfeX the visibility of 
government in Scotland, but there are other things wsbrtplĵ i&n be done.

10.9 Scotland should be the home of more gove 
Edinburgh is a capital city within the United Kingdom and 
eminently suitable venue for a range of government activities 
recently took her place on the world stage as the venue for the 
Council of Ministers. The Government will seek to ensure thi 
important stage and government events take place in Scotland.

JSS01702.033 JA .
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10.10 Ways must be found of ensuring that Scotland plays a bigger part 
In the United Kingdom as a whole. One of the advantages of the Union is 
ât it enables each of the constituent parts to be more outward-looking, 

are a number of ways in which this may be done and not all of 
ire within the Government's power to achieve. But one area the 
aent will be looking at closely is the appointment of Scots to public 

bod vrcryering the whole of the United Kingdom.

10.11 Tfie^pg&ple of Scotland rightly aspire to a special place for their 
country wigHfp-the United Kingdom and throughout the wider world. At 
the same timi^/^h^y want their Scottishness to be recognised, understood 
and respected .\<̂  The Union must be flexible enough to take account of 
Ibis and to ensure that Scottish aspirations are met and distinctive 
Scottish qualities recognised. It is the Government's task to ensure this, 
and through the proppsais^in this White Paper the Government intend to
achieve it .

iH-12 Renewal of the Union ^fe^hot happen overnight. But over a period 
°i time the Government believe tph^these measures, and others which will 
emerge will, when combined witl^^^nsitive and sensible approach to the 
governance of Scotland, bring the^wOTs alive.

1° -13 The Union is a partnership of pâ pIeiijV It is a partnership that has 
evolved over time. An enduring and adaptable partnership, it has stood 
Scotland, and the other parts of the Uniteq-b^ift^dom, in good stead. But 
aU Partnerships require reassessment from timie/to time, and the Union is 
n° exception. This White Paper marks thfe start of a continuing 
reaPpraisal by the Government of the way the Union works and' of how it 
Can be improved. If there emerge over time other/mf^sures that would 
strengthen Scotland's place in the Union, the GovecnmgBt. will consider 
them. Thus, this White Paper is not the culmination ̂ f^g/process, but 
the commencement.

tO. 14 The Government believe that the Union has been good f< 
anh that Scotland has been good for the Union. It is a pi 
which has endured, and matured, and will continue to do so 
above all, a partnership for good.
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PARLIAMENTARY UN DER SEC RETA RIES O F STATE.

L o bd  Jam es Douglas-H am ilton  mp.
M inister tor Education t a l  Housing,

The Scottish Office Education Department.
Education—Including Primary, Secondary fu rth e r and Higher Education; 

Youth and Community Services.

Use Sm ttiJi Office Environment Department.
Iloosing; Building Control; Construction Industry.

The Scottish Offioe Industry Department.
Road* and Transport; Urban Policy.

Highland and Islands Enterprise; Scottish ̂ Tourist Board; 
Co-ordmstkw ui Government action in ndation to the Highlands and Islands.

H ouse o f Coen noons, on H om e Affairs

M i 

T h a !
Industrial and Regiotnll 

Manpower J

/A llan  Stew art mp.
i'and Local CovemmenL

r Department.
; Soottirh Enterprise, Training; 

; New Towns.

T h e Scottish  O ffice Bat& ekhpffet D epartm ent. 
Local Government and L o od C ^ rarn ertf Finance; 

Town and Country Map

Spokesm an - H ouse o f Com m ons o n  1

Sib  H ecto r  M onro mp.
Minister for Agriculture and the Environ

T h e Scottish  O ffice A gricahnre and F ish eries D ep artm en t
Agriculture, Fisheries, Scottish Fisheries Prctortioo Agency, Scottish Agriculb

The Soottish Office Education Department.
The Arts; Musaa ms and U btarics; Sport and Recreation.

Bence Agency.

The Scottish Office EnviiuoiaeDt Department.
^ ' atcr. Sewerage and {dilution; Historic Scotland; Natural Heritage; Co-ordination o f R t

Forestry Commission.
Forestry.
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OF STATE.

T h e  R t. H on th e

M inister for

TLe Scottish Offioe Hoane
Health Policy and 

NHS Management Executive, Health B. 
Hospital Services,General Practitioner Service*

Community Health Services, Ambulance
Superanrmatian; General Register 

Social Work Serria

or CABMTLUCE QC, 
neA&in.

Department.

n Services Agency; 
.Chemists and Opticians), 

oalth Education;
);

Polk* and fine Services; Civil Law and CrinunSTjusticc;
Civil D efence and Civil Em er^enae*; P riam ; Scottish Courts Administration; 

SetXtiih Record O ffice; Registers o f Sontland.

C entral Serv ice*.
Women's Issues; f!«n h ‘h i(v » iJ Matters.

Spokesman - House o f Lords, on ail Scottish Affairs.
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ISTERIAL COMMITTEES

aes and term s of re fe re n ce  of s tan d in g  m inisterial com m ittees, 

4 tte e s  and w orking g ro u p s of w hich th e  S e c re ta ry  of S tate  fo r

Scotl^ i^xfe a  member. (In addition the Secretary of State would be 
]hvitecr nd meetings of certain other committees as and when the
business cetmro^d.)

on Economic and Domestic Policy  (ED P)

^erms of Reference:

"To consider str̂ iggfji ssues relating to the Government's economic 
and domestic pohcies(\)y

V*
Ministerial Committee on S d e

Terms of Reference:

T echn ology (ED S)

"To review science and technolo

Ministerial Committee on In d u stria l, Cot
(EDI)

^efms of Reference:

an d  Consum er A ffairs

"To consider industrial, commercial, and consume^S^ies". 

^ b s te r ia l  Committee on th e  Environm ent (ED E)

6rms °f Reference:

To consider questions of environmental policy."

Mihistierial Committee on Home and Social A ffairs  (EDH)
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Terms of Reference:

"To examine all draft B^feVNVto consider the Parliamentary handling 
of Government Bills, Europ^k Community documents and Private 
Members' business, and her related matters as may be
necessary; and to keep undervr&view the Government's policy in 
relation to issues of Parhamentaro^OTocedures".

M inisterial Committee on Civil S erv ice  P a y ^ E B ll )%Terms of Reference: v / /

"To determine the basis of the annual negotiations and consider 
other matters concerning civil service pay".

M inisterial Sub-Com m ittee on H ealth S tra te g y  (E D H (H ))

Terms of Reference:

"To oversee the development, implementation and monitoring 
Health Strategy for England set out in the White Paper "Hes 
the Nation", to coordinate the Government's policies on Unit

CONFIDENTIAL
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Kingdom-wide issues affecting health, and report as necessary to the 
Ministerial Committee on Home and Social Affairs".

teria l Sub-Com m ittee on Public S ecto r P ay  (E D I(P ))

Reference:

dinate the handling of pay issues in the public sector, and 
repoid^a^ necessary to the Ministerial Committee on Industrial, 
Commeiscialtatid Consumer Affairs".

Ministerial Sub-Com m ittee on European Q uestions (O P D (E ))

Ter:

Ministi

®s of Reference:

"To consider questio^SyWelating to the United Kingdom's membership 
of the European Con$mnj*y and to report as necessary to the 
Ministerial Committee on\fJew?xk:e and Overseas Policy."

erial Sub-Com m ittee on T erro rism  lO P D (T ))

Ter^  of Reference:

"To keep under review the arrangem^r^ for countering terrorism 
and for dealing with terrorist incident^i^a their consequences and 
to report as necessary to the Ministerial^^mmittee on Defence and
Overseas Policy."

Th
e names and term s of re fe re n ce  of M inisterial S u b -  

M inister of S ta te  o r  a  P arliam en tary  U n d e r-S e
member.

itte e s  on which  

S tate  is a

Ministerial Sub-Com m ittee on D ru g Misuse (E D H (D ))

ertns °f Reference:
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"To coordinate the Government's national and international policies 
for tackling drugs misuse, and report as necessary to the Ministerial 
Committee on Home and Social Affairs".

Sub-Com m ittee on Coordination of U rb an  Policy (E D H (U ))

TermsXof^Reference:
7 ^ 5

"To q i o h i a n d  coordinate Government action on inner cities, and 
report ̂ s<^efeessary to the Ministerial Committee on Home and Social 
Affairs".

M inisterial Sub-Com m ittee on Alcohol Misuse (E D H (A ))

Terms of Reference:

"To review and develo£7Ui«p Government's strategy for combating the 
misuse of alcohol and t o / ^ e & e e  its continuing implementation, and 
report as necessary to the< t&terial Committee on Home and Social 
Affairs".

M inisterial Sub-Com m ittee on Women's (ED H (W ))

Terms of Reference:

"To review and develop the GovernmenVs^ policy and strategy on 
issues of special concern to women; to oversee their implementation; 
and to report as necessary to the Ministerial Committee on Home and 
Social Affairs".

M inisterial Group on R efu gees from  form er Y u goslavia (G

Terms of Reference:

"To consider whether a visa regime should be instituted for 
of former Yugoslavia in the context of the Government's 
policy towards that region and to review the practical arrangemei
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for the reception and subsequent support of those arriving in the 
United Kingdom from this area taking account of the implications for 
the treatment of refugees from other parts of the world, and to 

^/preport to Cabinet."

th e  L ord  A dvocate is a  member of th e  following Comm ittees:

itte e  on The Q ueen's Speeches and F u tu re  LegislationMiniste 
(FLG)

Terms of Refer

"To prepare and submit to the Cabinet drafts of The Queen's 
Speeches to Parhataent, and proposals for the Government's 
legislative programme 5fer each Session of Parliament".
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HE SECRETARY OF ST A T E’S DEPARTMENTS

Scottish O ffice

mentioned in Chapter 5, the Secretary of State’s responsibilities 
^tered by 5 main departments (which include 3 executive 

ese departments are:

The Scotra>n^)ffice Agriculture and Fisheries Department;
The S co tu ^ y O H ice Education Department;
The Scottish^Office Environment Department;
The Scottish Office Home and Health Department; and 
The Scottish Office ̂ Jru^ustry Department.

r°gether with Central Se 
°ffice of the Solicitor to  ̂
Information Directorate, the
Dir

kn

embracing support services such as the 
cretary of State, The Scottish Office 
,ce and Personnel Groups and the

ect°rate of Administrative S e r v ^ ^  these departments are collectively 
0vvn as The Scottish Office.

As
s°ciated  D epartm ents

for
In addition the Secretary of State ha 

a number of other Scottish departments
^ministration, the General Register Office for 

c°nd Office; and for another executive
Scotland.

degree of responsibility 
ng the Scottish Courts 
land and the Scottish 
cy, the Registers of

GB Statutory Bodies

The Secretary of State also bears ministerial responsib 
Hvities in Scotland of several statutory bodies whose functu 
°ughout Great Britain, such as the Intervention Board 

Sency which implements in the United Kingdom the market 
asures of the EC Common Agricultural Policy.
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HE FUNCTIONS OF THE 5 MAIN SCOTTISH O FFICE DEPARTMENTS

ttis h  O ffice A g ricu ltu re  and F ish eries  D epartm ent (SO AFD )

>tes agriculture and fisheries in Scotland;

d supports the Secretary of State in his capacity as 
e 4 U K  Agriculture and Fisheries Ministers;

is responsible far food safety matters in Scotland;

participates botfv'a^nUK and EC level in the management of the 
Common Agricultttra^Policy and the Common Fisheries Policy as 
they affect Scottis^Xih^erests and in the negotiation of the 
further development of pofh of these policies;

oversees support arrangelGeh<fe^for agricultural commodities and 
other assistance to produce!

is responsible for 2 agencies - 
Agency and the Scottish Fisheries

ttish Agricultural Science 
tion Agency; and

gives assistance to the agricultural &bd fishing industries 
sponsoring relevant research.

by

The amount planned for programmes administered by SGi&Bfcfor 1993-94 is 
£441 million as set out in the Departmental Report "SdtaiiocA Scotland’s 
Needs". (More information about planned public expenditi&V/f^k SOAFD 
and other Scottish Office departments can be found in this ptf^&bktion.) 
To carry out these functions SOAFD has 1459 staff, includm^\413 
employed in the 2 agencies.

Some sp ecific c u rre n t objectives for the Scottish Office Agriculture 
Fisheries Department include:
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successfully implementing the Common Agriculture Policy reform 
measures and evaluating their impact;

embedding environmental protection conditions into the main 
agricultural support schemes;

iblishing a successful Scottish Food Group to help promote 
h agricultural exports;

recovArfnff through conservation and structural measures a more 
healtny<state of white fish stocks;

ensuring that a new EC Multi-Annual Guidance Programme on 
Fleet size is /det^)*mined with proper regard to the interests of 
the Scottish fiSpirtgyindustry; and

implementing and o 
and U K  legislation 
and efiective action is

Scottish  O ffice Education De

SOED:

g adequate measures to implement EC 
safety and to ensure that speedy 
)in response to food hazards.

lOED)

advises and assists the Secretary qj/^&te in exercise of his 
functions and responsibilities in ielati^p to education, the arts 
and sport in Scotland;

provides policy objectives and, where apprc 
standards for the performance of these services!;

establishes

provides an appropriate framework of primary ant^s^obndary 
legislation as well as guidelines and advice to ena^^^hese 
objectives and standards to be achieved;

monitors the effectiveness of the provision of services by 1 

authorities and public and voluntary bodies;
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provides financial support for the provision of the services by 
bodies other than local authorities;

determines the appropriate levels of local authority expenditure 
on these services for the purposes of the aggregate exchequer 

nding settlement and capital expenditure control; and

'm^ef&> provision for funding systems for further and higher 
edi^af^on and a system of support for students in full-time 
higli^^ducation.

The amount planned for programmes administered by SOED for 1993-94 is 
£1,236 million, the large^C share (£1,182 million) allocated to education. 
To carry out these functions, SOED has some 492 staff.

Some sp ecific  c u rre n t objec ?r SOED include:

improving the quality bf^education for pupils aged 5-14 by 
providing national gu^adnc^ on the curriculum and on 
assessment, the latter su^^htpd by an effective system of 
national testing;

delivering the various commitm^ms/Pincluded in the Parents' 
Charter, particularly those rel^ttniy to the provision of 
information;

promoting the option of self governing schools;

improving the quality of further education an

increasing participation by Scottish student 
education;

nagement;

higher

developing a coherent and flexible system of v 
qualifications;

conducting a review of Gaelic language education; and
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working with football authorities in improving standards of 
crowd behaviour and safety.

attish O ffice Environm ent D epartm ent (SO EnvD )

6.

the Secretary of State on environmental protection 
pol^e^and related matters, standards of control over air, land 
and^&aste pollution and the regulation of waste disposal, 
includi<£g^radioactive waste;

advises the Secretary of State on policy and issues affecting 
nature conservation and promoting conservation and enjoyment 
of the countrwLdcTyjincluding sponsorship of Scottish Natural 
Heritage;

co-ordinates Scottish' 
advice to the Secretary'" 
particular forestry, leisui 
and buildings;

se policy on rural areas including 
t̂e on issues affecting land use, in 

e-^rntk recreation and rural settlements

maintains the statutory plannii 
Secretary of State on policy 
determine;

pnework and advises the 
^ej^>cases which he has to

promotes effective provision of water supplies, sewerage, flood 
prevention and coastal protection;

through the agency Historic Scotland, promotes1 Uhp'vb conservation 
and public enjoyment of Scotland's ancient momMttitS, sites, 
historic buildings, parks and gardens;

advances and administers the Government’s housing pofi&u 
public and private sectors including the sponsorship of Sc 
homes;
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administers the Government's policies on structure, 
organisation, finance and procedures for local government; and

is responsible for building control, building advice and 
r^/^uipport, civil engineering and the provision of statistical 
\V~$d>vices to other Scottish departments.

The amount <nldxihed for programmes administered by SOEnvD in 1993-94 is 
£974 million, j^2^joillion of which is planned for the housing programme. 
SOEnvD is also/^esponsible for administering central Government 
non - hypothecated \\ support to Scottish local authorities' current 
expenditure; planned provision in 1993-94 is £4,857 million. SOEnvD has 
1,213 staff, including 69^^rking in Historic Scotland.

Some sp ecific  c u r r e n t  objecrnvee of SOEnvD include:

achieving higher le&£l^\NDf home ownership through specific 
measures such as improvMmnts in the Right to Buy Scheme and 
through the work of Scorns!?) Homes, including the promotion of 
low cost home ownership <d^$\>the encouragement of housing 
co-operatives; v//'/

promoting diversity and compemj^$> in the provision and 
management of rented housing;

promoting improvement in housing quality;

developing a more integrated and effective 
control by establishing a single Scottish Env 
Agency;

^m of pollution 
it Protection

overseeing the introduction of all 8 parts of the E 
Protection Act 1990;

securing the orderly introduction of the council tax on 1 

1993;

ental
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continuing consultations and making preparation for legislation 
on the reform of local government structure;

working through Scottish Natural Heritage to achieve objectives 
hr nature conservation and the countryside in Scotland; and

ting the care of all nationally important monuments.

Home and H ealth D epartm ent (SOHHD)

SOHHD carries out home, health and social work functions.

the Home sid e , it is responsible for:

the Scottish police prison and fire services, civil defence and 
emergency planning^//.%policy on parole, civil ajra^criminal law, including advising the 
Secretary of State on hfe^septence prisoners and case work on 
alleged miscarriages of just^3^ >

-- -------------- -

dealing with certain royal, church^j^^^eremonial matters; and

seeking to improve the economy, effi^^^^y and effectiveness of 
the police, prison and fire services through its Inspectorates.

On Oie Health side it is responsible fo r :

policy on health and on health services in Scotfl 
co-ordination of policies to improve public health);

eluding

the management of the National Health Service in Scotl 
securing improvements in its delivery of service and in 
for money.
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e Department is also responsible for:-

advising and assisting the Secretary of State in the exercise of 
his functions in relation to Social Work in Scotland; and

regulation, management and payment of certain public sector 
ipns.

To enable to meet its objectives, the amount planned for
programmes in^9>594 is £4,443 million composed of £602 million for law 
and order and ̂protective services, £3,766 million for health and 
£75 million for social work. The Department has 863 staff plus a further 
4577 in the Scottish Prison-Service and its Headquarters.

Some sp ecific  c u r r e n t  objerf include:

F o r Home A ffairs

formulating legislative pf^p^sals to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the ScaH^kh^ criminal justice system and 
identifying strategies to he^/raauce offending, particularly by 
young people;

implementing the reform of the lav 
secure greater value for money and< 
taxpayer;

inkruptcy in Scotland to 
ice the burden on the

reviewing the effectiveness of the legaL̂ -aftl 
implementing agreed changes.

system and
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co-ordinating and strengthening value for money policies in the 
police service and promoting effective crime prevention;

improving the quality of service provided by the Scottish Prison 
ervice through a programme of prisoner focused initiatives and 
nagement change; and es '•.blishing the Service as an 

tive agency from April 1993.

0̂l* Health and/^pcial Work:

making\sfubstantial progress with improved health care planning 
based on clearer long term objectives and assessment of need, 
backed up by inore sophisticated output indicators and better 
monitoring arrangements;

responding posi 
environmental and p

to the high level 
ealth issues;

of concern over

encouraging the develo 
establishment of at least 1

of NHS Trusts and securing the 
ts by the end of 1993;

integrating community and GP <4|iajj!Krimary health care so as to 
tilt the balance of care away frortKthe> heavily institutional acute 
services and increasing emphasis ̂ n^^alth promotion, disease 
prevention and care in the community

expanding GP fundholding coupled with close integration of 
community health services with the primary hdaith care team led 
by GPs;

introducing GP charters;
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following up on the review of child care law and preparing a 
White Paper on Child Care Policy in preparation for Child Care 
legislation; and

The Scot

SOID

educing the numbers who might otherwise go to prison by 
)veloping the quality of social work services for offenders.

ice  In d u stry  D epartm ent (SO ID )

Iis responsible for the development of enterprise in Scotland;

gives financia^anja/°r advisory support, directly and through 
sponsored bodidsfjfor competitive firms, entrepreneurship, 
inward investmenrr^xporting and training;

seeks to ensure that markets in land and capital are
meeting the needs of ne\^^r)kxpanding enterprise;

supervises the work of Enterprise, Highlands and
Islands Enterprise and the neyr^rown development corporations, 
while maintaining a general co-oiialn£t>ng role in relation to the 
Government's policies in and for tn^fcKshlands and Islands;

supports urban regeneration;

supports tourism through the Scottish Touris^^^rd; 

secures the building and maintenance of the tr

allocates resources for local authority roads 
systems;

d system;

sport
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promotes road safety;

sutrsupports a number of strategic shipping and air routes in the 
Highland and Islands and sponsors Caledonian MacBrayne;

v>a^brdinates The Scottish office's general interest in European 
^nity matters not otherwise allocated and secures 

assisiab^e to appropriate areas from European structural funds;

is resPpns>ele for the Government's residual interest in the 
privatised, Scottish Power Pic and the Scottish 
Hydro-Electric Pic, and sponsors Scottish Nuclear Ltd; and

gives econont^ v&clyice to Ministers and certain other 
departments of T^(e JJpottish Office.

To f ~fulfil these and other obje^tj5?es\ the amount planned for programmes 
^•ninistered by SOID in 1993-94 is/1^204 million, of which £530 million is
alio,c&ted for industry, energy, tx id employment and £406 million set
as'̂ e for roads and transport. The dd^^ment has 572 staff.

specific c u rre n t  ob jectives include:

the development of a better target&d^rg^ional policy as a result 
of the completion of the current review of the Assisted Area 
Maps;

improving Scotland’s export performance throj 
International in partnership with Scottish Ent

delivery of the CBI's training targets in Scotland;^

upgrading the road network, with particular att 
investment in strategic routes of economic importance;

cottish Trade

to
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reducing the level of Scottish roads casualties within the 
general government framework of reducing casualties by 

'^V^one-third by the year 2 0 0 0 ; and

ig substantial progress in physical, economic and social 
)in all 4 Scottish Office led urban partnership areas.

E xecu tiv e  A gei th e  "N e x t S tep s" In itiative

9. The Next StepVT£itiative launched in 1988 is intended to improve 
management in the ck6il service and the efficiency and quality of services 
provided to the public and to customers within government. This has 
involved setting up, as far^-as practicable, separate units or agencies to 
perform the executive functions/ of government.

10. The S co ttish  A g ricu ltu ral^ S cd en ce  A g en cy  was established as an 
agency from 1 April 1992, bringm^^o 4 the number of agencies solely 
within the responsibilities of the Secretly of State. The others are the 
R e g is te rs  of S cotlan d , established o^^^A^ril 1990, and H istoric  Scotland  

and the S co ttish  F ish eries  P ro tectio n  AIJepdYs both established on 1 April 
1991.

11. Three further candidates for agency s<arfug£>have been announced, 
the S co ttish  O ffice Pensions A g en cy , the S c o t^ w r^ M so n  S erv ice  and the 
S co ttish  R eco rd  O ffice. They are due to be Mmctaed as agencies on 
1 April 1993. Further candidates will be brought'vprward later.

.out12. These agencies are freestanding and each carr. 
activities. They are headed by a Chief Executive, 
accountable to a Minister. Chief Executives are set targe 
performance and quality of service, and have financial and 
freedoms tailored to help them do the job better. The detail'^ 
arrangements are set out clearly in the framework documents wh^cpv^ 
drawn up for each agency.

13. All agencies are fully accountable to Parliament through 
Secretary of State. The "Next Steps" initiative has also enhanced
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pountability to Parliament through its requirement for agencies to 
*h their framework documents, annual targets, annual reports and 

and, where appropriate, their corporate and business plans, 
is that Agency Chief Executives are answerable to the Public 
Committee for the use of resources allocated to them.

$

^hif^y^e^aining part of the Civil Service, and accountable to 
^ai>liament nhrpt^gh the Secretary of State, agencies benefit from the 
etarification o^/^6l^ and enhanced corporate identity which are essential 
Matures 0f "NESS'S*: ps” and from increased flexibilities particularly in 
e ^elds of pers^hnel and finance.

Non

15

^ ePartxnental P ub lic Bodies (N D PB s)

Non-Department Pub
a broad
Enti spectrum of acti

ies (NDPBs) are organisations which cover 
and include Scottish Homes, Scottish 

Ok- rpr*Se’ *he Local Governrt^i^^pundary Commission for Scotland and
Children’
5OV0j»-
n d p b
do

s Panels. They ha 
"nment but they are not t 
is for the most part are sepa

role in the processes of central 
es Scottish Office Departments. 

1 entities with a considerable 
and independence and the 

to Parliament for their
egree 0f policy and operational f ^ 

Niinister is not accountable in lhe 
activities. There are 3 categories

Executive B odies

These are bodies with executive, administr 
commercial functions. Generally describ ^  
ihey normally employ staff and hav 
usually carry out prescribed functions b~t

Scottish Homes°perational independence varies.
Enterprise are classed as executive NDP

regulatory or 
jutive NDPBs, 

iget. They 
igik of their 

Scottish

Advisory Bodies

^his group consists mainly of bodies (other than committees' 
°fficialsi’ set up by the Secretary of State which advi

iab0032
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Ministers and their departments on^ particular matters. The 
ocal Government Boundary Commission for Scotland falls into this 

gory. Generally, advisory NDPBs do not employ staff or incur 
diture on their own account.

T r i ^ ^ ^

These v
essentially jdmcial

e /i^sfies whose functions, like those of courts of law, are 
They include bodies which have licensing and 

appeal fundti&ns.^ Like Children's Panels in Scotland they are 
independent oY<^ne executive.

16. The relationship between Scottish NDPBs and The Scottish Office is 
clearly defined for each bday) in a way which supports the appropriate 
degree of delegation and mq^pl^dence of the NDPB. At the same time 
their financial management ar^a^j&hlents must ensure propriety, regularity 
and value for money. Further/rMerrmation about NDPBs sponsored by 
The Scottish Office including ^ptoimments, staffing and funding is 
contained in the publication "Pubhd^Xocbes" which is produced annually 
and published by HMSO.

OTHER GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS

S cottish  C ou rts A dm inistration

17. This department provides on behalf of the Secretary of State and in 
co-operation with the Judiciary, the central organisation and 
administration required for the running of the Scottish Co^ptal^Other than 
District Courts and certain Tribunals). It also advises a; (Oh ists the 
Lord Advocate in the exercise of his ministerial responsibiht^e^7/> This 
covers the general oversight of certain branches of Scots LaV^o&^ing 
with Courts and Tribunals, and the administration of justice. S 
objectives c u rre n tly  include the reduction of court delays, se6  

effective implementation of law reform measures; and improving 
services given by court staff, including the information and facilities 
citizens using the Scottish Courts.
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v ^ ^ c o t t i s h  R eco rd  O ffice

function of the Scottish Record Office (SRO) is to act as the 
ê °^^^\f°r the public records of Scotland and other records deposited 

permanent preservation. SRO’s aims include the provision of
f̂ficie
apH the
the Public.

val accommodation for present and future record holdings 
ent of services to departments, the legal profession and

General R e ^ s f ^  Q ffice for Scotland

' ^he main functions of this department are to administer registration 
 ̂ events such as births, deaths, marriages, divorces and adoption and 

^minister the statutds^ralating to the formalities of marriage and 
^Uct of civil marriage^//"!^ takes periodic censuses of Scotland's

PoPUlj
for ation and prepares anc

It al»c

shes demographic and other statistics 
rnment, including medical research, 

s available public records about 
The Scottish Office the National 

Service Central Register of P a ^ e ^ ^ \  GRO(S) seeks to ensure that 
“N a t i o n

the purposes of both genel 
atld the
t̂ltliviriluuais to customers and mainh 
Heaith

^qui
collected is relevant, acc\

statjlred, to give ready access to public r^ sbcs to meet customers' needs at reasonc

complete and updated as 
and to produce relevant 
[■ices.

eSisters of Scotland

20.

âint
of

Registers of Scotland is an executive agency responsible for
aining certain public registers. These provide for.

Heed
feiat: 
sequ 
la:

s relating to rights in land, as well as a widt 
lng to succession, trusts, family agreements, 
estration, state appointments and others. The maintenai

registration 
of deeds 

andice

rgest
Sa-sines

the

registers of interest in land in Scotland, the General 
and Land Register, requires the application of most 

°Urces of the Agency. Specific c u rre n t objectives include impratv 
effectiveness of service delivery, extending the operation of the lx

^gister to include more counties and monitoring customer satisfaction.

feb00324.
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he F o re s try  Commission

his functions as a Government Department with responsibilities for 
forejkrv throughout Great Britain. It reports to Forestry Ministers, 
n a m m W m e  Secretary of State for Scotland (who takes the lead role), the 
Minist^^ryAgriculture, Fisheries and Food and the Secretary of State for 
Wales. <j£yte^responsible for advising Ministers on forestry policy and for 
the implementation of that policy.

The aims of the^oyernment's forestry policy are:

to facilitate the sustainable management of Britain's existing 
woods and forests; and

to encourage
many, diverse b

^y expansion of tree cover to increase the 
that forests provide.

Current objectives include pr<
forest area, securing environm 
access to, and recreational use of,

,n of woodland loss, expanding the 
benefits and encouraging greater
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THE SCOTTISH O FFICE AND ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENTS 

ST A FF IN PO ST1
2Agriculture and Fisheries 1,459

Education 492
3vironment 1,213

4and Health 5.440

Centr^y^ex vices
The ScMlish Office Total

Scottish Court 
Scottish Record 
General Register Of 
Registers of Scotland

istration

sotland)

The Scottish Office and
Associated Departments Total t3,413

ôtes- 1 a .Full-time equivalents as at 31 Decemhep/P992

^Includes staff of the Scottish Fisheries\>Protection Agency (263) 
and Scottish Agricultural Science Agency (150)
3
Includes staff of the agency, Historic Scotia^ 93)

4Includes staff of the Scottish Prison Service (<
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THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HER

Introduction
>At its meeting yes 

on Economic and Dome 
lor a White Paper sett! 
Government's Coal Revie

(EDP(93) 2nd meeting) the Committee 
olicy (EDP) endorsed my proposals 

t the conclusions of the
n

2 Subject to the agreementk&j^Cabinet, and satisfactory 
resolution of certain outstandu'rr^points, EDP also agreed that 

should aim to publish the Wh£tTe/^>aper after Cabinet 
tomorrow and that I would make a ^ ^ m e n t  to the House. In 
that event EDP further agreed that we/should aim to debate the 
White Paper, and the Report by the Ti^de and Industry Select 
Committee, next week.
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ks to Cease Coaling

lowing EDP, I had intensive discussions with British 
Co&r//fc#Out what might be said in the White Paper and in my 
stat6nver̂ r̂  about the 8 pits among the 21 examined in the Revi 
which Coal are considering as candidates to cease
coaling^d^/the near future. The two categories are:

ie'1'

(a) 6 pits could be put on care and maintenance; and

(b) 2 may((ce4^e coaling shortly when their economic
reserves/'ruiri out.

In addition, 1 of tti< 
basis with a view to 
commercial future.

>its may be put on a development
iM^ n g  and enhancing its long term

6 British Coal must consid^pv^ry carefully whether they 
could confirm specific numbers^OTi each of the categories o i  

the overall total for inclusion<^inJ/£he White Paper. This 
reflected clear legal advice thatdtfc^y needed adequate time 
consider the White Paper before th^/x^uld take any firm 
decisions on the status of individual pits.

to

7 I agreed to write to the Chairman of B 
attached letter setting out my view and h 
Coal would consider the matter further on T 
the light of the White Paper of which he has

\sh Coal as in
• \hile d that BritJ
in

Regeneration

i c i a l < ^ W8 Following agreement at EDP last night my off 
been in touch with Department of Environment and Emplo-̂  k
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fficials in headquarters and the Regions. There is broad 
eeraent that we can identify major projects which will be 

forward with the extra money available and announce 
s tomorrow. We can also give an overview of the 

rec f&tion package as a whole and perhaps highlight
projects. An issue yet to be decided concerns what 

might about new coal enterprise zones.

9 There cfae legal constraints on how far we can announce 
Projects which have a specific link to a particular pit 
without seeming to prejudice the closure consultation process. 
This does not apply) to strategic projects covering a broad 
area. Strategic j/̂ oj)?cts I intend to announce tomorrow are:

East Midlands

2 c

business park joint venture 
relict Land clearance at 
y sites

North East

Yorkshire

Viking Ĥ ujs'Lriess Park 
Extra DLS ( r p r ^ a s t  Durham

Wakefield Eu

[£3-6m] 
£3m

[£3.5m] 
[ £2m]

[£6m]

Stoke Commitment to development of major 
business park
(money will come from^?5^inal package)

10 The picture is not yet settled. I had h 
announce progress on the Robin Hood line in N< 
Negotiations are continuing but problems remain.^ 
ahead I would substitute that for the Business Pa 
announce a reduced Business Park scheme under the a 
Package.

be able to 
ham.

we can go

- 3 -
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1 £0.6m of the extra £20m has been allocated to Wales and
yid Hunt is dealing separately with this.

Issues

wiLsg. report to Cabinet on other outstanding points, as 
f o l l o u s S ? ^

(a) <£ne position on the base contracts on which we need 
to secure firm agreement before the White Paper can 
be published. I hope in the light of developments 
since that this should be possible;

(b)

(c)

discussion^i^Lth the European Community to obtain 
suitable com^rt. on the base contracts and on the 
proposed subsimjx> The indications are that it 
should again b^/froasible to reach satisfactory 
agreement on the^s^rn. the course of today; and

further soundings o<̂ ^^a^\backbench supporters...

13 Subject to final confirmation 
be in a position to recommend publ:

lese points I expect to 
^ m o n  following Cabinet-

Department of Trade and Industry 
24 March 1993

- 4 -
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have had a num 
®hout policies to 
 ̂have explained to 
°r coal and the mark

discussions over the last few weeks 
luded in the Coal Review White Paper, 

view of the possible future demand 
ortunities this may present.

ubject to final decisiOv-^N 
° Put to me your considers 
Propose should cease coalii 
Understand that these have 
^°ur colleagues. You also re 
u-*-l text of the White Paper 
Publication text early today,haVe told me that you do not

the details, you have been able 
ews as to which pits you would 
should go into development. I 

refully examined by you and 
:d yesterday a draft of the 
>u had a copy of the

se circumstances, you 
envvsag^vany difficulty in 
propc^aLs> by Thursday.reaching a firm view on your

have discussed the concern you ex^ 
ncertainty created in the industry ij 
^unouncements of those proposals and vM agreed that it would 
e helpful to end the uncertainty as soon as you are able toreach a firr

;^ed about the 
le absence of

view.
\

^3369

d t i
the department for Enterprise
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a t e m e n t  b y  p r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  b o a r d  o f  t r a d e

permission Madam Speaker, I should like to make a
on the conclusions of the Government's Coal Review. 

,h recall that this wide-ranging review was to 
0okv0tp^he prospects for the 21 pits proposed for closure by 

1 last October but not subject to statutory 
consult^ti©n procedures.
T Fir 
industry
, I have t about future

should like to pay tribute to the Trade and
Committee for the detailed work in its Report,

umber of important new announcements to make 
portunities for the British coal industry.

I am pleased to be able to tell the House that the 
«enerators and the ,R̂ Ni.onal Electricity Companies have now

Ir intention to enter into base
\ry back-to-back contracts which will 

>ly 160 million tonnes of coal over 
tonnes in the first year and 30 

next four years.

- -^ai.ors ana one 
formally confirmed(fch
oontracts and the n 
enable British Coal 
five years, with 40 mi 
million tonnes in each

Madam Speaker, the o 
Central issue, that it is 
^hich there is a market 
19 that market is.

Committee identified the 
ensible to produce coal for 

guestion then becomes how

There is inevitably great 
e °f a long term market as com^ 
e dominant market is in the Engl 
Pply industry. There have been va 
2e of this market.

» S e?Wely and
Estimates of t 

a number of different

ulty in predicting the 
vas the one for coal. 

d Wales electricity 
estimates of the 

'ze of this market 
compete for that

7 vc It is central to the Government's energy strategy to help 
ohfa^e comPetitive energy markets within which consumers can

sources at 
:onsumers

Cn*"a^n electricity produced from a diversity 
c mPetitive prices. This is the best way to ^  

sts down and thereby strengthen our industri
competitiveness.
^ B e tina Fuels
8 r 1 v' v  >>w ., Eet me comment therefore on the fuel sources that/feonipete 
Qr , British Coal for that market: gas; oil; nuclear 
s lmulsio n ; coal from various sources; and electricity 

Pplied through the interconnector with France.
 ̂, 1 agree with the Select Committee that it would be wr'
~ to take advantage of the massive public investment in 
si_clear power. Electricity produced from existing nuclear 

tions has the lowest marginal cost. The benefits should

CONFIDENTIAL
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ot be denied to British industry and other consumers.
Let me deal next with gas. It has been suggested that I 

Id withhold further planning consents for gas fired power 
ns. Like the Select Committee, I reject that option. I 
ve regard to my guasi-judicial responsibilities. I do 

to interfere with existing power station consents 
y policy in taking future consent decisions under 
of the Electricity Act 1989. Consequently, matters 
need for a generating station, its capacity,

^__1 and type of plant remain commercial matters for

11 The Houxre^will appreciate that whatever decisions I might 
take on new skertion 36 consents they could not be relevant to 
the market for^coal for at least another 3 years, since it 
would take at least this long before any new station could be 
brought into operation. In this context, I have decided that 
the Connah's Quay development in North Wales should be allowed 
to proceed. This i^aj"sour gas" project of a kind which the 
Select Committee faVehired. I am also today granting consent 
to two smaller projeqtsy/Qne using sour gas at Rydale in North 
Yorkshire and a combinej^h/eat and power scheme at Aylesford in 
Kent. Together these rnne^projects will lead to investment 
of over £2bn and will c r e ^ £ k \ p v e r  5 , 0 0 0  construction jobs as 
well as several thousand ln^kklated industries.
12 I have considered care 
As my Rt Hon Friend announced 
other oil substitutes, will be' 
duty. As such it will bear dut 
fuel oil. It will also be subjec 
controls for which Her Majesty's I 
responsible. There are existing bin

£he position of Orimulsion. 
March, Orimulsion, like 
ct to hydrocarbon oil 
he same rate as heavy the normal environmental 
e'ktorate of Pollution are 

contracts for the
import of Orimulsion in to the UniteqH£5*igdom with which the 
Government cannot legally interfere. ^rak^Sovernment has, 
however, been informed that Orimulsion M^riports to the United 
Kingdom are likely to reduce by at least\>500,000 tonnes 
equivalent of coal a year from current levels and to remain at 
the minimum contractual level for the foreseeable future.
13 In one area, however, I have been drivenAtoj^a^ different 
conclusion from that reached by the Select Comm/̂ t'
14 They recommended that I should remove EdF 
status and ensure that British-produced electricit 
access to third markets through France. I have cori 
this carefully and I published on 18 March a summary 
legal advice I had received.
15 The position is clear. Under the contract for whic{ 
capital investment approval was given in 1978, any 
governmental measure to restrict imports of electricity acS  
the interconnector with France would run counter to Article 3̂®' 
of the Treaty of Rome. Further, the government would be at 
financial risk under the indemnity given to the National Grid

CONFIDENTIAL
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ompany at the time of electricity privatisation and reported 
this House.
EdF electricity's non-leviable status could not be 
>d without giving EdF the benefit of levy payments. In 
(ords EdF could have to be given the same premium for 
^tricity as is now given to Nuclear Electric and

)y the levy. Far from reducing imports from France 
reinforce their position and our consumers would 
jg more for their electricity.

17 Mada iker, I have to tell the House that I see no
Prospect would be possible to reduce the net amount of
fectricitycomijig across the interconnector to zero or 
anywhere neai^nis.
 ̂® However, my Hon Friend the Minister for Energy and I have 
+?Plored the scope for sales of electricity to France across

e Minister has had talks with his 
the indications for sales in later

ncement was made earlier this week of
,----r____^-^^.act representing potential sales in

^Xcess of £100m from lited Kingdom to France. Hon
embers will also wish t #  *£>he that the latest forecast shows 
at sales by EdF in theM^ vT̂ 5’e likely to decline from 
PProximately 16 terawatt at present to perhaps half
at level by the end of tii^d^cade.
!!larket for Coal

interconnector. 
French counterpart
year
an s are good. An' 

eight year export

^  I must now address that s e ^ ^ h > o f  the market which is 
SuPplied by deep mined, opencast 1 *
c°ntracts I have just announced sequ5*§\l 60m tonnes over five 
years at a value of £5bn. This
e world's largest coal producers. ^ ^ 5  
, But as the Select Committee ident:market.

seou^#^360m tonnes over 
leav^s/British Coal as one of

red there is a wider

Opencast coal is a significant generator of employment 
]-7°^iding jobs, whether directly or indirectlV^-^Eor some 
en' people throughout the UK. It is an economic source of 
Carir9y which needs no subsidy from consumers or/bSypayers. It 

also play an important role in reclamation g 
notevel°pment of derelict land. Whilst the Gover| 

think it would be right to impose arbitrary lir 
Îe lsh Coal have indicated in their evidence to tl.̂ , 
r*e ?;ew that they expect their opencast output to fall 
1 2 t five years from the current level of 16 million 

minion tonnes. British Coal's latest expectation°Pen
tor deep mined coal which this represents. 

on„ec^ British Coal's current contracts with com'

°ast output will be lower still. I welcome the incr<
It wiJ

Ope - - uj-iLisii tudi s current contracts witn companies who^ .
Se ^a^e their opencast sites; nor will it affect the private/"/ 
pr. °r opencast producers licensed by British Coal. My Rt He / 

nd the Secretary of State for the Environment is currently
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^issuing guidance to planning authorities on opencast coal. He 
be announcing how we will be carrying this forward in the 

it of the White Paper.
here are other markets apart from the electricity supply 
y. British Coal's prospects of winning and holding a 

this wider market depend on increased 
,veness. There is a critical role here for the

tor. We believe that privatisation is the only way 
this industry to take full advantage of the 

the market offers. British Coal will begin 
prepare for full privatisation. They have 
in advance of full privatisation any pits which 

oes not itself wish to keep in operation will 
private sector. The Government will be 

e up to £1m to assist in funding consultancy

1
sh 
com 
priva' 
of
opportune 
immediat 
confirmed 
the Corpora' 
be offered t 
making availa
studies for management and employee buy-outs.
23 To provide a f 
be appointing a dir£c 
specifically respon 
supported within my 
will consider legislaf' 
private mines if this

er impetus for this, British Coal will 
r at Board level who will be

for privatisation. This will be
ent by a new unit. The Government 

remove the manpower limit for 
necessary.

24 British Coal must work 
legislation, but they will 
privatisation so that they 
new legislation is in place.
25 British Coal have already 
closure will be offered to the pr^ 
electricity users from the private 
market enhancement. The Government" 
they should be allowed to bypass the'' 
authorities are considering the introdi 
bidding. I will embark shortly on furtf{ 
the Director General of Electricity Supp^
industry and large users on whether such a proposal would 
improve the workings of the electricity market. The 
Government is also reviewing the current reguZ^rt^ton of on-sif 
generation, which could offer large users an ve
source of electricity.

,hin the framework of existing 
immediately to prepare for quickly once the necessary

lear that any pit facing 
sector. Large r may offer a further 
considering whether 

The pooln of demand-side 
r consultations with 
y, the electricity

,f the26 Madam Speaker, I now turn to the most import 
Select Committee's recommendations.
27 i have authorised British Coal to negotiate for 
contracts on the basis that they would supply at a w o j  
market related price. This subsidy will apply for any 
additional tonnages that British Coal is able to sell to< 
generators, whether or not these are on long term contrac'i 
The subsidy will reduce progressively over the period to 
privatisation. The amount of subsidy must be a matter for 
commercial negotiation but British Coal is authorised to 
consider the range of figures implied by the Select Committe
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■8 Private sector mines would also be able to seek 
Syernment financial backing for supplementary sales at world 

ited prices on the same basis as British Coal provided they 
demonstrate that this was for genuinely additional 

.
^ ^ “̂ /^annot guarantee that supplementary sales will be 
achi^v^d^by British Coal. But both generators have said that 

^ ontinue negotiations for such supplementary sales, 
the extent that supplementary sales fall short of the level 

®tvisaged/£>y^the Select Committee, expenditure will be less 
tan thalrwh^&h they estimated.
^  I am aT^^ayare that coal stocks are at very high levels.
.are are 33mtvwith the generators and a further 12mt at the 
-■-thead. Some\reduction in coal output is therefore
essential.
31 British Coal hi 

] -their economic rese 
trom closures will 
n°tification requireme' 
that they are placing 
maintenance basis -

announced today that 2 pits - [ 
ll^jcease coaling in the coming months when 

,un out. Any redundancies resulting 
j^ct to statutory consultation and 

British Coal have also announced 
lowing 6 pits on a care and

[
] .

 ̂2 of the 13 remaining32
futile British Coal, with G o v e i  
[ r a<3ditional sales at world- 

] - will be placed on 
ensure that its reserves are 

0ri tury. >phe future of coaling 
m0n^ e extent to which intensiv 
proo^s identify a market for their
33

ill continue to produce 
financial backing, looks 
d prices. The last one - 
.opment. This will help 
l%ble into the next

idual pits will depend 
over the coming

---- , _ ------ ----— —  —  or realisticPect of sale to the private sector) /  / >

Safety must continue to be paramount. The Government is 
to ensure, in consultation with the Health and 

Such  ̂Commission, that the existing high safety standards in 
Sec^om^nes are maintained after they pass intjz^t^e private

Madam Speaker, I have a general responsibility'"Vjinrv , t - — f i iuvu ti y c u t J - u j .  j- t  Qj-/v_/iio xu J. r. J.

which of course includes the electricil.. 
statuf anĉ  the Director General of Electricity Supply 
cOmn^:°ry ^uty under the Electricity Act 1989 to prom<!

The Director General has the full support

rket.

^ r etment in rigorously policing the competitive electra 

35 I hnun\ber nave taken the opportunity of the Review to consider 
Clean °t long term issues about the future of the industry. 

c°al technology will be vital to ensuring that coal
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ontinues to play a long term role in the energy industries.
The Government intends to make available an additional 

1v2/Jnillion over the next three years to secure the future of 
t^e^^al Research Establishment before its transition to the 
pr'a^axe. sector. The Government also intends to encourage 
lintes<Wvth international research programmes.

yernment intends to publish an annual Energy Report 
formation relevant to business and investment 
keeping with a recommendation of the Select 
Government, in preparing the Report, will be 

Energy Advisory Panel of independent experts.

37
to prov 
decisions 
CommitteeV 
advised by
38 The Govd£6rfient is acutely aware of the impact that any 
mining closure^ have on miners, their families and their 
communities. We announced a substantial package of measures 
in October to help areas that might be affected by closures.
The Government has 
£200m. The additioftal 
projects to go ahea 
park joint venture in 
Europort in Yorkshire, 
coordinated by Lord Wal

ded to increase the amount available to 
unds will allow important new major 

se could include a major business 
ast Midlands and the Wakefield 
regeneration measures are to be 
[Reference to enterprise zones.]

39 I can also announce Headquarters of the new Coal
Authority proposed under ourxbriAjatisation measures will be 
located in Nottinghamshire. In^ad^ition, my department will 
support the establishment of a ̂ vew/ftegional development 
organisation based in Nottinghamce^/apttract inward investment to the East Midlands.
Peroration
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POLICY IN CONFIDENCE AND MARKET SENSITIVE

th e  p r o s p e c
GO

FOR COAL: CONCLUSIONS OF THE 
[MENUS COAL REVIEW
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

till
end 
000 
British

The coal industry has undergone enormous changes during the past 30 years, 
ant parts of its market have disappeared. Hundreds of pits have closed and 

of thousands of mining jobs have gone. At the time of nationalisation in 1947 
Coal Board had some 980 pits with around 700 000 employees. By the 
84-1985 strike, British Coal had 169 collieries and employed around 221 

ese figures had fallen to 50 and around 54 000 by October 1992. 
ision last October to close 31 of its remaining pits would have further

reduced the^umber of its employees to around 24 000.

1-2 On 19 October the President of the Board of Trade announced that the 
Government had introduced a moratorium on the closure of 21 of the 31 pits. On 21 
October he announoM~mjat the Government intended to undertake a wide ranging 
Review of their prospesI»^5Jbe President made it clear that the Review would consider 
views and evidence on e^clyof the 21 pits in the context of the Government’s energy 
policy, including its conshm^aces for British Coal and the employment prospects of the

m ,
1-3 The Review’s detailed term^of reference, announced by the President on 26 
October 1992, are set out at Appei^mxAj The Review gave due regard to Scottish and 
Welsh interests and considered the paradular needs of Northern Ireland.

1-4 This White Paper sets out the re 
of energy policy within which the pro: 
been assessed. It examines the marke 
developments in the electricity supply indi 
of supply. It considers the employment and 
looks at the scope for improvements in the 
conclusions are summarised in Chapter 2.

e Review. It describes the framework 
coal industry in this country have 
al, particularly in the light of 

e development of other sources 
equences of pit closures and 
of British Coal. The main

1-5 In reaching the conclusions set out in this White Paper the Government has 
taken full account of the analysis and recommendations in tmfreport of the House of

and the Market 
response to the 

e Government 
Committee 

ed on 19 
to the 

Coal

Commons Trade and Industry Committee (TISC) British En 
for Coal, published on 29 January 1993. The Government’s 
Committee’s individual recommendations is set out in Chapter 
is publishing separately its response to the report of the Employme: 
Employment Consequences of British Coal’s Proposed Pit Closure. 
January 1993. The President of the Board of Trade also gave 
Environment Select Committee on 8 February on the environmental eff< 
Review.
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1.6 In conducting the Review the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) 
commissioned a number of reports from external consultants. The John T Boyd 
Company ("Boyds"), the international mining engineering consultants, have visited each 
of the 21 pits, together with all the pits scheduled to remain open after British Coal’s 
October announcement. They have reached an independent view on the future costs and 

Dtential productivity of each of these pits. Their conclusions are considered in Chapter 
L2.

Ernst & Young considered British Coal’s organisational efficiency and cost 
and advised on improvements which could be made in this area. PlMS 

Ltd ("PEMS") provided an additional overview of British Coal’s cost 
productivity in relation to international comparators. The results of their 
, ssed in Chapter 12.

1.8 CaonhKis Energy Limited ("Caminus") have assessed the market for coal. Their 
conclusions^ ve contributed substantially to the analysis in Chapter 11.

1.9 The full terms of reference of the consultants, as announced in Parliament on 
20 November 1992/cU'g'a't Appendix B. The consultants’ reports were published on 22 
January, along with4^£p^aje summary of the main findings of the Boyds and Caminus 
Reports.

1.10 Ernst & Young pi 
generation. The results are' 
9 February.

additional report on the avoidable costs of nuclear 
ised in Chapter 7. Their report was published on

of the Review the President of the Board 
evidence. The DTI wrote individually to 

eir views. Over 300 individuals and 
eview. Inevitably those submitting 

issues and on many of them no

1.12 A full list of those who have submitte^/pvjdence is at Appendix C. This 
appendix also explains how the evidence may beWmsulted and copies of individual 
pieces of evidence obtained. Appendix B gives the details of publication of the 
consultants’ reports.

1.11 In announcing the terms o; 
of Trade invited interested parties t  
over two hundred organisations as! 
organisations have submitted evidence 
evidence take widely differing views oh 
consensus has emerged.

1.13 The Government has, in addition, taken full acco 
submissions made to the House of Commons Trade and 
Select Committees in the course of their recent enquiries into

oral and written 
I and Em ploym ent 

industry.
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C H A P T E R  2

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

This chapter summarises the principal conclusions and proposals of the 
ent’s Coal Review. References are given to the paragraphs or chapters where 

lusions are spelled out fully.

cyEne

2.2 <So&66titive markets provide the best means of ensuring that the nation has 
access to s e c ^ ;  diverse and sustainable supplies of energy in the forms that people and 
businesses w^it, and at competitive prices. The Government’s energy policy therefore 
centres on the creation of competitive markets. Government nevertheless continues to 
have specific responsibilities in a number of areas, as well as a general role in 
encouraging the development of competition. (Chapter 3)

to publish an annual Energy Report to provide 
vestment decisions. It will deal with issues such 

licensing activity, and regulatory developments 
g the Report, the Government will be advised

An annual Energy Re;
2.3 • The Government' 
information relevant to busing 
as trends in energy supply and de 
across the whole energy field. Irf 
by a new Energy Advisory Panel o' 
interpretation of the information in thi 
develop in the future, and on commissi 
advice to Government on the exercise of ?i 
3.31 to 3.32)
The market for coal

experts. The Panel will advise on the 
its implications for the way markets may 

cial studies. The Panel may also offer 
ilities such as licensing. (Paragraphs

2.4 The coal industry must take its place witHi^a competitive energy market. It 
must compete with other fuels and other suppliers to meet the needs of its customers 
at commercial prices. Its dominant market is in electricity generation. The report 
prepared by Caminus and other forecasts provided in /Evidence to the Review 
demonstrated clearly that the demand for coal in this ImarKet^is set to decline 
significantly from current levels. There is no likelihood oF^iSdficant growth in 
demand in other markets and a substantial risk of further declinkr^Eftapter 11)

2.5 Under British Coal’s existing contracts, which expire on 31 ivrape 
65 million tonnes of coal to the major electricity generators in England 
financial year. British Coal’s decision to close 31 pits reflected the asse: 
were unlikely to sell the generators more than 40 million tonnes of co 
falling to no more than 30 million in each of the four following years.

ill supply 
ales this 

tthey 
'94,
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tonnages were uncertain and subject to further negotiation with the generators. At the 
time of the October announcements British Coal had no contracts for sales to its most 
important customers beyond March 1993. (Chapter 4)
2.6 The consultants’ reports and other analysis underlying the Review confirm that 
{he decision to close the 31 pits was soundly based given the market conditions. The 

ecision reflected a series of economically rational developments in the preceding years 
the background of a market then tilted in favour of coal. In part, these 

ms resulted also from the restructuring and privatisation of the electricity supply 
which moved it away from state monopoly and towards a competitive structure.

2-7 jvemment recognises, however, that in the difficult wider economic
context jjrdyailipg; at the time the speed and scale of the closures announced by British 
Coal in October 1992 were too great to be acceptable to a wide body of public and 
Parliamentary^opinion. It also recognises the considerable hardship and dislocation 
which the proposed closures would have caused. (Chapter 5) The Review has 
therefore considered whether there is any scope and justification for taking measures 
to increase the size/fifTlite market for United Kingdom coal and whether this could 
result in a larger viatHe coakindustry in the longer term.

2.8 There have been 
Wales over the next five yi 
of coal equivalent (mtce) 
mtce. These differences partly, hr 
companies involved in buying co' 
about the size of the market. (Pai

’forecasts of the total electricity demand in England and 
C used a forecast amounting to 586 million tonnes 

iut the figure at 565 mtce and British Coal at 563 
{ wholly, reflect differences of definition. The 

market place will form their own judgements 
11.6 to 11.7)

2.9 The market for United Kingdom 
both on overall demand and on the s' 
competitors in the market: gas, oil, Orimulsi 
sources, and electricity supplied through the

coal in electricity generation depends 
t̂ taken by coal. There are many 

ear, renewables, coal from various 
jDrmector with France. (Chapter 7)

2.10 The Coal Review has considered in detail tWfafds used in electricity generation, 
and in particular the relative costs of generating electricity from coal, gas and nuclear 
fuels. Its conclusions are broadly in line with those of TISC:

(a)

(b)

continuing coal production at the same leve 
necessary in order to ensure security of el

recent years is 
Dplies;

not

estimates provided to the Review and to TISC that, although
predictions are inevitably very uncertain, there is mnr/ i&n to believe 
that the United Kingdom’s economically recoverable^ s^efcerves will 
run out much before its economically recoverable coal

(c) coal will continue to be the most significant source of e 
some time, but gas is an increasingly important and co 
attractive alternative;
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(d) new gas fired plant is significantly cheaper than new coal plant and, 
when decisions were made on most of the current tranche of gas fired 
stations, it stood to produce cheaper electricity than the existing coal 
plants with which it directly competed; more recently the balance of cost 
advantage has shifted towards existing coal stations;

on an avoidable costs basis, generation from existing nuclear plant is 
cheaper than coal or gas. (Paragraphs 7.113 to 7.114)

.The Government concludes that there is no economic justification for requiring 
ectric to close any of its Magnox stations before the end of their planned 

lifet^fes. '̂^The Government will, however, wish to look closely at any requests from 
Nucle^EJeetric for approval for capital investment for extending the life of any 
Magnox^sfamms. The Government will bring forward work on its review of the future 
prospects \for^miclear power and will make a further announcement later this year. 
(Paragrapĥ 1.80)
2.12 The Government is committed to assisting renewables to enter the commercial 
electricity generatin^mkrket. It will publish a renewable energy strategy review 
document later this^ygap—Tor the present it notes the Renewable Energy Advisory 
Group recommendationgann intends to work towards a figure of 1500 MW of new 
electricity generating capa^H^)from renewable sources for the United Kingdom as a 
whole by 2000. (P arag r^ ^ 7^ 4)

2.13 The Government has rev' 
powers under section 36 of the 
It intends to maintain the existin 
need for a generating station, its 
commercial matters for the applicant

its policy in respect of the use of its consent 
jity Act 1989 for new gas fired power stations, 

that, as a general rule, matters such as the 
choice of fuel and type of plant are 
consent. Applications for consent will

continue to be considered on their merits, this background. (Paragraph 13.35)
2.14 HMIP are currently considering wKatMeasures may need be taken to control 
emissions from power stations burning Orimuls®m^thin the criterion of best available 
techniques not entailing excessive cost. The ChMpeJ&r of the Exchequer announced 
on 16 March that he would extend hydrocarbon^pil duties to all fuel substitutes, 
including Orimulsion. The excise duty on Orimulsion will be linked to that on fuel oil. 
There are existing contracts for the import of Orimulsion into the United Kingdom, 
with which the Government cannot legally interfere. The Government has, however, 
been informed by the Venezualan authorities that Orimulsignj^xports to the United 
Kingdom are likely to stay at their minimum contractual levefTwiK^foreseeable future. 
This should entail a reduction in the consumption of Orimulsion^hr^i^United Kingdom 
of at least 500 000 tonnes equivalent of coal a year from current 
7.63)

(Paragraph

2-15 A summary of legal advice received by the Government On ma 
the interconnector with France was made publicly available on 18 Marcia 
lrnports of electricity across the interconnector would run counter to Articl 
Treaty of Rome and would also put the Government at financial risk
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indemnity given to the National Grid Company at the time of electricity privatisation. 
(Paragraph 7.102)

2.16 At present, electricity supplied from France is not subject to the fossil fuel levy. 
If the Government were to remove non-leviable status, EdF would need to be given the 

//^ b en efit of levy payments. Far from reducing imports from France, this could reinforce 
position and United Kingdom customers could end up paying more for their 
city as a result (Paragraph 7.104)

e French Government is taking measures to increase the transparency of the 
tricity market, and the indications for sales of British electricity through the 

r  in future years are promising. (Paragraph 7.106)

2.18 
opencast,

cipal sources of coal are United Kingdom deep mines, United Kingdom 
ports.

2.19 Opencast coal is an economic source of energy which needs no subsidy and can 
play an important role in some places in reclamation and redevelopment of derelict
land. In most cases 
it is intrusive on thi 
Opencast coal also has 
important in enabling 
electricity supply ind 
reduction in its opencast o 
million tonnes in 1997/98 
will now be somewhat below

2.20 The Secretary of State for the 
planning authorities on opencast coal.x 
forward this review in the light of this

ver, as a number of those submitting evidence pointed out, 
nvironment and can be disruptive to local communities, 

t quality characteristics from deep mined coal which are 
Coal to meet the coal quality requirements of the 

Coal, in its evidence to the Review, projected a 
m the current level of 16 million tonnes to 12 

al’s current expectation is that opencast output 
(Paragraph 13.32)

Dnment is currently reviewing guidance to 
rill be announcing how he will be taking 

sr. (Paragraph 13.31)

2.21 As part of the legislation to privatisetjw^cbal industry, the Government will 
remove the provision, under section 36(2) o r^ n P ^ a l Industry Nationalisation Act 
1946, which limits the licensed opencast secto^/q^ates where coal production Is 
unlikely to exceed 250 000 tonnes. (Paragraph l1hf7)

2.22 The major generators in England and Wales have accumulated levels of coal 
stocks well above those which purely commercial considerations would lead them to 
maintain - some 33 million tonnes at the end of February ($93U If they were to run 
these down rapidly there would be a sharp reduction in demana'ror'^oal. The closure 
announcements made in October 1992 assumed that the generaiqg^wokld reduce their 
stocks at the rate of 11 million tonnes a year in 1993/94 and 1994^$^/p(Paragraphs 
13.17 to 13.20)

2.23 The Government has exercised its powers under the Electricit 
require the generators to maintain substantial stocks to ensure continue 
generation in the event of a major disruption to their fuel supplies. In li 
required stocking figures are 10-20 million tonnes depending on the time of
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2.24 In March 1992 the Government informed the electricity generators and NGC, 
which advises the Government on endurance matters, that it would be reviewing the 
basis for the current requirements with a view to arriving at new arrangements for the 
year 1993/94. TISC suggested that 20 million tonnes of coal would represent a 
reasonable minimum level of stocks to guarantee security, but did not explain how this 

\figure was reached. The use of existing powers is constrained by the duties in section
of the Electricity Act 1989 and it would be unlawful to use them simply to enhance 

larket for British Coal. Furthermore, there would be no justification for taking new 
whose sole purpose would be, in effect, to force private sector companies to buy 
lat they did not want to buy, for the benefit of another commercial entity. The 

Gq^rhment will, however, be taking forward its consultations with the generators about 
stockihgzm^ngements for 1993/94 as a matter of urgency. (Paragraph 13.23)
2.25 Nmp&kl Power and PowerGen have confirmed their intention to enter into five 
year contradts^with British Coal for 160 million tonnes of coal: 40 million tonnes in 
1993/94 ancKup to 30 million tonnes in each of the following four years. The Regional 
Electricity Companies have also agreed in principle the necessary back-to-back contracts 
for the electricity which the generators will produce. (Paragraph 13.1)
2.26 Substantial 
generators about the 
British Coal, which 
negotiations will continue.'

ions have taken place between British Coal and the 
}ty of supplementary contracts for further supplies from 

stitute for imported coal and other black fuels. The

2.27 The Government is read> 
tonnages British Coal is able tc 
contracts. The level of subsidy 
to embrace the range of figures put f̂
The aim is to give British Coal 
improvements which both it and the Gc 
which can make British Coal competitivev

iffer a subsidy for any additional deep mined 
the generators, whether or not on long term 

negotiation, but the Government is prepared 
by TISC. (Paragraphs 13.10 to 13.14). 

implement the productivity and cost

Pt’s consultants consider possible and 
(jrld prices within five years.

2.28 The subsidy will reduce progressively ovgrtSe^>eriod to full privatisation, which 
the Government intends to achieve at the earli^/p^ctical opportunity. Financial 
assistance on the same basis as for British Coal \raf also be provided to the private 
deep-mine sector in relation to genuinely additional tonnages sold to the generating 
companies, consistent with the relevant EC provisions. (Paragraphs 13.13 to 13.14)
2.29 The new subsidy will lead to a reduction in the effective level of underlying 
support to British Coal sales from its current level of aroin^/flf^llion. Electricity 
prices to domestic consumers will be lower in 1993/94 in real tqrmwmn they were in 
1992/93, although there is likely to be some variation betwegHfmifferent public 
electricity suppliers. (Paragraph 13.15)
2.30 These arrangements and the contracts referred to in paragraph 2.<2^/$ /e will 
be notified to the European Commission under the State Aids and\po] £tjtion 
provisions of the EEC and ECSC Treaties at the appropriate time. Initial 
suggest that the Commission will adopt a positive approach to granting the
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authorisations. (Paragraph 9.12).
2.31 As TISC recognised there is no market for coal in prospect which avoids the 
need for pit closures. Decisions on which pits will remain open and which will close 
will be for British Coal. The Government has no powers under the relevant legislation 

xto direct British Coal to close or to keep open particular pits. The number of pits which 
rive will depend on the amount of coal sold and in the long run on British Coal’s 

in reducing its costs. The additional tonnages achieved with the aid of the 
lent’s subsidy will only be known as negotiations proceed in the market place.

2'.3j2^Xl^makes no sense to produce coal which no-one wants to buy. Supplementary 
contraefsh^ye not yet been agreed, and there are huge stocks already on the surface. 
There is^trpgint in adding to these stocks. British Coal has been considering how best 
to bring more closely into line with demand. From discussions with British Coal
it appears tiiaHhe measures under consideration include:

(a) ''the closure of pits nearing economic exhaustion;

(b) the cessation of production at pits and putting them on care and 
maintenan<5

(c) continuing Spment work only.

These measures would be lik^yth involve 8 or 9 pits in total. British Coal has 
informed the Government thatahV^sach pits, save for the possible exception of p^  
where development only continue^^o^i be offered to the private sector. (Paragraph 
14.2)

ould involve capital investment to create 
a more secure future and will help t° 

entury. (Paragraph 14.3)
2.33 Putting a pit on development 
a world-class pit with truly competitive 
ensure that its reserves are available into

2.34 The Chairman of British Coal has confiftij«0h&t in advance of privatisation any 
pit which the Corporation does not itself wish to Keejy&i operation will be offered to 
the private sector. Pits so offered will be kept in operation or on care and maintenance 
until the private sector has had a chance to express its interest. Private sector mines 
would also be able to seek Government financial backing for supplementary sales at 
world related prices on the same basis as British Coal prtStided that they could 
demonstrate that this was for genuinely additional tonnagesf ((Chapter 14)

proposed for 
n the period 

the mine 
shorter

od or 
lit.

2.35 The Review has considered whether it is sensible to mo 
closure. The cost of mothballing pits can vary significantly de 
the pit is intended to be out of production and the extent of the 
that is to be preserved. There may be good reasons to mothball pi 
period when there is uncertainty about the likely level of demand during 
to permit the private sector to evaluate the possibility of purchasing a 
(Paragraph 14.38)
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Privatisation
2.36 The reports produced by Ernst & Young, PIMS and Boyds show that there is 
substantial scope for British Coal to reduce its costs and improve efficiency. The 
Government has emphasised to British Coal the urgency of implementing the changes 
Reeded to produce the level of performance improvements identified. The Chairman 

British Coal had already committed the Corporation to halving its overhead costs 
1991/92 levels by March 1995. British Coal is committed to achieving 

yements which go beyond Ernst & Young’s recommendations. It has appointed 
consultants in this area and will be coming forward with revised and detailed 

prq^ ^shortly. The Chairman has also said that he is confident of achieving the 
perfo arirte expectations set out in the Boyds report, generally in a shorter period than 
three acrs; JChapter 12)
2.37 Ov&tffe'medium term the industry is likely to be able to reduce its costs to an 
extent whicmwill enable electricity produced from United Kingdom coal to compete on 
price with electricity produced from imported coal. This will require effective 
management and substantial changes in working practices, which will need the 
commitment of the workforce. The Government believes that the coal industry will be 
best placed to make t^e^e^ch^nges when it has been fully returned to the private sector. 
(Paragraphs 14.14

2.38 The Government 
impediment to efficiency re] 
hours by the Coal Mines Regulat:

ŝubject to a consultation process, to remove the 
by the limits placed on underground working 
,ct 1908. (Paragraph 12.30)

2.39 The full implications of the^jft^^als in this White Paper for the structure and 
timing of the privatisation of the coaW^i&?try require further detailed consideration. 
In the meantime British Coal will offe^irasale or licence any pit which it does not 
intend to keep in production. The Govemnremtfntends to bring forward the necessary 
legislation as rapidly as possible. For the pres^rivBritish Coal will of course have to 
work within the framework of existing legislanom^mt will begin immediately to prepare 
for privatisation so that it can move quickly o n e c e s s a r y  new legislation is in 
place. British Coal will also be prepared, in m ^xlntext of its preparations for 
privatisation, to consider with interested parties proposals for the sale of regional coal 
mining packages. (Paragraph 14.21)
2.40 Safety must, of course, continue to be paramo 
determined to ensure, in consultation with the Health and S 
remain responsible for safety regulation in the industry, that 
standards in such mines are maintained after they pass into 
can be no question of a lowering of safety standards in this proce

le Government is 
lission, who will 
pting high safety 

1 sector. There

2.41 The Government intends to legislate, as soon as opportunity aflo 
the restrictions in Section 36(2) of the Coal Industry Nationalisation Ai 
which British Coal is unable to license mines at which more than 150 
workers are to be employed. (Paragraphs 14.31 to 14.32) The privatisation 1 
to be introduced by the Government will also provide for an entirely new

move 
under 

d
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regime and an independent Coal Authority which will be responsible for licensing all 
coal mining activities and for maintaining records of mining activity. The rights of 
third parties, in particular in relation to subsidence will continue to be protected. The 
headquarters of the Coal Authority will be in Nottinghamshire. (Paragraph 14.18)
Environmental constraints

The Government attaches great importance to the protection of the environment, 
fully committed to meeting its international obligations to reduce levels of 

entally harmful emissions, of which the burning of fossil fuels, particularly 
wer stations is a major source. The measures proposed in this White Paper 

t̂hreaten the fulfilment of the existing commitments to curb emissions of 
oxide and oxides of nitrogen by the electricity generating industry. As 

ions of carbon dioxide, the Government will prepare the United 
national plan for meeting its obligations in the light of the responses to 

document Climate Change: our national programme fo r C 02 emissions 
issued in December 1992, and of other Government policies including the outcome of 
the Coal Review. The higher the level of coalbum by the electricity supply industry, 
however, the more stfmgjsnt the measures to curb C 02 emissions in other sectors of the 
economy, mcluding t̂Gan^port, would need to be. In the longer term, environmental 
concerns are likely to dtininW the amount of coal that can be burned in the United 
Kingdom. (Chapter 8̂ p£ra|'baphs 14.12 to 14.13)

co, 
sha 
sulphi 
regards 
Kingdom’ 
the discussi'

Clean coal technology
2.43 The Government has long^r^omised the importance of the contribution research 
and development can make in the^^u^ndustry. Public sector support for coal R&P 
over the past decade is a recognition^afapM and of coal’s long term future in meeting 
the United Kingdom’s electricity generatjowneeds. This support will continue at around 
present levels, with £12 million of additionaHtrnds made available over the next three 
years to support research at British Coal’sl^ M ^ search  Establishment (CRE) on coal 
science and the development of the Topping \3yeje: This will enable the CRE to make 
a successful transition to the private sector w n ^ ® 1 long-term future lies. (Chapter 

15)

Regulation of the electricity market
2.44 The Government has considered a number of as 
during the Review. The principal responsibility for regulation 
with the Director General of Electricity Supply (DGES) 
Chapter 6, and his conclusions on the aspects of the Review 
in Chapter 10.

te electricity market 
jthe market remains 

Dns are set out i11
• has considered

2.45 The Government reaffirms its commitment to a competitive m 
generation, distribution and supply. It will support the DGES in his ei 
and sustain competition in the industry.

2.46 The Government welcomes any initiatives to improve the working
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electricity pool arrangements. It is considering whether allowing large users to by-pass 
the pool will be beneficial to the electricity market. The pool authorities are 
considering the introduction of demand-side bidding into the electricity pool. The 

\ Government welcomes proposals designed to improve the workings of the electricity 
market and will embark shortly on further consultations with the DGES, the electricity 

<̂ ^  industry and large users on whether such a proposal would be beneficial to the 
v^ y^lectricity market. The Government is also reviewing the current regulation of on-site 

' '^ ^ eration , which can offer large users a competitive source of electricity. (Paragraph

2.^7/'''The Government does not propose to modify the position described in the 
priv t̂i^afieft prospectus and embodied in the licences of the relevant companies that the 
franchise^wdun which the RECs in England and Wales and the Scottish electricity 
supply <5©mj&nies have an exclusive right to supply will be reduced from its current 
level of 1 MW^to 100 kW in 1994 and be abolished altogether in 1998. (Paragraph 
10.30)
Assistance for those affected by closures

2.48 Some pits 
hardship this will ca 
responsibility to allevia

close. The Government recognises the pain and 
to individuals and to communities. It accepts a 
p and to aid the process of adjustment. (Chapter 5)

2.49 On 17 March, Briti 
scheme was to be extended until 
miner with 15 years service wo! 
industrial employee would be aro

2.50 As already announced, there' 
measures for areas affected by closures.v 
to £200 million. The additional money wif 
(Paragraph 5.17)

^announced that its generous miners’ redundancy 
id of December 1993. Payments to an average 

ûnd £23 000, and payments to an average non- 
\000. (Paragraph 5.15)

a substantial package of regeneration 
î kcrtal funding available will be increased 
alkwiimportant extra projects to go ahead.
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C H A P T E R  3

THE GOVERNMENT’S ENERGY POLICY

The development and use of energy is of fundamental importance to a 
erous and successful economy. The aim of the Government’s energy policy is to 

jcure, diverse and sustainable supplies of energy in the forms that people and 
.want, and at competitive prices. This aim needs to be pursued in the context 

lent’s economic policy as a whole, of other Government policies, 
especiagy^onx health, safety and the environment, and of the United Kingdom’s 
EuropeaSrCdmmunity and other international commitments.

3.2 TheGovernment firmly believes that its aim will be achieved most fully through 
the mechanisms of the market. The market is the most effective and efficient means 
for meeting energy needs, both nationally and internationally. It is within competitive 
markets that pricesm € y est  determined and costs can be exposed to rigorous test. 
Competition gives p^messes the strongest incentives to meet the needs of their 
customers and empowerethe) purchasers of fuel and consumers of energy, enabling them 
to get the best deal. Gbv^fnment should not attempt to impose all-embracing plans 
about how much energy orwnaf^ind should be produced or consumed by whom. The 
uncertainties of supply and d^pant^, of technology, and above all of the behaviour of 
people and companies, doom sucM&ns to failure.

3.3 Security and diversity of 
competitive and open markets. A 
decisions about how best to meet the' 
future profitability is a more reliable me

e best achieved through the operation of 
firms with freedom to make their own 
if their customers and secure their own 

^fwisuring diversity and security of supply
than central planning or closed arrangemenl^xkween a series of monopoly operators. 
The Government will continue to monitor the/O^CraJion of the market to confirm that 
the aim of its energy policy is achieved.

3.4 It is impossible for the full disciplines of the^market to operate on industries in 
state ownership, which do not depend on capital markets for their finance and are 
usually shielded from competition. In 1979 the Government inherited a largely state- 
owned energy sector. The state-owned energy industa^s-^yere in many cases 
significantly subsidised and overmanned, while protected fromjjhe disciplines of the 
market place. These elements exemplified and contributed to tireTmure of the British 
economy at the time. Since then the Government has been w o m h g ^ 1 bring about the 
progressive liberalisation of the energy sector. The Government’^ ra p e ^ a s  been and 
remains to encourage effective markets and make them work efficie

3.5 The key elements of the Government’s policy have therefore 
remain:
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(a) to encourage competition among producers and choice for consumers - 
the best guarantee that energy will be produced and supplied efficiently 
and securely to the benefit of consumers and users - and to establish a 
legal and regulatory framework to enable markets to work well;

to ensure that service is provided to customers in a commercial 
environment in which consumers pay the full cost of the energy 
resources they consume;

to ensure that the discipline of the capital markets is applied to state- 
owned industries by privatising them where possible;

to monitor and improve the performance of the remaining state-owned 
C ^ /y  industries, while minimising distortion;

to have full regard to the impact of the energy sector on the environment 
including taking measures to meet the Government’s international 
commitments;

(b)

(c)

(f)

(g) to prom̂

(h) to promote e'

health and safety;

r share ownership;

lciency.

3.6 Implementing this pohcyCrfkerthe failures of the past has inevitably involved a 
long and difficult process of tran$itkm/\But much has already been achieved. The 
success of the North Sea oil and gt^sebtor is likely to produce a second peak in 
production this decade, leaving the Unued^rngdom, alone in the European Community- 
broadly self-sufficient in energy. Increasing^miciency at British Gas, and an effective 
regulatory regime, have held down priceswjMfer^ompetition is developing. Industrial 
gas prices, for example, have fallen by 289»lmr£fil terms in the last five years and by 
about 36% since privatisation. Equipment supgh^^to the energy industries have also 
benefitted from the more market-driven approacl 
better and invest in new more efficient products 
electricity privatisation there has already been s 
efficiency, greater competition and consumer choice. Most of the main conditions f°r' 
and elements of, a successful energy sector are now in plac

have been able to plan ahead 
^processes. In the short time since 

itial progress towards improved

3.7 The Government recognises that its energy poll 
circumstances where markets are inhibited from working el 
regulators and competition policy both have an important role to 
competition cannot be expected, at least initially, to deliver produ 
to buy at competitive prices, independent regulators have bee: 
legislation. Their main role is to encourage the development of competi 
monopoly remains, to protect the interests of consumers by administering 
which encourage industries to become more efficient, and by enforcing 
service.
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The role of Government
3.8 In moving towards its objectives, the Government will continue to exercise 
substantial responsibilities. It has responsibilities in relation to the United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority (AEA), British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL), Nuclear Electric 

•^/XxPlc, Scottish Nuclear Ltd, and, until they are privatised, British Coal and Northern 
<^^Ureland Electricity pic.

In the electricity sector, the Government is responsible for consents for power 
and overhead lines.

3.10 Government issues licences for oil and gas exploration and production to 
ensure^djenjaximum economic development of the United Kingdom’s oil and gas 
resourceS^j?/a manner consistent with good oil field practice, due care for the 
environmepCtSna the best use of energy and other resources. The Government collects 
oil royalties\£nd is responsible for the United Kingdom Continental Shelf fiscal regime.

3.11 The Government has emergency planning responsibilities, including setting 
stocking provisions ftfFe&al and oil.

3.12 The Health 
standards and ensuring

Commission has responsibilities in respect of safety 
plementation throughout the energy sector.

3.13 The Government ha^^KeyVole to play in protecting the environment, and in 
promoting long term develofraem^rif the economy in a way which can be sustained 
without jeopardising the inheritahc^pfrutore generations. This includes a commitment 
to energy efficiency and to woric^M^pnewable sources of energy. It also involves 
implementing the Government’s inte^rtat^wl commitments to environmental standards. 
Some of the most important of these E^ar^-ectly on the energy sector.

3.14 The Government also funds some search and development.

3.15 The Government’s policy is thus aimed^t/’creating and sustaining a fully 
commercial energy sector free from unnecessaiy/mtjfrference, which offers secure, 
diverse and sustainable supplies of energy in the forojs that people and businesses want, 
at competitive prices, and which can compete in worla markets. The Government’s role 
is to provide the sector, its customers and the public with a stable and effective 
framework of law and regulation, which will protect health, safety and the environment 
and allow competition to flourish. Government will carry 
only be performed by Government, and will ensure that marl 
which they need to function efficiently. It will not, however, 
policies of central planning and massive interference.

Implementation of the Government’s policy
•̂16 The implementation of the Government’s policy has faced a num' 

partly stemming from the nature of the energy sector. In some parts of the s< 
elements of natural monopoly. For example, it is probably not ecorii
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feasible for there to be more than one electricity cable to the same house. This does 
not make competition in the provision of cables and the supply of electricity to that 
house impossible, but it does mean that, as with other utilities, a regulatory framework 
is needed to ensure fair competition which would not be needed in most other 
industries.

.17 A still greater obstacle to progress has been the legacy of the past. The 
aviour of state-owned monopolies is often very different from that of commercial 

in a competitive market, and the transition from one to the other is always 
Businesses which have been sheltered from the forces of competition tend to 
ent. The increases in productivity achieved in many businesses as a result 

for and undergoing privatisation illustrate how far state-owned monopolies 
w the best commercial practice.

3.18 A w ^ e r  unwelcome legacy is that state-owned industries have often made 
uncommercial investments, or preserved activities well beyond the time when their 
commercial rationale ran out, often as a result of political intervention. Privatisation 
forces such issues to be confronted and reveals the real costs of economic activities, 
which have often b^n^sguised in the past. It forces more commercial purchasing 
policies where cosy^lapopships previously existed. The necessary changes can be

* * * * ■  O / i
titive market by definition involves increasing 
up existing monopolies, or by introducing new 

in this transition to take account of existing 
are not lost. This can mean that the transition

of pi 
often

3.19 The transition to 
competition, whether by bi 
competitors, or both. It is 
industrial strengths to ensure th, 
takes time.

3.20 In the case of the energy m 
intervention, it is inevitable that corn 
different parts of the market The oil 
gas supply is growing rapidly. Electricity 
companies, but competition in both generate 
inevitably problems arising from the intern 
competition has developed to varying extents.

'articularly, with its past history of state 
as developed at different speeds in 

any companies and competition m 
is still dominated by a few large 
upply is developing. There are 

different sectors in which

3.21 The Government nevertheless remains convinced that the transition fro01 
monopoly to competitive energy markets is necessary. An^fftcient and competitive 
market for all forms of energy will benefit producers andf Consumers alike. But the 
Government recognises that there are limits to the speea^aV^hjbh change can he 
accommodated. \S~sJ.

3.22 This White Paper proposes measures which advance the G 
a market-based policy for energy, while recognising the real concemS'a 
of the changes proposed in October 1992 on the coal industry. These 
provide an period of transition in which the industry has the opportuni' 
competitive as part of an active, developed and increasingly international enep 
This transition will have a cost, but it offers the opportunity for a larger p;
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industry to survive into the next century.

An Energy Agency

3.23 It is against this general background that the Government has considered the 
^^Avarious proposals for an Energy Agency or Commission which appeared in several 

ieces of evidence both to the Review and to TISC. Unfortunately the use of similar 
s tended to disguise considerable divergence on what an Agency was intended 

y to do.

e evidence saw an Energy Agency as primarily regulatory, based on a 
FFER and OFGAS, with the possible addition of licensing functions for 

tions, coal developments, and gas and oil fields. Other evidence saw it 
ly analytical function, including publication of information on energy 
dies of their development, sometimes combined with advice to

3.25 The TUC argued for an Energy Commission "comprising representatives from 
all interested parties^hrsiuding consumer groups and trade unions ... to oversee the 
formulation of an iiw^^afeclenergy strategy". NALGO also argued for a Commission 
"responsible for drawingupmational energy plans for consideration by Parliament and 
ultimate implementatiornb^KoVemment. The plans should ... include issues of energy 
supply and demand, pricin^pq^^. research and development, renewable energy sources 
and energy conservation and^f^i^pcy"

3.26 OFGAS opposed an En£ 
retreat from a market-based policj 
need for closer coordination of their<

mmission on the grounds that it would be a 
central planning, arguing that there was no 

s with those of OFFER.

3.27 TISC recommended that the 
of an Energy Commission which it envisag 
statutory powers of the Monopolies and Merge: 
Committee to scrutinise Government policy, 
investigations, publish information and advise th 
rejected, the Government would have a duty to

should investigate the potential value 
mbining the independent status and 
mmission with the duties of a Select 

iild conduct public hearings and 
mment. Where its advice was 

reasons.

3.28 As this summary of the different views makes clear, some advocates of an 
Energy Agency/Commission see it taking decisions, or providjgg^ie basis for decisions, 
about a wide range of issues such as depletion policy or pricing 
decisions cannot be left to the commercial judgement of prival 
to retreat from a market-based approach to energy into the fail 
and central planning.

ey argue that such 
anies. They wish 

of corporatism

3.29 Others have argued that an Energy Agency would help to 
areas of decision from the political arena. This is seductive but nai' 
important decisions which are inescapably political and which are ri, 
Ministers, responsible to Parliament.
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3.30 The Government firmly rejects either a return to central planning or handing 
over policy responsibilities to a body independent of Government It recognises, 
however, that if markets are to work effectively they need information which in some 
cases Government is in a unique position to provide. For example the annual "Brown 
Book" is a highly respected publication within the oil and gas industry which outlines 
the state of United Kingdom oil and gas exploration, field development and production, 
gives estimates of reserves, and provides more general background information. One 

the comments to emerge from the evidence submitted by the power generation 
pment industry was the need for regular information on energy policy to better 

investment decisions.

33T /ELaddition , the Government recognises a need for greater public information 
on devd^dpments in the energy sector. The Government therefore intends to publish 
an anfiiSw Energy Report to provide information relevant to business and 
investm̂ hWecisions. It will deal with issues such as trends in energy supply and 
demand, licensing activity, and regulatory developments across the whole energy 
field.
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C H A P T E R  4

BACKGROUND TO TH E O CTO BER 1992 ANNOUNCEMENTS

This chapter explains the background against which British Coal announced on 
ober 1992 its intention to close or mothball 31 collieries.

,d demand for coal
4.2
continue’ 
1992 clos 
nationalisatii

f-evident that the United Kingdom mining industry cannot for long 
ce coal for which there is no market. By the time of the October 

ouncements the market for coal had been in decline for decades. At 
in 1947 the National Coal Board’s output of 200 million tonnes was 

already only about two thirds of the industry’s output thirty years earlier. Over the 
following forty yearsa series of technological changes eliminated much of the

The market for house coal in Great Britain virtually 
of central heating and other forms of gas and electric 
at coal fired locomotives that had fired the imagination 

from the railways by diesel and electric engines. The 
as from the 1960s removed another major market, 

d for industrial coal was accompanied by the

remaining market fi 
disappeared with thi 
heating in the home, 
of steam enthusiasts we: 
replacement of town gas 
At the same time the fall
exhaustion of much of Britain’ 
applications, particularly coking

es of the types of coal needed in industrial 
use in the iron and steel industry.

become dependent on the electricity 
over the following decades and is 

^ shown by the breakdown of coal 
of coal consumed in the United 

eration. Of the remaining 21%,

4.3 By the 1960s coal was be 
generation market This trend was 
illustrated in Figure 4.1 below. The e: 
consumption in 1992. Of the 101 millio:
Kingdom in that year, 79% was used for elec 
8% was used in the iron and steel industry, 5%\bj^6ther industrial users, 7% in the 
domestic fuel supply market and 1% by commercwKma public service users. British 
Coal supplied 77 million tonnes of the market in 1992 and the private sector licensed 
opencast and deep mined sector nearly 4 million tonnes. The remaining 20 million 
tonnes were imported.

4.4 While these changes were taking place in its m 
industry was largely protected from competition from other co 
electricity generation market it was also largely protected from 
fuels. This provided no real incentive to achieve the highest stani 
and management. There have been substantial improvements since' 
1984-1985, but British Coal nevertheless failed to improve performance 
it needed to.

state-owned coal 
cers. In the key 

ion from other 
oductivity 

strike of 
iftly as
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ZCHy million tonnes of coal consumed in the United Kingdom in 1960

101 million tonnes ot coal consumed in the United Kingdetf&Sn 1992

Domestic fuel supply market y ///\ Iron & steel industry 

Electricity generation 

Other industrial users Transport

Figure 4.1: United Kingdom coal consumption by sector 1960 and 1992
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British Coal’s sales to the electricity generators
4.5 The process of privatisation and increasing competition in electricity generation 
and supply freed the electricity industry to seek competitive fuel sources, thus putting 
greater pressure on the United Kingdom coal industry to reduce costs.

At the time of electricity privatisation in 1990 British Coal entered into three 
contracts with the electricity generators in England and Wales, giving it a 
teed market for a substantial proportion of its output. Equivalent five year 

were entered into between British Coal and the Scottish electricity supply 
1 these contracts were at substantially above market prices. In 1992/93 they 
the sale of 65 million tonnes of coal to the generators in England and 

yer, despite making considerable progress in reducing its costs, British 
{>le over this period to achieve cost levels fully competitive with world 

is lies at the heart of the current difficulties.

4.7 It was clear from 1990 onwards that British Coal was unlikely to secure 
contracts for similar volumes once the England and Wales contracts expired in March 
1993. The developinen^ of new Combined Cycle Gas Turbine stations (CCGTs),
encouraged by the 
generation, eroded the 
progress in reducing its 
a price low enough to co: 
of the declining market.

the EC Directive restricting the use of gas for power 
for coal, as did increased nuclear output. British Coal’s 

was insufficient to enable it to offer the generators 
tith imported coal so that it could maintain its share

4.8 Although there were somd^ariler discussions, British Coal did not begin its 
contract negotiations with the gene^tgrMftearnest until the beginning of 1992. Before 
British Coal had made clear to the gri«?qy®ps the scope for further reducing costs and 
prices, National Power and PowerGen\ha$yentered into a series of contracts with gas 
suppliers committing them to purchasing/g&s Oyer a number of years for their new 
CCGTs. In addition a number of the KECa'wd signed long term contracts for 
electricity generated by CCGTs operated by new^ndependent generators, in which the 
RECs were often substantial shareholders, enteti%0tize market in competition with the 
established generators. These companies had in rara^si'gned long term contracts with 
gas suppliers including so called "take or pay" prcmsions under which the generators 
^ould have to pay for contracted volumes of gas regardless of whether they ultimately 
took delivery of them. Altogether some 15 gas fired stations were expected to come 
°n stream by 1995. These were likely to displace some 25730^nillion tonnes of coal 
from the England and Wales electricity generation market q y l 996/97, compared with 
a total demand for coal in this market of around 75 million torin ŝyfa 1992/93.

4-9 The increasing use of gas in power generation was the m^fMghificant factor 
in displacing coal from the expected future electricity generation marraMir'England and 
Wales. At the same time Nuclear Electric was achieving incre^ea^&lput and 
reliability from its existing nuclear stations and expected to have the riew/gtktion at 
Sizewell B on stream in 1994. Renewable sources of energy were also^xt^2ted to 
make a small but increasing contribution to the United Kingdom’s electricity g<
Sizewell B and increased renewables output were together likely to displace'
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further 5 million tonnes of coal by 1997/98.

4.10 At the end of 1992, the electricity generators were able to import coal into the 
Thameside power stations at a delivered cost of £31 to £35/tonne or £1.15 to 
£1.30/gigajoule. (A gigajoule (GJ) is a unit used to measure the energy content of fuel; 
mported coal usually has a higher energy content per tonne than British coal and actual 
rices per tonne therefore need to be adjusted for valid comparison.) The delivered cost

iported coal at inland stations would be £0.10 to £0.25/GJ higher depending on
m. This compares with the average delivered cost, under the present contract with 

oal, Of £2.00/GJ or more, including the pit head price of £1.85/GJ and the 
del$ydry>dpsts. As well as being more expensive than imported coal, the majority of 
B riti^K C ^ is also of significantly lower quality than its internationally traded 
countei^arf^-especially in respect of sulphur, ash and chlorine content; this mainly 
reflects mgsteppble facts of geology.

4.11 Contiqped cost cutting and improved productivity enabled British Coal to make
a final offer to the generators in September 1992 of a price of £1.51/GJ for 40 milli°n 
tonnes at the pit head in 1993/94, falling to £1.33/GJ for 30 million tonnes in 1997/98 
in October 1992 modeyT\\The cost of delivery to the power station must be added to 
this price. S—-.

4.12 TISC noted that tfe^pnfce of £1.51 British Coal’s output would be unlikely 10 
be price competitive at cdasfiu^awer stations and might not be price competitive at 
some inland ones; the furtndrirea^ction to £1.33 would still be likely to leave d 
uncompetitive at most coastal stapc^. Furthermore, if output from coal fired stations 
were to decline substantially, tH»e^oyid be greater competition between coal fir®** 
stations, so that inland stations Duymg^\eir fuel from British Coal would have to 
compete with coastal stations using irabqjTed coal.

4.13 The generators were also building/np^port facilities for importing coal. The
new bulk terminals for importing coal whjcjraire expected to open at Bristol and 
Liverpool this year will be capable of handlingT^ger ships than can existing facilities- 
This will reduce the cost of importing coal to a'CtfjS^er of power stations by removing 
the need for coal to be transshipped at a conti nerttaLport or to be imported in smalls 
ships at a higher price. vT

4.14 British Coal therefore found itself in late 1992 unable to compete with coal 
produced at world prices at the same time as coal in generakfitshd a sharply declining 
share of the electricity generation market relative to other fu f̂c. Higher output resulting 
from improved productivity at British Coal, continued coal lmrorftnby the generators 
and the take or pay nature of the existing coal contracts (undet^mdh the generator 
were obliged to pay for coal covered by the contracts whether thdy^o&delivery of d 
or not) meant that the market was already oversupplied with coal. \AKweTime of the 
closure announcements coal was being added to stock at the rate of Imr^i^tonneS 3 
month. British Coal had accumulated stocks of 14.5 million tonnes, and<tfid^kheratorS 
had built up stocks of 33.6 million tonnes reducing their incentive in the 
take even the reduced supplies of coal being discussed in the contract negot;
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4.15 Taking account of these developments, N M Rothschild advised the Government 
in 1992 that total demand for coal from the England and Wales electricity supply 
industry would fall from over 70 million tonnes in 1992/93 to 45-50 million tonnes in 
1996/97. British Coal’s ability to secure the largest possible share of that market would 

v depend on its costs and the prices at which the generators could buy the coal on the 
< ^ //^ orld  market, which in turn would be substantially influenced by exchange rate 

YC^")T)ovements.

As noted above, a key factor in the negotiations between British Coal and the 
on the one hand, and the generators and the RECs on the other, was that the 

offered by British Coal were above world prices. The generators argued 
t for them to take the fuel price risk implied in a commitment to buy from 

.ve source for a 5 year period and therefore wanted their contracts with 
backed up by parallel contracts to supply electricity to the RECs.

Pri' 
that ii 
a more 
British

4.17 The KECs in their turn wanted to be sure that they had a market for this 
electricity over the whole period. They were only prepared to commit themselves to 
take electricity based on fuel supplied at above world prices for this long period if they 
could be sure of sellifjgTbv The size of their guaranteed market - in which they were 
not subject to compemiomLwas constrained by the limit on the size of their "franchise 
market". Until 31 Marcm'T^m, this includes all customers with a maximum demand 
below 1 MW (approximko^y^the electricity consumption of a medium sized office 
block) and, from then untiMTMateh 1998, all customers with a maximum demand of 
less than 100 kW. Taken togedrenwtb the RECs’ existing commitments to independent 
power generation projects and jp<£hiclear Electric, and allowing headroom for 
contracting flexibility, this meanvmatjhe scope for such back to back contracts was 
limited to electricity equivalent to aseur^Kmillion tonnes from British Coal in 1993/94 
and 30 million tonnes in each of th^St^sequent 4 years. Sales of coal to the non 
Power generation market were expectedm^average around 8 to 9 million tonnes over 
the 1990s, and sales to the Scottish powe/ramestry to be in the range of 3-5 million 
tonnes per year. These expectations are sh^wh in Figure 4.2, which shows the 
anticipated share of the market taken by Brjti^nCoal on the assumption that its 
estimated further cost savings were made.

4-18 In October 1992 British Coal had still not b^n able to sign contracts with the 
England and Wales electricity generators for the period beyond March 1993. With the 
prospect of sharply declining sales, British Coal was faced with the urgent necessity to 
reduce capacity further. On 13 October the Chairman of Bntfsfi'Goal announced that 
the Corporation would cease production at 31 collieries over me course of the following 
five and a half months, with four of these pits being kept o n w p ra W I maintenance 
basis to retain access to their coal reserves. Up to 30 000 minews^fKs^nd staff at pits, 
offices and elsewhere would lose their jobs, including job lossd^M/Sfeyeral of the 
collieries which would continue in production.

•̂19 It is clear that in October 1992 British Coal faced an inevitabl 
lts markets over the following five years. In particular, there was nos 
to secure a greater share of the electricity generation market given the 
°f long term gas contracts, the continuing improvement in nuclear output
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avoidable costs below the and the ready availability of substantially
cheaper coal from overseas, '{C-Wasxin these circumstances that British Coa 
announced its programme of closiĤ ê C\f>he Review which followed the reaction t° 
this announcement has exam ined^h^^tent to which these constraints can be 
removed through government action/jma^f^desirability or otherwise of doing s°'

Assessment of the pits proposed for closun^/X

4.20 British Coal is run by an independent to^^wljfese functions and duties are 1 ^  
down in law. The President of the Board of Trafije'has a number of statutory power5 
and duties in relation to British Coal, including powers to make loans and pay grant5' 
He does not, however, have any statutory responsibility for the day to day manager*1® 
of British Coal nor to approve the closure of pits. His powercsf direction over BnO 
Coal under relevant legislation are very limited, and he does (notion particular, have an; 
powers to determine which pits British Coal should keep ubdrr'a^d which it sho 
close.

4.21 The Government’s major involvement in the decisions whicM^&^the O cto^
announcements was through its financial oversight of British Cocum d/^ough  
responsibility for any loans and grants needed to meet the costs 1
Government has annual discussions with British Coal about its financii 
financing requirements and its strategic options over the medium term, 
in 1992 were conducted on the basis of the objectives set for the Chairman 
Coal by the Government in January 1992, in particular the general require’
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develop a coal-mining business which achieves sustainable profitability, and specific 
requirements to:

achieve a bottom-line profit over the period 1991/92 to 1993/94;

achieve overall operating profits in the same period at deep mines whilst 
breaking even on operational cash flow;

(c) withdraw from loss making business except where there was a realistic 
prospect of sustained future profitability.

4.22 ( 
and thê  
discusse 
were unlil 
thereafter.

e these discussions continued, commercial negotiations between British Coal 
tors for 5 year contracts from 1 April 1993 were also in progress. As 

in the course of these negotiations it became clear that the generators 
take more than 40 million tonnes in 1993/94 with smaller tonnages

4.23 The DTI made its own assessment of which pits might close in order to prepare 
measures to mitigateThelr impact. But it was not until 12 October that British Coal 
informed the President ofLthe Board of Trade of the number and names of the pits it 
proposed to close.

4.24 . The strong public 
in British Coal’s announce: 
moratorium on closure of 21 
10 pits were currently loss m 
future. These pits are the subject 
Coal. A study by Boyds to ascertain 
met was published on 18 March 
consultation.

Employment trends

4-25 The mining redundancies proposed in 
context of the long term decline of employment ir

jo the speed of the programme of closures proposed 
13 October led the Government to announce a 

involved. British Coal stated that the remaining 
ad no prospect of viability in the foreseeable 
ultation process being undertaken by British 

r  the criteria for their proposed closure are 
ipendent Review: 10 Collieries under

1992 need to be seen in the 
e coal industry.

"1-26 The decline in numbers from around 1.25 million employees in the coal industry 
m 1920 continued to the point where British Coal had about/22t\000 employees at the 
end of the 1984-1985 strike. By October 1992 this numbeKhad)falien to a little over 
54 000. This historical trend is illustrated in Figure 4.3. In M M m  there were some 
^4 small scale private deep mines under development or in ^preppction. The total 
workforce in the private deep mined sector was just under 1 employment
by contractors at British Coal deep mines was over 6 000 and at op&mSd^wtes around 
6 500. In addition, employment in private sector licensed opencast wayq^irnated at 
around 2 500.

4-27 Until 13 October, British Coal had for many years maintained a <do0c^of 
voluntary redundancies. When a pit closed, miners not wishing to accept rede
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C H A P T E R  5

SOCIAL AND WIDER ECONOMIC ISSUES

Much of the evidence received by the Review has commented on the possible 
on individuals and communities of job losses on the scale involved in British 

ouncement last October. There has also been comment on the possible 
es for other industries.

ime of the October announcement, British Coal employed 25 700 people 
Their closure would have led to the loss of a further 4 000 jobs 

ritish Coal.

5.3 It is not possible to make precise estimates of the wider overall impact of pit 
closures on employment, either in supplying industries, or in mining communities. 
Even in industries tmTsupply directly to coal deep mining, relatively few firms are 
entirely dependent acaive^Npits.

5.4 Analysis provide 
suggests that if all 31 pits 
20-25 000 jobs in other ind

Government to the Employment Select Committee 
the effect might have been to put at risk a further 
' in local mining communities.

5.5 In looking at the likely '6ftect)<)>n communities of the closures announced in 
October, it is natural to start frorrS^T ^ ou r market. The smallest scale on which 
consistent figures are available is th^<fiwpkto Work Area (TTWA). It is recognised 
that pit closures have their most signin^raAmpact on local communities, and that the 
effects, particularly in geographically isol^d^>mmunities, will be more concentrated 
than an analysis at the TTWA level can s h < $ ^ ^

5.6 Appendix D shows the TTWA location'ef^^/31 collieries originally scheduled 
for closure, the percentage of the workforce in enMe^ment in each TTWA represented 
by employment in those pits and the rates of tot Ĵ and male unemployment as at 
December 1992. The final column in Appendix D shows pit jobs at risk in closure 
TTWAs as a proportion of the estimated workforce in employment in June 1991, the 
latest period for which data are available.

5.7 Evidence to the Review by local government bodies, bfadeh lions and colliery 
campaign groups reflects the extent of local concern about tne-sp< Q\. and economic 
impact of pit closures, especially in areas of already high unemploy jtenL and in areas 
where the scale of closures in relation to local activity would have ha irMih^ked effect.

5-8 Much of the evidence to the Review which raised economic aril 
argued for time to adjust. Coal mining areas have in the past de 
considerable capacity to adjust over time Between 1987 and October 19'
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jobs were lost in British Coal. Over the same period, total unemployment in the areas 
where pits have closed actually fell, and the fall was faster than in Great Britain as a 
whole. This is part of a longer term pattern which has seen the number of British Coal 
deep mines fall from 980 at the time of nationalisation in 1947 to 50 now, and colliery 

^  . manpower decline in the same period when real income in the economy has almost 
^^^xtrebled with the emergence of many new industries and occupations.

Prospects for reemployment for many of those leaving the pits are helped by 
ĝe and skills. According to British Coal, nearly half the industrial staff at the 31 

including managerial and clerical staff) are aged under 35, whilst only a little 
are aged 50 or over. Over a quarter are classified as technicians of 
> skilled craftsmen, and in general the skills required in modem mining lead 

that is able, adaptable, and competitive in the general labour market.

5mmunities have also recovered from severe job losses. The scale of the 
changes that/ijave already taken place in mining areas is itself evidence of that, bt 
industrial South Wales, for example, there were significant colliery job losses during 
the 1980s which led tô  relatively high unemployment. Following a substantial and

inward investment and develop indigenous industry, 
a whole grew from 604 000 to 656 000, between 

ber 1989, an increase of 8.6 per cent Although 
and problems continue, past efforts have made a 

trial restructuring of an area that for two centuries 
tries as the main generators of economic activity-

5.10 Lc

sustained effort to, 
employment in the 
September 1984 and 
unemployment has ris< 
significant contribution 
had relied on the coal and

5.11 There are parallel exampfe£d*6kh other industries. For example, unemployment 
in Corby rose to 6 691 followingM^^fe^s of 3 500 jobs in steel making in 1979/80- 
Since then, aided by Assisted Area §Kftq^\ind significant Government expenditure,
11 000 new jobs have been created, anfcUw/Npvember 1989 unemployment had fall®11 
to 1 259. In common with the rest ovkpe*Country, unemployment in Corby has 
increased subsequently but it remains below tijHevel for the East Midlands as a whole-

5.12 As these examples show, communities' apd̂ ffle individuals associated with then1 
have proved in the past that they can be resilient rap^e^ourcefu1 in the face of change, 
and that they are willing and able to secure new oj^rtunities. Not least, with the help 
of Government measures, new jobs can be created and individuals resettled int0 
productive employment.

5.13 Unemployment is a traumatic and distressing expmenBELfor the individual5 
concerned and their families. Constant turnover in the labour/market itself gives rise 
to opportunities as up to 400 000 individuals come on to the comn/etch month and 3 
similar number usually leave. Moreover, on a national basis foriremHrf five people 
who become unemployed cease to be unemployed within a year, arfckmQSvdo so more 
quickly. It follows that for the majority of those who become unemmoyfed. this 15 
unlikely to lead to permanent exclusion from the labour force.

5.14 Over time, as the economy adjusts and redundant workers find new e 
the loss of jobs from pit closures would be broadly matched by com
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developments elsewhere. New jobs might be in different industries, and to some extent 
in different areas, but overall employment would return broadly to its previous level. 
If jobs in one industry were sustained by subsidy, even of a transitional kind, this would 
inevitably have an adverse effect on jobs and new job opportunities elsewhere, 
including other fuel industries and their suppliers. These potential effects are discussed 

^/A^urther in Chapter 14.

'̂ indancy terms and assistance package
e Government agreed in October 1992 to fund generous redundancy terms for 

white collar staff losing their jobs as a result of the proposed closures. On 
tish Coal announced that its miners’ scheme was to be extended until the 

r  1993. Payments to an average miner with 15 years service would be 
and payments to an average non-industrial employee would be around 
payments can be further augmented by cash sums in lieu of working 
Around 9 500 staff have accepted these terms during the period of the

17
end of 
around 
£27 000. 
a notice 
Review.

5.16 Those leavin 
British Coal EnterpA 
successfully for a num 
opportunities since Oct' 
creating businesses, the 
businesses and the Job 
resettlement programme 
people - 85% of former 
- have been resettled or

ish Coal as a result of closures can also receive help from 
(PCE), a subsidiary of British Coal. BCE has been operating 

r ’ ojr) years. It has helped create some 83 000 employment 
BCE’s activities include financial support to job 

prbtftejo£>of managed workspace for new or expanding small 
andvC^ire^ Change Scheme (JACCS) a comprehensive job 
for ex-BmisfrCoal employees. Through JACCS, some 29 000 
British C^^embloyees actively seeking jobs during the period 
retrained rordpcdtjfied jobs.

5-17 The Government has also reco^hs^l/ihe serious impact of pit closures and the 
concentration of redundancies in particula/z^xAhties that would result from them. In 
addition to the redundancy package, the Govemjnebt announced in October a substantial 
and wide-ranging package of new measures/t£r assist the coalfield communities. 
Measures included the advance commitment or&Ssfirt^d Area status or enhanced status 
for Doncaster, Barnsley and Mansfield; assistance ^wjr^hropean Community Structural 
Bunds; a major programme of premises and sites pfwision by English Estates; a major 
Employment Department programme of training, counselling and job finding support 
from the Employment Service and the Training and Enterprise Councils; a Coalfield 
Areas Fund to provide immediate benefit to the communities^Sre introduction of new 
Enterprise Zones in areas where they would be most effective; extra help for inward
investment promotion and additional activity in British Coal 
million of public funds has been targeted on pit closure areas.
^located for a variety of projects managed through local authorit: 
Enterprise Councils, and the Welsh Development Agency. The Go 
decided to increase the amount available for regeneration m 
million. The additional funds will allow important new major projec 
which will promote new employment opportunities.

In Wales £43 
are being 

Training and 
t has now 
to £200 
ahead

5-18 Lord Walker was appointed in October 1992 to advise both the Preside
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Board of Trade and the Secretary of State for Wales. His remit was to ensure that the 
regeneration measures are effectively coordinated and closely focused to bring real help 
to the areas concerned. These measures will aid the process of economic adjustment 
in closure areas, and help to sustain existing activity as adjustment takes place. Where 
necessary clearance will be sought from the European Commission for regeneration
measures.

m
throu, 
to the; 
directly 
will aid 
adjustment

Change is inevitable in a modem industrial economy. Companies and industries 
ourish and decline; and others take their place. Mining and its associated 

cannot be exempt from this process, which has been seen many times and nr 
The Government accepts the need to assist this process, for example 

gional and training policies. In some circumstances, such as adjustment 
s, additional assistance may be needed to help the communities most 

to cope with change. The measures the Government has announced 
ess of change in closure areas and help to sustain existing activity ns 
place.
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CHAPTER 6

t h e  s t r u c t u r e  a n d  r e g u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  e l e ctri city m a r k e t

British Coal is critically dependent for its market on the electricity generation 
This chapter sets out the structure of the market since privatisation.

6.2(/^raX-tricity privatisation saw the establishment of 19 new companies to take over 
responsibility for the vast majority of electricity supplies in England, Wales and 
ScotiandxJr^also opened up the possibility for new players to enter the business of 
power gen&fpupri and supply.

6-3 The ^beater part of the generating capacity of the old Central Electricity 
Generating Board (CEGB) was divided between three companies: Nuclear Electric, 
which remained Government owned, National Power, and PowerGen. In Scotland, the 
°ld South of Scotla/pKtectricity Board was divided into Scottish Nuclear, which 
remained in the publicseejntv and Scottish Power which was privatised. The North of 
Scotland Hydro Electricity p?$(d  was privatised as Scottish Hydro Electric.

uting electricity to customers in England and Wales 
to certain conditions, the RECs must make their 

on the same terms as they apply internally 
has a licence to supply customers in its own 

1 MW are currently free to choose a 
of the generators or any other licensed 
if - is due to be reduced to 100 kW in 

land, transmission, distribution and 
c and Scottish Power. The same

6-4 Low voltage networ' 
are owned by the 12 RECs, 
networks available for use by 
to their own supply businesses, 
regional area. Customers using 
supplier, and may buy from any RE' 
supplier. The 1 MW limit - the franc 
1994 and removed altogether in 1998. 
supply are the responsibility of Scottish Hyi 
franchise arrangements apply as in England

6-5 Transmission of electricity through the h&Vwbltage system in England and 
Wales is the responsibility of the National Grid Company (NGC), which is ultimately 
owned by the RECs. NGC also owns two pumped storage stations, which can be called 
to generate at very short notice, and is responsible for operating a wholesale market for 
electricity known as the "pool" and for settling accounts^teween generators and 
Suppliers of electricity.

•̂6 The main purpose of the pool is to match the supply and' 
hour by hour, day by day, by determining which stations will 
It is a way of combining the benefits of central scheduling with a o 
Although almost all electricity passes through the pool, and prices are set 
these prices do not reflect the terms on which most electricity is traded, 
differences" (CFDs) between generators and suppliers have the effect 
advance the price at which the vast bulk of electricity is bought and sold an1
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provide protection against the uncertain price of electricity in the pool. Generators and 
suppliers will, however, often be exposed to pool prices at the margin. Some large 
consumers also buy directly at pool prices.

6.7 NGC is responsible for matching supply and demand in England and Wales. (Ih 
^  Scotland, Scottish Power and Hydro Electric perform this function themselves). Each 

the generators indicate to NGC which of their generating units are available for 
half hour of the following day, together with an offer price for their electricity 

The generators’ offer prices are ranked in order, lowest first, by NGC until 
ficient plant to meet the load expected on the system in each half-hour of 
ig day. The pool price at which electricity is bought and sold is the offer 

most expensive plant required to meet the forecast demand for a given 
s,a payment for capacity, which increases as the margin between the level 

le amount of capacity available falls. The pool selling price also bears 
IQ to cover certain other costs associated with system operation.

the
price <; 
half-hov 
of dema 
an "ut

Northern Ireland
6.8 In Northern 
capacity of 2 080 M 
MW. Prior to March 
Electricity pic (NIE).

there are four main generating plants with an installed 
er with auxiliary gas turbines with a total capacity of 240 

11 plant was owned and operated by Northern Ireland

6.9 In March 1992 all f»
One station (Ballylumford) went 
buy-out and the other two (Be 
Energy Services and Tractebel.
British Gas will construct a pipeline 
as a means of reducing the over depeh 
The importance of these development 
Commission which has approved a grant 
The Government has ensured that potenti

ating stations were sold individually by tender, 
jtish Gas, one (Coolkeeragh) to a management 

-St and Kilroot) to a consortium of Applied 
of Ballylumford was on the basis that 

tland and convert the station to gas firing 
Northern Ireland on oil for generation- 

been recognised by the European 
rr ro.90 million ECU towards the cost- 

suppliers will have access to the
e future development of the ga5 

on of the future downstream
pipeline, providing the opportunity for competi 
market in Northern Ireland. Decisions on the 
market in gas will be taken at the appropriate time'

6.10 Transmission, distribution and supply of electricity is now the responsibility
NIE. At privatisation, power purchase agreements were signtfffelween the generating 
companies and NIE. These contracts allow NIE to matdhj^sply and demand hy 
scheduling and despatching the generators in a manner which reH^tMie characteristic5 
of the plants and the agreed price of energy. The Government sell its shares
in NIE, the transmission and distribution company, as soon as poS

Regulation
6.11 The Electricity Act 1989 established a new regulatory frames 
industry in Great Britain, and the post of Director General of Electricit 
(DGES). The post is held by Professor Stephen Littlechild. He is supporte
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staff of the Office of Electricity Regulation (OFFER). There is a separate DGES and 
OFFER for Northern Ireland. The DGES is responsible for the economic regulation of 
the industry and for general supervision and enforcement of the licensing regime. His 
general duties include duties to exercise his functions under the Act so as:

to secure that all reasonable demands for electricity are satisfied;

to secure that licence holders are able to finance their licensed activities;

to promote competition in the industry;

:o the above:

irotect the interests of consumers in respect of prices and other terms 
supply;

to promote efficiency and economy by those authorised to supply or 
transmit ̂ electricity.

6-12 The DGES hl^-a ide range of regulatory and consumer protection functions. 
The most important regi tori functions are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

granting of lite '^ e^ to  new entrants; 

enforcement of Yicep^^onditions including: 

(i)

(ii)

the operatio; 
transmission, 
generation);

price control formulae covering the 
n and supply of electricity (but not its

other powers such as 
and distribution systems;

open access to the transmission

modification of licences by agrttefj^ni or after reference to the 
Monopolies and Mergers Commissi^ (MMC), including review and 
modification of the price controls;

enforcement of general competition law i 
carried out concurrently with the Director Gi

^electricity industry, 
Fair Trading.

6-13 Electricity supply price controls are due to be reset fron^A6i 4 and those 
for distribution from April 1995. New transmission price controls ww lounced last
year and will come into effect in April. The DGES has a Ire ^cepted a
recommendation from the former Select Committee on Energy that no r ^ n  1995
he should consider whether to recommend referral of the marke ^ I^ tricity  
generation in England and Wales to the MMC.

6-14 The Government reaffirms its commitment to a competitive market in efc
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SUPPLY, DEMAND AND COMPETITION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 
ENERGY MARKET

The previous chapters have made clear that the October 1992 closure 
cements reflected the development of the United Kingdom energy market over 

g years. This chapter considers the broad picture of supply and demand in 
die^ni^c^Kingdom energy market. In accordance with the terms of reference of the 
RevieWjk îeonsiders the United Kingdom’s coal and gas reserves, the international coal 
m a r k e t , m a i n  competitors to coal in electricity generation: gas, heavy fuel oil, 
Orimulsiorkmxjfear and renewable sources, together with the operation of the electricity 
interconnectOTS, including that with France.

United Kingdom energy demand

Year \>

Figure 7.1: Final United Kingdom energy demand 1960-199

7.2 Figure 7.1 illustrates trends in United Kingdom ener; 
1960-1991. The decline in the market for coal outside electrii 
It is discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

id over the years 
iration is clear.

7.3 The DTI’s recent Energy Paper 59 (Energy Related Carb 
Possible Future Scenarios fo r the United Kingdom) (EP59) suggests that 
1990-2005 final demand for energy in the United Kingdom could grow b; 
and 1.8% per annum.
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7.4 The critical market for British Coal lies in electricity generation. Over the last 
few years, total electricity demand has grown by around 2% a year, with the strongest 
growth in the commercial sector. Data for the first three quarters of 1992 suggests total 
demand in those nine months fell by about l£%. Given a return to average levels of 
economic growth, it seems likely that electricity demand will grow over the next five 

ears by 1-2% a year, depending on fuel prices and the evolution of the economy- 
ased use of energy efficient technologies is likely to exert downward pressure on 

d. NGC forecast growth of around 1% a year, but this excludes demand growth 
non-centrally despatched generation (for example, surplus capacity fro111 

may i\)wn-generation), allowance for which gives a higher growth rate, closer to 
1.59 yp *̂. The central growth/low fuel prices scenario of EP59 suggests that

,and could be some 30% higher in 2005 than in 1990. Measures needed 
Rental targets may, however, have the effect of slowing anticipated rates 
mand. For example, the application of VAT on domestic use of fue  ̂

uding electricity, from 1994 announced in the Budget, might reduce the 
total demand for electricity by around 1%79 
in the long run.

electri 
to meet 
of growth 
and power,

United Kingdom g,
7.5 The supply of 
availability of a market; 
gas.

and demand
nds partly upon the reserve base, partly upon the 

ese factors are themselves affected by the price of

to be one of the few gas-consuming countries 
enous gas reserves. Natural gas was fh^ 
began in 1967. Since that time gas has 

pm. At one stage it was believed that 
, in recent years the annual rate o 
(UKCS) has remained higher than

7.6 The United Kingdom is f< 
of Europe which possesses subs 
discovered offshore in 1965 and pr< 
been a growing resource for the Unit' 
reserves would have been depleted by 
discovery on the United Kingdom Continefr 
the rate of production.

7.7 The DTI consults annually with all UKCS o^K(tSrs when preparing its estimate 
of the gas reserves of the United Kingdom. The Department’s most recent estimate 
were published in the Minister for Energy’s April 1992 report to Parliament 
Development o f the oil and gas resources of the United Kingdom (the "Brown Book 
These are summarised in Table 7.1.

expected to 
s found m

7.8 Discovered recoverable reserves are the quantities 
available from dry gas fields, gas condensate fields and ass- 
fields. These reserves are expressed in three categories:

Proven: those reserves virtually certain to be technically and
producible, having a better than 90% chance of

Probable: those reserves which are not yet "proven" but
estimated to have a better than 50% chance of being tec'
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Possible:

and economically producible.

those reserves which at present cannot be regarded as "probable" 
but which are estimated to have a significant but less than 50% 
chance of being technically and economically producible.

Mscovered recoverable reserves 
iich :

/ /g m v e n  540
<^^robable 695

(Jtdfsible 570

Potential addi

Undiscovered re le reserves

(Billion cubic metres) 

1805

Total (all categories)'

Table 7.1: UKCS gas reserv

135 to 305 

260 to 1252 

2200 to 3362

ecember 1991

7.9 Potential additional reserves afl^/£ke&vered reserves which have not been 
sufficiently appraised for them to meet thexnfCTH^or inclusion in any of the preceding 
categories, while the category of undiscoverefrreejwerable reserves provides an estimate 
of the extent of recoverable reserves not yet cfc|eovefed, based on geological work on 
the UKCS. It is incomplete, because not all aretjfc/na^ been assessed. Estimates are 
available for the Central North Sea, Southern Basiri^drish Sea and, onshore, in the East 
Midlands, Weald, West and South East of England, North Yorkshire and Humberside. 
Estimates are not available for the West of Scotland, West of Shetland and other 
offshore and onshore areas. No estimate has been made of/eohkbed methane.

7.10 The threefold categorisation of reserves is widely 
Proven reserves can be regarded as immediately available "sti 
categorisation is only given after a development plan has been 
discovered reserves is expensive and is not undertaken in advance of 
opportunity.

the industry, 
shelf" as this 

red. Proving 
ived market

7.11 Reserves data evolve in two ways. Reserves recorded by the datih^re^i jpleted 
by production (the cumulative production from the UKCS has been deducte3^ am>the 
reserves estimates above), but are also added to as the industry’s appraisal iptj^ty
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confirms the existence of reserves. The rates of exploration, appraisal and production 
reflect factors including demand, development costs, prices, levels of imports and 
technological developments.

7.12 The longevity of gas reserves depends on many uncertain factors. These include 
re rate of future exploration, appraisal and production of reserves, and the level of 
)ture demand, and these are themselves dependent on gas and other energy prices. The 

levered reserves in Table 7.1 would last for just over 30 years at the 1991 level of 
lption (59 billion cubic metres). The addition of the estimated potential 

reserves would raise this to up to 35 years and, if the undiscovered reserves 
we Ried, the duration would exceed 50 years.

^demand for gas will rise. The extent and timing of this rise are 
uncertautrvwo9. suggested a range of future gas demand scenarios up to 2020. By 
then, growls!L0Faemand for gas in EP59 is very slow (less than 2 billion cubic metres 
per year). indication of the likely duration of the Brown Book reserves beyond 
2020 can be provided by assuming an unchanged rate of demand in subsequent years. 
On this assumption, and before taking into account any trade in gas, the total discovered 
reserves and the rang^cf^n discovered reserves in the 1991 Brown Book could meet 
the top end of the EP^pange for between 23 and 31 years before being fully depleted- 
On a similar basis, thesjqresarves could meet the lower end of the range in Energy 
Paper 59 for between 2fr^rujx^ years.

Coal Review included several submissions which 
was that UKCS reserves fell within the Brown 

e estimates near the top of that range. There 
reserves might last. Some contributors 
ture demand at acceptable prices, but the 

gas reserves could meet all United 
least 20 years, and some of them 

C considered that "as realistic an 
mated that, taking account of the 

:s could last for about 40 years-

m

7.14 The evidence receive' 
discussed gas reserves. The cons'
Book range: several major produ 
was a range of views on how lo 
thought that gas could not meet pro; 
major producers considered that Unitel 
Kingdom demand, including expected gro 
put the duration at more than twice as Ion, 
estimate as any" was that of British Gas who, 
increase in demand, the United Kingdom’s gas

h
7.15 Most submissions made the point that futureNjwailability of reserves is as mucn
influenced by market considerations and the extent or trade in gas as by geology- ^  
producers argued that recovery of gas reserves would depend on the United Kingdom 
remaining a stable environment in which companies had e$533dence to commit t° 
large-scale investments. u. v _

7.16 In their submissions to the Review, North Sea gas prodd£ef$ indicated the 
importance they attached to the Government’s approach to libemuym^the g ^  2X1 
electricity markets in assessing the attractiveness of the UKCS for Nrfare^vestmeid- 
But they warned that the confidence of North Sea producers would be serraa^y erode 
if, as a result of the Review, the sales contracts which they had entered info%mhY>oVV’̂  
station customers were to be frustrated, or if the prospects for furthr^ 
generation were artificially limited. Producers have pointed out that 1; 
investments in offshore infrastructure have been made in the expectation that gâ
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be allowed to compete freely in the power generation market. If this infrastructure were 
under-utilised, as a direct result of measures taken to increase markets for coal, 
producers would be reluctant to commit to further gas-related UKCS investment. This 
would in turn have a significant impact on development and hence on jobs offshore and 
in the onshore supply industries.

17 Several submissions made the point that some gas reserves are economic to
lop only if the gas can be used in large plants such as power stations. This can

ause the gas may contain impurities such as nitrogen or sulphur in such high 
tions that it would be prohibitively expensive to prepare it to the specification 

r  it to be transported through the public gas supply system. The only outlet 
gjt&> is likely to be through a dedicated pipeline to a power station. Another 

ise where the gas field is located in an area where there is inadequate 
to transport the gas from the beach through the public gas supply 

g markets. In this case, the only economic outlet for the bulk of the
ge new generating plant close to where the gas lands. In the case of 

onshore gas developments, it may, depending on distance and terrain, be uneconomic 
to construct pipelines to link into the public gas transmission pipelines and the only 
economic outlet may/^xR^small power station close to the wellhead.

req; 
for s 
exampli 
pipeline 
system to 
gas may

7.18 In cases where ddwe  ̂ generation is the only economic outlet for the gas, and 
that outlet is not available^fe £ibpment of the field would be jeopardised. There would 
be similar implications for «5r ^^developments where there was associated gas which 
was unsuitable for public sujl could not find another use.

Trade in gas

7.19 The United Kingdom has sine 
of gas by imports from the Norwegi 
imports to total United Kingdom supply 
10.1% by 1991. In recent years there has 
trade in gas across Europe. The Government Vi 
a gas pipeline treaty with the Republic of Irelani 
sold to the Netherlands and Germany from the 
number of Continental buyers have shown interest 
future.

pplemented its own indigenous supplies 
.ental Shelf. The contribution of these 

{  over 28% in 1984, but had fallen to 
yeloping momentum towards freer 
es this and expects shortly to sign 

e United Kingdom gas has been 
undary Markham field and a 

making further purchases in the

7.20 There is at present no gas interconnector between 
mainland Europe although several companies are currently c 
commercial feasibility of such a link. Integration with the Conj 
have important benefits. It would offer alternative markets for 
way trade with other European countries and give United Kingd< 
to gas from other sources in the longer term.

[nited Kingdom and 
put studies into the 

gas grid would 
;, permit two 
>mers access

7-21 It has been estimated that some three quarters of the world’s pro\ 
gas are potentially within technical and economic reach of the United Kingfc 
The extent to which the United Kingdom participates in future gas trade - 
°f this involvement - will influence the rate of depletion of the gas reserves
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UKCS.

Gas prices

7.22 The United Kingdom price of gas at the beach can be expected to move more 
losely in line with the traded price of gas in Western Europe as physical integration 

th the Continent and development of the EC internal energy market take place. The 
of natural gas in Western Europe has historically been closely aligned with the 

f corresponding oil products. Given the important contribution to world oil 
n from regions which have proved vulnerable to conflict and political 
h\it would be rash to assume that oil prices will not be subjected to sudden 

shock§£brmWht about by political crises. The broad consensus of views reflected in the 
evidenqe^dbmitted to the Review, however, is that oil prices are likely to remain at or 
about cuireMeyels in real terms for some years. Some commentators believe that this 
situation codJd^fiersist beyond the end of the decade, whilst others believe that some 
gradual real x̂ jl prices increase is likely later this decade as the existing excess of 
supply over demand is eroded by rising demand and as new higher cost capacity is 
developed in some producing areas.

7.23 Some oil and' 
expansion of demand fdr/g 
price increase in future 
but more distant sources 
commentators that such pri 
submitting evidence draw a distihj 
already contracted. They note th; 
usually offer long term price stab' 
received suggests that gas will remai

Coal Reserves

ucers and other commentators also believe that the huge 
the Western European market will result in some real 
in order to secure the development of the substantial 

It is not, however, universally accepted among 
will necessarily occur. A number of those 
between the price of new gas supplies and gaS 

e$e contracts have been agreed the contract terms 
other fuels. The balance of evidence 

ompetitive with other fuels.

eserves apply similarly to coal 
exploration, appraisal an

7.24 Many of the considerations relevant tj 
reserves. It is an underground resource 
development, followed by sale into an uncertain

7.25 There is no one internationally recognised and uniform method for the recording’ 
categorisation and designation of coal reserves. This has resulted in the development 
of a number of different definitions and methods. British Codfiftyides its estimates 0
recoverable reserves into Classified and Unclassified Reservi 
those which British Coal considers able to support mining' 
classification and which it therefore regards as economically 
Reserves are those which are unable to support mining proj 
classification. They are divided into speculative reserves (tonna| 
attractive, but where the geological information is insufficient to 
project) and reserves which are uneconomic.

Reserves am
at the time m

Unclassified 
ie time 
ich appe^

7.26 Boyds regard British Coal’s procedures for classifying reserves as a< 
and consider that the resulting Classified Reserves offer a conservative stater
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colliery’s available coal reserve base. They do not accept, however, that all Classified 
Reserves will necessarily be economically recoverable since this depends on world coal 
prices. Boyds regard British Coal’s definition of Unclassified Reserves as comparable 
to equivalent categories in international coal resource standards.

id Unclassified Reserves of 1 102 million tonnes. Figures supplied to Boyds 
1 pits they considered in their work for the Review were based on slightly 
£a. For those 41 pits, British Coal estimated Classified Reserves of 883 

million t̂brmes and Unclassified Reserves of 1 232 million tonnes. The differences 
illustrate^fre^lifficulty in being precise about reserves, even at existing pits. On either 
set of fighr^^iowever, reserves at existing pits are barely 1% of the 190 billion tonnes 
which, in tM ^T991/92 Annual Report, British Coal estimated lies under the United 
Kingdom in s^ms over 0.6 metres thick, and less than 1 200 metres deep.

7.28 British Coal judges that, of this 190 billion tonnes, 45 billion tonnes could be 
brought to the surface'uiiile known technologies. But this figure takes no account of 
the cost of extractingxWe^Eoal or of whether planning permission could be obtained. 
The cost of extraction i//sucH that there is no prospect of it becoming economic to 
exploit more than a smafcproSortion of the coal which could be mined. Even at 
existing mines it is not ecofrom ^o recover all the coal that could be accessed.

7.29 There is inevitably consideraM^uncertainty about any assessment of the size of 
economically recoverable reserve^xpSfmiates depend on assumptions about the future 
level of costs and about the pricesxjfj^K&native fuels and coal imports. On current 
expectations, a programme of investirafn  ̂lit new mines could not be economically 
justified. This is likely to remain th e^ a^ fo r the foreseeable future. The reserves 
which can be economically mined are theremre Effectively limited to those which can 
be accessed from present workings. Reserves^wSewhere will, however, remain to be 
exploited by future generations, perhaps with different technology, should it become

7.30 British Coal’s estimate that there are 2.1 bilfi^n tonnes at the 41 pits analysed 
by Boyds includes some Unclassified Reserves which could be accessed by relatively 
hiinor works from present mine workings. For this reason, Boyds added 153.8 million

£ ie vast bulk of the nation’s coal resources are not within the take of currently
pits. In their evidence to TISC, British Coal estimated that the 50 pits plus 
(currently under development) had Classified Reserves of 1 084 million

economic to do so.

tonnes of Unclassified Reserves to British Coal’s Classified 
°f around 1 billion tonnes of estimated immediately access
P'ts, as the basis for their own work.

7.31 The potential duration of coal reserves is inherently e5rtrej/p£ft 
depending on depletion rates, which become very difficult to forecastSewh 
toto the future, as well as on mining techniques, production costs, coal ch 
Prices, and the price of competing fuels. In answer to a question from T  
Coal stated that currently economically viable reserves at continuing mines 
a life of between 20 and 40 years.
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7.32 In addition to the reserves of bituminous coal in Great Britain, there are reserves 
of lignite in Northern Ireland. Some of these could be economic if used by a mine 
mouth power station. Lignite will be able to compete against other fuels in the planned 
competition for the next tranche of generation in Northern Ireland. There are no 
significant reserves of lignite in Great Britain.

The United Kingdom’s coal reserves are small by international standards. F°r 
tion, coal underlies less than 15 000 square miles of the nation’s land area 

to more than 450 000 square miles of the USA. Assessment of world coal 
is difficult because different countries produce figures on different bases but 

the (g&fie&i. view in the industry is that United Kingdom coal reserves amount to less 
than 1^ 6n & e world total. For example, figures quoted in the World Energy Council s 
1992 Si^rayLof Energy Resources suggest that United Kingdom reserves account for 
less than^w ^of the world total for anthracite and bituminous coal and less than 0.4% 
of the worl&'jritfil by tonnage of all coal, including lignite. Not included in these world 
totals are the probably large undiscovered resources of coal in the southern hemisphere, 
where only Australia and South Africa have been explored to any extent

The international © rket
7.34 Coal is found irf/mahy parts of the world, with a significant proportion u1 
developed countries. Ther^tOa wide range of coal exporting countries, including 
Australia, China, Colombi^yp^iesia, Poland, Russia, South Africa, the USA and 
Venezuela. In 1991, 218 milh^r£ron&es of steam coal were exported world-wide, with 
Australia, South Africa and the USA^scounting for almost two thirds of the total. The 
coal trade, unlike some other mirierakfrlwkets, is not heavily concentrated in the hands 
of a small number of companies, sity of coal reserves and exporters makes
it unlikely that political factors or a ctuf^wdl in future pose a threat to supplies.

itive with heavy fuel oil in European
tricted to coking coal. The two <■oil

7.35 Prior to 1973, imported coal was ui 
markets and European coal imports were lar^_  
price shocks in 1973 and 1979 led to a sharp rise^ coal demand and a temporary 0 ^  
in coal prices. Coal production capacity and transpiration links have, however, since 
developed to the extent that coal has to a conside^m^extent displaced heavy fuel on 
from electricity generation markets. The price of w avy fuel oil tends to provide a 
ceiling for the price of internationally traded steam coal, but oil prices are not otherwise 
a major determinant of coal prices.

7.36 The entry of new competitors into the international sream^coal market led to 3 
sustained fall in prices during the early and middle 1980s. P n c ^ r ^ h e d  a low p0 1̂ 
in 1987 and Table 7.2 shows that they then increased until 199Q^kOMovements n1 
shipping freight rates as well as coal export prices contributed td^i^frend. PriceS 
weakened in 1991/92 and have weakened further during 1992/93 qii<£<a^n excess 
supply of coal on the world market, to which the world recession and a sene^of wan11 
winters in Europe have been contributory causes. The price rises in 1? 
were sufficient to induce a large expansion in coal export capacity work 
regular survey published in IEA Coal Information showed, in 1991, that 
available coal exporting capacity was 107 million tonnes or 30% in excess ofN
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1990/91
1991/92

92Q2
92Q3
92Q4

Average
Import
Price

198S/86/> 42.10
1 9 8 6 / ^ ^ )  38.13
1 9 8 7 /88V //> 35 .41  
1988/89 38.72
1989/90 42.03

44.27 
42.71

42.2 
42.86

Marker 
Price For 
Imported 

Coal 
(MQS)

$/tonne $/tonne

40.41

Marker Average British Exchan,
Price For Import Coal Rate
Imported . Price Price

Coal
(DTI)

$/tonne £/GJ £/GJ $/£

1.27' 1.86 1.38
1.06 1.77 1.49

33.56 0.87 1.73 1.70
38.83 0.91 1.79 1.77
41.65 1.08 1.77 1.62
42.75 1.00 1.77 1.85
41.74 1.03 1.83 1.74

39.09 0.97 1.85 1.81
37.09 0.93 1.85 1.92
36.77 1.85 1.58

Notes

1) Expressed in money of the relevant period.'

2) All figures adjusted to 24  GJ per tonne. Price fo£ri<

3) The average import price for power station coal is 1

Ijed-toal is at the port and for British coal is at the pithead.

i Commission figures (original basis: 2 93  GIAonne).

r price i4) The M cQoskey Information Services (M QS) marker pricejs^T>H>lished in FT International Coal Report (original 
basis 25.1 GJAonne). This is the best indicator of spot p r ic & r ih e > r a s  marker price is only available since 1991. 
Therefore a DTI estimate of the marker price, based on coal e^rgprfgjiais and freight rates quoted in Coal Week 
International, is also shown. This may partly reflect contract as ot prices.

5j Figures exclude delivery costs. Delivery costs for British coal aver 
inland power stations and 40p/GJ for coastal stations. Delivery costs 1 
25p/GJ to coastal stations, (less for coal from the Baltic which might 1 
to inland stations, including the cost of new deep water ports.

(Jut 15p/GJ to 20p/GJ from the pithead to 
\im ported coal would be about 20p/GJ to 

delivered direct) and from 30p/GJ to 50p/GJ

Table 7.2: Comparison of prices for power station coal

seaborne demand for steam and coking coal. There were at that 
of additional coal export capacity under construction across the 
ntillion tonnes of capacity expansion planned.

?3 million tonnes 
. further 208

7.37 The average price of power station coal imported into the EuropeS 
was around $43 per tonne ($1.78 per GJ) in 1991/92 (based on prices'" 
These average prices reflect both contract and spot purchases, although rric is
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purchased under contract. The spot price for a single delivery to North West Europe 
of imported coal has since fallen to around $33 per tonne (according to the MCIS 
marker price as published in FT International Coal Report for February 1993 and 
adjusted to 24 GJ/tonne). Caminus suggest that the price of internationally traded steam 
coal is expected to average about $38 per tonne for the year 1992/93. Current 

dications are that average import prices will fall further in 1993/94 as the proportion 
pot purchases is likely to increase and contract prices weaken in response to lower 

dees. These factors may outweigh the effect of any increase in shipping freight 
)

l.Z v  sterling price of imported coal also depends on exchange rate movements;
both meejfiehange rate of sterling against the US dollar and of the US dollar against 
other c<5a£eXjforting countries (which affects the level of international coal price in US 
dollars) arh/rpl^vant. Nevertheless, Table 7.2 shows that, despite exchange rate 
fluctuations^British coal has remained between 50% and 100% more expensive than 
imported coaNhroughout the period 1985/86 to 1992. Expectations about the future US 
dollar price of imported coal are discussed below. The Review’s analysis has made no 
assumptions about future^exchange rate movements.

7.39 Some comme' 
suggested that the low 
and exploitative labour prai 
strongly condemns them 
influence on world coal price: 
employ modem capital intensivi 

reflected in low costs

eluding some submitting evidence to the Review, have 
[ported coal results from poor employment conditions 

uch practices may occur, and, if so, the Government 
^however, little evidence that they are an important 

;est exporters - such as the USA and A ustralia ' 
iques and efficient working practices which are

7.40 Some of the evidence to the Ri 
freight rates would contribute to highei 
evidence suggested that the average Rotte: 
likely to remain at $40 or below. None of 
current spot price of $33 nor was there evidei 
during this period. The price, especially the spot: 
sustained price increase seems unlikely, given

ggested that a likely increase in shipph^ 
over the next five years. Other 

rt price of power station coal was
. 1- n

ce suggested a price as low as the

ting a large increase in prices 
ay be volatile but a substantial 

g excess steam coal expod
capacity. TISC  suggested that the consensus view>was that the price delivered 10
Rotterdam in 1997/98 would be in the range $45-50. This is based on 26 GJ/tonne, and

-es m the Ion 
slow rise or 

coal price

i v u u v i u u i n  u i  jl  y  s  i  /  s  n u u i u  h i  u u /  i u i i ^ v  '  v /  •  i i u j  u  l / u h v v i  u h  —  '  ,

adjusting it to 24 GJ/tonne produces a range of $41.5-46. Camiims used figures for ^  
GJ/tonne coal of $38 and $45, reflecting the range within w^jdlT^yerage prices may he 
in real terms (1992/93 prices) over the period 1993/94 to 19
7.41 There are different views about the likely trend of real d^al 
term (2000 and beyond). The evidence quoted by TISC sugge: 
none at all. It may, however, be better to say simply that the Ion, 
remains highly uncertain.

Relative costs of electricity generation from gas and coal
7.42 A large volume of evidence and much public debate, has addressed tlis 
costs of generating electricity from coal and from gas. The Review has conside
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range of evidence about these costs.

7.43 In practice, comparisons of costs between different stations are affected by a 
,  A  number of factors: the type and location of individual stations; the cost of fuel at each 

station, both now and in the future; expectations about the volume of electricity which 
an be sold from each plant; and expectations about future environmental regulations. 
Visions to purchase electricity are, however, based on the prices at which it is offered 

le, rather than on its generation costs. Cost comparisons therefore provide only 
Cjal picture of coal stations’ relative position in the market place; this point is 

in paragraph 7.55 below. With these qualifications in mind, the following 
brokeT illusions can be drawn.

7.44 $#ererix>th coal and gas stations are already in existence, all other things being 
equal, th e^ raW al costs of running the stations should determine for how long each 
should be nm^Marginal costs depend mainly on the cost of fuel. Most of the CCGTs, 
either completed or under construction, have secured gas on more favourable terms than 
the current British Gas price schedule, and it is likely that their fuel and other variable 
costs will therefore be^jelow those of existing coal stations, even when coal is available 
at imported prices. IplM se circumstances, these stations should be run on baseload 
(that is used to generate^ejs^ficity more or less continuously).

7.45 Where the choic£ 
retired plant or to meet the

at type of new capacity to build, whether to replace 
demand for electricity, the relevant comparison is 

between the full costs of ne^^kivplant and new gas plant. This comparison is, 
therefore, relevant to the longer te^r^ospects of each fuel. A common theme in the

it would require a large drop in coal prices or 
compete with new CCGTs. Estimates of 
ould be competitive with gas range from 

current levels. Conversely, it seems 
head coal price close to zero, new 

Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD)

evidence submitted to the Revievf^ymc 
a big rise in gas prices for new coa 
the gas price required before new coa'
28p to 34p a therm - substantially hig1 
likely that, at current gas prices, even 
baseload coal plant (which would need to inc 
equipment) would be uneconomic compared 
clear from the evidence that new coal fired po’ 
with new gas fired capacity at anything like curren* 
Is to be built, gas has clear economic advantages

CCGT plant. It is, therefore, 
ons would not be competitive 
prices. If new generating plant 
coal.

7.46 Much of the debate during the period of the Review has been about the 
comparative costs of building and operating new gas fired stern s  as against the costs 
°f continuing to operate existing coal fired plant This ^©giparison is relevant to 
decisions about whether to invest in new capacity which will dispaa) Output from plant 
which is already on the system.

7-47 Many of those submitting evidence suggested that, in the c a s ^ ^ w n t running 
on baseload, the costs of generating electricity from existing coal fired steams were 
lower than the costs of running a new CCGT. For an existing station only tM^ypidable 
costs of existing stations are relevant (that is those costs incurred as a resuKiQ^M&ung 

existing power station rather than not running it but excluding sunk costs skdm^we 
ubtial capital investment), whereas the full costs of the planned gas stations,
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the costs of the initial capital investment and a rate of return, must be covered. This 
produces a result which is more favourable to the existing coal stations.

7.48 There is some debate about whether some costs, such as corporate overheads, 
can properly be regarded as avoidable. Different views were given in evidence to the 

eview. In practice, even where overheads vary with output, this is not likely greatly 
âffect the comparison between different types of plant The most straightforward 

ption for present purposes is, therefore, that a narrow definition of avoidable costs 
priate.

7.4&'/ "A\elated question is whether the costs of existing coal stations should also 
inclu<$ra"ptergin to cover additional capital costs to keep the stations going, fund debt 
payment^^drprovide a return to shareholders sufficient to ensure that the company 
owning is viable and able to meet its outstanding obligations. Although the
two main generators have not overtly sought to price their coal fired output on this 
basis, it is nevertheless relevant to a comparison of long run costs and to the pnce 
levels necessary to sustain an ongoing generation business. The DGES announced °n 
23 February that he hadjpquested information from the generators which will allow him 
to assess and monito/theinmargins. In order not to pre-judge the DGES’ investigation, 
the cost comparisons^snejlDd below do not make any allowance for a margin on top 
of fuel and running coslalnejasting coal stations and therefore understate the price at 
which coal fired generatroj^as been or is likely to be offered for sale. This is 
discussed further in paragrapn«xS5 and 7.56 below.

7.50 The comparison between 
gas fired plant requires a range o: 
of the time which each plant will 
Drawing on evidence submitted to 
and other factors, the following broa 
average efficiency may be drawn.

(a) At the prices in the prospective<;djmi 
April 1993 onwards, the avoida ^  
large existing coal fired stations ( 
less than the full costs of a new 
baseload.

of generating with existing coal fired and nevV 
sumptions, for example about the proportion 

jts "load factor" - and about its efficiency- 
and on the work of Caminus on these
ions about today’s costs in plants of

for British Coal supplies frolTl 
of generating electricity frorT1 
00 MW turbines) is generally 

T, assuming that both run °n

(b) The smaller coal generating sets are typically 
at a lower load factor, than the big 500 
avoidable costs per kWh which broadly fall wii 
costs of generating from CCGTs (though tho: 
access to the cheapest supplies of gas tend to have 
lower than the avoidable costs of the smaller coal se

fficient, and opemte 
have high6*
, of thefnh
which have 

which are

(c) The environmental disadvantages of coal also affect the 
The relative position of gas is much stronger when FGD 
to coal burning plant. If a carbon tax were imposed on fuels 
encourage lower emissions of C 02 (as part of a package of
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designed to allow the United Kingdom to meet its commitments under 
the Climate Change Convention; see Chapter 8) this would further favour 
gas. In assessing the relative cost of a new CCGT compared to an 
existing coal station, potential purchasers will have taken a view on the 
likelihood of coal’s competitive position worsening as a result of 
environmental measures.

TISC analysed in some detail the relative costs of electricity generated by coal 
fired stations. ' The Committee’s conclusions on the comparative costs of 

tions (set out in paragraph 106 of their report) are broadly in line with those 
The above analysis, however, compares the costs of gas stations with 

baseload and non-baseload coal fired plant. This is the appropriate basis 
m with a new CCGT because output from CCGTs will in practice 

m both baseload stations and from more expensive non-baseload

7.52 A comparison of the costs of electricity from new gas fired stations and from 
existing coal stations, ba§ed on the gas and coal prices on offer at the time decisions

account the mix of coal stations likely to be displaced by 
fired generation to be as costly as that from gas, even 
^additional costs identified in paragraphs 7.48 and 7.49. 

ation market to competition following electricity 
to enter the market, and CCGTs provided the 
get new capacity into the market-place quickly.

were taken and takmg/'m 
CCGTs, generally sh 
before allowance is mad 
The opening up of th 
privatisation enabled new g< 
obvious technology for them

ved efficiency on the part of the established

ge between existing coal and new gas 
ices offered by British Coal under the 

ces have risen (most CCGTs have 
icantly cheaper than that available 

). At current prices, provided

This provided an important spur 
generators.

7.53 More recently, the balance o 
stations has been changing: most notab 
proposed 5 year contract have fallen whil 
contracts which provide them with gas which 
on the current British Gas schedule known 
existing coal fired power stations have similaf^^&hqads to CCGTs, do not incur 
additional costs, such as FGD, to meet environmem^K>bligations, and are not expected 
to earn a margin above avoidable costs, they can o^er strong competition to as yet 
unbuilt CCGTs. The less that these conditions are met, however, the weaker the 
competitive position of existing coal stations will become.

7.54 Even now, it is quite possible that further gas fired piWpfe-may be economic, 
particularly where gas can be bought from independent supp^ers)ywhere there are 
supplies of gas which would not otherwise have a market in me^uolic gas supply 
system; or where the project is a Combined Heat and Power plaimB^ejl^pns by the 
existing major generators and the Independent Power Projects (IPPs)^rH£j£\pne hand, 
^ d  the RECs on the other, will continue to be based on a range of assumptfeiks about 
die likely changes in costs, and the likely development of competition, irripamcular, 
die balance of advantage is likely to shift again as environmental regulatioHS'W&ier 
restrict the use of coal.
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7.55 The decisions by the RECs to purchase electricity from new sources were, of 
course, based not on the underlying costs of generation but on the prices, including 3 
margin above costs, that were offered by the generators. DGES’s recent Review o 
Economic Purchasing (see paragraphs 10.39 to 10.45 below) concluded that, at the 
prices which National Power and PowerGen were recently offering the RECs for coat 

acked contracts, gas backed contracts were as cheap or even cheaper. The issue was 
hether, after allowing for all reasonable costs, the generators could have been expecte 

ye asked the prices they did for the output of existing coal fired stations.

e prices asked by the generators were almost certainly above the level of 
avdjctat>J£\costs (even taking a broad definition of such costs). Market prices wilf> 
howe^etCJ&fjd to reflect the full costs of new entrants, rather than the avoidable costs 
of incunlMnt"9perators. The issue of the major generators’ profits is considered 111 
paragrapffi\wl46, to 10.48 below.

< ^
Heavy fuel

7.57 Heavy fuel oil is the residue left from refining crude oil to make lighter 
petroleum products. /KTsNsupplied directly from refineries or can be purchased as 3 
product on the intem^dojialsnarket The price of heavy fuel oil is determined by the 
international market ancn^enwally stands at 65-75% of the crude oil price. Heavy fue 
oil with higher sulphur cbntmOtypically around 3%, sells at a discount to low sulpha 
fuel oil and the price difference's widened as environmental regulation has becom6 
tighter. Heavy fuel oil also b e^ ^ w ise duty at a rate of £1.05/litre, equivalent to ab°u| 
£10.61/tonne, currently representmg^out 14% of its cost to the customer. Heavy f°e 
oil is cheaper to transport and c^^eburned more efficiently than coal. Since many 
major power utilities abroad are aW& t̂$x£Witch from coal to oil burning, the price 0 
heavy fuel oil sets an upper limit to fn6''pnpe of coal in the international market.

7.58 There were some 9 GW of oil burhmg'mermal power stations in Great Britan1 
and a further 4 GW of dual and mix fired cajJadM. at the end of March 1992. These 
power stations were built in the 1960s and earlv^2Ds when oil was relatively cheap- 
and have run at low levels of utilisation since^h^ioil price increases of the 1970s- 
mostly to satisfy peak requirements or niches withbytfisgrid. Between 1987 and 19“ 
power station oil consumption fluctuated between^ and 7 million tonnes a year" 
Approximately 70% of Northern Ireland’s generating capacity is oil fired.

7.59 During 1992, heavy fuel oil consumption at United 
to below 5 million tonnes, despite low crude oil prices 
historically large discount relative to crude oil. Oil industry 
suggests that the power station market for fuel oil is expected 
need to run oil fired stations to meet the requirements of the grid 
is likely to disappear as gas fired stations, particularly in 
commissioned. In analysing the likely future fuel mix for electricity

pow er stations feD 
oil prices at 3 

e  to  the Review 
e further. The 

and W ales 
East, are 

during
the Review, it has been assumed that after 1995 heavy fuel oil will 
limited to a role as a standby or emergency fuel, although it could poten 
larger role if there is a significant realignment of the relative prices of oil
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Orimulsion

7.60 Orimulsion (a registered trademark) is an emulsion of bitumen and water 
\ produced in Venezuela. It is being evaluated by both National Power and PowerGen 

0̂r 1156 hi converted oil fired power stations .which are currently underutilised. 
C^^Orimulsion has a high sulphur content (typically 2.8% against 1.6% average for British 

\ T /p a l received by the England and Wales electricity supply industry) and, in the absence 
a higher level of sulphur emissions for each unit of electricity generated. Its 

tion produces less dust than coal, but more than oil. The fitting of FGD 
it would remove up to 90% of the sulphur emissions and would also trap the 

t>ul4x5f)fte residual particulates which would otherwise escape from the electrostatic 
PrecipiKtfotk The energy content of Orimulsion is approximately 10% higher than coal.

7-61 The^p££B3 started trials at Ince, Cheshire, in 1988 when a single burner was 
modified to4tpdw the burning of 200 tonnes of Orimulsion. Further trials, chiefly by 
PowerGen, avjnce and at Richborough, Kent, led to the burning of one million tonnes 
in 1991. Both Ince and Richborough are fitted with electrostatic precipitators. 
PowerGen have certificates of registration from Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Pollution 
(HMIP) under the He f̂tlrihnd Safety at Work Act etc 1974 to bum Orimulsion at these 
stations. These specify releases of sulphur must be no greater than if burning 
heavy fuel oil on full lc

7.62 National Power h' 
Protection Act 1990 to b 
although these applications have nj 
die commercial prospects. Po: 
Orimulsion at its Ince and Richbon 
measures may need be taken to
Orimulsion, within the criterion of best

ed for authorisations under the Environmental 
sion at Pembroke and Padiham power stations 

n suspended while National Power considers 
ep has similarly applied to continue burning 

jons. HMIP are currently considering what 
missions from power stations burning
le techniques not entailing excessive cost.

to excise duty. Two important EC 
iLon 19 October 1992. Directive 

on mineral oils, and potentially 
mineral oils are not allocated 

otor fuel, the rate to be charged

7-63 In the past, Orimulsion has not been 
directives were, however, approved by the 
92/81/EEC concerns the structures of excise 
subjects Orimulsion to excise duty. It provides thai 
a specific rate of duty, but are used as heating fuel
will be the same as the rate for the fuel for which'they are a substitute. Directive 
92/82/EEC prescribes the minimum rates of duty. It does not allocate a specific rate 
to Orimulsion, but sets a minimum duty of 13 ECU/tonne (ab0jjt-£jiO/tonne) for fuel oil. 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer announced on 16 Man^tnat^he would extend 
hydrocarbon oil duties to all fuel substitutes, including Orimulsif̂ SjriT̂ îe excise duty on 
Orimulsion will be linked to that on fuel oil.

7.64 There are existing contracts for the import of OrimulsioiV^lto^tjie United 
Kingdom, with which the Government cannot legally interfere. The GoyprfShent has, 
however, been informed by the Venezualan authorities that Orimulsion m m m  to the 
United Kingdom are likely to stay at their minimum contractual levtfc f̂ojN the 
foreseeable future. This should entail a reduction in the consumption of Orir 
toe United Kingdom of at least 500 000 tonnes of coal equivalent a year from\
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levels.

Nuclear
7.65 The two main nuclear generators in the United Kingdom are Nuclear Electric 

id Scottish Nuclear. They use two types of reactor: Magnox reactors built in the 
?60s, and Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs) built in the 1970s and 1980s. The 

Sizewell B station, which is under construction by Nuclear Electric, is 3 
rised Water Reactor.

city supply by nuclear generation in the United Kingdom is currently 
a year, accounting for about 20% of available electricity. This has 

dually and is expected to continue to rise, to around 80 TWh in the mid 
reactor performance is improved and Sizewell B comes on stream- 

of Nuclear Electric is progressively to close its seven Magnox stations 
„ . v, s of the next century, with the eventual loss of about 20 TWh per year- 

Scottish Nuclear’s one Magnox station is already being decommissioned, as is an eighth 
Nuclear Electric Magnox station, at Berkeley.

7
aro
been ri 
1990s,
The currenl 
by the early

7.67 The construe1 
now could generate el 
approval by the Govei 
for nuclear power (see

of nuclear reactors are such that no new stations begun 
before 2000. No nuclear stations will be given capita 
tiding the outcome of a review of the future prospects 

80 below).

7.68 Those submitting evidenc 
electricity market are divided be 
the removal of its perceived pro! 
room for coal, and those arguing for 
status.

e Review on the role of nuclear power in the 
dvocates of a reduction in nuclear output an 

in the market, primarily to make mofe 
e in nuclear generation’s market share of

ig interests, supported to some
and the privatised generators. This

7.69 The first group is made up largely o;
extent by consumer groups, environmental grcr^ ,, ____ x
group argues that coal is being unfairly pusbi^put of the electricity market hy 
subsidised nuclear power; that the Non Fossil Fu^Glfjfcgation (NFFO) and the fossn 
fuel levy (see paragraphs 7.81 to 7.83 below) shoulchjsie abolished, to benefit coal and/°r 
electricity users; and that substantial reductions in nuclear output should be made- 
Many of them advocate closing the Magnox stations only, but some also argue f°f 
shutting some AGRs and deferring the start-up of Sizewell

7.70 The second group includes all the major players in the ir 
with unions and employers’ groups and some academics. They 
partner for coal, and point out its advantages in helping the Unit 
its environmental targets. They also point out the large number of 
the nuclear industry. The nuclear industry argues that it is working 
improve the competitiveness of its stations. The industry also argues thai
economic sense to continue running its existing stations because the 
Magnox decommissioning and reprocessing costs are already comm 
imavoidable, and that the avoidable costs are low. This argument is consider

dustry, together 
ear as a natural 

om to meet 
ndent on 
hard to 

good
of
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detail below.

The costs of nuclear power

7.71 The overall cost of electricity from nuclear power stations in the United 
gdom is high. Including allowances for past capital costs and for future 

processing, waste management and decommissioning, the average operating cost per 
.sold by Nuclear Electric in 1991/92 was 3.9 p/kWh. The argument about the 

ics of continued operation of existing nuclear power stations depends, however, 
e total accounting costs of generation but on the avoidable costs. Avoidable 

cosf£ ihde only those costs incurred as a result of continuing to operate power
statio tmkr than closing them. They exclude the capital cost of building the plant
and tl jo^js-ef decommissioning the stations when closed.

7.72 Evi&ried'' provided by Nuclear Electric to TISC and to the Review gave 
estimates for%ie avoidable cost of continuing to operate a single Magnox station as 
being 1.2 p/kWh on average and the avoidable cost of continuing to operate all Magnox 
stations as being some 1.5 p/kWh. The latter cost is higher because there would be 
significant fixed cost^ffm could be saved if all the stations were closed, but which 
would continue to be^earaed^if some stations were to remain open.

7.73 In view of the doubts^^p essed in other evidence to TISC and to the Review 
about the true costs of nucreat^f ictricity, and in particular of continued operation of 
the Magnox stations, the G o ra  m^nt commissioned Ernst & Young to assess and 
analyse data supplied by Nuclear pip^tpc in respect of its Magnox stations. Ernst &
Young were assisted by Nuclear 
avoidable and unavoidable costs, 
were published on 9 February. Copi 
(address in Appendix C).

’s auditors. Their report, Review of Magnox 
irt supplementary report of the same title, 

obtained from the DTI Energy Library

7.74 Nuclear Electric considered six seen;

(a) immediate total closure of all ASJSgnox power stations;

(b) immediate partial closure, in whicn\§ stations representing about half 
the total output would be closed;

(c) continued operation to 30 years, which enviszf êSvOperating the stations 
to the end of a 30 year life, except for Bradvrell which operates for 36 
years; this is in line with the accounting livef/reflected in Nuclear 
Electric’s accounts for 1991/92;

(d) continued operation to 32 years average life;

(e) phased closure with the last station closing in 1998/99;

(f) accelerated phased closure, with the last station closing in 1'
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Ernst & Young looked at the total future cash outflows of each of the scenarios.

7.75 Ernst & Young confirmed Nuclear Electric's view that the additional costs of 
future electricity generation by Magnox stations for each scenario, as compared with 
immediate total closure of all Magnox stations, expressed as a percentage of total cash 
outflow under each scenario are as shown in Table 7.3. This table also shows the 

\hdditional electricity that would be produced under each scenario.

Part: re

Additional
electricity

(TWh)

82

Avoidable cost 
as a % of total 
cash outflow

10%

30 years i^m tion  

32 years operation 

Phased closure 

Accelerated phased

Table 7.3: Avoidable costs' 
Young scenarios

ox closures under different Ernst &

7.76 These additional costs can be 
some of the Magnox stations running, 
and after discounting at a rate of 8% to 
incurred, the figures lead to avoidable costs' 
1.3 p/kWh in the phased closure scenario an1 
closure scenario.

7.77 The reasons for these low avoidable costs per 
costs of electricity from these stations, are:

be the avoidable costs of keeping all of 
dated into costs per unit of electricity’ 

>r the time at which expenditure is 
p/kWh in the first three scenarios- 

>/kWh in the accelerated phase

it, compared with the high total

very little capital expenditure is required to

The stations will require decommissioning whe 
to run; the costs of decommissioning are therefi 
would be incurred sooner if the stations were closed

e stations running’ 

it they contin^
oidable and
lately;

(c) A significant proportion of the fuel costs relates to thi 
facilities for fuel fabrication and reprocessing; these faci 
exist and their capital costs are therefore sunk.
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7.78 The range of 1.3 to 1.5 p/kWh as the avoidable cost of additional output from 
the Magnox stations compares favourably with the avoidable costs of generation from 
existing coal fired stations as given in evidence to the Review, and with the range of 
figures quoted by TISC in Table 15 of their report (from 1.84 p/kWh at inland stations 
without FGD and coal priced at £1.33/GJ to 2.57 p/kWh at an inland station with FGD 

/ ^ ^ n d  coal priced at £1.51/GJ). The avoidable cost of electricity from the Magnox 
{ions is also substantially below the current pool price for electricity.

Payments to BNFL under contracts for fuel services constitute a significant part 
jar Electric’s costs. In reaching its estimates of avoidable costs, Nuclear 

El^ctfic^hhs made its own assessment of the contract payments that might be avoidable 
if theŝ sfajKjns were shut In addition to unit prices specified in the contracts, its 
assessm^Cinsludes possible savings on fixed contract payments where closure of 
Magnox'c3miqp5 would permit fuel deliveries and reprocessing operations to be 
completed sorter.

ear

7.80 The Government concludes from this analysis that there is no economic 
justification for requiring Nuclear Electric to close any of its Magnox stations 
before the end of tKprpJanned lifetimes. TISC reached the same conclusion. In

power provides a cheap source of electricity, 
jr substantial benefits. It contributes to diversity and 

the United Kingdom to meet its international 
m̂issions which contribute to acid rain and the 
stations must, of course, continue to meet the 
stallations Inspectorate and maintain existing 

f*o$ection. The Government will, however, wish

avoidable cost teri 
Nuclear power also o 
security of supply an' 
obligations for curbing 
threat of global warming, 
safety requirements of the Nucl 
high standards of environmen

ga

to look closely at any requests 
investment in relation to proposals"'
The Government will bring forward 
power and work will begin on the revit

iclear Electric for approval for capital 
jnding the life of any Magnox stations.
aw of the future prospects for nuclear 

raf£r this year.
The financing of nuclear generation

7.81 Because of the economic and other attractMkxff continuing to operate nuclear 
generation capacity, the Government put in place arth,e time of electricity privatisation 
arrangements to enable the full costs of nuclear generation to be met These 
arrangements also provide a means of encouraging the use of^renewable sources of 
electricity (see paragraphs 7.89 to 7.94 below).

7-82 The Electricity Act 1989 enables the Secretary of State 
each public electricity supplier to contract for a specified 
generating capacity from non-fossil sources. These orders implef 
must be satisfied by the securing of capacity from nuclear and 
including wind, solar, geothermal, tidal, refuse and landfill gas).

);e orders obliging 
of electricity 

vNFFO, and 
le sources

7.83 The additional costs incurred by the RECs under collective contracts^ 
to satisfy the NFFO, compared with the costs of fossil fuel generation, are si 
other suppliers to ensure that the RECs are not at a competitive disadvantage.

ito
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achieved by re-imbursing the additional costs through a levy, the fossil fuel levy. The 
levy is charged as a fixed percentage on the value of leviable electricity sales h1 
England and Wales. In accordance with the Fossil Fuel Levy Regulations made by the 
Secretary of State, the DGES has set the levy rate, currently at a rate of 11% and a1 
10% from 1 April 1993.

1.84 In common with the other generators in England and Wales, Nuclear Electric is 
ed to sell its electricity through the pool. In addition, a contract was put in place 
time of privatisation in March 1990 between Nuclear Electric and the RECs 

ables the RECs to meet their legal obligations under the nuclear NFFO. This 
ct^kovides Nuclear Electric with a premium over the market price of electricity 

higher total costs of generating nuclear power. Nuclear Electric only 
mium on output up to a pre-determined limit in each year up t0 
se nuclear NFFO arrangements end. It is only the premium paid by the 
contract which is reimbursed by the levy. The amount raised by the 

r  Electric is scheduled to decline in real terms and to terminate in 1998-

coi 
to o 
receive; 
1997/98: 
RECs undi 
levy for

7.85 For output over and above this predetermined limit Nuclear Electric will receive 
only the market prio^wlp|Ch is expected to cover its avoidable costs. The company 
sells CFDs to RECs^
pool price. These comrr^rci 
signals on which to base 
of the predetermined lirh 
1991/92, and is expected to

r customers to reduce its exposure to fluctuations in the 
arrangements provide Nuclear Electric with market bas^ 

ins about marginal changes in output. Output in excess 
around one-fifth of Nuclear Electric’s output & 

d two-fifths by the middle of the decade.

7.86 The result of these arrangi 
independent streams of income, orii 
CFDs or from the pool) and the otb 
NFFO contract. Nuclear Electric ex; 
costs of generating electricity from its sta 
and provisions for the so called "back end" 
levy, Nuclear Electric would make a loss.

is that each year Nuclear Electric receives two 
lectricity sales at market rates (either fro*n 

the premium as set down in the nuclei 
able to cover with this income the fnh 

eluding operating costs, depreciati°n 
i^ s  of nuclear power). Without the

7.87 In the run up to electricity privatisatiofr^i^Scotland, a Nuclear .Energy 
Agreement was negotiated between Scottish Nucrear, Scottish Power and Hy&° 
Electric, covering the sale of all Scottish Nuclear’s output. The Agreement bin 
Scottish Power and Scottish Hydro Electric to take all Scottish Nuclear’s output un 
the contract expires in 2005, effectively giving Scottish JSfnctfear a market for 1 
baseload generation.

7.88 The price specified in the Agreement is currently fixed 
it will be set in relation to the price payable for baseload generatioi 
Wales market. The latter arrangement is phased in from 1994 t' 
Nuclear is bound by the Agreement not to sell nuclear generated el 
parties.

After 1998 
gland and 

Scottish
to third
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Renewables
7.89 Electricity generation from renewable sources in the United Kingdom currently 
amounts to around 5 TWh/year, most of this coming from large hydro-electric stations 
in Scotland. The potential for further large hydro .schemes in the United Kingdom is

Government policy has been to stimulate the development of renewable energy 
s wherever they have prospects of being economic and environmentally 

le. The Government has been working towards a figure of 1000 MW of new 
generating capacity by 2000. The report of the independent Renewable 

sory Group (REAG), commissioned by the Government and published on 
992, recommends a figure of 1500 MW of new electricity generation 

.^energy sources by 2000.
V / /

7.91 One p^t of the Government’s support for renewable generation in England and 
Wales is achieved through the making of successive Orders to implement the NFFO. 
Two such Orders have been made so far. The first, in 1990, resulted in the RECs
contracting with 75 
122 projects represe 
these contracts are 
lead to some 600 MW 
contracts are fulfilled, 
forthcoming. Discussions 
in hand.

with a total capacity of 152 MW; the second, in 1991, with 
MW. The premium elements of the prices payable under 
via the Fossil Fuel Levy. The Orders could, therefore, 

city coming on stream by around 1996 if all of the 
is unlikely that all of the capacity will be 

bles Orders for Scotland and Northern Ireland are

7.92 The costs of renewable ge: 
another and between sites using the 
gas burning, generation costs may 
others, they may be much higher, and man; 
large margins of uncertainty. Work done f< 
the range of the estimated contributions of 
15-60 TWh a year, the higher figure being teas'

widely both from one technology to 
ology. In some areas, such as land-fill 
h above current electricity prices. In 

possible technologies still carry very 
AG report suggests that by 2025 

 ̂ sources of generation is about 
there are substantial increases in

the price of alternative fuels, and, as a result^/re^ewable energy becomes more 
competitive. \C

7.93 A number of submissions to the Review dealt with renewables. Many of these 
were from companies and individuals directly involved int^SSn area, arguing for a 
particular form of renewable power. The major benefits \&tea£were environmental 
acceptability and sustainability in the longer term; it was not suggested that renewables 
are cheaper than conventional generation in normal accounting^

7.94 The Government is committed to assisting renewabteP̂ WJŜ nter the 
commercial electricity generating market It is right that those tecnnofoggfes which 
have the potential to become commercially competitive should have tĥ ro{5wjtunity 
to prove their worth. Although this will inevitably restrict the maricet̂ ymteble 
[or coal, for the present the Government notes the REAG recommendation ahd 
•ntends to work towards a figure of 1500 M W  of new electricity ge
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capacity from renewable sources for the United Kingdom as a whole by 2000. 
is seeking European Commission approval to the extension of the Nr 
arrangements for renewables beyond their scheduled expiry in 1998. Approvâ  
also being sought for analogous renewables obligations to be placed uP°n -j] 
Scottish and Northern Ireland electricity supply industries. The Government 
publish a fuller renewable energy strategy review document later this year, in 
light of the REAG report
iterconnectors

There are two existing and two proposed electricity interconnectors whic 
to this White Paper. Of the two existing interconnectors one, between Sco  ̂

arit^fifiglknd, cannot affect the total demand for, or supply of, electricity in the ^  ̂  
King<fomX>This interconnector currently has a capacity of 850 MW. Work show 
completed in 1993 to expand the capacity of the interconnector to 1 200 
further work will increase its capacity to 1 600 MW by 1995.

cpd capacity in Scotland, principally the Longannet power s .jjj 
mine of the same name, is the marginal capacity whose nse 

interconnector. Since the marginal capacity in Engl^ ^

7.96 The coal 
which is linke 
be most affect  ̂
Wales is also coa 
bum, though it

,the use of the interconnector is unlikely to affect 
/here this bum takes place.

erconnector is between England and France.
abed with France was first raised between the ^

ival

i p

the mid 1970s. Capital expenditure appr° 
i78. Planning permission was granted in 1 \P

7.97 The second exi; 
of an electricity link below, 
and Electricite de France
given by the then GovemmeL..,- ______ D r _---- ------- — 0------
which time the CEGB and EdK^gwjkthe protocol governing the operation of jjf 
The interconnector has a capaq£y7$^2 000 MW. As TISC correctly V  
interconnector was built for m u tu a l^ ™  support and to trade electricity w jif 
coimtry could supply it more cheaply^fh^^he other. Since it was commissi ^  
1986 it has normally supplied baseload d in g h y  from France to England. Th15 
the fact that EdF, because of low avoidsblg^eneration costs at its nuclear PlaVy 
been able to supply electricity first to thefyC^SB and, since 1990, into the r  
prices lower than the marginal cost of indigenous fossil-based supplies.

1. $
7.98 At privatisation, NGC took over CEGB’s role as a party to the Protoc  ̂ <p 
Protocol is a commercial agreement and the Government is not a party to ^ J  
Protocol does, however, contain a provision which (^iggseither party (th3^ . ^
NGC or EdF) to compensate the other if its Govemmei 
decision which has the effect of neutralising the norma! 
view of the consequences to NGC if a successful claim 
Government issued NGC in November 1990 with an 
liabilities it may incur as a result of being unable for reaso'i 
perform its obligations under the Protocol.

!ponsible f0rJLtoC°l ■of the Pr°t0\, 9Dn
pught ag 

against
>nd its

ainst ^

con1

7.99 The supply of electricity through the cross-Channel intercor 
1990 has taken place under three year contracts signed between EdFN

tice Af
P
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the time of vesting. These contracts are due to expire at the end of March this year, 
but the Protocol will continue in force. The negotiation of new contracts with EdF is 
a commercial matter for the RECs and others. EdF is a member of the pool, from 
which it cannot be arbitrarily excluded. Even in the absence of new contracts with the 
RECs, therefore, EdF would still be able to sell directly into the pool, if the prices at 

<^/^Which it bids into the pool are low enough to ensure that it is called to generate.

Future prospects for trade over the interconnector will depend on the commercial 
ons of trading arrangements to the parties on either side. However, there are 

cations that the amount of electricity supplied to the United Kingdom through 
rfCTpOpnector could decline over the next few years, for several reasons.

7.101 ^ir^surplus generating capacity in France is expected to decline as domestic 
demand cond, with new capacity coming on stream in England and Wales
and with faffing coal prices as a result of the contracts between the generators and 
British Coal, indigenous electricity supplies will become more competitive, particularly 
at times of peak demand in France (which do not coincide with times of peak demand 
in England and Wales), when relatively high cost fossil fuel generating stations in 
France would normalw^rej operating. This prospect will have been reinforced by the 
recent depreciation 6f^tpr)mg against the French franc. While future prospects are 
inevitably uncertain, evkfenpe) provided by NGC to TISC suggests that net exports to 
the United Kingdom coukH^gressively but significantly reduce after 1995. In this 
context, it is worth notingy{a£/i*ffi and PowerGen have recently signed Heads of 
Agreement on a contract for T^^x^ort of electricity from 1993/94 to France at times 
of peak demand. While the amcrmikof electricity involved is initially small, the 
agreement provides for rising supmjesAnrough the 1990s.

7.102 Several pieces of evidence to 
by one means or another, prevent 
interconnector with France. Legal advice 
which was published on 18 March, conf:
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty, would not 
successful infraction proceedings against the U 
Under the Protocol, action to prevent or restrict 
also give rise to a very substantial claim for dama,

)ew argued that the Government should, 
ict trade in electricity through the 

by the Government, a summary of 
easures of this sort would breach 

effective and could result in 
dom and claims for damages, 

if electricity from France could 
against NGC, which could run

to hundreds of millions of pounds. Through the indemnity mentioned in paragraph 7.98 
above, any damages for which NGC was liable (after the first £15 million) would fall 
°n the taxpayer. Irrespective of other policy considerations, r^suSsk would be enough 
to make any Government action against the use of the interCQn^^to^ for the import of 
electricity from France profoundly unattractive.

to be non
baseload 
^procal, 

rench

7.103 TISC suggested that electricity supplied from France sho 
leviable, and that EdF’s ability to negotiate future contracts to 
electricity into England and Wales should be conditional on 
^on-discriminatory access to the French electricity market and, throu, 
transmission system, to third countries.

7.104 Electricity supplied by EdF is not contracted for by the RECs in p
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their obligations under the nuclear NFFO. Those RECs with output contracts with EdF 
can show that the electricity they import from France is supplied from designated 
nuclear stations, subject to evidence being provided to the reasonable satisfaction of the 
DGES. As a result, in accordance with the provisions of the Electricity Act 1989, these 
supplies of electricity are not subject to the fossil fuel levy. The legal advice referred 

in paragraph 7.102, however, includes advice that it is doubtful whether removing 
lie non-leviable status of electricity imports from France would be possible or effective, 

non-leviable status could not be removed without giving EdF the benefit of levy 
jnts. In other words, EdF could have to be given the same premiums for its 

as are now given to Nuclear Electric and financed by the Levy. Far from 
iports from France, this would reinforce their position and British customers 

,eiK0 $p paying more for their electricity.

(5rtNSHe Question of non-discriminatory access to the French electricity market, 
any restricfroh^6r prohibition on the export of electricity from the United Kingdom to 
France wouliLJje in breach of Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. TISC offers no evidence 
that EdF or the French Government is in breach of its Community obligations in this 
way. The French Government has confirmed that access to the French electricity 
market is on a nonydiScWrninatory basis. EdF meets the demand for electricity hy 
scheduling productiop^n^the basis of a "merit order", according to which EdF calls 
upon the least, costly itaurc)  ̂ of supply at each instant, whatever its origin, be it 
domestic or foreign. The-jxSeration of a merit order guarantees non-discriminatoiy 
access for British sup plier^^j^p es to all foreign producers.

7.105

at, from the beginning of April, EdF plans to 
bid prices at which it intends to supply 

rices will more closely reflect the margin3* 
eeding day. The Government welcomeS 

IJnited Kingdom generators selling mt° 
rovided United Kingdom electricity 

g account of charges for use of

7.106 The Government underst
provide to the pool a day in ac 
electricity across the interconnectorN 
costs of supply in each half hour o 
this step, which should improve the ] 
the French electricity market and will ensi 
is competitive in price with French supplies,  ̂
the interconnector, exports will occur. _

7.107 The French Government has also c o n f i r m E d F  applies the terms of m 
EC directive on the transit of electricity through transmission grids to third countries 
"without reservation". The directive requires that the conditions of transit should if  
non-discriminatory and fair for all the parties concerned, and should not include unf3ir 
clauses or unjustified restrictions, except where the transit of/flows would endanger tn 
security of supply or the quality of service. In cases of disp^^tne. directive inclu^s 
provisions for conciliation on conditions of transit by a body seff/fipwid chaired by u1 
Commission; and, if a request for transit is refused on unju^ffietDor insuffic1 
grounds, for the implementation of procedures provided for by C6mrotfi*ttv laW-

7.108 Even if an immediate and marked reduction in imports from 
achievable, the benefits to British Coal may not be so great as much of 
received would imply. Evidence to the Review from NGC indicates 
lower electricity imports would be replaced primarily by increased coal 
consumption at power stations in the South of England. This occurs partly
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limited spare capacity at the coal fired stations in the Midlands and North and partly 
because of limitations in the transmission system. Southern coal fired power stations 
are relatively distant from British coal mines, and most have ready access to port 

\ facilities able to handle imported coal. They are therefore the stations where British 
coal is least competitive - it has been calculated that British Coal would need to sell its 

<^^putput at a pit head price substantially below the world market price to compete at 
ose stations. Imports of electricity could therefore simply be replaced by imports of 

and oil, with little benefit to British deep-mined coal.

e NGC evidence shows that the position will change as new CCGT plant is 
coifimis^kmed in the South of England, since this will tend to relieve the constraints on 
the trs^rmsjion system and on the capacity of the Midlands and Northern stations. At 
that tin^J/pven the efficiency and the location of those CCGT stations, a reduction in 
imports 6r&rcteipity (or equally in the operation of those CCGTs) would then be more 
likely to slo^m e reduction in consumption of British coal.

7.110 Plans are well advanced for the construction of a 250 MW interconnector 
between Scotland and Northern Ireland, to be commissioned in 1996. A commercial 
agreement has been between Northern Ireland Electricity and Scottish Power.
The project would sugplvzsqme 17% of Northern Ireland’s electricity and help to 
overcome the problems ©(jijmtively small isolated system. It is supported in evidence 
submitted to the Review^^^ertain Scottish and Northern Irish interests. Electricity 
through the link is likely to/«^^enerated by coal fired stations in Scotland. The 
European Commission has agf^d^xprovide financial support towards the construction 
of this interconnector.

7.111 The second proposed inten 
Ireland. NGC is in negotiation with tKe 
provision of a 600 MW interconnector. 
optimum route. However, the time for 
capacity requirements in Ireland mean that 
the end of the decade. The availability of fi 
likely to be important in reaching decisions on

7-112 NGC is considering other interconnectors, tovNorway and Belgium. A link has 
also been suggested between Iceland and Scotland, allowing the import of geothermal 
Power from Iceland. None of these proposals is likely to have an impact on the United 
Kingdom electricity market before the end of the century.

r is between Britain and the Republic of 
electricity supply industry (ESI) for the 

abed survey is under way to establish the 
ction of the link and the need for 

is unlikely to be constructed until 
aUsupport for the interconnector is 

>kct.

Conclusion

7-113 This chapter has illustrated the complexity and diversity of 
energy market. It has looked at the range of other fuels with which'' 
the electricity supply industry. This review confirms that economical! 
gas reserves are unlikely to run out significantly more quickly than 
recoverable reserves of coal. There are plentiful supplies of both coal and 
°n world markets and no reason to believe that the supplies of either are 
subject to major disruption. Continuing coal production at the levels of recent
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therefore not necessary in order to ensure that the United Kingdom has secure supplies 
of fuel for its electricity generation needs.

7.114 The balance of use of the different fuels in electricity generation will be 
determined by the interplay of the forces affecting supply and demand outlined in this
hapter. It is clear .that, regardless of the October closure proposals, coal will continue 

be the most significant single source of electricity generation for a considerable 
But the analysis of the costs of generation shows that market forces are making 

increasingly important alternative. New gas plant is substantially cheaper than 
plant. At the time when decisions were taken to build the current tranche ot 

:ir total costs compared favourably with the avoidable costs of the coal fired 
were displacing. More recently, higher gas prices and the prospect of 
oal prices have improved the competitive position of existing coal fir®̂  

they remain vulnerable to any additional costs, such as those arising 
asures to reduce the environmental impact of burning coal. On an 
asis, generation from existing nuclear plant is cheaper than coal or gaa> 

and will therefore continue to provide an important element of the United Kingdom s 
baseload generating capacity. Renewables will play a small but growing role and heavy 
fuel oil and Chimidsirar^minor and probably declining one. The interconnector with 
France will continueV^najsa useful role in ensuring diversity of potential electricity 
supply. ((^ ))

7.115 This chapter has COToomrjUed on the economic factors underlying fuel choice 
in electricity generation in the^ni^%Kmgdom. Specific environmental factors are als° 
an increasingly important influence^K fuel choice and are considered in detail in the 
next chapter.
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C H A P T E R  8

e n e r g y  a n d  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t

The Government attaches great importance to the protection of the environment 
vels, from the most local to the global. The United Kingdom has an excellent 

compliance with its international obligations in this area, and intends that 
maintained. Environmental commitments will inevitably affect the market 

whatever source, in the longer term.

8.2 Nororm^f power generation is free from environmental consequences, as much 
of the eviderfoeto the Review acknowledged. The principal consequences of burning 
of fossil fuelv including coal, which need to be considered are the emissions from 
power stations. Issues which featured prominently in evidence to the Review included 
"acid rain", to which emissions of sulphur dioxide (S02) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) 
contribute, and the threat) of global warming, arising from man-made emissions of 
greenhouse gases, the^moSESrnportant of which is carbon dioxide (C 02). Electricity 
generation is not by anjuneaikthe only source of these pollutants. It is, however, the 
major source of S 0 2 ana~€0yemissions and second only to transport as a source of 
N0X. • In general, the intemznAraKcommitments into which the United Kingdom has 
entered on both these issues ^£^\ecognised as constraining the use of fossil fuels. 
The environmental aspects of nude^oower also featured frequently in evidence to the 
Review.

8.3 Generally speaking, the resporae

(a)

(b)

(c)

those who argued that g;
United Kingdom’s targets, pai

those who argued that the target 
especially if clean coal technology(

into three main groups:

wer stations are necessary if the 
y on C 0 2 are to be met;

met with coal fired stations, 
introduced;

those who argued that other options, such as nuclear power, renewables, 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and energy efficiency, should feature 
more prominently in any portfolio of measur^d^igned to achieve the 
targets.

8-4 Some of the environmental groups found themselves attbmpljji  ̂ to reconcile a 
wish for strict emissions targets, and hence a wish to phase out alPfo^^fuel burning, 
with a dislike for the nuclear option and support for coal in the shorr^r^£\^ey were 
able to do so only by implausible assumptions about the speed at which repdwables and 
energy efficiency could contribute.

8-5 TISC acknowledged that burning coal results in greater emissions of
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and CO, than burning almost any other fuel, and that on most estimates the economics 
of burning coal will therefore be more strongly affected by environmental regulation.

Acid Rain

,6 Combustion of fossil fuels may cause the emission of oxides of sulphur (mainly 
,) and nitrogen (NOx) into the air. These gases add to the natural sources of acidity 

and to acid deposition in general. This in turn increases the rate of damage to 
and other materials exposed to the weather throughout the United Kingdom. 

_ _  its ecosystems in geologically sensitive soils and fresh waters over much of 
uplzljKfNetdi and West Britain. Acid emissions from the United Kingdom also affect 
sensitiJfeSras on the Continent, and vice versa. In 1990, electricity generation was 
responsi^CuietNover 70% of S 0 2 emissions in the United Kingdom, but less than 30% 
of NOx emiS&ops, of which the main source is now road transport. United Kingdom 
S 0 2 emissionSmave already fallen by over 40% from their peak in the 1960s, but NO, 
emissions are\Jsstimated to have increased by nearly 20% through the 1980s. NO, 
emissions from transport are, however, expected to reduce significantly over the next 
few years as a result ofrecent EC legislation on vehicle emissions.

8.7 The EC’s Larg^pnibustion Plants Directive (88/609/EEC) (LCPD) requires the 
United Kingdom to reduce &p, emissions from existing plant by 60% below 19“U 
levels by 2003 and NOx lfevd^by 30% by 1998. The LCPD is due for review in 1994- 
In advance of that, preparanora^jWe begun for a revised S 0 2 protocol to the United 
Nations Economic Commissiop^w$Ktrope’s Convention on Long-Range Transboundary 
Air Pollution Control. It is hopejKmk the protocol will be ready for signature by 
November 1993. The EC is also p=dpinng a Small Combustion Plants Directive aimed 
at limiting emissions from plant bemS^meNower size limit of the LCPD.

8.8 Power stations in England, S cb ^  
industrial processes, are also subject to Int̂  
Environmental Protection Act 1990. Such pr  ̂
Scotland by Her Majesty’s Industrial Pollutiq 
include conditions to ensure that best available

d Wales, together with many other 
Pollution control under Part I of 

require authorisation by HMIP ^  
jetorate). Authorisations must 
u^s not entailing excessive cost

(BATNEEC) are used to minimise harmful releas 
Inspector has a duty to keep BATNEEC under revi£

the environment The Chief

8.9 Coal and heavy fuel oil typically contain sulphur in quantities up to a few per
oal received by the 

heavy fuel oil is 
sulphur content- 

sent readily 
oil before

cent by weight. The average sulphur content of United Kin;
England and Wales electricity generators is about 1.6%, an 
about 2.5-3%. Natural gas as supplied to the customer has 
So-called "low sulphur" coal, with a sulphur content below 1 
available on the world market and in Scotland. Sulphur can be rem 
combustion, or from flue gases after combustion, but at a cost in 
energy terms. The usual form of removal, where this is necessary, is FG 
many technologies for this, but by far the most common world-wide are< 
or limestone-gypsum processes. These consume limestone and water 
gypsum (calcium sulphate) and carbon dioxide. Fitting an existing 2 000 
fired power station with FGD using these processes could involve a capital
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around £250 million, reduce electricity output by around 50 MW and increase C 0 2 
emissions by a small amount.

8.10 The "clean coal" technologies discussed in Chapter 15 can provide more 
effective means of reducing sulphur emissions from coal burning, but they are unlikely 
o be in large scale use before the year 2000 and are likely to have much higher capital 
>sts than gas.

Oxides of nitrogen come partly from oxidation of the nitrogen content in coal, 
(for all fuels) from oxidation of nitrogen in the air which takes place in the 

higlvter^erature conditions of the combustion flame. NOx emissions can be reduced 
by cajSefm^pntrol of the flame conditions, for example by fitting "low NOx" burners. 
Flue ga^^em-up measures are also available, but at much higher cost than low NOx 
burners. yy

8.12 In ordeKtp fulfil its commitments under the existing LCPD, the United Kingdom 
is carrying out a programme to limit S 0 2 and NOx emissions from existing large 
combustion plants. This is set out in a National Plan made under the Environmental 
Protection Act 1990.//THM Plan provides for a phased annual rundown of both S 0 2 and 
NOx from large compusporKplants, including power stations, oil refineries and other 
industries burning fuel/(primarily for producing energy. The measures in the Plan 
include the fitting of low^Jy^ burners at all major coal fired power stations, and

W of existing coal fired plant. 6 GW are already 
by PowerGen for consent under section 36 of the 

of a further 2 GW is under consideration. The 
powers under the Environmental Protection 
allation of FGD equipment at specific sites 

sary.

installation of FGD at a to 
under construction and an ap' 
Electricity Act 1989 for the cons 
Secretary of State for the Enviro: 
Act 1990 to direct HMEP to requin 
and will consider using those powe

8.13 These measures are sufficient to m^Ztffe\S02 and NOx emissions targets under 
the LCPD for the United Kingdom generators(fofws remaining period up to 2003. The 
Outcome of the Coal Review should not threatpr^metfulfilment of these commitments.

8.14 The possibility that tighter limits may b^ijnposed in the future, however, 
introduces an element of uncertainty, and hence a perception of increased commercial 
risk, which weighs particularly against coal. If tighter targets are set as a result of 
forthcoming reviews, potential coal bum will be correspondingly reduced in the absence 
of additional emission abatement measures such as further FG^ohmore expensive NOx 
control technologies, with adverse implications for the econqjmjc^e^coal use in power 
generation. .

Global warming

8-15 Burning fossil fuels also produces carbon dioxide (C02). This is a, 
gas" which helps to trap the sun’s heat, warming the earth’s surface. Gn 
ace naturally present in the atmosphere, and without them the world 
habitable. However, over the last two hundred years man-made emiss: 
substantially increased the atmospheric concentrations of CO, and other gri
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gases. While there are many uncertainties, the scientific consensus is that without 
special action to limit these emissions the global mean temperature would increase by 
about 0.3 degrees Centigrade per decade, leading to sea level rises of about 6 
centimetres per decade over the next century.

16 In June 1992, the United Kingdom along with over 150 other countries and the 
uropean Community, signed the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. The 

ate objective of the Convention is to stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations in the 
here at a level that would prevent dangerous interference by man with the 

stem, within a timescale sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to 
cliî v i^nge, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic 
deve iqni to proceed in a sustainable manner.

8.17 T%e^^p^work Convention will enter into force when 50 countries have ratified 
it. The UimepTCingdom is committed, along with the other Group of Seven leading 
industrial countries, to seek to ratify the Convention and to publish its first national 
implementation plan, by the end of 1993. Amongst other provisions, the Convention 
commits developed country parties to take measures aimed at returning emissions of 
C 0 2 to 1990 levels b^GT^Nyear 2000.

8.18 Whereas the 
valuable as a fuel, and 
funding some analysis of 
from power station flue ga; 
expensive and would have signific 
other techniques for removing s'1 
emissions somewhat greater. The 
emissions per tonne of coal, but, to 
needs to be burnt for each unit of elec

coal is an impurity, the carbon is what makes coal 
oal will inevitably produce C 02. The Government is 

ical options for the removal and disposal of CO2 
indications are that this option would be very 

vironmental implications of its own. FGD and 
o not remove C 0 2; in fact they make CO2 

coal technologies also do not reduce CO2 
t that they are more efficient, less coal 

nerated.

8.19 Projections of energy demand and CÔ  
a range of assumptions about future economic 
as EP59. CO, emissions in 1990 were 160 milli

ions for the United Kingdom under 
nd energy prices were publishe 
es of carbon (mtC). The centra 

GDP growth/low energy price projection of annuatXG/emissions in EP59 for the year 
2000 which is currently being used for C 0 2 policyWanning purposes is 170 mtC. ^ 
major reason for the projected increase in C 02 emissions in this period is increasing 
demand for fuel for road transport. On the basis of these figures, the United Kingdom 
will need to reduce its projected emissions by 10 mtC by 20/ 
commitment. The Department of the Environment publisl 
Climate Change: our national programme for C 02 emissions 
inviting comments on how this might be achieved. The d< 
primarily at measures to influence the demand for energy rather 
many of the possible measures discussed in the paper would have ^  - .
balance of fuels used in electricity generation: any reduction in total elecl demaH 
is likely to have a disproportionate impact on coal bum because of coa! »tion ^  
the fuel most used to meet marginal changes in electricity demand

8.20 The Government is fully committed to ensuring that the United
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obligations for curbing C 0 2 emissions are met. The Budget of 16 March announced 
the introduction on VAT on domestic fuel and power and a long term policy of raising 
road fuel duties. These measures, together with measures already announced, should 
achieve two-thirds of the savings required for meeting the United Kingdom’s C 0 2 
commitment. The Government will need to prepare the United Kingdom’s full national

its obligations, taking account of the responses to the discussion
its other policies including the outcome of the Coal Review. The 
>f coalbum by the electricity supply industry, however, the more 
lures to curb emissions in other sectors of the economy, including 
eed to be. In this respect, the illustrative level of coalbum set out in 
s report, if it were to be sustained to the year 2000, would be likely

al Plan will also report on the United Kingdom’s programme to limit 
ane, the next most important greenhouse gas. The mining of coal is 

accompanied by emissions of methane, and the Government is discussing with the 
industry measures to control these emissions.

Energy efficiency

8.22 Energy efficienci^^^Sely recognised as one of the quickest and most cost 
effective ways of Hmitin^ppvw^k station emissions, by reducing the demand for 
electricity and so the amounVm^fb^il fuel which needs to be burnt. Reductions in 
electricity generation arising fromjprje^gy efficiency measures would be likely to have 
a particular impact on coal bum^pecakse coal is the marginal fuel for electricity 
generation. Options for further impKjvMn^nts in energy efficiency were included in the 
discussion document mentioned in pSrag^iph 8.19. In recognition of the close links 
between energy efficiency and the envma™nept, the Energy Efficiency Office (EEO) 
was transferred to the Department of the Ettyawiment as part of the reorganisation of 
Government Departments following the ApriM^992. General Election.

8.23 A number of pieces of evidence to the pointed out that a large amount
°f energy is wasted and that improving ene<W^efficiency would benefit the 
environment, would generate employment and would implicitly improve security of 
supply by reducing overall demand.

8-24 CHP was put forward in some evidence as a wa 
efficiency in the use of fuel, and so promoting energy efficie 
argued that CHP schemes faced unnecessary disadvantages, 
electricity output to RECs. CHP as a highly fuel-efficient 
good use heat which would otherwise be wasted was under 
White Paper This Common Inheritance published in 1990 
Potential to improve the environment and reduce energy cc 
°f industry and commerce. The EEO continues to promot 
Best Practice programme and will aim to ensure that an ider
2,000 MW of capacity by 2000 will if possible be achiever

very significant challenge for the United Kingdom in meeting its 
bligations to curb C 0 2 emissions.
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Other environmental impacts
8.25 There are other environmental factors relevant to energy policy and its impact 
on the future demand for coal. For example, the LCPD sets limits on the emission of 
S 0 2, NOx and dust from new combustion plant, in addition to the aggregate reductions 
it requires from existing plant Any new conventional coal fired plant would need to 

fitted with FGD to comply with the S 0 2 limit and electrostatic precipitators to meet 
iust standard. There are also solid and liquid wastes arising from the use of coal 

er stations. The most well-established FGD processes use limestone, which 
be quarried and is often found in areas of particular natural beauty. Water 

m abandoned mines of any kind can cause pollution of watercourses, and 
taken into account before final decisions are taken to abandon a disused 

coal mining may be intrusive and dirty, but may also offer the 
clean and restore areas of dereliction.

8.26 But energy sources have environmental impacts to some extent. Nuclear 
power stations produce radioactive waste which needs to be disposed of safely, and the 
stations themselves need to be decommissioned safely after closure. Even renewable 
energy sources can liav&Xnegative environmental consequences, such as the visua 
impact of wind farin'^ fetomulsion and its future use in the United Kingdom w'aS 
discussed in paragraph/^6 )̂ to ? above. It has a sulphur content of around 3^> 
equivalent to that of high-stjfd&ir heavy fuel oil, but because it has a lower calorif10 
value than heavy fuel oil mo^e^nmulsion needs to be burned to produce the same 
amount of energy. The fittm^pKFj^D equipment would remove 90% of the sulpha 
emissions and would also trap any residual fine dust which would otherwise
escape from the electrostatic pre

The longer term
8.27 In the longer term environmental p^ 
as a primary source of energy. The problems^ 
technically soluble, though at a price whicr
compared with other fuels. The clean coal te c L .^ ^ ____________________
Paper offer the prospect of more effective soluqmi^Pbut the economic barriers 
implementation are likely to remain unless there isXasubstantial increase in the p° 
of gas in relation to coal.

will continue to operate against coal 
ition to S 0 2 and NOx emissions are 

jsk making coal uneconomic & 
les discussed later in this Whi^

i\ver8.28 Unless the technical options for the removal and disejasakof C 0 2 from p° 
station flue gases become commercial reality (which seemsXmlflcely), C 0 2 emissi01̂  
pose substantial long term problems. The existing C 0 2 target/wShVlready constran 
coalbum by the year 2000. Any tightening of the C 0 2 target imiilmre)reviews wl 
are scheduled before the end of the decade is bound to constrain fi 
coal burnt unless very stringent measures to curb emissions are 
including transport.Furthermore, if the means used to control emissioi 
carbon/energy tax of the kind currently being proposed by the European' 
this is bound to affect the economics of high-carbon fuels such as 
recognised this point, but did not address the question of how the C 0 2 targe 
met consistently with the levels of coalbum they put forward.

hid1:vr& •- f
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8.29 There will be room for coal in the future energy economy, but on environmental 
grounds alone this role must be expected to diminish somewhat over the next decade.
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C H A P T E R  9

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS

The Government’s energy policy has to be carried out in the context of the 
Kingdom’s membership of the European Community and of its other 
nal obligations.

ra^pommunity

9.2 N^SW/j^visions of the EEC Treaty, as amended and extended by the Single 
European Aevlmd, once ratified, the Treaty on European Union and the European 
Economic Area Agreement, affect national energy policies. They include those 
concerned with competition policy, State aids, the free movement of goods and services 
and protection of the environment.

;sion is seeking to create a Community framework within 
e national energy policies. This includes:

9.3 The Europe ah' 
which Member States

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) oil crisis management;

(e) energy research, development.

(f) development of trans-European e'ftefS^n

The Community has accordingly adopted measures m^uch areas as public procurement 
in the energy sector, transit of electricity and gas, transparency of electricity and gas 
tariffs, the protection of supplies in an oil emergency, and the control of emissions from 
large combustion plants, which all affect Member States’ na^riS^ energy policies.

completion of <#^ntpm al energy market; 

development of enpr] Rations with third countries; 

protection of the en\

monstration;

jtworks.

9-4 The framework for direct Community decisions on th^prjiduction, sale and 
trading of coal is the Treaty of Paris, which established the Eimog^a/Coal and Steel 
Community (ECSC). This Treaty has equal standing with the EEuk^eaty, whose 
provisions apply to coal related matters only where the Treaty of t^^cbntains no 
overlapping provisions. The ECSC Treaty is due to expire in 2002.

9-5 The Treaty is intended to bring about a common market in coal anc 
oceans to achieving this have centred on free trade and competition wit
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Restrictive practices, and subsidies and aids granted by Member States, are deemed to 
be incompatible with the Common Market.

9.6 It became clear, however, in the years following the signing of the ECSC Treaty, 
that Community coal industries were beginning to have difficulty selling their output- 

^Starting in 1965, the Commission has brought forward a series of Decisions - made
ider Article 95 of the Treaty and requiring the unanimous approval of the Council - 

provide a framework of principles within which Member States may be allowed 
it aid. Grants of aid have to be notified to and approved by the Commissio11 

le terms of the State aids Decision. In practice the Commission has wide 
disti^tidrKto give or to withhold its approval.

< ? %
The EGyeti^Tindustry

w *  .
9.7 Traaeyin EC produced coal between Member States is small. Imports of coa 
into the Unit^i Kingdom from producers elsewhere in the EC amounted to only had- 
a million tonnes in 1991 - well under 0.5% of total coal consumption in the United 
Kingdom. Over half of this total was anthracite, which is produced in only linrute 
quantities in the Unit^di&ingdom.

States apart from the United Kingdom which have coal9.8 The only EC M 
industries of any signi:
Belgium closed in 1992 
competitive with imports of 
million tonnes (excluding lignite)
Although output in Spain had 
the same period German output 
In total, Community production has 
the end of the 1950s to 184 millio:
Community were 132 million tonnes in
industry has shown a similar decline. _ ____ ___ _____________
employed in the coal industry (in the current L-KMember States); by 1991 there we1®
260 000. c ' p ?

9.9 The United Kingdom undoubtedly has th^ow est cost coal industry it1 
Community. Its viability depends, however, on its abnity to compete not with other re
producers, but with other fuel sources and with coal imports from outside the EC.

are Germany, Spain and France. The last mine & 
these industries produces coal at a cost which & 

third countries. In 1992, Germany produced 7 
9 million tonnes, and Spain 19 million tonnes- 

ing at around 1.5% a year since 1973, over 
ed at 2% a year and French at 5% a yeaf' 

som nearly 500 million tonnes per year a£ 
in 1992. Imports from outside e 

JP<UC\Employrnent in the Community c0 
VT955 there were 1.86 million worked

The future State aids regime

9.10 The Commission has recognised the need for State 
restructuring process referred to in paragraph 9.8. The presen’ 
expires at the end of 1993. The Commission has recently publish 
to replace it. This proposes that future aid should be directed to three

(a) promoting the economic viability of the Community coal

(b) easing social and regional problems linked to closures;
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(c) helping the coal industry to meet new environmental standards.

9.11 The Commission proposes to bring about a gradual reduction in aid to producers 
\ whose production costs are above average EC costs in 1992. In addition, specific 

assistance will be permitted to cover payments arising from final closure costs and, for 
first time, more specific aid to cover exceptional costs arising from re-structuring 

to comply with environmental protection measures.

The Government has discussed in broad terms with the Commission the State 
it proposes to make available to the British coal industry. The Commission 

that it will be able to consider aid for 1993/94 under the terms of the Coal 
2064/86/ECSC, which expires at the end of 1993; and that authorisation 

years will depend on adoption of the draft replacement Decision. The 
ieves that its proposals are compatible with both the present and 

jsions. Initial contacts with the Commission suggest that they will adopt 
ach towards a State Aid notification and also towards notification under 

the competition provisions of the EEC Treaty of the contract arrangements referred to 
in paragraph 13.1 below^

Aid 
for aid 
Govei 
proposed 
a positive

GATT

9.13 Coal is also sub; 
General Agreement on T;
The Commission speaks for 
respect of any questions about

European Energy Charter

e United Kingdom’s normal obligations under the 
rade (GATT), discussed in paragraph 11.41 below, 

unity as a whole in GATT, and would do so in 
coal.

g the United Kingdom, are playing a 
:nt designed to put the commitments 

ie on 17 December 1991, into a 
er are to improve the energy 
nion and the security of supply 

g Western investment in the 
d bringing those countries into 

scriminatory energy markets and

9.14 The EC and its Member States) 
central role in the negotiation of a Basic 
in the European Energy Charter, signed in 
legally binding form. The objectives of 
economies of Eastern Europe and the former 
°f all participating countries. It would do this by 
Eastern countries through reducing the political ris; 
hie global economy by creating open, liberal and non 
removing trade barriers. Increased foreign exchange earnings for the energy-exporting 
Eastern countries will make it easier for them to buy BritislUgojods and services and 
should reduce their need for financial assistance. Greater coi^^tifiDii will help to lower 
costs and improve resource allocation and will reduce the anlHty'of other Member 
States to gain competitive advantage for particular energy conkimif& industries by 
subsidising the price they pay for their electricity. As a irren tlyap ^ d  the Basic 
Agreement would by reference apply GATT rules to trade in energ^mqj, the non- 
GATT members of the Charter. That is unlikely to affect the market foCBj?£tish coal 
m the next few years.
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The International Energy Agency
9.15 The United Kingdom is also a member of the International Energy Agency 
(TF.A). The IEA has generally supported competition and liberalisation and, in 1991 
member countries noted that, although progress had been made in reducing barriers and 
}ther distortions to coal trade, effective measures were needed to achieve further 

ficant reductions leading to improved competition, accompanied by appropriate 
smal and social policies.
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C H A P T E R  10

t h e  e l e c t r i c i t y m a r k e t  since privatisation

The period following electricity privatisation in England and Wales has seen, as 
t̂ended, a considerable growth in competition. In generation, 15 new gas fired 

itions with a total capacity of 9.1 GW are either in operation or under 
cortetfuptton, and of these 9, amounting to about 6 GW, are IPPs, owned by companies 
other <thap/ihe established generators. Almost all the new capacity built, under 
construdm5»<ffi proposed is gas fired CCGT plant. This is quick to construct and has 
the highekxgmpipncy and best environmental performance of any fossil-fuelled plant

10.2 In supply, over 40% of the customers with the freedom to do so (those using 
over 1 MW - the upper limit of the "franchise" market, see paragraph 6.4) have 
exercised their right tochoose an alternative supplier.

10.3 Prices for smailef^sonsumers, including small industrial consumers, are 
controlled by a formul^(gn£orced by the DGES. Under this formula, prices for this 
group as a whole have inCr^aeaslightly more than the Retail Price Index. For larger 
industrial users, there have on^erage been significant reductions in real terms. It is 
clear, however, that a relative^s^aflnumber of major users who previously benefited 
from special terms are experiencing^ig^ificant price rises. This is discussed further in 
Paragraphs 10.18 to 10.24 below. <

contracts related to the pool price. At 
1 selling price (PSP) was 1.84 p/kWh. 

ee months of operation to a low of 
ted between a low of 2.02 p/kWh 

launched an inquiry into pool 
the generators’ licences and 

g 1992, the average monthly

10.4 About 1 000 industrial users 
the time of vesting in April 1990, the 
The average monthly price fell during tb 
1-52 p/kWh, but then rose again, and in 199 
and a high of 2.72 p/kWh. During this period,
paces, as a result of which certain changes weri 
to the pool rules governing their bidding practice.' 
PSP fluctuated from 1.99 p/kWh to 2.60 p/kWh.

10.5 In July 1991 the DGES set guaranteed and overall standards of customer service 
which the RECs must follow. The overall success rate in rfieemlg these standards in 
the first nine months was 99.87%. Payments totalling £150'Q©ojwsj£ made to 13 000 
customers where standards were not met. He is now proposing^nhancements to these 
standards.

10.6 This performance has been combined with strong profit groT^^^both RECs 
and generators. In 1991 the RECs produced profits on average 27%^Ejgber than 
forecast in their prospectuses, and for 1991/92 they registered an averag^trictease of 
46% over the previous year. This came from a combination of cost i^ m ^ a n d  
inflation-related corrections to prices permitted under the price formulae. N&Wase
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dividends grew by 15%. The generators saw lower growth, with 1991/92 profits 
increased over the previous year by 18% for National Power and 32% for PowerGen. 
Generator revenues were largely determined by the three year contracts put in place at 
vesting; generators cut costs vigorously and rapidly.

v .
//X \ 1 0 .7  Many submissions to the Review argued that prices are too high, both f°r 
<Vy)idustrial and domestic customers, that the profits made by privatised electricity 
^ H o a n i e s  are excessive and that the dominant position of these companies is 

jiting real competition.

lO^/Gdnsum er groups for domestic and franchise customers (for example the 
Elect$eify/£onsumers’ Committees and the National Consumers’ Council) voiced 
concen^dpout the "excessive" profits of the electricity companies and argued f°f 
tougher f ra c tio n  of both the generators and the RECs. Some urged immediate pri°e 
reductions ̂ pridomestic customers.

10.9 Some of those offering evidence made recommendations which they considered 
would improve the operation of the market and reduce prices. Both consumers 
RECs argued that National Power and PowerGen act as a duopoly, stifling competition- 
manipulating pool pr{c§siasd offering contract prices which do not reflect their costs- 
Some recommended mm^ag^essive regulation by the DGES. Others recommende 
breaking up the generatW-jmo* several companies. The generators, however, argue0 
that pool prices are still tooM w ^cover the costs of their existing plant and must rise 
towards contract price levels^£^^y>investment is to be forthcoming.

10.10 Large users, supported b$ 
deferring the reduction in the R EC 1 
supporting coal could be passed on to<i 
that the franchise reduction should ta 
smaller consumers. Most also maintaine 
from general taxation.

ien, British Coal and some RECs, propose 
^monopoly so that any additional costs fr° Ĵ 

.users. Franchise consumer groups argue0 
ce.as planned to increase competition f°̂  

support for coal should be fund

10.11 TTSC argued for stricter regulation, 
prices, and tighter controls over the RECs’ distri 
account return on capital. They also proposed
become one of the Director General’s primary duties, and that he should have

 ̂ t
g controls over the generators
Charges which would take i° t0

- iuldprotection of consumers sho

secondary duty to consider the legitimate long-term interests of indigenous 
producers (which may, of course, run counter to those of cptjsmfters).

fuel

sation, like th° 
ies’ prices, °° 

restrict^  
of

10.12 The regulatory system set up at the time of electricity) 
devised for other privatised utilities, is based on the regulation o: 
of their profits, as some have proposed. While protecting co: 
prices to a formula related to movements in the retail price ini 
regulation also gives companies a strong incentive to improve efficienc’ 
costs in order to maintain profit levels.

10.13 The periodic review of these price formulae is a key element of the 
regime. The DGES takes profitability into account along with other facto!
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revising the price controls. The reviews help to ensure that the benefits of improved 
efficiency within the electricity industry are passed on to the consumer. They also 
renew the incentive on electricity companies to improve further their efficiency in order 
to maintain profits.

.10.14 The timetable for these reviews is set out in the various licences under which 
electricity industry operates. In line with this, the DGES has completed a review 
e transmission price control with the result that a new tighter control will come 

ect in April. In the summer, he will announce the conclusions of his review of 
control on the RECs’ supply business. He is due to complete his scheduled 

rev^jw' 'die RECs’ distribution price formula next year with any change to take effect 
from ^ -&A995. Most REC profits are made on their distribution business. In 
aggregg /tftgy^made a small loss on their supply business in 1991/92.

10.15 TheCG^Vemment continues to believe that direct regulation of profit levels, in 
the electricitWndustry as in other sectors, would not help to produce a more efficient 
allocation of resources or a better deal for consumers. It would instead undermine 
companies’ incentive to improve their efficiency and make cost savings, with the result 
that the benefit to cohsu^iers of such improvements would be lost.

10.16 In response to 
undertook a review of 
1992.. He concluded that' 
this was the exercise of ml 
company wished to secure 
the very limited competition in 
prices were lower than the average 
concluded that it would be unreasom 
offer its product at a price below avoi 
to make profits in such circumstances 
generators’ sole source of revenue; most

aints about increasing prices in the pool, the DGES 
s the results of which were published on 18 December 

had indeed risen, and that the main reason for 
wer by National Power and PowerGen. Each 

rices and they were able to achieve this, given 
t  On the other hand, in 1991/92 average pool 

e costs of generation. The Director General 
ist that a company should persistently 
t. That the generators should continue 

the fact that the pool is not the 
is sold through CFDs.

generation were likely to fall in 
to be lower than they would 

at competitive pressures were 
on to customers. The existence

10.17 The DGES considered that avoidable 
real terms, and that as a result pool prices were 
otherwise have been. However, he consider! 
necessary to achieve these reductions and to pass 
of a duopoly also added to the unpredictability of pool prices.

Electricity prices to industry

10.18 Average electricity prices to industry in Great Britain ha\^afi£h fairly steadily 
in real terms over the past decade. DTI statistics show that this d^dme^has continued 
since privatisation. Electricity prices to industry were 8.6% lower om^ywage in real 
terms in 1992 than in 1989, before privatisation. Price movements oveMhjs period 
have, however, varied for differing categories of industrial consumers as shriwrfth Table 
10.1. Average prices to extra large customers have actually increased by u^%^if\real 
terms over the past three years, with much of this increase attributable to w ^lw oye  
average increases to certain highly intensive electricity users. A similar
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applies in Northern Ireland, where certain highly intensive users are facing above 
average increases.

Size of
Industrial
Consumer

Electricity prices in pence per kWh, 1990 prices, 
calculated using GDP market price deflator

1989 1992

(Whole year averages)

arge

S m $ f ^  
Med ^  
Moder 
Extra lar

Average

Size bands defined by an
Small
Medium
Moderately large 
Extra large

Table 10.1: Electricity p

5.83
4.77
4.01
2.86

3.96

,han 880  MWh 
■00 MWh 
5 0 ,0 0 0 MWh

150,000 MWh

6.30
4.18
3.42
2.88

3.62

Change

+8.0%
-12.3%
-14.8%
+0.7%

- 8 .6%

dustrial consumers

10.19 Electricity accounts for less 
sector as a whole. Only in a few cas< 
sectors, however, the proportion is rather 
for example) and for some specific processe  ̂
40% in the case of chlorine production).

Germany and Italy but above the USA, Canada and France./ 
changed greatly since 1987. Within these broad figures 
substantial variation in the terms under which customers are 
contracts.

if total production costs for the industrial 
ft account for more than 5%. In some 

\(around 10% in cement manufacture’ 
■oportion is higher still (more that1 
icity prices can therefore be anH U 7 6  i l l  U 1 C  t a o c  U L  L i U U L U i t  v jv iu v ^ L I O H /  .  1 < ^ H J  u i u v

important factor in the competitiveness of the mdsTMtensive energy users
e g ?  . .

10.20 The IEA produces data on industrial electrraty prices. These show prices 
Japan to be significantly higher than those elsewhere, with prices in the Uiu^ 
Kingdom broadly in the centre of the range for other major developed countries, belo^

\ relativities have 
2ver, there can ' 

Negotiate specific

10.21 In their evidence to the Review, large users argue that their cdarikftM) ; p05*0  ̂
against rivals overseas has been eroded by increases in the price of electrrch tn 
Large users adduced evidence to show that the prices enjoyed by some of We ^vjerS ,g 
competitors are much lower, and said that present and future investment uk 
being endangered by electricity prices which are higher than those prevailing 
other countries. Large users also argue that the pool mechanism does not
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reflect the size of their demand or its baseload character. Some propose that the 
generators should be forced to offer large users bulk discounts and seek exemption 
from, or capping of, the fossil fuel levy.

10.22 TISC considered it an essential principle that major energy users in the United 
^^sKingdom should not be disadvantaged relative to their overseas competitors by high 
<^Jdlectricity prices. They suggested that large users should be able to by-pass the pool, 

'v— that demand-side bidding in the pool should be introduced.

Pi
ciri
outside, 
this to 
disadvanta; 
to improve

ge users which take electricity generated on-site are already permitted to by- 
il. The Government is currently working with the DGES to examine the 
s under which other large users might contract directly with generators 

1 and to examine the regulatory changes which may be needed to enable 
There are complex issues to be resolved if such measures are not to 
er users. The Government is keen to encourage any proposals designed 

workings of the electricity market and will embark shortly on further 
consultations with the DGES, the electricity industry and large users, on whether such 
a proposal would be beneficial to the electricity market. Demand side bidding is a 
matter for the pool art^rorilies and the DGES. The Government welcomes the fact that 
the pool is considering  ̂pus^issue as part of its current study and that the DGES is 
supporting progress.

jty on site can often be a competitive means for a 
city. This is particularly the case if there is a 
which, through the provision of direct heat from 

increase the overall efficiency of fuel use 
the development of "own generation" by 

exempting the owners of such project^ft^jh^the need to hold a supply licence if at least 
51% of the electricity output from the^xwect is used on site. The Government has 
been reviewing the operation of the presem^fftemption and is currently considering 
whether these arrangements could be furtheri^PcQved.

10.24 Generating its owif^J 
large industrial user to pro-' 
substantial CHP element to the’ prc 
the project as well as electrich 
considerably. The Government h<

10.25 TISC also suggested that the fossil fuel" 
a lower percentage. The Electricity Act 1989 reqi 
from all electricity suppliers in proportion to the vzi 
additional charges are passed on to customers.

tapered so that larger users paid 
lat the fossil fuel levy is raised 

ie of their electricity sales. These

10.26 The Government accepts that certain large United Kingdom electricity users 
may have faced a competitive disadvantage as compared̂ wtlyiuMTipanies in other 
countries where electricity supply arrangements are generajly3it]ferent. If larger

mean that 
ers, would 
£ level of 

other 
right 
ent

users were to pay a lower percentage of the levy, however, 
smaller users, including smaller industrial users and domesti 
have to pay more. For example, a cap on levy payments s 
consumption of 30 GWh a year, would increase electricity 
consumers by around 1%. The Government does not believe that it 
to oblige smaller consumers to subsidise large users in this way. The 
'rill continue to work with the DGES to examine ways in which the r 
system, for example in relation to the proposals discussed in paragraph 1
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be adjusted to ease the position of large users, both in England and Wales and in 
Northern Ireland.
The franchise limit

0.27 The existing public electricity supply companies in England, Wales and 
otland currently have a monopoly of supply to customers below the "franchise limit, 

ntly set at 1 MW. The limit is due to be reduced to 100 kW in April 1994 and 
entirely in April 1998.

loted in paragraph 10.10, a number of pieces of evidence suggested that the 
>the franchise limit should be delayed as part of a package in which the 

genera tqppjndx the public electricity supply companies would agree to buy more coal 
and coal-'^^^electricity at higher prices than they would otherwise have done. TlSC 
was attracto<Methis proposal, subject to a number of conditions.

10.29 The main objection to the proposal is that, by delaying the introduction 
competition, it could also help to entrench the margins taken by the various players m 
the electricity market/^GiVen the criticisms that have been levelled at these margin5’ 
it would be wrong toVnak^ejdsting franchise users continue to pay them without being 
able to test them througH(6ompetition. Any delay to the changes in the franchise limit5 
would also impose a penamy-So^he many customers who have already spent signified 
sums preparing for the ch

10.30 The Government beUev^/^hat the electricity market needs more 
competition, not less. Reducin̂ roelrpnchise limit in 1994 as planned will brin£ 
the benefits of competition to a furffaej>431000 consumers over and above the 4 OU 
or so who currently enjoy them, d̂l̂ rermore, investors, both shareholders 1,1 
electricity companies and in or̂ anisa&frtŝ ntemplating entering the electricity 
market, have acted since privatisation/wme basis that the franchise will be 
reduced from 1994 and abolished from<̂ ^m. The Government wishes the 
movement towards greater competition to jcjmnnue, and accordingly does n 
propose to make any change in the presertĴ r̂angements providing for jhe 
reduction of the franchise limit to lOOkW froiVS^l and its complete aboliti011 
from 1998. \\̂
Use of consent powers
10.31 The construction of any new power station above 5 
an existing power station, requires consent from the Secretary 
36 of the Electricity Act 1989. Government policy since privati 
a general rule matters such as the need for a generating station, i 
fuel to be used and type of plant should be treated as commerci 
applicant concerned. In March 1992, the Government announced that “it 
consider if it should review the use of its powers under the Electric! 
consent to power stations. The President made clear on 21 October 199; 
review would form part of the Coal Review.
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10.32 Tables 10.2 and 10.3 highlight the status of those major (above 50 MW) gas 
fired power stations that have received section 36 consent, together with those that have 
received permission to construct such a station under legislation before the Electricity 
Act 1989 came into force.

.33 Of the 16 projects listed in Table 10.2,10 were given construction consent under 
Electricity Act 1989. Of the 10 projects listed in Table 10.3, 7 were given 
itruction consent under the Electricity Act 1989.

on 14 of the Energy Act 1976 requires notification to the Secretary of State

proposals to build a gas fuelled or oil fuelled power station (or to 
^/^qnvert a station to gas or oil);

proposals to obtain a supply of gas to a power station.

10.35 The Secretary of State may, if he thinks it expedient having regard to current 
energy policies, direct t̂fraba proposal not be carried out, or be carried out in accordance 
with conditions specifred^fe^he direction. No such direction has ever been made.

10.36 Section 14 was e«aete£Dto give effect to the EC Directives (75/404/EEC and 
75/405/EEC) restricting r^rom^ely the use of natural gas and oil in electricity 
generation. The EC’s gas-'mmA^irective was repealed in March 1991. The 
Commission is also re-examinmg'u^Ppil bum directive. The Government has already 
announced that it intends to repdaKsdctfion 14 in respect of gas as soon as a suitable 
opportunity arises, and it will review^dj^Sfcction 14 restrictions on oil bum at the same 
time. In the meantime it does not intera^tyuse its powers under Section 14 to frustrate 
consents given under Section 36. The\5pralusions of the Government’s review of its 
consent powers under Section 36 are set c^^^^hapter 13.

Restriction on gas burn in power stations
10.37 Natural gas cannot easily be stored 'an£j/die> systems for producing and 
transporting gas must be designed to cope withxme maximum expected level of 
throughput. For these reasons, gas is cheaper when supplied and used at a constant rate 
and CCGT plant is thus most economic when run on baseload. The operators of gas 
fields who supply CCGTs are also keen to maintain a stead^R^yel of depletion. In
order to deal with maintenance periods and unexpected prob1 
and gas purchase contracts of CCGT projects are usually org 
can cover their costs and make a return on capital on a 
throughput, below which financial and contractual penalties come 
may vary from project to project. It has been suggested in evidence 
by TISC in their report that, if CCGT projects were constrained 
throughput, extra coal could be burned without the projects suffering

, the finance 
that the projects 

lower level of 
This level 
view, and 

vels of
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Location

Killingholme#
/South Humberside)

Capacity fMW) 

900

229

CHO until 1 April 1993^

OperaU^Promoter

PowerGen

IPP
(Lakeland Power)

rejects representing 1.1 GW  of capacity.

NSTRUCTION

dng*Barkin
(East London)

Brigg#
(South Humberside)

Calder Hall#
(Cumbria)

Charterhouse Street*
(G ty of Londoa)

Corby#
(Northamptonshire)

Deeside*
(Qwyil)

Keadby 1*
(Humberside)

Killingholme "A” (phase 1)*
(South Humberside)

Little Barford*
(Bedfordshire)

Medway*
(Kent)

Peterborough#
(Cambridgeshire)

Rye House*
(Hertfordshire)

Spondon*
(Derbyshire)

Wilton*
(Tcesside)

Capacity (MW> 

1000

240

160

660

355

680

318

1750

Promoter

IPP
(Barking Power)

IPP
(Regional Power Generators)

IPP
(Gtigen Ltd -gas/fuet oil project)

IPP
(Corby Power)

National Power
(Deeside Power Dev. Co.)

IPP
(Keadby Power)

National Power 

/X \^ N a tic m a l Power

\ \  (Medway Power)

IPP
(Peterboruu;

Powi

IPP
(Derwent Cogeneration)

IPP
(Teesside Power)

13 gas-tired projects and 1 ga^fuel oil project representing around 8.1 G W  of capacity.

* Construction consent given under Section 36 of the Electricity A a  1989
i Construction consent received under other legislation before the Electricity A a  1989 came into force.

Table 10.2: New major (above 50MW) gas-fired power stations operational and under 
construction
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Location

Angle Bay* 
(Dyfed)

Capacity (MW)

.holme "A" (phase 2)*
mbeiside)

( N o r f o l k j/ / v  

Newcast:

Sheffield#

Shoreham*
(West Sussex)

Shotton#
(Clwyd)

Stallingbo rough*
(South Humberside)

Sutton Bridge*
(Lincolnshire)

1280

460

370

118

150

120

500

togas-fired projects representing 5.0GW  ofcapacii

Promoter

IPP
(Texaco/Mission Energy)

IPP
(Coiyton Cogcn) 

National Power

IPP
(Energy Supply Co.)

IPP
(Forth Energy Ltd)

IPP
(Sheffield Heal &  Power)

IPP
(South Coast Power)

IPP
(Shotton Paper Co.)

IPP
(Humber Power)

IPP
(Independent Power Generators)

* Construction consent given under Section 36 of the Elect>(
* Construction consent received under other iegrslation befo.

Table 10.3 : Other new major (above 50MW)[ 
consents

icily Act 1989 came into force.

ed power station projects with construction

10.38 In practice, some CCGT plant may welT<0j3erate at close to its minimum 
throughput level if the avoidable cost of operating me plant is higher than the pool 
Price. (This could be the case if the pool price was being determined by competitively- 
priced coal.) Taking action to constrain all CCGTs to operate^t^ntinimum throughput 
levels would, however, not only be administratively and l^gallyjcomplex, but, more 
Importantly, would require substantial intervention by Govermnbtifti^freely negotiated 
commercial contracts. It would also increase the ability of^Natipnal Power and 
PowerGen to influence pool and contract prices, to the detriment of ofMrg^nerators and 
of the development of a more competitive market place. Finally, remove
pressure on operators of coal fired and other plant to operate efficienf^y^cpVould be 
likely to increase the price of electricity.
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REGs’ economic purchasing obligation

10.39 The RECs are obliged by Condition 5 of their Public Electricity Supply licences 
to buy electricity "at the best effective price reasonably obtainable having regard to the 
sources available." This is known as the economic purchasing obligation. I*1 

^^/Xcomplying with it, the RECs are allowed to take into consideration factors including 
< ^ /v th e  future security, reliability and diversity of sources of electricity available f°r 

hase."

luch of the evidence to the Review, and much public comment, suggested that 
contracts with IPPs for gas fired capacity breached this condition. It was 

argue^j«ai> existing coal fired power stations could generate power more cheaply- 
Some commentators suggested that some RECs were unduly influenced by the prospects 
of making^ptfrfits through shareholdings in the IPPs. Suggestions were made to limit 
the RECs’^piJity to pass on the allegedly excessive costs to their customers, or to 
disallow IPR^ontracts in the franchise market.

10.41 The costs of gas fired against coal fired generation were discussed in paragraph5 
7.42 to 7.56 above. is, however, a difference between the cost of generating
electricity and the p 
This point was recognl 
that had coal based pri< 
have altered perceptions ol 
contracts.

the generator offers that electricity to potential buyers, 
veral pieces of evidence, at least one of which stated 

been closer to coal generation costs this might well 
ative merits of coal based and gas based electricity

10.42 Enforcement of the condi 
DGES. He has powers to obtain 
carry out his functions.

fhe RECs’ licences is the responsibility of the 
ation he requires from licensees in order to

10.43 On 10 December 1992 the DGEl 
RECs had complied with the economic p 
with new IPPs for gas fired capacity with trios 
with offers from National Power and PowerGe: 
that the IPP contracts appeared to compare well

ed a preliminary report on how the 
condition. He compared contracts 
’ailable from Nuclear Electric afld 

m their coal stations. He found 
er contracts available to the

RECs. They tended to compare favourably on pf&e and in addition gave RECs 5 
greater diversity of fuel source and supplier and reduced vulnerability to environrnefl 
pressures on power station emissions.

10.44 The DGES made a further report on 23 Febru 
General sees possible scope for future improvements in RECs 
in the regulatory regime, this report confirmed that he found 
that the RECs had breached their economic purchasing conditions

g>ugh the Director 
, practices and 
or co n clu d in g

10.45 The Director General did, however, record that he was not cos 
costs associated with producing electricity from coal fired plant weri 
justify contract prices as high as those offered to the RECs by National 
PowerGen.
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Major generators’ profits
10.46 The DGES said in his further report that he wishes to consider further the 

\ question of whether the potential levels of profit obtained by the generators in their 
rk generation business represent an abuse of market power. He has requested further 

ormation in order to analyse the two generators’ costs and profit margins on their 
ensed business and has stated that he will monitor the situation particularly closely.

9 March 1993, he published a statement accepting that the plant closures 
propo£e<£>'tw the major generators were reasonable. This followed a report from an 
Indepgndepk Assessor, as provided for in the new licence condition put in place 
followiq^^^Dol price inquiry of December 1991. The statement noted that new entry 
into UnifetFs&iWiom electricity generation is important as a source of innovation and 
continuing pressure on incumbent generators. It urged the major generators to explore 
more thoroughly the possibility of selling plant (not just that scheduled for closure) to 
potential purchasers.

10.48 The DGES 
generators to the M 
major generators’ costsi 
policies on the disposal

ider not later than 1995 whether a reference of the major 
essary. He will take into account the development of the 
rofit margins and the development of the companies’ 

in reaching this judgement.

Provision of generating cap:

10.49 Some commentators have'^gife^)that in the absence of a strategic plan to build 
new coal fired capacity now, there shortfall of generating capacity during the
first decade of the next century. Tke\GpYernment ’ s policy has been to create a 
competitive generation and supply m a^ef^s& e most effective and efficient way of 
meeting future capacity needs. TISC suggqsjetfmat there was doubt about the market’s 
ability to respond in time to needs for n e ^ e ^ q ity , and that there might be real 
grounds for concern.

10.50 With 9 GW of gas fired capacity curreiftjy^ufider construction or recently 
completed, there is, as TISC acknowledged, no immediate prospect that capacity will 
be inadequate to meet foreseen demand to the end of the century. Thereafter 
construction of further new capacity, either as a net addition to the system or to replace 
less efficient or ageing plant, will be a commercial matter foirfte^enerating companies 
concerned, subject to the environmental constraints applying\jjtjfte-time. It will be for 
these companies to judge how to provide additional capacity^Tr^jn the following 
alternatives:

(a) delayed retirement of the older less efficient coal fir*

(b) refurbishment of coal fired stations;

(c) employment of new coal burning technologies;
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(d) construction of new gas fired stations;

(e) construction of new stations running on other fuels including renewables;

(f) construction of CHP stations.

0.51 The time at which such new stations are brought forward and whether they are 
ed to run on baseload or satisfy peaks in demand depend, among other factors, 
relative price at which electricity can be produced compared to the expected 
electricity in the future and the willingness of suppliers to enter into contracts- 

tion on NGC to produce a seven year statement about supply and demand 
help identify any projected shortfall in future capacity.is mi

10.52 'Rl^Kdcretary of State and the DGES each has a duty under section 3(1) of the 
Electricity\4drl989 to exercise his functions under the Act in the manner which he 
considers is p^st calculated to secure that all reasonable demands for electricity are 
satisfied. The Government believes that the operation of the market will bring forward 
new capacity in a timely way as it is needed.
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C H A P T E R  11

t h e  m a r k e t  f o r  c o a l

In October 1992 British Coal recognised that at the lowest prices at which it 
)supply coal, there, would not be a market for a substantial part of its present 

re capacity. The public reaction to the closure announcements which followed 
w a ^ u M  based on a widespread view that there was nonetheless scope to intervene 
to ex^andtfc market. A primary purpose of the Review has been to examine the scope 
that there^maj^be for securing a larger market for coal and to consider whether there 
is a case i^yap^ig so. This chapter and Chapter 12 set out the conclusions of this 
work.

11.2 
coal.
United Kingdom am 
Coal under competiti 
and price of alternative 
British Coal’s output 
published on 22 January.

The DTI employed Caminus to assist in the work of assessing the market for 
They have exapuped the short term and longer term markets for coal in the 

here. They have considered the market available to British 
ions and using a range of assumptions for the availability 

energy. The impact of measures to reduce the cost of 
into account. Their report Markets fo r Coal was 

nclusions have been tested against the extensive
wa

evidence received by the Rex 
therefore reflect independent ana

these issues. The Government’s conclusions 
id input from a wide range of outside bodies.

11.3 As noted in Chapter 4, BritiS 
electricity generation industry as am i 
also considered carefully the scope for

\is now overwhelmingly dependent on the 
its output. The Review has, however, 

sales elsewhere.

electricity generators which 
g some 65 million tonnes of 
in 1992/93. This is expected

England and Wales power station market<

11-4 Under the three year contracts with the 
expire at the end of March 1993, British Coal is s' 
coal to the England and Wales electricity supply i 
to account for about 60% of generation. The announcements of October 1992 were 
Primarily the result of the large fall in sales from 1992/93 levels which British Coal’s 
preliminary negotiations with the generators on new contradpTmi established would 
take place. A fall in sales was expected as the generators ramdswZEtheir stocks, which 
stood at 33.6 million tonnes in October 1992, took an increasing (proDonjon of their fuel 
for power generation from other sources and lost market sha 
stations owned by Nuclear Electric and independent producers.

dear and gas

11.5 Establishing the future demand for electricity is the first step in de; 
size of coal’s share of the electricity generation market. This was discus;
7- Demand since April 1992 has changed little in comparison with the sami 
1991. General economic recovery should stimulate demand, but there is littleN

lg the 
lapter
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of a very marked increase in sales of electricity in the medium term as energy 
efficiency measures continue to take effect.

11.6 A number of those providing evidence to the Review and to TISC have also 
provided forecasts of electricity demand in England and Wales over the five years from 
1993/94 to 1997/98. Various organisations’ projections are compared in Table 11-1-

Southern Electric based its forecasts on the NGC Seven Year Statement, which 
pdated in October 1992. Others, including

1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 to ta l

(mtee)
115 116 117 118 120 586

y 112.2 113.6 115.2 116.8 118.5 576.3
111 111 112 114 115 563
110.9 111.8 112.6 114.1 115.8 565.2

Souther 
NGC/TIf 
East Midlai 
British Coal 
Caminus

Note TWh convert tee using 1 tonne = 24GJ and 36% efficiency

Table 11.1: Electricity de England and Wales

r̂e recent views about the speed of recover) 
le  is closely in line with that adopted by 

for some of the differences shown in 
Die, exclude demand from generative 

ed storage stations and industn
' tonnes of coal equivalent (mtee) a 
^  ■coal

Caminus, used lower figures refleb 
from the recession. British Coal’s <
Caminus. Differences in definition ab 
table. The Caminus demand figures, 
stations themselves and demand met frdm, 
generation. These items amount to about 3 <
year. The effect of such differences of definiti4grt«^rojections of the market for1 
is likely to be small in relation to the inhere^/jufetertainty associated with sucb 
projections. The imposition of VAT on domestic m  from 1994 will also have some 
effect on electricity demand, which is probably noi reflected in the figures in Table 
11.1.

11.8 Chapter 7 examined the role of the fuels which compete with coal in the p°wef 
generation sector. The report prepared by Caminus analyseaWeghsiderable detail the 
outlook for coal demand from the England and Wales electricityigprffcrators over tbe 
five year period 1993/94 to 1997/98. Their approach to assessm 
for coal was market based and assumed that the price of fuels wo 
factor determining shares of the England and Wales power generation' 
fired power stations presently under construction were assumed , to go 
Sizewell B. No account was taken of the proposed five year coal co: 
discussion before the October 1992 closure announcements.
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11.9 Caminus made use of a detailed model of the market to produce coal demand 
projections under two scenarios, one constructed with assumptions which favour the use 
of British coal (the "High Coal" scenario), the other with assumptions which made the 
use of alternative fuels or other sources of coal relatively more attractive (the "Low 
Coal" scenario). The assumptions underlying the model are set out in detail in Chapter

< / y ^  of the Caminus report It should be emphasised that these two scenarios represent 
iews within a range of possible outcomes. Both are based on a series of internally 

îstent assumptions, which do not take account of any policy initiative designed to 
se the market for coal. Although the likelihood of any particular scenario being 

> in all its detail is low, the likelihood of the demand for British coal falling 
witjuhjjtfs range is high.

11.10 <£afpiaus’ report also uses two different assumptions for the level of cost 
reductio)r~^emered in the future by British Coal’s pits. The Continued Improvement 
case assumes -̂mat British Coal will reduce the average cost of deep mined coal to 
£l.30/GJ in\£997/98 through continuation of the improvements which British Coal 
already has in hand. The Lower Cost case assumes that more extensive improvements 
are possible. The assumptions are very close to the findings by Boyds’ separate study 
on the scope for cost^ichlption.

under 
tor

11.11 Caminus conclui 
the England and Wales 
to 49 million tonnes in 19 
output would fall in the ran 
same period. These sales assumed 
year. It should be stressed that 
examined, assuming, for example, 
Connah’s Quay, planned by Nation

the High Coal/Lower Cost view, total coal use in 
is likely to fall from 62 million tonnes in 1993/94 
e share of this taken by British Coal’s deep-mine 
27 million tonnes to 33 million tonnes over the 

draw down is limited to 5 million tonnes per 
he most optimistic of the scenarios Caminus 

of the large CCGT projects at Didcot and 
d PowerGen respectively, goes ahead.

11.12 The Low Coal scenario examined 
for British Coal. Total demand for coal in 
from 43 million tonnes in 1993/94 to 40 millio^ 
by British Coal’s deep mined output lying in' 
million tonnes in the Continued Improvement 
higher cost of deep mined coal compared to impor

us presents a much bleaker picture 
land and Wales power sector falls 

1997/98, with the share taken 
from 4 million tonnes to 9 

ese results reflect the much 
coal in this scenario.

11.13 The conclusions of the Caminus study on this, the key market for coal, are clear. 
The demand for coal in the England and Wales powei^sector is set to decline 
significantly from current levels. Even under the High C 
deep mine sales in a competitive environment decline despite q 
measures. Under the most pessimistic of the Caminus scenarios,' 
pits would be supplying this sector by 1997/98. These conclusi 
Figure 11.1. Since international coal and oil prices are presently 
assumed in the Low Coal scenario, these results confirm that the base co' 
have now been agreed with the generators for 40 million tonnes in 199

o British Coal’s 
cost reduction 

10 British Coal 
ustrated in 
,the levels 

which 
lining

to 30 million tonnes in 1994/95 represent a good deal for British Coal.
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^  HIGH COAL CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT | | HIGH COAL LOWER COST

H I  LOW COAL CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT H I  LOW COAL LOWER COST 
.......... .

1993/94 1994/95 5 ^ 6 ^  1996/97
Y e a i ^ L

1997/98

Figure 11.1: Caminus estimate of number of Britis|^Coal pits supplying the EnglaD 
and Wales ESI

d

Other forecasts

11.14 A number of those providing evidence to the Review 
projections of the fuel mix to be used in power stations in Engl1 
five years from 1993/94 to 1997/98. TISC included such a table 
report, based largely on data from Southern Electric evidence.

ISC  also Pr° vld*
v Wales over the

25) in its o**

11.15 Table 11.2 compares the market for coal over the 5 year period fô  
projections and Table 11.3 sets this in the context of the overall fuel mix 
period in aggregate. Differences in definition may account for a relatively" 
of the differences in the projected figures. Caminus’ figures for oilbum, forN
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do not include fuel used in starting up coal fired stations, unlike the British Coal and 
East Midlands Electricity figures.

1993-94 1994-95 1995-96

(mtce)

1996-97

1

1997-98 TOTAL

74.5 68.5 60 54 56 313
70 63 57 57 59 306
69.8 62.5 54.6 53.6 54.9 295.4
64 56 46 43 44 253
62.2 56.9 48.0 47.3 49.0 263.4
42.7 42.7 39.2 38.2 40.1 202.9

ISC .
ithern Electric 
} Midlands Electricity 

loal
High coal 

/X L o w  coal

%
Table 11.2Kjsorecast coal burn in electricity industry in England and Wales

Black fuels 
Of which 

Oil
Orimulsion
Coal

Total Demand 586

Nuclear 138
Gas 106
Inter-connectors 14
Hydro

328

southern British East
Electric Coal Midland

Electricity

f % >
(mtce)

563 576.3

320

113.5
98.4
54.2

%
3  2 9 5 .4

Table 11.3: England and Wales ESI: Fuel Mix 1993-94

Caminus
Low
Coal

565.2

253.7

3 5 .9

1 5 .0

2 0 2 .9

-98

Caminus
High
Coal

565.2

280.4

H-16 These tables show that TISC is the most optimistic in its y t h e  size of 
die likely market for coal in the England and Wales electricity markeitX^ is largely 
due to its assumption that action is taken against French imports andxJrfcmm^ion. In 
die absence of such action, TISC’s projected market for coal would fall by^£t*M 0-50 
rrdllion tonnes over the period to about 260-270 million tonnes.
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Welsh power station market

11.17 The main coal fired power station in Wales, Aberthaw, is designed to burn l°w 
volatile coal which is available in the United Kingdom only from the local South Wales 
coalfield. The station can also use imported coal of the right quality. Aberthaw can 

//^''Nconsume up to 4 million tonnes of coal a year. Projected demand for coal ft"001 
Aberthaw and other Welsh stations is included in the discussion of total demand frorn

ngland and Wales power sector.

electricity market

11.1 
Hydro
contract 
includes 2 
2 million

generation in Scotland is largely provided by Scottish Nuclear, Scottish 
and Scottish Power. The Scottish electricity supply industry’s current 

tish Coal expires in March 1995. Coal supplied under this contract 
on tonnes a year from British Coal’s Longannet deep mine, falling t0 

„ s over the next two years. Additional tonnages of coal are purchase 
on a short term basis by competitive tender from British Coal, private mines and the 
international market.

(ge excess of generating capacity in Scotland - over 2 G^ 
iminus study. Nuclear, hydro-electric and gas fired pi00* 

re expected to continue to do so. Coal fired plant is

11.19 There is curre 
in 1992/93 according tol 
currently run on baseloat 
therefore not fully utilised.v

11.20 Caminus conclude that 
industry will fall in the short te: 
the mid 1990s. The major factor 
coming on stream of the Miller oil 
Electric has a must take obligation in 
daily maximum. Sufficient gas is likely ti 
to generate at an output of over 800 MW
nuclear plant is all kept on baseload, this capai 
not covered by the long term contract referred

for coal in the Scottish Power generating 
returning approximately to current levels by 

g demand in the immediate future is 
field in August 1992. Scottish Hyd00 

if all the Miller gas delivered up 00 3 
uced to allow the Peterhead static*0 
nd of 1996. Assuming hydro an

a :_i_______ u  the CO&cely to displace much of the c 
agraph 11.18.

11.21 By 1997 coal demand may be restored b^the increase in capacity of 
electricity interconnector with England and Wales, expected to give a capacity of 1 
MW by 1997, combined with a gradual fall in the flows of gas from Miller 
interconnector with Northern Ireland is also expected to be 
a likely capacity of 250 MW. The electricity these links e: 
coal burning plant. Caminus conclude that coal demand f<
Scotland could be as high as 7 million tonnes. The ability of 
future for Longannet within this market will depend on achie 
costs at the mine sufficient to ensure that its product is burned in prei 
or imported coal. Both of these alternatives are currently significantly 
taking account of the considerable transport cost advantage Longannet rei 
direct conveyor belt link with the power station. Under High Coal as; 
could be achieved, but under the Low Coal scenario imports would be chea’
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Northern Ireland power station market
11.22 Following the conversion of the Kilroot power station to dual coal/oil firing, the 
proportion of Northern Ireland electricity generation from coal fired stations has 

v increased to around 30%. Demand for coal over the next year is likely to be just over 
million tonnes and remain at that level until Belfast West power station is 

^^decommissioned. The market is fully open to competition from international suppliers 
^British Coal faces much higher transport costs to deliver coal than it would do for 

power stations in Great Britain. British Coal supplied this market in the past 
ncast sites in Scotland, but virtually all contracts for 1993 have been placed 

on titemational market. However, if British Coal can successfully compete with 
im irmay be able to regain this market

The U dom non-power sector market
11.23 Dem^vd for steam coal in the United Kingdom in 1991/92, other than for 
electricity generation by the generating companies, totalled 14.7 million tonnes: 6.7 
million tonnes were used by industry, 6.6 million tonnes by the domestic and 
commercial sectors rinSMling concessionary coal for miners), and the balance of 1.4 
million tonnes by sokdTpekmanufacturers to produce smokeless fuels, mostly for sale 
to the domestic sector/if) ^Million tonnes of coking coal were used in coke ovens, 
mainly in the iron and steeHMustry. British Coal produces less than a million tonnes 
of coking coal a year, maim^ropsale to solid fuel manufacturers. Imports of coking 
coal are therefore essential toljjae^KjJnited Kingdom demand.

11.24 Only a relatively small p: 
which produce coal primarily for saN 
the demanding coal type and quali 
customers. As some of those submitti 
ability to supply non-power markets there; 
to the electricity supply industry. A con 
industry, and therefore in the number of pits 
British Coal’s ability to meet demand in non

Industrial use

of the output of most of British Coal’s pits, 
electricity supply industry, is able to meet 
ments of non-power sector steam coal 

ce to the Review noted, British Coal’s 
nds largely on the volume of sales 
in sales to the electricity supply 

steam coal, will tend to reduce 
in^arkets.

H-25 The largest industrial use of coal is in on-site power generation, accounting for 
around 2 million tonnes a year, much of it in non-ferrou^rr^ital industries. The 
chemical, mineral products, paper and food processing induktoe^aecount for the bulk 
of the rest of demand. In all these areas demand is affectMfb\N wider economic
conditions and has generally been declining in recent ye 
competition with other fuel sources, such as petroleum coke, a rel 
ihe cement industry. In most cases, imported coal also offers an alt
supply.

is often in 
^product, in 

source of

11.26 Predictions of future demand from this sector are inevitably difficult 
to a large extent on the commercial decisions of a relatively small number of 
Brice movements of imported coal and alternative fuels will have an important
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on these decisions in the future. On the other hand, where companies have already 
purchased coal burning plant, there may be strong disincentives to change fuel. British 
Coal is in a strong position where it is able to offer secure supplies at the price and 
quality required by the customer, with the capacity to offer technical support which 
suppliers of imported coal cannot match. However, pollution control constraints could 
Iso have an important effect, depressing demand for British coal, with its relatively 
gh sulphur content, especially if they are framed in terms of upper limits on allowable 

.ur content.

as, and to a lesser degree heavy fuel oil, are certain to displace some coal 
congpmmion. The Caminus High Coal scenario projected that British Coal’s sales to 
the IjrJjtdd^Kingdom industrial market would decline in the short term, recovering 
slightly^^Jevel around 6.3 million tonnes in 1997/98. Under the Low Coal scenario, 
with mdiSstrOtycustomers turning increasingly to other fuels, British Coal’s sales could 
fall to 3.2 rctpliem tonnes by 1995/96.

11.28 It is clear that British Coal’s sales to the industrial sector will probably fall. The 
evolution of this market will reflect the commercial decisions of private companies 
responding to wider developments in the energy market. Although there are one or two 
pits for which indusqj^uoemand is significant, industrial use offers little scope f°r 
increased coal consumpjv5rT^ationwide.

Solid Fuel Manufacture

11.29 In 1991/92 1.4 million to: 
fuels in the United Kingdom, 
wholly owned subsidiary of British' 
fuel is sold almost exclusively to thi 
pressures described in paragraph 11.30 
1 million tonnes by 1997/98, coirespoh

f coal were used in the manufacture of soli 
s volume went to Coal Products Limited, 
e other half to two other companies. Son 

ic sector and therefore faces the same 
'otal sales are unlikely to be more thajj 

i j^ ^ \ 1.3 million tonnes of coal. Brids 
Coal’s ability to supply this market in the facj^dk competition from imports remain 
uncertain. / /

Domestic and commercial use </v /

11.30 The outlook for coal demand from the domestic and commercial sector is P°°t, 
In total, demand from this sector was 6.6 million tonnes in 1991/92, of which aroufl
0.5 million tonnes was concessionary coal supplied by BritMf-Cqal free of charge t0 
current or former employees. This included 1.6 million tomesjpf^graded anthracite 
much of it imported due to there being insufficient supplie//6F%ritish anthraclte 
available. The domestic and commercial market has been in cdnfind^us decline t
many years with the development of the gas transmission ne 
widespread displacement of coal by gas in space and water heating, 
is an exception, with 70% of households still using coal as their main soi 
The decline has occurred both in the domestic market and in schools, 
offices, and is likely to continue (though possibly at a slower rate) as mor< 
natural gas; as gas for domestic use falls in price under the price control fo 
British Gas imposed by OFGAS, and as the number of miners entitled to conce:

g to 
Ireland
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coal continues to fall. Caminus estimate that total British Coal sales to the commercial 
and domestic sectors are likely to be no more than 0.3-0.5 million tonnes and 2.0-2.5 
million tonnes respectively by 1997/98, with licensed mines and imports meeting the 
balance of demand.

L.31 To summarise, British Coal’s total sales to non-power markets are, on Caminus’ 
5I1 Coal view, likely to weaken in 1993/94 to 10.6 million tonnes and remain level 

ter. On the Low Coal view, total British Coal sales to these sectors fall steeply 
pillion tonnes in 1997/98, just over half their 1991/92 level. Over the next five 

is no realistic prospect of significant growth and a substantial risk of 
Recline, as longer term trends of substitution of coal by other fuels continue 

Iti^Coal is likely to find increasing difficulty competing with imports.

Exports

11.32 Exports of British coal represent only a small proportion of total production in 
the United Kingdom, running at some 2 million tonnes a year in recent years, declining 
to 1.4 million tonnes ip4^91/92. British Coal has said, in evidence to the Review, that 
it expects to export omy Q̂ J million tonnes of coal dining 1992/93. This is a reduction 
of 50% on 1991/92, re&dSSg the Corporation’s decision to withdraw as quickly as 
possible from loss maknjkjxlsiness.

11.33 Around half of expo; 
lor burning in power stations 
1992 were Denmark, the Republi 
years significant amounts were 
Morocco. A small quantity of larg 
Ireland. The remainder (about 40% o 
to France, Belgium and Spain.

11-34 The prospects for exports over the n« 
a sharp decrease in British Coal’s unit costs 
coal prices. The Boyds report (see paragraph 
tvould need to produce at a pit head price of 40-6( 
at coastal pits in order to be able to export substantia

were of small sizes of steam coal, suitable only 
;e industrial customers. The main recipients in 

id, Germany and Portugal, although in earlier 
to the other Scandinavian countries and 

coal was exported to the Republic of 
cports in 1992) was exports of anthracite

years are not good unless there is 
ificant increase in international 

) estimates that British Coal 
at inland pits and 60-70 p/GJ 

olumes of steam coal for power
generation at current world prices. The report concludes that there is no prospect of 
British Coal being able to produce coal at these prices. There may be limited scope for 
profitable export of larger sizes of coal and of anthracite, wmclmre effectively niche 
Markets, but readily accessible United Kingdom supplies are''

11-35 This analysis supports that in British Coal’s evidence, 
frere is no prospect of exports increasing without massive subsj 
optimistic scenario in the Caminus report assumes that anthracite expoi 
to the Republic of Ireland and Scandinavia, hold up. More pessimistica 
of high cost pits, environmental pressures and declining overseas demand 
could lead to cuts elsewhere. On this basis, Caminus have concluded 
future range of exports is 0.5 to 0.9 million tonnes per annum.
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11.36 The prospects for United Kingdom coal consumption and for total British Coal 
sales under Caminus’ High Coal and Low Coal scenarios are summarised in Table 11.4-

Imports
/ ^ T 1 . 3 7  Many of the submissions received by the Review advocated restraining coal 
/ /  — lrts jh orcier to increase the market for British Coal’s output. Much public attention

d on the role of imported coal in displacing part of British Coal’s output. I1 
'rtant to be clear about the scale and nature of coal imports before considering 

ents.

11.38< imports in 1992 were made up by the following elements:

( a K y U 4  million tonnes of coking coal, almost all of it metallurgical coal f°r 
steel industry;

(b) 6 million tonnes of steam coal for use in the England and Wales
electricitysupply industry;

1.6 mmioirtannes of steam coal for use in the electricity industry m 
Scotland and Northern Ireland;

(c)

(d) 4.4 million to n ^ ^ or industrial, commercial and domestic use, of grades 
of coal (inclu^R^Mthracite), of which the United Kingdom has 
insufficient so u rce ^ ^ ^ p ly .

x ‘ of metallurgical coal is severely limited- 
mines, and what there is has highef 

reducing its suitability for use h1 
i the Review produces anthracite. 
tws) which is the subject of a

11.39 The potential for displacing 
very little coking coal is produced 
sulphur and ash content than import! 
metallurgical processes. None of the pits 
though it was produced from one of the
consultation process being carried out by Britis

11.40 Scope for displacing imported coal is the: 
coal market The majority of steam coal imports 
in England and Wales, 
above.

>
argely confined to the steam 

the electricity supply industry
This was considered in detail in paragraphs 11.4 to 11-13

11.41 Coal imports could not be restricted by government ac 
that such action would be incompatible with the United King! 
obligations. Article XI of GATT bans quantitative import restri bject to
exceptions, none of which could be invoked to justify restrictions oil d^Limports 
aggrieved GATT member would have recourse under GATT 
procedures. In the event of an adverse finding against the Community 
actions taken by the Government, the United Kingdom would be o b lig ato  CQmP - 
with any GATT recommendations for remedying the default

iut a serious 
C and GA~l

cerium
M

11.42 Several submissions referred to British Coal’s anti-dumping complaint
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currently with the European Commission. Taking the complaint forward is a matter for 
the Commission. Allegations of dumping relate, however, to no more than 6% of the 
total United Kingdom coal market. It is not clear that reduced imports from the 
countries in question would create a larger market for British coal: as TISC 
acknowledged, additional imports from other countries could fill any gap.

m  1.43 The Government sees no case for imposing restrictions on the import of 
even if this were possible within its EC and other international treaty 
tions. The Government is a strong advocate of free trade policies and has 
the forefront of efforts to bring the Uruguay GATT round to a successful
n. The existence of alternative sources of supply is important to ensuring 

of the United Kingdom’s electricity supplies, and the need to compete 
oduced elsewhere is in an important spur to further improvements in 
1 industry’s own performance.
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BRITISH COAL: VIABILITY AND COMPETITIVENESS

The preceding chapters set out the structure of the energy market within which 
sh Coal must operate. Chapter 11 considered in more detail the prospects for 

Coal’s sales in that market. This chapter examines the prospects for British 
3ving the full commercial viability which will be needed if it is to take full 

adv^nta^pf the opportunities the market offers.

Goveri nancial support
12.2 OveMhe last thirteen financial years British Coal has been persistently and 
heavily dependent on grant payments. Between 1979 and 1992 the Government has 
provided for nearly £18 billion in assistance to the coal industry. This assistance has
been provided in sey 
social and restruc 
Mineworkers Paymen 
Government’s assistanc 
since 1979.

rms including deficit and operating grants (£4 843 million), 
ants (£4 423 million) and payments under the Redundant 

es (RMPS) (£2 464 million). Table 12.1 summarises the 
coal industry and British Coal’s losses before grants

12.3 The largest single inje< 
accumulated group deficit of £6 
sum of deficiency grant. This ac'
Coal’s assets and enabled the Corpo: 
provisions respectively for liabilities 
compensation for noise-induced hearing' 
reconstruction direct production subsidies 
on a large scale in the form of restructurin

d came in 1990 when the Corporation’s record 
ion was eliminated by provision of an equal 

a £2 606 million write down of British 
make £1 476 million and £500 million 
ct of concessionary fuel supplies and 

the period since the 1990 financial 
en provided but aid has continued 

P payments for early and enhanced
pensions, and pit closure grant. Substantial p^ under the RMPS continue.

British Coal’s financial position
12.4 In addition to Government financial aid, the coal industry has also benefitted to 
tfie extent of about £1 billion a year over the last three v^ars from the financial 
advantage conferred through the premium over market praxes which the electricity 
generators have been paying for their coal supplies from Bnt

12.5 In the first two financial years following the 1990 financial re^dMtmction British 
Goal reported bottom-line profits of £78 million (1990/91) and £170 Qii}l'faik(1991/92). 
These profits were achieved with the benefit of the advantageous pricOTj^tmentioned 
as well as grant assistance totalling £141 million (1990/91) and £457 m i l l 1/92).  
British Coal made operating profits before interest of £238 million (1990/<NL3nu/£361 
mhlion (1991/92). Within these profit figures opencast mines accounted for <
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capital and funds for capital investment. Last year, for example, despite the reported 
bottom-line profit of £170 million, British Coal’s requirement for external financing, 
met by Government grants and loans, was £605 million. The Corporation’s external 
financing requirement is expected to reach nearly £800 million this financial year and 
to be in the region of £1 400-1 900 million next year. Thus British Coal has been and 
continues to be a major burden on public finances.

It is all the more important therefore that British Coal has made major strides 
jroving productivity in recent years, increasing output per man shift at its deep 

2.43 tonnes in 1983/84 to 5.31 tonnes in 1991/92. Since 1985/86 unit costs 
at e been reduced by over 35% in real terms and costs at opencast sites
by less, as discussed in paragraph 4.7, costs at British Coal’s deep mines
remain 4*  world prices and the rate at which the Corporation has reduced costs
has been tan that recorded by coal industries elsewhere.

12.8 It was t̂he gap between world prices and British Coal’s costs, together with the 
displacement of coal by other fuels, which led to the October closure announcements. 
British Coal was unable^o produce coal at a sufficiently low price to secure as large 
a share of the market/aiPme protected contracts entered into at the time of electricity 
privatisation had prevbsusj^riven it. Much of the criticism of the announcement arose 
from the view that a nMnWrnf pits proposed for closure were capable in time of 
competing at prevailing m2r&t/prices. A critical element of the Review has been to 
test this assertion by examihmg/$osely the scope for further cost and productivity 
improvements which could beCtrCqjê ed other than by further pit closures.

British Coal’s organisational e
12.9 The key determinant of British'
Its pricing and competitiveness are, 
effectiveness of the central and group 
management consultants Ernst & Young s< 
activities on behalf of the Government as part 
comparative exercise placing British Coal’s pe 
°f comparable international companies. Both 
•January.

osts is the efficiency of individual mines. 
:r, also affected by the costs and 

^nt structure above pit level. The 
these aspects of British Coal’s 
eview. PIMS also undertook a 

in these areas in the context 
reports were published on 22

12.10 The total administrative expenditure of British Coal icul991/92 reviewed by 
Ernst & Young was £268.2 million, out of a total cost base/rorlnte core businesses of 
deep and opencast mines of £3 433 million. This covered ASiO^mployees in March 
1992. The significant reductions in administrative costs in recem) years have not 
matched the rate of reduction in the colliery workforces and costs^Mieratio of non- 
mdustrial to industrial staff has risen from 1:6 in 1989/90 to 1:5 v n /^ ^ {92. While 
recognising the special factors which arise in the case of British CoaIcE%5V&; Young 
conclude that there is considerable scope for savings through reducing Brin^KCoal’s 
overheads.

J2 .ll The Ernst & Young report sets out detailed recommendations for co 
Much could be obtained from re-structuring and rationalisation, as part of the
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of reducing overheads to reflect reducing production activities.

12.12 The potential benefits to be derived from organisational changes and efficiency 
improvements along these lines is confirmed by the work which Ernst & Young 311 
PIMS have carried out comparing British Coal with international benchmark compatib

le PIMS study concluded that on the basis of international comparisons, British Co 
ûld be able to achieve an overhead level of 4.9% of sales, based on the experience 

lilarly positioned raw materials businesses, with a long term target of 2.9% 0 
/compared with 7.4% now.

1 2 .T ^ y £^ t & Young estimate that if all the changes they suggest are implemented, 
by l$96/9jHhey would produce permanent cost savings of up to £74 million a yeâ ’ 
assumih^A3^26 collieries remain open in 1996/97 (the high scenario in British Coals 
evidencetomp^eview). Savings would increase to £107 million in Ernst Sc Young s 
low scenan^with only 15 pits remaining open in 1996/97. The one-off cost of the 
redundancy payments needed to implement the changes is estimated at £109 million & 
the low scenario. Between 2 000 and 3 300 managerial and administrative jobs woin 
be lost, depending oi^eoiumber of collieries remaining open.

12.14 The Govern 
improve efficiency and 
demonstrates the further 
level. British Coal had 
committed to reducing its

ŷ recognises the strides British Coal has made to 
t̂iveness in recent years. The Ernst & Young repo 
>for improvement at regional, group and nation3 

made progress in this area and is already 
iê ds to 50% of their 1991/92 levels in sterling

terms by March 1995. British 
go beyond the recommendation̂ Cof 
consultants in this area and will 
proposals shortly. The Governmen 
of further action in this area and will 
Further jobs will inevitably be lost Bu 
is to achieve full commercial viability in
Viability of the 21 pits

ommitted to achieving improvements which 
t Sc Young. It has appointed its o'vrl 
jlng forward with revised and detailed 
phasised to British Coal the urgency 
ing progress with the Corporation- 
cannot be evaded if British Coal 

Tlpn̂ er term.

%

12.15 The contract prices offered by British Coal tcKthe generators in the later stageS 
of negotiations in 1992 recognised the scope for further cost improvements arising frorT1
more efficient working at British Coal’s pits. When the Coa 
Government appointed Boyds, a USA-based firm of mining i 
prepare an independent review of the viability of each of 
examined each of the 20 pits intended to remain (19 existing 
development at Asfordby). This was intended in part to confir

‘view was set up the
ering consultants, to 

Jits. They also 
3lus one under 

for cost
savings at the pit level and to determine how far British Coal’s mi 
reduced with further changes to management practices and working 
detailed report was published on 22 January and only a few key points ari 
here.

12.16 The key conclusions of the Boyds report were that:
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(a) the general strategy and overall selection of pits used by British Coal to 
establish the October 1992 "continue to operate", "care and maintenance" 
and "closure" colliery categories appear reasonable within the constrained 
market volume projected by British Coal;

the opportunity exists within British Coal mines for significant cost 
reductions (and improved safety and productivity) by the application of 
modem technology and by removing a number of outdated or otherwise 
inappropriate operating constraints;

the technological and structural problems will need to be addressed as 
soon as possible in order to achieve early cost benefits.

12.17 Bo 
°f British 
mine plans

it was to examine the viability of each of the 21 pits in the context 
continuing operations. Boyds examined historical operating data, 
reserves, commercial factors associated with each colliery, and 

environmental factors associated with either closure or continued operation. Boyds 
produced a ranking opthe coal reserve base at each colliery taking into account 
aggregate coal thickness,(remaining mine life, geology and coal quality. They also 
looked in detail at colrafyl^rations, particularly the productivity and cost potential 

the existing collieries^

12.18 Boyds note that there 
management, experienced in 
recommend that the role of the c 
autonomy and full commercial 
°f colliery staff to reduce demarcat:
^eate a simplified chain of comman 
British Coal workforce as capable both 
^ork. They should be able to deliver 
accept new technology, reductions in exce(

jified people at all levels of British Coal colliery 
ional mining techniques of British Coal. They 

anager needs to be strengthened to give local 
Boyds also recommend reorganisation 

iers, establish front-line supervision and 
towards production. They regard the 

cal skills and in acceptance of hard 
productivity gains provided they 

wer, and a better standard of
supervision and accountability. The use of cof should be reduced.

12.19 In the area of mining technology and produce, Boyds recognise that the 
geological conditions found in the United Kingdom^are generally worse than those 
elsewhere in the world. There is, however, also considerable variation in the quality 
of underground conditions in the USA and Australia. They^qonclude that there is 
nothing in the geology of many British mines to prevent the umroqjaction and extension 
of modem international mining techniques by British Coal. D'rjWtroj^ar, they support 
the transition to retreat mining using the longwall system and tneAj^\of heavy duty 
equipment. They recommend consolidation of the number of faces $£wfrcolliery, and 
a move to the multiple-entry system of mine development with exte 
bolting wherever it can be incorporated into a colliery plan in a tec! 
manner. It is Boyds’ firm opinion that the multiple-entry system has wic 
m British Coal collieries. These changes would take 2-5 years and reqt 
Programme of geotechnical work and field testing.

12.20 Boyds do not recommend widespread introduction of room and pillar nfr
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They do, however, recommend continued operation of Point of Ayr colliery to allow 
commercial development of this mining system, and modifications to the existing room 
and pillar system at Ellington, which they regard as a prime candidate for switching 
entirely to the system once remaining thick seam reserves suitable for longwall mining 
are exhausted.

Boyds consider that changes need to be made to existing legislation and other 
es introduced in British Coal’s policies and working practices if British Coal are 

te in a fully commercial way and achieve potential cost reductions. These 
^e6^clude:

flexible work schedules to allow extended shift times and weekend work.

(b) ̂ //compulsory redundancy at all levels of employment;

(c) restructuring of colliery management;

(d)

12.22 Boyds review the f 
under two scenarios:

Case I, which assumes t 
existing regulations and w<

Case II, which assumes an 
mining regulations in a commerciz

^erground working practices (for example use of electrical 
cutting torches and welding equipment, and mining u1'

ts achievable at each of the 41 pits by 1 April 1996

improvements and reduced staff, but withr11 
ctices;

ined industry operating under mode1"*1

The costs which Boyds consider achievable ctfep^tfiree year period at each pit on eaC 
of the two scenarios are set out in Tables 12.2 These rankings do not on the^
own provide a basis for decisions on the commerqte£vj2bility of any of the pits. Sue 
decisions will need to take account of a range of s^specific factors.

*

12.23 These figures assume British Coal’s overheads above the pit level are contro 
to a level of £1.50/tonne. This is near the top of the range/fq£^iS pits.

lied

12.24 Boyds commend the 234% increase in British 3c^aTsj\average collie^ 
productivity over the last seven years but point out that this hasMggne<t> significance U* 
the world coal context. Average productivity is 20-35% of that aidmeyeji in the US 
and Australia and deep mined production costs are double to tripte^mjp ŝ of tnaj°r 
exporting countries. Although Boyds are satisfied that British Coarsmts^jaVe the 
potential to achieve the substantial improvements in productivity and c<>x™ ^ct*onS- 
which they have identified, Boyds stress that the technical, managerial 
problems will need to be addressed as soon as possible if early cost reductic 
be achieved. They estimate that it will take two to five years (depending on cdk 
at individual collieries) to achieve the full projected cost savings. Major contint
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^olliery

re Review (21 pils)

FnWTvAX
Point / \  
Bentley s'/' 
Rossingt
Wea rmout lrfa^o*'/ 
Calverton 
Kiveton Park 
Bilsthorpe 
Siiverdale 
Shirebrook 
Markham 
Bolsover (b) 
Clipstone 
Buffo rd 
Sharlston (b) 
Bevercotes 
Westoe 
Basington (b)

Total

C losu re R ev iew  (21 p ils j  

Maltby (a)
Hatfield (a)
Prince of Wales (a) 
Fricldey 
Bussington 
Point of Ayr 
Yarm outh (a)
Silverdale
Bentley
Sliirebrook
Bilsthorpe
l̂vcnon

^lipstone
Keeton Park
Rufford
Markham
Hcvercotes 
Sharlston (b)
Bolsover 
'Vestoc 
Basington (b)

Total

Anno a] Estimated
Saleable Total Colts Final
Output S1G1 Colliery
(’000) (1 April 1996-t Ranking

C ase 1 E co n o m ic R anking

1251 1.31 1
783 139 2

1556 1-32 3
1046 1-39 4
542 1.16 5
801 1.44 6
803 1-52 7

1337 1.34 8
905 1.66 9
904 1.53 10

1292 1.53 11
980 1-51 12

1286 1.55 13
1359 1-57 14
650 1.65 15
814 1.73 16
716 1.68 17
900 1.80 18
70S 1.87 19

1141 1.72 20
1200 1.80 21

20974

C ase 2  E co n o m ic R anking

1520 1.11 1
953 1.19 2

24L29

(a) Mines designated for care and maintenance programme
(b) Projected to close prior to 1 April 1996

Table 12.2: Boyds ranking for 21 "closure review" pipits
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Colliery

Annual
Saleable
Output
(’0001

E stim ated  
T otal Custs 

£JG  J
(1  A p r i l  1 9 9 6)

Final 
Co lli'tf
jtan̂ Dg

Continue to Operate (20 pits) Case 1 Economic Ranking

AsfordbjK V , 
Manton
Harwort̂ >̂<̂ >
LaangannerYvV
Welbeck <vVV 
Kellingley 
Wbitemoor 
Ollertun 
Annesley 
Stillingfleet 
Siivcrwood 
Littleton 
Tower 
Ellington 

Total

I860
2285
1762

1.13
1.02
1.16

1
2
3
4

2068 1.18 <
1870 1.18 6

71400 1.15
1644 1.17 S

91315 1.26
2047 123 10
1693 1 3 2 \\
1565 12S \l

\31839 138
1213 1 3 0 14

1<1511 1 3 0
1320 1 3 0 16
2365 1 3 6 17

892 1.44 18
1038 150 19
666 1.61 20

1086
31439

1.83

Continue to Operate (20 pits)

Daw Mill 
Wistow 
North Selby 
Riccall 
Thoresby 
Goldthorpe (a)
A s fo rd b y
Manton
Harworth
Longannet
Welbeclc
Kellingley
Wliitemoor
Ollerton
Annesley
Stillingfleet
Silverwood
Littleton
Tower
Ellington

T o ta l

(a) Projected to close prior to t  April 1996

Case 2 Economic Ranking

2212 
2283 
2385 

, ,  >1400

< ^ 2 S

3 4 9 5 3

Table 12.3: Boyds rankiiig for 20 "continue to operate" pits
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improvements and great efforts from the management and workforce of British Coal 
will be required. British Coal has said that it is confident of achieving the performance 
expectations set out by Boyds, generally in a shorter period than their three year 
framework. The Government welcomes this assessment and is in discussion with 
British Coal about implementation of the Boyds recommendations.

The Boyds and Caminus reports broadly confirm that, if more productive mining 
ques and working practices are implemented and the mining community adopts 
.ctive business attitude, British Coal can be competitive with imported coal at 

wer stations. On this point they are supported by other evidence quoted by

12.26 <Kh$fSit geological conditions, the age of most British pits and operational and 
statutory^iranapons mean that British pits will never be able to produce significant 
tonnages at<me low prices of major exporters like Australia, the USA and South Africa. 
Hence BritisfvCoal will not be able to sell significant amounts of coal outside its home 
market where transport costs give it an in-built advantage.

Statutory framewo^f^oposals for change
12.27 The Boyds rej 
arrangements to British 
of difficulty is the Coal 
mineworkers may not remain1 
one "winding time" in any 24 
further away from the bottom of 
is spent travelling - up to 2 hours

lity
out the direct contribution of more flexible working 

to make pits more competitive. A particular area 
egulation Act 1908. This Act stipulates that 

und for more than 7 hours and 30 minutes plus 
riod. As pits age and working seams move 

aft a higher proportion of time under ground 
some pits.

12.28 In practice mineworkers often wofk^oMonger than the statutory maximum on
a voluntary overtime basis. But the Act<!pi'ev©ms British Coal from negotiating new 
contractual arrangements with the mining <miop5>to secure more productive use of 
working time - for example a 36 hour week nine hour days.

12.29 TISC recommended that a high prioritj^bei" placed on reforming working 
practices, including the passing of any necessary legislation, where this would reduce 
costs without compromising safety, and considered that particular attention should be 
given to the reform of working hours.

12.30 Repeal of the 1908 Act does not require primaV̂ leĵ Slation. The Coal 
Industry Act 1992 provided for the 1908 Act to cease to (hayeJeffect on a date 
appointed by the Secretary of State by statutory instrumeni 
intends, subject to a consultation process, to remove the impe 
represented by the Act-

Government 
efficiency

Safetyregime
12.31 The existing coal mining safety regime is the responsibility of the 
Safety Commission (HSC). The regime is largely based on regulations made urn
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Mines and Quarries Act 1954. The HSC are in the course of modernising this regime 
through regulations made under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974. The 
Management and Administration of Safety and Health at Mines (MASHAM) package 
is an important part of this, addressing a variety of safety issues including safety related 
aspects of management and the arrangements for inspection and supervision at mines, 

ne important proposal concerns the current dual role of pit deputies, combining 
rvision of work in mines with responsibility for safety inspections. MASHAM 

mends that managers should be able to separate these roles provided that both 
ue to be carried out.

-----vSlf' ^  ev^ ence t0 Review, British Coal stressed the need to implement the
MASflA&Ppackage as soon as possible. Boyds also suggested that the adoption of 
modermSe^t^gislation would be helpful in modernising the management structure in 
British C c w ^ in e s . Implementation of the package is a matter for the HSC. The 
establishmeraof clear front-line supervision is, however, a matter for management. As 
Boyds acknowledge, such supervision and a simplified chain of command is already 
being implemented in part at Asfordby under the existing regulations and the 
Government expects that^British Coal will wish to consider how this can be extended 
more widely. Boyd/^dvi§fe that British Coal management needs to provide the strategy 
impetus to maximise^^ue^vity gains, regardless of the regulatory framework within 
which they are operati

12.33 The Government a 
of safety in the mining in 
regulations. It looks forward 
regulations.

he highest priority to achieving high standards 
hrough an updated and flexible package ° 

iving advice from the HSC on modernised
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C H A P T E R  13

THE GOVERNM ENT’S PROPOSALS

% 'X \
It is worth summarising the position described so far. The future of the British 

idustry depends on its saies to the electricity supply industry, especially that in 
kpidomd Wales. Under the contracts concluded in 1990, which expire on 31 March, 

Brimlvpoai will supply 65 million tonnes of coal to the power generators in England 
and Waje^fkis financial year. British Coal’s decision to close 31 pits reflected its 
assessmap^tfr^ it was unlikely to sell these generators more than 40 million tonnes in 
1993/94, f^mmPto no more than 30 million in each of the four following years. 
National P o w  and PowerGen have confirmed their intention of entering into contracts 
with British Coal for these tonnages. Prospects for additional sales above these levels 
are discussed in paragraphs 13.10 to 13.16.

13.2 The evidenc^ontirms that British Coal’s decision was soundly based in the 
market conditions. TheXaminus report amply confirms that, at current world coal 
prices, the outlook for Bgtjsp/deep mined coal in the power sector in a free market 
would be even worse tharK&wripnplied by the contracts under discussion in October 
1992. In reality, the market(w£^ri!ked in favour of coal. Britain’s coal industry was 
shielded for too long from compettp^n under cosy arrangements between state-owned 
monopolies. The move towards a<fre£FWiarket in electricity exposed these arrangements 
and hastened their demise. At the tTOie^rfelectricity privatisation in 1990, British Coal 
was given a further period to adapt, mra^^three year contracts with the generators at 
substantially above the price at whicnrimriohed coal was available. British Coal’s 
failure to take full advantage of this oppjytfpfyy, and its lack of competitiveness in 
World terms, lie at the heart of the cumentmraWem.

13.3 The Boyds and Ernst & Young reports 
for substantial cost reductions. If fully implement^ 
allow British mines to offer substantially more 
competitive with imports.

earlier advice that there is scope 
Ich will take time, these could 

foal at prices which could be

13.4 Caminus conclude that if prices can be brought down tfH^yels competitive with 
Imported coal, there is a potential for substantially more BrimhcoJd to be sold into the 
England and Wales electricity generation market in 1997/98 (4^riwttibn tonnes in their 
High Coal/Lower Cost scenario). However, the size of the futWfmnrket cannot be 
predicted with certainty, and different commentators take different

13.5 Nevertheless, Caminus’ analysis suggests that, if the British co, 
lts costs down to the extent which the Boyds and Ernst & Young re 
Possible, there is the potential for a larger economically viable coal ind 
tiian would have resulted if the October closure proposals had been fully imp'
Some form of temporary support from Government could help provide the
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these cost reductions to be implemented.

13.6 The Government does not, however, believe that this future can be realised so 
long as the vast majority of the industry remains state-owned. Exposure to the 
disciplines of the market will be essential to provide the right incentive for cost 

iuction and more commercial attitudes. The Government’s hope for a larger viable 
"try can be achieved only with the industry in the private sector.

Supporting the industry while viability is achieved will carry a substantial cost. 
bbthAjjrectly, in terms of the payments to British Coal, and indirectly, in terms of the 
losrep^nopiic activity displaced by subsidised coal production. The Government 
recogmse^mowever, that a substantial part of these costs would inevitably have been 
incurrea ĵS^a/rfesult of the need to respond to the widespread concern that the impaCt 
on commu^ne^bf the proposed closures should be softened by phasing closures over 
a substantiamflonger period. The Government wishes to provide this support in such 
a way as to maximise the opportunities for economically viable British coal production 
in the longer term.

13.8 The GoverumenMias therefore concluded that there is a case for enabling 
British Coal to phâ /fhê nevitable closures needed and also offering the com 
industry the chance of̂ -cmpnetitive future in the private sector. More pits will be 
kept open for longer in thd^mfenm. This will have the further benefit of easing 
distress and dislocation whiclj^mSd have been caused in coalfield communities by 
sudden contraction in the indi6try>announced last October.

Improving the prospects for Brit^h^a| in power generation
13.9 The Government has consider 
to help British Coal whilst it seeks to 
suggested in evidence to the Review or tô  
number of factors into account:

number of possible ways of intervening 
Dmpetitive. Many of these have been 

reaching its views, it has taken 3

the United Kingdom’s intemationao ligations. Coal imports could no 
be restricted by government action without a serious risk that such aCt|̂ ! 
would be incompatible with the United Kingdom’s EC and GA1 
obligations. The Government recognises the importance of diese 
obligations to the United Kingdom’s success as^rt^ding nation and 
no wish to breach them..

The impact on employment in other sectors, 
provided to the Review has drawn attention to the ei 
that would be caused in other energy sectors by some 
to help find a market for coal. Undue intervention in 
fired generation could put at risk jobs in the exploration 
part of the oil and gas industry, the construction indi 
generation equipment sector and in the related oil services s 
jobs are also involved in servicing the nuclear generation ind 
generally, intervention which had the effect of increasing el

the evident 
nt problems

desig^  
t for f 1 

uctio11
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prices to industrial consumers would have damaging consequences for 
industrial competitiveness and employment in a wide range of industries.

The impact on the operation of the electricity market. Competition in 
the electricity market must continue to develop. The concerns expressed 
in evidence on this subject spring from too little competition rather than 
too much. Ways of assisting coal sales that depend on greater 
restrictions on competition not only entrench monopoly positions within 
the electricity industry but also store up problems for the time when the 
restrictions are removed.

13.10 < S k  
its part' 
and the pi 
which the

t this background, the Government has decided that it is prepared to play 
g the coal industry by providing financial assistance to British Coal 

sector. This will apply only to deep mined coal and only to tonnages 
tricity supply industry in England and Wales agrees to purchase above 

the amounts in the base contracts referred to in paragraph 13.1. Similar assistance will 
also be available to incremental tonnages purchased from Scottish pits by the ESI. The 
financial assistance /f^fo^ssist British Coal in selling additional tonnages of deep mined 
coal at world-relatet

13.11 The base tonnag'bs^fliiot be supported by any Government subsidy. They will 
be supplied at prices agreeabmw^n British Coal and the generators declining each year 
to reflect British Coal’s anti^rjmesbcost reductions. These prices nonetheless remain 
above those at which the generatpr^dquld import coal in the first year of the contracts, 
declining to a price expected to D^efji^yalent to that of imported coal by the end of the 
period.

between British Coal and the 
ntracts for further supplies from 
oal and other black fuels. The 
orised British Coal to negotiate 
rice as envisaged by TISC. The

Structure of new support to the co

13.12 Substantial negotiations have tak< 
generators about the possibility of suppleme:
British Coal, which might substitute for imp6rtS$F/ 
negotiations will continue. The Government h; 
on the basis that it would supply at the world mar:
Government has offered to subsidise at a declining rate, again as envisaged by TISC, 
the difference between the cost of British Coal’s production and the world price.

13.13 The Government is ready to offer a subsidy for 
British Coal is able to sell to the generators, whether or not 
contracts. The subsidy will reduce progressively over the peril 
the Government intends to achieve at the earliest practica 
Government will also continue to meet its commitment to the 
^ith the restructuring of the coal industry.

tonnages that 
are on long term 

atisation, which 
ty. The 
associated

13.14 Financial assistance on the same basis as for British Coal will also 
to the private deep mine sector in relation to genuinely additional tonnages 
generating companies, consistent with the relevant EC provisions. British
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private opencast will not benefit from the subsidy. The costs of production for opencast 
coal are much closer to world levels and the Government sees no need to provide a 
subsidy to such workings. The Government does, however, look to the generating 
companies to honour existing contracts.

/ / / s l 3 .1 5  Because in future the generators will be buying coal from British Coal at a lower 
^ / ) p r i c e  and in lower quantities than at present, the price of electricity to the consumer 

vr^sl^uld fall from current levels, provided that the generators pass on the reductions m 
'.costs. The reduction in fuel prices should lead to electricity prices to the domestic 

pr being lower in 1993/94 in real terms than they were in 1992/93, although 
th^ri^TLkely to be some variation between different public electricity suppliers.

13.16^^^dditional tonnages of British deep mined coal which the generators take 
will dispfiK /̂Other fuel which would otherwise have been burned. The Government 
anticipatesCma^rihey will choose to import less coal than they would otherwise have 
chosen to, since the cost advantage in doing so will be lost. The precise level of their 
continued imports will, however, be a matter for them. As discussed in paragraph l l -^  
above, the Government sees no case for placing restrictions on the generators’ imports’ 
even were this possibje-^ithin its international obligations. Chapter 7 made clear that 
the amount of Orimtdsjonmsed in power generation is in any case likely to decline, anfl 
that heavy fuel oil is a^ p li^ ly  to play a declining role.

Role and costs of stocks
13.17 The continuing imbalance 
United Kingdom has led to an a 
which would be required by norm 
much of the evidence submitted to 
million tonnes at the end of Febru 
needs. Stocks held by the two main ge: 
million tonnes.

een production and consumption of coal in the 
.tion of stocks of coal well in excess of those 

ercial considerations. This is recognised m 
lew. British Coal had stocks of some 1 

considerably higher than its operation  ̂
at power stations totalled some

13.18 The Government has exercised its powe'l^uKtef section 34 of the Electricity Ac| 
1989 to require the electricity generators in EnglaM^arjS Wales to maintain substantia 
stocks in order to ensure continued electricity gWieration in the event of a maj°r 
disruption to their fuel supplies. This level is curremly set at nine months endurance 
in the event of a complete disruption of deliveries from British Coal. In 1992/93 the 
required stocking figures are 10-20 million tonnes depending^o^the time of year.

13.19 In March 1992 the Government informed the electri 
which advises the Government on endurance matters, that it 
basis for the current requirements with a view to arriving at new 
year 1993/94. The Government considers that, whilst the current 
supply underlying the stock levels required remains appropriate, it is 
is any case for treating imported coal differently from indigenous 
purposes, as currently happens.

13.20 The closure announcements made in October 1992 assumed that the g1
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would reduce their stocks at the rate of 11 million tonnes a year in 1993/94 and 
1994/95. A number of those submitting evidence have suggested that there is a strong 
case for continuing to hold stocks at levels above those which purely commercial 
considerations would dictate to protect against price shocks or supply disruption. Coal 
is one of the fuels that can safely be stockpiled to a significant extent

)3.21 Maintaining high levels of stocks is costly, and their continued existence can 
teaten the potential for future coal production by providing a readily available 

lative source of coal for use in power stations. On the other hand, a rapid rundown 
:ks by the generators can have an immediate impact on coal sales.

13:22/>3$C argued that coal stocks should be regarded as the main guarantee of 
secumy^ft^the electricity system, and suggested that 20 million tonnes of coal would 
represa^iSSlsonable minimum level of stocks to guarantee security. TISC did not, 
however, how this figure was reached. However, the Government must behave
in a way xO^ch is rational and legally defensible. The use of existing powers is 
constrained By the duties in section 3 of the Electricity Act 1989 and it would not be 
lawful to use them simply to enhance the market for British coal. Furthermore, there 
would be no justificafiprtTor taking new powers whose sole purpose would be, in effect, 
to force private secrar companies to buy goods that they did not want to buy, for the 
benefit of another cotrfoferc&l entity.

13.23 The Govemmen 
generators about stocking 
light of the considerations s'
Opencast coal

be taking forward its consultations with the 
ments for 1993/94 as a matter of urgency, in the 

bto^bove.

13.24 British Coal Opencast prod 
(including 0.6 million tonnes produce 
This compares with the 71 million tonnes 
same period.

.7 million tonnes of coal in 1991/92 
ish Coal by licensees) from 59 sites, 

by British Coal’s deep mines in the

' 4 *
13.25 United Kingdom opencast sites are smail/by^world standards and have an 
average life of only five years. If no new British Coal opencast sites entered 
production, its output would quickly reduce, falling over 50% by the mid 1990s and 
to zero in the early years of the next century. In fact, British Coal had, at 1 March 
1993, received planning permission for 7 new sites, permi^sjer  ̂ in principle for one 
more and has appeals outstanding for a further 5.

g companies 
6 500 jobs 

as parts 
tors of

13.26 All British Coal’s opencast sites are operated by civil 
under contract. According to British Coal, these sites generati 
directly and a further 8 000 indirectly in supply industries. In some 
of Ayrshire and Northumberland, opencast is one of the maj 
employment.

13.27 In addition to operating British Coal’s opencast sites under contract, 
sector also operate their own sites under licence from British Coal. In 1991
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were 77 such sites in Britain employing around 2 500 people (according to a British 
Coal estimate) and the licensed sector produced 2.3 million tonnes of coal. This sector, 
similar to British Coal’s own opencast, can be exploited profitably in a competitive 
market. Accordingly, as part of the legislation to privatise the coal industry (see 
paragraphs 14.14 to 14.21 below) the Government will remove the provision in the 
Coal Industry Nationalisation Act 1946 which limits the licensed sector to opencast 
ites where coal production is unlikely to exceed 250 000 tonnes. The same 

islation will also include proposals to transfer British Coal’s licensing responsibility 
ongst other things private sector opencast sites) to a new public sector body-

der the terms of the licences, private sector opencast producers pay royalty 
to Briti$hs£oal currently at the rate of £4.50/£5.00 a tonne. British Coal has announced 
that m e^yalty for 1993/94 will be at the rate of £2.00 a tonne.

13.29 B ^ ^ ^ o a l ’s projections assume that 70-85% of its opencast output would & 
sold to thewectricity supply industry. Its low levels of ash, chlorine and moisture 
enable Britishr Coal to meet the generators’ overall quality requirements, particularly m 
respect of chlorine content. Opencast coal is thus an important element in British 
Coal’s supplies to tlje^g^erators.

ar areas in Scotland, Wales, the Midlands and the North 
oduced landscape improvements through the clearance 

mportant reclamation and redevelopment schemes to 
economic. On the other hand, a number of those 
ing is intrusive on the local environment and can

13.30 In a number <5 
of England, opencastin 
of dereliction and enabl 
proceed which would othe: 
submitting evidence said that
be disruptive to local communi 
the degree to which opencast m

idence submitted to the Review conflicted 011 
rmanent environmental damage.

13.31 Some submissions argued thaV^pehchsting should be restricted because of the 
environmental damage caused, or objected/Vxffikicurrent planning guidance on opened 
coal and TISC also proposed changes in pmmip^guidance. These are matters for 
review of planning guidance currently bemge^ducted by the Department of u* 
Environment. The Secretary of State for the fomi^nrnent will be announcing hov-' 
will be taking forward this review in the light of^tjfl^yiiite Paper.

he

13.32 Other submissions to the Review arguecKin favour of limiting opencaS 
production, and TISC proposed restrictions on the grant of licences. However, openc 
production is economic and can already compete in the market-place with alternati'e 
fuels. The Government does not see a need for the imposjuonJjDf arbitrary contr° a| 
In the near to medium term, however, the prospect is that opencast °utP^
will fall. British Coal, in its evidence to the Review, projeqtecK^eduction i*1 1 
opencast output from the current level of 16 million tonnes to M u W o n  tonnes 
1997/98. The availability of financial support for additional sales c(r l̂eds\mined c0t 
will be a significant change in the financial and business planning oi 
Coal, and, in the light of possible supplementary sales to the generators, 
current expectation is that opencast output will be somewhat below that 
evidence to the Review during the transitional period while it reduces deep 
in order to secure a viable deep mined industry in the longer term.
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13.33 It will remain a matter for British Coal to decide the level of output for which 
it wishes to aim in any period in the light of market conditions. Similarly, it will be 
for current or prospective developers in the licensed sector, in the light of their own 
business plans, to decide the level of output for which they wish to aim.

Section 36 consent policy for new gas fired power stations
34 In the light of the views expressed, the Government has reviewed carefully the 

underlying its current approach to consents under Section 36 of the Electricity
39. This approach has been that, as a general rule, matters such as the need for 

a mng station, its capacity/choice of fuel used and type of plant are commercial 
... __>the applicant. This policy was set out, for example, by the Minister for 

Energy orf/23 February 1993 in answer to a Parliamentary Question from Mr Martin 
O’NeilfcM^vThe Government has, however, considered whether any changes are 
needed to rajxj&cy on power station consents for the future, in the light of its proposals 
for assistan6^to the coal industry set out in paragraphs 13.10 to 13.14. In doing so, it 
has taken careful account of TISC’s view that, in view of the need for some stability 
in the new electricity market, there should be very careful consideration before any new 
applications for SectkjKSb consents for CCGTs are granted. TISC proposed giving 
priority to projects (with(a substantial CHP element, projects using "sour gas", and 
projects not promotealiwlITeYwo main generators.

13.35 The Government’s 
remains a competitive fuel 
no need to depart from its 
station consents. The Govei 
required to enable effective com 
departure from its existing policy wo; 
electricity market and in the oil and 
there. Applications for consent will e

Is for support for coal should ensure that British coal 
city generation. The Government therefore sees 

announced policy in relation to new power 
lieves that a stable regulatory framework is 

jn generation to develop. Any significant 
damaging investor confidence both in the 

with potentially damaging consequences 
be considered on their individual

merits against the background of the p aragraph 13.34.
13.36 It has been suggested in evidence to th^ReBew that the Government should 
intervene to prevent or control the operation offgaypced  power stations for which 
consent has already been given. The Government n^rio powers to do so. Such action 
would be virtually unprecedented other than in 'a national emergency. In the 
Government’s view, to enact and use such powers would constitute unacceptable 
interference in the commercial affairs of those concerned. Companies would be left 
with no firm basis for planning and there would be a signirjcantjrisk that they would 
default on contractual and financial undertakings. This woulcbfik^aSerious impact on 
confidence, both in relation to UKCS development, and in indu^tg^mare widely. The 
proposal to restrict the output of existing CCGTs was discussed fgnj^^p-jn paragraphs
10.37 and 10.38.
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C H A P T E R  14

IMPACT OF CHANGE

oP]
soura 
effective 
ajtnouncei 
Coal with
be no guaran

measures outlined in the previous chapter will give British Coal an 
to become competitive with imported coal and other competing fuel 

should allow the future private sector coal industry to be efficient and 
larger number of pits than that envisaged in British Coal’s October 

e Government believes that these proposals should provide British 
unity to sell additional tonnages to the generators, but there will 

bffered. The onus will be on British Coal to achieve the performance 
it to secure its own future with the help of the strictly limited support^hich will 

^at is offered.

14.2 It makes no serfsfe t  
contracts have not yet 
Ibere is no point in addin  ̂^ 
to bring supply more closely 
it appears that the measures

roduce coal which no-one wants to buy. Supplementary 
, and there are huge stocks already on the surface, 
stocks. British Coal has been considering how best 

with demand. From discussions with British Coal 
ideration include:

(a)

(b)

the closure of pits n< conomic exhaustion;

the cessation of producrioC^t pits and putting them on care and 
maintenance; yC j

(c) continuing development work^or
c

^bcse measures would be likely to involve 8 in total. British Coal has
form ed the Government that any such pits, save^iojyjfte possible exception of pits 
where development only continues, would be offered rathe private sector.

^•3 Putting a pit on development only would involve capiraHnyestment to create a 
^orld-class pit with truly competitive costs and a more secureTuttumVnd will help to 
ensure that its reserves are available into the next century.

14.4 The size and speed of the contraction of the coal industry in the 
êpend on its success in achieving additional sales and in becoming more 

^ecisions on how many and which pits will stay open and which will 
British Coal.

term will 
;titive. 

for

14.5 The Chairman of British Coal has confirmed that in advance of full privatl 
pit which the Corporation does not itself wish to keep in production will be offe
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to the private sector. The Government welcomes this commitment The Government 
is prepared to consider a subsidy on the same basis as for British Coal to the new 
private sector operators of such pits to enable them to sell their output at world prices 
where a genuinely additional demand for their coal is demonstrated. The sale of 
individual pits to the private sector is discussed in greater detail in paragraphs 14.22 to 
14.32.

act on employment
As noted above, it will be for British Coal and the privatised industry to decide, 

of the measures put forward in this White Paper to increase the market for 
its f c d a j o f  its negotiations with its principal customers, which pits will in the future 
need'tdte^proposed for closure, and when. Until those decisions have been taken, it 
is not estimate in any helpful way the impacts on communities and on other
industries

14.7 WhatN'fUist, however, be acknowledged is that there are and have been no easy 
choices. The increased share of the power generation market which the Government’s 
measures are intended t̂o^secure for British deep mined coal must be at the expense of

e who supply the equipment to extract and transport them- 
mployed in handling coal imports; there may be fewer 

ectly or indirectly) than would otherwise be the case 
,e effect on the ordering of specialist equipment f°r 

tional public expenditure implied by the propos^ 
elsewhere in the public sector, with employment

other fuel sources,
There may be fewer 
people employed in o; 
and there could also be 
opencast mining. In addition 
measures must either be dive:
consequences there, or result in 
also impact adversely on employr

14.8 Despite the measures the Gov< 
next few years, and those closures wil 
Government has made it clear that it will 
of areas hit by closures. This was discusŝ  
measures was announced by the President of 
English areas, with a parallel package for Wales' 
to increase the amount available for these m

d taxes or government borrowing, which can

taking, there will be closures over the 
al communities and industries. The 

iromote the economic regeneration
pter 5. A substantial package of

d of Trade in October 1992 f°r 
ovemment has now decided 
to £200 million.

14.9 In addition to reducing the impact of closures on British Coal and the rmni°£ 
communities, the proposals in this White Paper will also reduce their impact on the 
industries that supply the deep mines, and in particular the nfmmg)equiprnent industry- 
That industry will nevertheless need to adjust to lower coaPfatodugfion in the Unit 
Kingdom. The Government has made clear to the industry tha(jp^kll give it evefl 
proper assistance to build on its success in world markets. TmSTmtfludfs supp01̂  
export missions, trade exhibitions and the prospects currently being Ixmrtted with the 
Chinese authorities on forms of specific export financing facilities v 
the industry’s prospects for securing orders.

14.10 While the industry, in common with those companies involved in 
handling of coal, will continue to face a difficult and challenging period, the
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proposed in this White Paper will improve Britain’s chances of retaining a viable 
equipment supply industry which is competitive in the world market.

Environmental impact
It is not possible to specify precisely the environmental effect of measures put 

jforward in this White Paper. The additional coal bum that results will depend on 
v >“4k:rish Coal’s success in selling additional tonnages with the benefit of the subsidy 

d. This cannot be predicted accurately in advance. Nor is it possible to be certain 
ither what quantities of other fuels will be used or what those quantities would 

othdtsriSh have been.

14.12 Nevertheless, analysis has shown that measures are in place which are sufficient
to meet tfie^asting S 0 2 and NOx emissions targets under the LCPD for its remaining 
period up The outcome of the Coal Review should not threaten the fulfilment
of these conmiitments. As regards C 02 emissions, the Government will prepare the 
United Kingdom’s full national plan for meeting its obligations in the light of the 
responses to the discussion document, and of other Government policies including the 
outcome of the CoaLKes^ew. It must be recognised, however, that the higher the level 
of coalbum by the a^tn£ity supply industry, the more stringent the measures to curb 
emissions in other secttw^olnthe economy, including transport, would need to be.

14.13 If the United KingdrwXhitemational environmental obligations tighten in the
next century, with a tighter coalbum would inevitably be further constrained
unless very stringent measures taken to cut C 02 emissions in other sectors.
Tighter limits on S 02 would be likel^tyconstrain coalbum by the electricity generators, 
unless further FGD was fitted,\ydhqjK\would have adverse implications for the 
economics of coal use. In the longer t£mva>further fall from current levels of coalbum 
is therefore likely.

Privatisation plans and regulatory chan]

14.14 It has been the Government’s clearl ’̂̂ l̂Sted intention since 1988 that the
activities of British Coal would in due course be i to the private sector. Work
on the possible options for privatisation has proceeds since then, accelerating with the 
appointment of financial, legal and other advisers torhe Government in June 1991.

14.15 Paving legislation for privatisation - the British CoaUajEbBritish Rail (Transfer 
Proposals) Act 1993 - received Royal Assent on 19 January ( i n i  Act enables British 
Coal to play a full role in preparations for privatisation.

14.16 Substantive progress with the main privatisation legislation 
the period of the Review. Such legislation will need to cover 
including licensing arrangements, protection of third parties suffering 
result of mining, liabilities in respect of former employees, pension 
transfer of property, rights and liabilities to successors. The legislation 
the current restriction which prevents the licensing of opencast sites likely ti 
amounts of coal greatly in excess of 250 000 tonnes a year. The Gove:
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ensure that the pension and concessionary fuel entitlements of existing and past 
employees of the industry are safeguarded.

14.17 The Government is proposing a new form of regulatory structure for the coal 
industry to replace the statutory regime which has been in place since nationalisation' 
The Government intends to separate the regulatory and mining functions of British Coal 

remove the potentially serious conflict of interest which could arise from British Coal 
vV-X/i^nsing its competitors, and which TISC acknowledged. This proposal was strongly 

r̂ted by a number of those submitting evidence to the Review.

e Government proposes to establish a new public sector body to be known 
as Authority which will be responsible for licensing all coal mining activity-
inchidin|^nat in existing British Coal mines and all current and future private sector 
mining Operations. In doing so the rights of third parties, in particular in relation to 
subsidenc^/wm continue to be safeguarded. The Coal Authority itself will be 
prohibited from mining. It will be required to make available to potential licensees and 
other interested parties records of past, present and planned mining and geologic^ 
information in its possession, subject to commercial confidentiality and any reasonable 
fee that may be chaipgeeE Îts headquarters will be in Nottinghamshire.

mmitted to ensuring that the current safety standards of 
proved. The prime safety responsibility will remain- 

ines and the regulatory responsibility will reman1

14.19 The Govemme: 
British Coal are mainta: 
as now, with the owners 
with the HSC.

14.20 The coal industry is also < 
use planning regime and enviror 
recommended by this White Pape* 
Environment is currently conducting 
developments.

^  more general regulation, including the lan 
ation. No changes to these regimes am 
already noted, the Department of 

of planning guidance relevant to co

14.21 There are clear benefits to the coal u 
freeing the managers of Britain’s coal in< 
sector ownership. It is to a large extent these cô
Coal to its present position, and there can be n< 
industry will achieve the dramatic changes nec< 
future. The full implications of the other proposals in this White Paper
structure and timing of the privatisation of the coal ij 
detailed consideration. The Government intends, howei 
necessary legislation as rapidly as possible. British Coal 
prepare for privatisation, so that transfers to the private sector - 
quickly as possible once the legislation is passed. British Coal 
in the context of its preparations for privatisation, to consider wit 
proposals for sale of regional coal mining packages.

£try and to consumers of coal h1 
"om the constraints of pubbc 

that have brought British 
confidence that within them the 
iry if it is to have a long termfor the 

furtherrequire
forward th

immediately t®
iplemented

be prepare 
ed parties

Sale of individual pits to the private sector
14.22 The Government currently has no powers to sell British Coal’s assets of
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licences for the operation of pits. Nor does the Government have any power to give 
specific directions to British Coal concerning the exercise of British Coal’s licensing 
function. The Government’s powers to give specific directions concerning disposal of 
assets are limited to those conferred by section 7 of the Coal Industry Act 1971.

\14.23 The Coal Industry Nationalisation Act 1946 created the National Coal Board 
khich was given the exclusive right and duty to work coal in Great Britain. Section 

of the Act made exceptions to this -exclusion but only for certain minor cases 
the extraction of coal as an incidental part of some other mining venture) and 

who were granted licences to mine coal by the Board under its limited 
Dwers. This basic structure remains in place today. The Act is based on the 
> there is to be a single public sector body, owning the freehold of all save 

Drtion of the coal reserves and conducting nearly all mining operations 
itself. TfeeTz£6nsed mines were to be few and small in size and would not have a major 
position iiv^die industry. The duties and functions of British Coal reflect these 
assumptions^yhich are now fundamentally outdated.

14.24 Until 1990 private sector operations were limited in size by statutory provisions 
preventing the licen^jrfgyaf private mines at which the underground workforce was 
likely greatly to excise !̂^Sfknersons. The figure of 30 was raised to 150 by the Coal 
Industry Act 1990. In mctifc)e, most existing private sector pits are much smaller than 
this limit In Septembe^S##^ there were 94 private sector deep mines, mainly in 
Wales, producing 1.1 milfimA^ies' of coal, and each employing an average of 12 
people underground. The lice^g^Topencast sector produced just under 3 million tonnes 
in 1991/92.

14.25 Almost all British Coal’s' 
Significantly extending the role of the 
require primary legislation.

}loy more than 150 people underground, 
.sector in the mining of coal will therefore

e Review, including both existing 
1 commentators, argued that private 

fficiency at a number of the pits 
nets, it was suggested, would 

ion between them would provide

14.26 A number of those submitting evi
Private sector mining organisations and indepe: 
sector mining companies could substantially ini 
proposed for closure by British Coal in October, 
be more open to new mining techniques, and com 
a greater incentive for cost reduction. A number" of commentators discussed the 
question of the position of the existing workforce if private sector companies did 
purchase individual pits and the responsibility for making afi^tecessary redundancy 
Payments. \C Y _

14.27 There are clearly considerable attractions to giving xpd^ft6) sector mining 
companies the opportunity to run pits which would otherwise closd^^^^management 
learns might be able to produce gains in efficiency which British CoaMj^tfmbeen able 
lo secure. There would be the prospect of greater competition, with a numper^j^private 
sector operators in the market seeking to supply the major customers.

14.28 It is the size of the market which will determine how many pits si 
Produced by private sector pits could simply displace British Coal’s product
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market, reducing the viability in the market place of the pits which remained in lts 
control. This effect would be avoided only if production from private sector mines 
could be sold at low enough prices to increase the total size of the market. However, 
in certain parts of the United Kingdom and in particular in the North East and Wales, 
there may be local means of preserving coal mining activity, involving collaboration 

.with the private sector in measures to benefit and maintain local employment 
ppportunities, and involving sales to non-ESI markets.

British Coal has been seeking to achieve long term viability of its deep mining 
jjns through cost reductions and increased productivity based on substantial 

m^esttn^ht in modem mining equipment and techniques designed to secure the long 
term^ftmlnLof its mines. The further changes suggested by Boyds in their report wil 
accelerat^dhjs process. There would be a risk that some private companies mig^ 
operate "purely for the short term, producing as much coal as possible at as low a cost 
as possible/dien abandoning the mine as further major investment was required to 
enable produMion to continue in the longer term.

14.30 These concerns will not apply in all cases. The Betws mine in South Wales, f°r 
example, has unwork^cb^eserves of anthracite which is in short supply in the Unite0 
Kingdom. There has^teertsignificant interest shown by the private sector in taking ° ver 
this mine, which BritislffyCo )̂ proposes, subject to consultation, to close.

14.31 For these reasons,' 
consideration, and it is righ 
however, also right that where' a 
the long term that operator shoul 
The Chairman of British Coal h 
pits which British Coal does n 
Government welcomes this commi

licensing of any individual pit needs caref 
case should be examined on its merits. It lS’ 
sector operator is prepared to take on a pit t"°r 
e opportunity to succeed or fail in the market

ed that he will offer to the private sector 
wish to keep in production. 1

14.32 In considering bids the Corporation course, have to have due regard t°
its statutory duties. Newly licensed mines rajKhave to find new outlets for th 
production and will not have access to Briti^c^Gp^’s contracts with the electric1̂  
supply industry. The Government intends tôrerisfrate, as soon as opportune* 
allows, to remove restrictions on British Coal’s jrower to license mines, and to &  
powers to sell all British Coal’s commercial operations to the private seC*°*j 
Provision will also be made in the privatisation legislation for an entirely ** 
licensing regime and an independent licensing authority (^S^ragraphs 14.17 & 
14.18 above).
Mothballing
14.33 British Coal's announcement of October 1992 included pro 
pits open on a care and maintenance basis, but not in production, 
and a number of those submitting evidence to the Review have argued 
onto a longer term care and maintenance basis (known as mothballing) 
more widely to maintain easy access to coal reserves should demand for co 
if other energy sources become more expensive in the early years of the ne:
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as some predict.

14.34 Of course, coal reserves which are not worked are not lost. They remain where 
they are now, beneath the surface of Britain and available for use in the future 
whenever the combination of technology, economics, and other factors makes it possible 
and sensible to exploit them. But it may be worth bearing the costs of mothballing to 

<^yincrease the accessibility of the reserves if there is a realistic chance that these reserves 
^ ^ ^ H l  become economic to extract in the foreseeable future. If not, the money spent on 

ailing would almost certainly be wasted.

j y  Mothballing does not guarantee immediate future access to reserves. Costs and 
timese^fe^vary from mine to mine and depend on the extent of the structure of the 
mine tha^hrto be maintained. The longer the period of the mothballing, the less certain 
are the cds^/ln  particular, the reactivation period and costs may increase with a longer 
period of pjpdfballing as it may be necessary to recruit and train a workforce and adapt 
the mine to stot extractive equipment and techniques developed since production ceased 
at the mine. There may, however, be good reason to put pits onto a care and 
maintenance basis for a shorter period, when there is considerable uncertainty about the 
likely market durin&dSat>period.

14.36 British Coal 
industrial workers, de; 
maintained, with very littl 
new machinery.

(that a mothballed mine might employ perhaps 50-150 
on the extent of the structure of the mine to be 
ct employment since there would be little demand for

14.37 Investment in new mine, 
if a market for the coal is confide' 
bring into full production than moth! 
a new pit is estimated at £100-120 
can be expected to be much nearer to tKi 
operating costs are likely to be lower.

yestment in mothballing, is worth making only 
cted. New mines take very much longer to 

nes, and the cost of sinking the shafts for 
n the other hand, their workable reserves 

^ft^ottom: for this and other reasons their

14.38 It is important to allow the mark̂ tyttf̂ Gfe fully tested. British Coal is 
therefore considering putting a number of pits m ysh$*t term care and maintenance 
until the private sector has had an opportunity twevaluate the possibility of taking 
them over. ^
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C H A P T E R  15

CLEAN CO AL TECHNOLOGY

In the long term, the future of the British coal industry will depend on it and its 
ers keeping up with the most advanced technologies both for extracting coal and 

it. Environmental concerns give particular point to this need.

15.2 
and de; 
researc 
Work on 
Research E: 
Grimethorpe.

government has long recognised the importance of the contribution research 
:nt can make in the coal industry. Historically, most expenditure on coal 
eyelopment in the United Kingdom has been undertaken by British Coal.

utilisation technologies has been undertaken at British Coal’s Coal 
.blishment (CRE), Cheltenham, and its outstations at Point of Ayr and 

Work on mining technologies has been undertaken at British Coal’s
Technical Services and Research Establishment, Bretby. In addition a significant
contribution was m 
electricity industrie, 
with support from fim 
improve the efficiency, 
utilisation.

the research programmes of the former nationalised gas and 
e past ten years or so the United Kingdom public sector, 

the EC, has invested over £1 billion in technologies to 
ics and environmental performance of coal mining and

15.3 This public support for cj 
British coal industry has a contrir 
supply requirements. Worldwide,' 
are also significant overseas market

&D is a recognition that coal supplied by the 
innp make to the United Kingdom’s future energy 

is set to rise over the next decade and there 
ities for clean coal technology.

15.4 The Government is currently fuhi 
with a contract value of over £114 million, 
projects undertaken in partnership with indus 
under the auspices of the EC and the IEA pro, 
portfolio of projects is £24 million.

irtfolio of approximately 56 projects 
of these projects are collaborative 

tj§h Coal and overseas organisations 
s. The DTI’s contribution to this

15.5 In addition to the work funded by the DTTs coal research programme, a wide 
range of coal research projects is underway at universities in the United Kingdom
covering both coal utilisation and mining technologies. Th 
Research Council (SERC) is supporting 18 coal researc  ̂
universities at a total cost of over £1.8 million and the 
supporting a further 14 projects at 8 universities at a cost of o' 
of a new initiative to coordinate United Kingdom coal research a 
hie DTI has recently established two collaborative coal research 
SERC and the British Coal Utilisation Research Association.

and Engineering 
its at 10 different 

Commission is 
illion. As part 

universities, 
es with

15.6 The Government attaches considerable importance to developing lQtef rfional 
collaborative projects as part of its coal research programme activities. In rê S ovHpn
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of the substantial energy research activity underway in the USA, particularly associated 
with clean coal technology, the DTI renewed in 1990 a Memorandum of Understanding 
on Energy R&D between the USA and the United Kingdom. This provides a useful 
framework for United Kingdom industry and universities to develop collaborative 
projects with their US counterparts, particularly those involving Government funding- 
A number of useful exchanges of information have taken place over the past few years 

d a number of technical workshops involving United Kingdom industry and 
iyersities have been held or are planned for the near future. The DTI has taken an 

part in encouraging this collaboration.

veral of those who submitted evidence to the Review argued that considerably 
enittnpe£\§fficiencies are available from coal fired power generation with the use o 
new redHjxjues, principally involving gasification of the coal and burning in g^ 
turbine^wiSfi) heat recovery. Some of these techniques are discussed below- 
Responderk/perfhment on the $2.5 billion programme of the US Department of Energy- 
which covere^cleaning of fuel prior to use, emissions reduction, and advance0 
generation cyeles. Firms in the power generation sector, in particular, wanted to see 
an early Government commitment to support the development of clean coal technology-

15.8 A number 
energy supply in the 
on advanced forms 
capacity to manufacture 
Some submissions directly 
cycles.

issions argue that coal is an essential part of security
and that work therefore needs to be carried forward 

ed generation so that British industry will have the 
rt coal-based technologies into the next century- 

-port for projects involving advanced generation

Coal Task Force report
15.9 Growing environmental cone 
research by the privatised energy ind 
review of coal R&D in 1990. A new advi! 
established to undertake a comprehensive re^wyef> 
was published in August 1991 as a consultatiw^rep 
thorough and balanced analysis and in recognitio: 
development of the Government’s coal research p: 
the report, 37 projects with a contract value of ovi 
within the strategy proposed by the Coal Task Force, 
at the planning and formulation stage.

reduction in long term strategy 
Government to initiate a major 

-ittee - the Coal Task Force - was 
all coal technologies. This review 

The report was received as a 
it is teing used to shape the 

amme. Since the completion °
>£44 million have been iniha 
A number of further projects

ted
are

15.10 The Coal Task Force report emphasised that for co 
in meeting future energy requirements, the United Kingdom 
clean coal technology to begin replacing the conventional pulveris! 
at the end of the decade and beyond. The main priority of the 
therefore to ensure that advanced power generation technologies an 
United Kingdom by the end of the decade to enable coal to achieve its 
potential in the energy market. The Government is working with 
manufacturing industry and the generating companies to explore ways of achi? 
taking account of the competitive pressures of the market both domestic^
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internationally.

15.11 The Coal Task Force report also emphasised the value of international 
collaboration to complement activities in the United Kingdom. As already noted, the 
present programme contains a number of collaborative projects under the auspices of 

xthe IEA, with the EC and the US Department of Energy. Continued emphasis will be 
placed on developing the opportunities for international collaboration.

The commercial deployment of advanced power generation systems using clean 
jhnology, such as integrated gasification combined cycle, or hybrid systems 

cortfbiftmg gasification and combustion technologies, such as British Coal’s Topping 
Cycle^edlmplogy, will not be realised until the end of the decade at the earliest. Much 
of the qu£rentresearch, development and demonstration work currently being undertaken 
in the M r a  Kingdom is therefore directed at improving existing coal utilisation 
technologieji^aiticularly with regard to environmental performance.

15.13 The Coal Task Force report examined a wide range of mining research issues 
as part of their study. In order to secure a demand for British coal to supply future 
clean coal technology—iharkets, research and development work will need to be 
performed to assessyandyptomote ways of improving product quality and reducing 
production costs. Wora/£Tll)\lso be necessary to develop new extraction technologies 
which could increase tM ^mditable coal reserves. Shorter term research in mining 
technology is properly theM'eqpcjhsibility of the mining industry, whether privately or 
publicly owned. Any Govemmmf^Support will therefore be limited to contributing to 
innovative long term research nor^ftgred for within the normal commercial interests 
°f the industry.

Clean coal technologies

15.14 Several technologies have been^pf^ossd to improve the efficiency and the 
environmental consequences of burning c o a l c l e a n  coal technologies are already 
being exploited and others are sufficiently de^ewped for commercial exploitation 
without further R&D. For example, in the Untf^Kingdorn, some 100 fluidised bed 
boilers are already being used by industry, an<y/fWpadvanced systems, Integrated 
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) and Presiqnsed Fluidised Bed Combustion 
(PFBC), are currently being demonstrated on a commercial scale in Europe. Whilst 
both IGCC and PFBC are likely to be competitive with conventional coal fired power 
stations in the longer term, the handful of advanced cleanxjSSh stations currently in 
operation or under construction around the world are( (all ybeing supported as 
demonstration projects with some form of special finance. (C ^ )

15.15 IGCC technology seems to be attracting most interest wo:
^e being offered by at least five international companies. IGCC 
to gas by reacting it with steam and oxygen in a gasifier. The gas is 
sulphur and other impurities and then fed into a combined cycle gas 
IGCC demonstration plants are being built in Europe - in the Netherlam 
^uig two different proprietary designs of gasifiers. The slagging gasifier deyfetapec

United Kingdom by British Gas in collaboration with Lurgi has undergone exter&ve
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trials at Westfield in Scotland, but has yet to be selected for a full scale power station.

15.16 The Government recognised the importance of IGCC technology some years ago 
and commissioned a design study in collaboration with industry to assess its efficiency 
and environmental performance. A summary of the findings was published in March 
1992: IGCC Technology in the United Kingdom; a study o f a 300 MW power pl&nt 
^contractor report, Coal R 005). This indicated that the construction cost of such a p ^  

Id be around 2V6 times the cost of a gas fired power station, without taking account 
jerest payments during construction. It estimated that the cost of electricity fro01 

station would be between about 3p/kWh and 4p/kWh depending on the fud 
co med and the rate of return required by investors.

orgarus,
United

Government has been approached before and during the Review by several 
bout potential projects to demonstrate clean coal technologies in d1e 

fk. During the Review the Government consulted a number of interested 
companies tn more detail about the level of support required and the value of such 
demonstration projects to industry. From these discussions it was clear that none o 
these projects was economic in present market conditions and that they would only 
proceed on the basis/0£>\substantial level of Government funding.

15.18 The Govemm 
substantial public mon 
present time. The cons 
increase the market for co: 
efficiency of modem clean c  
materially affect the number of 
over this decade. There are, ho 
underway in other countries and 
Kingdom market through the major 
internationally. The Government rec' 
uncertainties about the impact of enviro: 
keep the situation under review in the light

The Topping Cycle

concluded that it would not be justified in granting 
a clean coal technology demonstration plant at the 
a new coal fired power station would not in itse 
ntury and might even reduce it, given the higher 

ology plant. Such a plant would therefore not 
es kept in operation in the United Kingdom 

bstantial development programmes already 
ology will be available to the Unit 
plant equipment suppliers who oper3^ 

however, that there are still som3 
ulations on the use of coal and v/1 

: thjpand other market developments-

%
15.19 The Topping Cycle is a clean coal technology^ystem developed by British Cod
in which some of the coal is converted to hot gas for use in a gas turbine and 
remaining char is burnt in a fluidised bed to raise steam fejnsi conventional steam 
turbine. ( (

15.20 In December 1991 the Government set up a Working\R^^qf experts fr°m 
industry and academia to review the Topping Cycle and to compa^mw&h other cl 
coal technology systems. The Working Party concluded that tl^^w Rdig w  
appeared to offer performance and electricity cost benefits over <m o ^ ^ p rnPeXn̂ s 
systems, but that significant development of both the system and its com&poFP . 
necessary before it could be offered commercially. A development strateg^w ^^v  ̂
in which development of the gasifier was a key element. The Government reds&y^L 
the limited window of opportunity to take the technology forward to commercr
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and has over the past two years increased its contribution by nearly £5 million to keep 
the programme on schedule.

15.21 The Government believes that the Topping Cycle R&D programme currently 
being carried out by British Coal should now be taken forward by an industry-led 
consortium with a direct interest in the commercial development of the technology. 

^ /vB ritish  Coal, the Government and the European Community have already agreed to 
x^y^aptribute to the component development phase of the programme which is being 

rtaken at CRE.

Research Establishment
15.2 
Kingd< 
well dese: 
and the D1 
CRE scienti:

recent work on the development of clean coal technology in the United 
en undertaken at CRE. Over the past 40 years CRE has established a 
emational reputation for the development of clean coal technologies, 

coal research programme is supporting 20 projects being undertaken by 
and engineers. These include the £41 million Point of Ayr coal 

liquefaction project and the current £30 million topping cycle research programme. The 
Government recogmse§xthe important contribution which CRE has made to the 
development of cleawcoqj) technologies. The worldwide reputation of CRE is reflected 
in the growing intemManal work it undertakes. The Government welcomes this 
growing level of commeccia/success.

15.23 The future of CRE is 
the best way of widening thi 
skills to the substantial world 
research organisation. In order to 
time to further develop CRE’ 
Government has agreed to increase it 
science and Topping Cycle developm 
Kingdom’s technological lead in these

for British Coal, but the Government believes that 
;unities available for CRE to grow and offer its 

pr clean coal technology is as an independent 
at CRE’s senior management have sufficient 

and attract funds from elsewhere, the 
for research undertaken at CRE on coal 

will help to ensure that the United 
tained.

15.24 The Government recognises the impot&hecipf ensuring that coal is used as 
cleanly and efficiently as possible in existing pIahKknd>that full advantage is taken of 
advances in coal science or combustion engineering^To ensure that there is adequate 
support for R&D on coal utilisation in the Unite&Kingdom the Government has 
decided to increase its support for coal R&D from £3 million per annum to around 
£7 million per annum for the next three years. This^will enable research in 
developing Topping Cycle technology and other coal scienoeaqjivities to continue at 
CRE, universities, and in industry, and help to ensure that fulTp<Jvan,tage can be taken 
°f international collaboration.
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C H A P T E R  16

g o v e r n m e n t  r e s p o n s e t o  t h e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  o f  t h e  t r a d e
^ ^ A N D  INDUSTRY SELECT COMMITTEE

This chapter sets out the Government’s response to the recommendations made 
in its First Report for 1992-93, British Energy Policy and the Market fo r Coal 

Many of the topics considered by the Committee have been dealt with 
elsewhefeHn this White Paper.

s in the form "(55)" are to paragraphs in the Committee’s report; 
form "paragraph 7.37" are to this White Paper.

16.2 
references

Select Committee Recommendations

uld be placed on reforming working practices, including 
ry legislation, where this would reduce costs without

1- A high prio 
the passing of any 
compromising safety.
16.3 Accepted. The GoV6ffa fe  welcomes the Committee’s support for the reform 
of British Coal’s working pra^ioj ^ Whilst the main responsibility for this must fall 
°n the management of British ( 3^. the Government acknowledges that it has a 
responsibility for the legislative a; Lfegulatory environment. Its position in this area, 
in which safety rightly has the hig ^s£pri$rity, is set out in paragraphs 12.27 to 12.33.

2- The Government should res! 
unless it can be shown that the tax is 
EC’s commitments on CO, emissions 
nieasures. (73).

troduction of the carbon/energy tax 
achieve the United Kingdom’s or 
more cost-effective than other

16.4 The Government has made it clear that it i^he^donvinced that a carbon/energy 
tax as proposed by the European Commission is etmer a necessary or an appropriate 
response to the problem of global warming. The Government will continue to appraise 
the proposed tax along with other measures, at both national and a Community level, 
tor achieving reductions in C 02 emissions. The GoverpfSeht will also continue 
constructive discussions with other Member States and thelF^rrtpean Commission on 
the proposed Directive.

2- The nuclear element of the Fossil Fuel Levy should b 
sufficient to cover the liabilities which are to be discharged by
y  Consideration should be given to using part of the present Fo: 
income for other purposes. (127).

to a sum
26).

Levy
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5. Nuclear Electric should cease to receive income from the Fossil Fuel Levy 
and should cease to be responsible for discharging inherited nuclear liabilities. 
(130).
16.5 The Government will take full account of the Committee’s recommendations in 
t̂he forthcoming review of the future prospects for nuclear power. The current position
}n the fossil fuel levy is explained in paragraphs 7.81 to 7.88. It should be noted, 

^ever, that the Committee’s recommendations in this area would have no direct 
t̂ on the market for coal. Any reduction in the amount of levy income received 
lear Electric if part of the levy were diverted elsewhere would involve a cost to 

r: to the extent that Nuclear Electric is unable to meet its liabilities because 
of a ipn in its levy income, the taxpayer would have to meet them instead.

dear review should be brought forward to 1993. (131).
16.6 Accfe^ed. The Government will bring forward work on its review and will 
make a further announcement later this year.

from France should cease to be non-leviable, and EdF 5 
cts to supply baseload electricity from 1993 should be 

igdom generators having non-discriminatory access 
t and through the French transmission network t°

7. Electricity si 
ability to negotiation 
made conditional on 
to the French electrici 
other countries. (142).
16.7 It is difficult to see Government could legally interfere with trade
across the interconnector in the iMnnerNsuggested. The French Government is takî S 
measures to increase the transpa£enCy/pf the French electricity market, and the 
indications for sales of British electriei&wough the interconnector in future years are 
promising. The French interconnectot^is^xcussed more fully in paragraphs 7.97 t°%
8. HMIP should insist on FGD as a tfopdj&on of using orimulsion or high 
sulphur heavy fuel oils for generation.
16.8 In the case of processes which are subject td^mtegrated Pollution Control undef 
Part I of the Environmental Protection Act 1990, HMfP has a duty to impose condiri0^  
to ensure that best available techniques not entailing excessive cost are used to . 
or minimise harmful emissions. HMIP must consider all relevant circumstances & 
deciding the conditions appropriate to an individual case, (father than stipulating ^  
advance that a particular technique must be used.

9. The Government should give greater consideration to tĥ mwssible increaSe 
in the use of oil generation. (150).
16.9 Accepted. The use of heavy fuel oil in electricity generation is 
paragraphs 7.57 to 7.59.

10. Planning guidance relating to opencast mining should be changed to
125
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consents to sites where there are clear benefits, either locally in terms of reclaiming 
derelict land or to the nation through making available particular qualities of coal 
and thus helping to sustain the coal industry. (157).
16.10 Planning guidance on coal is a matter for the review currently being undertaken 
by the Secretary of State for the Environment. This will take full account of the 

ommittee’s recommendations. He will be announcing how he will be taking forward 
review in the light of this White Paper. (Paragraph 13.31)

ritish Coal or the proposed "Coal Reserves Authority" should use their 
er licences to bring about a reduction in opencast coal output (157).

16.11 
In the m 
will fall

'vemment does not see a need for the imposition of arbitrary controls, 
edium term, however, the prospect is that the level of opencast output 
\ph 13.32)

12. The boundary of the RECs’ franchises should remain at the present 1 M W  
level until 1998 instead of being lowered in 1994, provided that: (i) both RECs’ and 
generators’ prices ar̂ -Skhtly regulated; (ii) retention of the franchise is conditional 
on the RECs agreemg io-contract for a larger quantity of electricity generated 
from British coal; andAuly) the boundary is reduced to 100 kW as planned in 
respect of CHP schemefĉ 223).
16.12 The Government d 
electricity market nor undermine 
established at the time of privati 
are set out fully in paragraphs 10.'

ish to delay the extension of competition in the 
ence in the stability of the regulatory framework 

e Government’s views on the franchise limit 
30.

13. British Coal and the generato 
°f the types suggested by our witn 
contracts for part of its output extendi

d explore alternative forms of contract 
British Coal should seek to obtain 
d ten years. (225).

16.13 New forms of contract, including long£ 
matter for British Coal and the generators. The 
British Coal and the generators to agree contracts 
the long term future of the British coal industry, cov  ̂
British coal industry to achieve viability.

icts, are primarily a commercial 
lent has, however, encouraged 

:h provide a stable framework for 
lg a period long enough for the

14. The Government should provide a subsidy to the gjê >f England and
V̂ales to bum up to 16 million tonnes of deep mined BC annum above
the quantities of 40 million tonnes falling to 30 million ton h they already
expect to contract for in 1993-98, and the subsidy should b< ktjae difference
between the delivered costs of the additional BC coal and r^^l. (228).
15. The Government should consider financial assistance 
undertaken in the non-ESI market up to a maximum level of 3 millio 
annum for five years. (228).
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16. In negotiations with the generators, the Government should require the 
generators to contract for an additional 5 million tonnes in 1994/95 above the 
tonnages already mentioned, bringing the total in that year to 51 million tonnes* 
The Government should agree with British Coal target prices for the additional 
coal for each of the next five years. (228).

As regards the proposed subsidy:
uld be limited to the period up to 1998 (at the latest);

it should be conditional on the achievement of specified reductions 
in British Coal’s operating costs, and on British Coal keeping op#1 
as many pits as possible.

v/fne RECs’ should if necessary be required to purchase the electricity 
\\ generated from the additional tonnages, possibly by making the 
retention of each REC’s franchise dependent on doing so;
subsidftsŝ towards FGD or clean coal technology should, if possible 
be de{erimned at the same time as the subsidies for additional 
tonnageŝ ahays part of the same agreement with the generators;
similar subwtî ŝ Should be available in respect of the output fro01 
licensed mirreŝ yoXensure that they are not disadvantaged by 
subsidised BCxoa^£229).

jttee’s recommendation that a subsidy should 
oal to the England and Wales generators 

Rations between the generators and Bntis 
estions on the form the subsidy show 

tiatforH but the Government is prepared t0

16.14 The Government accepts thi 
be available for additional sales by 
and the proposals it has put forward id 
Coal incorporate several of the Com mitt 
take. The level of support will be for ne
embrace the range of figures put forward b ^ T F i n a n c i a l  assistance on the same 
basis as for British Coal will also be provi$^etJ^)the private deep-mine sector 111 
relation to genuinely additional tonnages sold to&d^herating companies, consist#1* 
with the relevant EC provisions. The GovemmenfVdetailed proposals are set out hi 
paragraphs 13.1 to 13.14. • ^

16.15 The Government has looked carefully during the 
increasing sales of British coal into the non-electricity gene: 
report has shown clearly that over the next five years there 
significant growth in British Coal sales to the non- power sect 
of significant decline. Even against a background of falling dem; 
it clear in its evidence to the Review that it is likely to continue to 
insufficient supplies of the grades and quality of coal required by the 
It does not expect price to be an obstacle to selling the relevant types 
extent to which non-power sector coal is available to British Coal will de; 
pits remain open and on how much coal they sell to the electricity generatoi 
Coal is satisfied that it will be able to find a market for any such non-power
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which it produces. The Government has, therefore, concluded that a subsidy would be 
unlikely to increase British Coal sales to the non-electricity generation market.

18. The Government should use its powers at an appropriate time to ensure 
that PowerGen installs FGD on a further 2 G W  of coal fired plant (235).

5.16 As the United Kingdom’s National Plan for implementing the LCPD indicates, 
^retrofitting of FGD at coal fired plant is only one of several means by which the 

ators intend to meet their contribution to reducing S 02 emissions. 6 GW of FGD 
y under construction, while PowerGen has applied for consent under section 
Electricity Act 1989 to construct a further 2GW at Ferrybridge C. The 

the Board of Trade expects to rule on this. application very soon, 
las indicated that it believes it will be able to meet its contribution to 

reducing^S^emissions without at this stage constructing a further 2GW of FGD. The 
Govemmem^^tonsidering PowerGen’s position. The Secretary of State for the 
Environmemmas the power to direct HMIP to require the fitting of FGD in a particular 
case if he considers it appropriate.

19. In return 
in England and 
reduction in sulphur~e 
and Wales. (236).

ntribution from Scottish Power towards installing FGD 
corresponding proportion of its share of the required 
ns should be transferred to the generators of England

16.17 The United Kingdoin^iKNational Plan for meeting the reductions in S 02 
emissions required by the EuropeaiyGommission sets out the allocation of emissions on 
both a regional and a sectoral bt^fe/xThere is no immediate intention to change the 
balance of emissions between Scoiqsk<Ppwer and the generators in England and Wales. 
However, the Government is willin^nKyespond as necessary to any change in 
circumstances by considering a redistnbjhjw of emissions quotas on either a regional 
or a sectoral basis, while remaining witmme^iwng overall limits.

20. The DTI should determine the Vel^y^ cost-effectiveness in terms of 
environmental improvement and continuing qraê Ss for British coal of support for 
clean coal technology compared with support m/m£talling FGD. Subject to that 
investigation and conditional on the generators cdrtcerned agreeing (under penalty) 
to use specified quantities of British coal, subsidies (possibly derived from the 
Present Fossil Fuel Levy) should be given towards measures to ameliorate the 
environmental impact of coal fired generation througtyjpstalling further FGD 
beyond the 8 G W  already planned or bringing clean cq<(l generating technology 
mto commercial use. (237).
16.18 The Government recognises the important role of clean^^tifrUjechnology in 
securing a long term future for coal. Its policy on clean coal technQkijty\hs set out in 
Chapter 15. FGD is, as the Committee recognises, one of a numben^yneans of 
ameliorating the environmental impact of burning coal. More extensive v&pf&GD  on 
lts own is unlikely to promote further coal bum since, as indicated in Chapter4/iyture 
coal bum will be limited by constraints on emissions of C 02 and NOx as we 
'The Government will, however, keep the position under review.
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21. The effect of the pool’s operation on coal fired generation should be 
considered as part of the present pool review. (243).
16.19 The Government welcomes all initiatives aimed at increasing the efficiency of 
the pool’s operation. The present pool review is, however, a matter for the DGES and

xthe pool Executive Committee.

In determining whether new capacity should be licensed preference should 
ven to: projects with a substantial CHP element and thus major 
n mental benefits; projects using sour gas, which is unsuitable for other 

and thus unlikely otherwise to be developed; projects not promoted by 
n generators. (247).

16.20 yfeG^vemment recognises the potentially favourable economics of new po^ef
station proWjs^hich make use of sour gas or have a substantial CHP element. In the 
light of its timer proposals, however, it intends to maintain the existing policy that, as 
a general ruler matters such as the need for a generating station, its capacity, choice 0 
fuel and type of plant are commercial matters for the applicant for such consent- 
Applications for con^ecKwill continue to be considered on their merits against tins 
background. The GraverUnent’s policy is set out more fully in paragraphs 13.34 to 
13.36. V

23. The Government 
used as mid-merit or peak

xplore the possibility of some of the CCGTs being 
of baseload capacity. (250).

16.21 The Government has car< 
Review. It has concluded, howti1 
10.38, that it should not seek to intei 
governing the use of CCGTs.

^ considered this possibility in the course of the 
i^ojythe reasons set out in paragraphs 10.37 to
Tem^K^reely negotiated commercial arrangements

24. The Director General should be^iym^some powers over the generator5 
prices and should be encouraged to use tKem^256).

this recommendation. lS
if he

16.22 The Director General is responding separa 
free to seek powers to regulate generators’ prices^ 
is not satisfied that competition has developed suffi£

'to propose other measures, 
rntly.

25. The Government should require the generators t<Kheld total stocks 
less than 20 million tonnes of coal. (259). ( ( v

of not

16.23 The Government will as a matter of urgency be consul 
stocking arrangements for 1993/94. There would be no justific 
powers whose sole purpose would be, in effect, to force private sectoi 
goods that they did not want to buy, for the benefit of another o 
(Paragraph 13.23)

:nerators abo 
■ taking ne 

ies to b^  
entity-

26. British Coal or licensees should extract already-accessed coal whei 
be done at a low cost and any colliery proposed for closure should be
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Modified Colliery Review Procedure. (272).
16.24 The Government welcomes the statement by the Chairman of British Coal that 
he will offer to the private sector any pit which British Coal does not itself intend to 
keep in production. It also welcomes the involvement of private sector operators in the 

^/^extraction of the coal which remains in pits scheduled for closure, provided that there 
a market for such coal. The use of the Modified Colliery Review Procedure is a 

\V-/J4v1*+er for British Coal to consider in the light of the High Court judgement of 21 
ber.

consideration of applications to license former British Coal mines 
should̂ nê given to an independent authority, which would be the custodian of 
Britain’ŝ ooal reserves. (273).
28. Royalties paid by licensed mines to British Coal should in future be levied 
by the coalreserves authority and be paid into public funds. (274).
29. The proposed coal reserves authority should be required to publish 
information on resep£e££\ (275).
16.25 The Governrnd 
Committee’s recommen

pjflpposals for a new Coal Authority are in line with the 
They are set out in paragraphs 14.17 to 14.18.

30. The Government sKikfitP̂ lemonstrate its commitment to the long-term 
future of the coal industry m^ahppuncing support for clean coal demonstration 
projects as part of its coal revi<^u^7).
31. The Department should det 
use, including the funding of the 
urgency. (280).
16.26 The Government remains strongly co' 
technologies. Its position on these issues, incl 
in Chapter 15.

he future funding of research into coal 
earch Establishment, as a matter of

the development of clean coal 
t of funding, is set out in detail

32. DTI should investigate the potential value 6 t an Energy Commission along 
the lines we have suggested, as well as alternative ways of achieving the same 
results, with a view to increasing the level of public information and scrutiny in the 
energy field (288).
16.27 The Government accepts the Committee’s suggestion 
unproved level of information in the energy field. Its proposal, _ 
Advisory Panel and Annual Energy Report are set out in Chapter 3 ( 
3.32).

should be an 
lew Energy 

?hs 3.30 to

33. The Director General’s duties ■should be amended to make p' 
consumers one of his primary duties, and a new secondary duty should 
requiring him to consider the legitimate long-term interests of indigen
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producers in carrying out His duties. (292).

16.28 The DGES already has a duty to protect consumers in respect of prices and other 
terms of supply, and a primary duty to ensure that all reasonable demands for electricity 
are satisfied. The main protection for both consumers and suppliers is, however, the 
development of effective competition in the electricity supply industry, and promotion 

competition is again one of the Director General’s primary duties.

The Department should review the powers of the energy regulators, with the 
securing a greater degree of government and parliamentary control over 

discretionary aspects of the regulators’ work, notably in respect of 
_ competition, and it should review whether the different regulatory 

irv£fre energy field should be merged to ensure a more consistent approach-

35. The <Electricity Act 1989 should be amended to empower the Secretary of
State to require the Director General to make a particular review as a matter of 
priority. (294).
16.29 The indepen 
Government’s progr; 
essential to investor 
effectiveness of current r  
provision of specific powers

of the regulators has been an important element in the 
tility privatisations. A stable regulatory environment is 

The Government will continue to keep the 
arrangements under review, but believes that the 
tion over the regulators would tend to undermine

confidence in the regulatory e'

36. The Director General she 
charges immediately, and the star 
should be determined by what is anx 
to risk rather than the present high ri

duct his review of the RECs’ distribution 
int for any new price control formula 
riate level of return on capital relative 
296).

16.30 The DGES has set out his reasons fi 
own response to the Committee.

37. The Department should set up a revi 
satisfactory balance between capacity and de 
economically be achieved. (298).

g to the present timetable in his

of how, in the long term.
nd can most effectively and

16.31 The Government agrees that a long term balance be 
is desirable. It believes that a competitive market in electri 
is the best way to bring this about (see paragraphs 10.49 to 10

n^apacity and demand 
ation and supply

38. The Fossil Fuel Levy should be tapered, so that larger 
percentage. (301).
16.32 The Government is considering various proposals to adjust the reg 
in order to ease the position of large users. The Government does not believer 
that it would be right to oblige smaller consumers to subsidise large users by
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the fossil fuel levy in the manner suggested. (Paragraph 10.26).

39. Urgent steps be taken to introduce demand-side bidding in the pool and to 
provide for large users with unvarying demand to be able to by-pass the pool and 
ĉontract directly with generators. (301).

)3 The Government welcomes any initiatives to improve the workings of the 
^city pool arrangements. It is considering whether allowing large users to by-pass 

d1 will be beneficial to the electricity market. The pool authorities are 
cofa^fferjng the introduction of demand-side bidding into the electricity pool. The 
Gov©rhm«ht welcomes proposals designed to improve the workings of the electricity 
marketxfind^yill embark shortly on further consultations with the DGES, the electricity 
industryCahd'iarge users on whether such a proposal would be beneficial to the 
electricityftfajfcek The Government is also reviewing the current regulation of on-site 
generation, which can offer large users a competitive source of electricity. (Paragraphs
10.26 to 1 0 .2 4
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A P P E N D IX  A

TERMS o f  r e f e r e n c e o f  t h e  c o a l  r e v i e w

President of the Board of Trade announced the terms of reference for the Coal 
in a written answer to a Parliamentary Question from Mr Jim Lester MP 
e) on 

1992:

"As I g^oettiyed to the House on 21 October, I have put in hand a full and wide- 
ranging VeroAv^f the prospects for the 21 pits proposed for closure by British Coal but 
not subjecryt£rxthe statutory consultation currently being undertaken by British Coal. 
This review'Vill consider views and evidence on the future of each of the pits in 
question, in the context of the Government’s energy policy, including the consequences 
of that policy for BritishCoal and the employment prospects for the industry.

"It will decide whe 
made and whether it is 
the market prospects for 
Director General of 
the market place. It will

for closure at each of the pits in question has been fully 
to mothball some of these pits. It will consider whether 

been correctly assessed and, in consultation with the 
ly, whether any company is abusing its position in

_ r ___  ________ level of coal stocks, both at the pit head and the
power stations, and whether planv^rqn them down are sensibly phased.

"It will consider the consequences' 
relative costs of gas and coal fired g< 
likely reserves of gas and draw concl 
generated power stations in production, 
connection, it will review the use of my co:

"The review will consider the implications o; 
suppliers to purchase non-fossil power, including

^witch to gas in power generation and the 
It will look into the latest estimates of 
will consider the present scale of gas- 

and in the planning process. In this 
/ers under the Electricity Act 1989.

tory obligation on electricity 
rom nuclear sources.

"The review will explore the opportunities for the private sector in the production of 
coal. It will consider the existing and anticipated level of_imports and the wider 
economic implications of this.

"The review will give due regard to Scottish and Welsh int 
consideration to the particular needs of Northern Ireland.

"Consultation will take place with all the principal providers and coi 
the trades unions and other interested parties. I have already announce) 
mvited Boyds, an international mining consultancy, to report to me on 
the 21 pits. I also intend to appoint consultants to report on the prospec 
Coal, including any alternative markets that may exist for coal and to
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generally on the competitiveness of British Coal as an organisation. I may wish to 
commission further independent studies.

"My intention is to publish all evidence and the findings of the review to the fullest 
extent possible except where information has been provided in confidence and is 

^commercially sensitive. I shall be discussing with the Trade and Industry Select 
Committee the means by which such confidential information might be made available

the New Year, I shall publish a White Paper setting out the results of the 
the context of the Government’s energy policy, and making clear the 

s of that policy for British Coal, the implications for individual pits and the 
rospects for the industry. Before then, the Select Committee will have 

|ty to consider all the issues as it thinks fit. I shall present the 
the Government’s future decisions to the House, which will have an 

opportunity^ debate the issues fully."
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A P P E N D IX  B

CONSULTANTS’ TERMS OF REFERENCE

tten answer to a Parliamentary Question from Mr David Porter MP (Waveney) 
esident of the Board of Trade announced that further consultants had been 

to assist the Coal Review.

"Boyt&'w2£>examine historical operating data, mine plans, coal reserves, and other 
relevanMnfqfidiation supplied by British Coal Corporation to develop an independent 
assessmenKoMfpe future production costs of each of the 21 pits at different potential 
levels of ou<mt, within the context of British Coal’s operations.

"Their conclusions will be based on an evaluation in respect of each mine of:

(i) thqfdvaShble coal reserve base;

(ii) near t

(iii) estimated 
current min

t̂al requirements;

tential operating costs and likely costs under

, \ 
Boyds will also provide general t

technical evaluation of evidence prb'
consultancy to the DTI as required, including 

g the review period as necessary.

"Caminus will examine the short-term 
Kingdom and elsewhere. They will co:
British Coal both at its current prices and a 
in the context of future energy markets more w< 
of energy supplies. Caminus will also, on reqi£

-term markets for coal in the United 
C market opportunities available to 

prices, if these could be achieved, 
d of the likely future availability 

;TT, examine the prospects for
alternative new electricity generation options ident^a in the course of the review.

Ernst & Young will consider British Coal’s organisation and cost structure and advise 
°n possible improvements to British Coal’s competitiveness which could be achieved 
through changes in this area. They will not consider the trfcfmiral aspects of British 
Coal’s work, nor the competitiveness of individual pits.

In addition to these studies, PIMS Associates Ltd have been appomtedlo provide an 
overview of British Coal’s cost structure and productivity in relatiQn^d^temational 
comparators."

The following consultants’ reports commissioned for the Review can be ob
HMSO:

m
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Independent analysis: 21 Closure Review Collieries, British Coal Corporation John T 
Boyd Company (ISBN Oil 514990 2) £19.95

Markets fo r Coal Caminus Energy Limited (ISBN O il  514987 2) £14.50

The Boyds and Caminus Studies - Summary o f main conclusions (ISBN 0 11 514991) 
3.10

w o f Organisational Efficiency and Overhead Cost Structure o f the mining 
\jys o f British Coal Corporation Ernst & Young (ISBN 0 11 514988 0) £8.50

BntishrVodl: Benchmarking Overheads and Productivity PIMS Europe Ltd (ISBN Oil 
514989/9^ 5.50

. d 
The Emst<«/^oung Review o f Magnox avoidable and unavoidable costs report a110
supplement^ report can be obtained from the DTI Energy library, 1 Palace Street, 
London SW1E 5HE (telephone 071 238 3042).
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A P P E N D IX  C

LIST OF THOSE SUBMITTING EVIDENCE TO THE REVIEW

of individual pieces of evidence may be ordered from the DTI Library and 
ation Centre, 1 Palace Street, London SW1E 5HE (telephone 071 238 3042). A 

be made to cover the cost of this service. The evidence may also be 
^  by appointment, at the 1 Palace Street Library, and also at the following 

librar^s?^,

DTI Li 
Ashdown
123 Victori^treet 
London SW1E 6RB

Information Centre

OFFER Library 
Hagley House 
Hagley Road 
Birmingham B16 8QG

Scottish Office Library 
St Andrew’s House 
Edinburgh EH1 3DH

Welsh Office 
New Crown Buildings 
Cathays Park 
Cardiff CF1 3NQ

Department of Economic Development 
Netherleigh 
Massey Avenue 
Belfast BT4 2JP

The full list of those submitting evidence to the Review foil 
that all or part of a piece of evidence was submitted on a c

Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce
Action Group on Northern Ireland Electricity Prices
Mr J M S Adams
AEA Technology
Alliance Gas Limited
AMCO Corporation pic
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oil

Amerada Hess Limited
Amoco (UK) Exploration Company
Mr J Amos
Anderson Group Limited 
Anglo United pic 

^Antrim Coal Company Limited *
R Anyon and Mr P Logue *

, Knitting and Textiles Alliance 
Energy Services Electric Limited 

and Engineers for Social Responsibility 
ritish Limited 

MrDJ&Ahmdale 
ASEAEto>wn Boveri *
Associa^tT^Mnricity Supplies Limited * 
Associated^Opt^ Company Limited *
Association tot the Conservation of Energy 
Association or British Chambers of Commerce 
Association of British Mining Equipment Companies 
Association of Independent Electricity Producers 
Association of Metropolitan. Authorities 
Babcock Energy Limit 
Mr S Ball
Banks Development Divisi 
Barnsley Metropolitan Boroi 
Bassetlaw District Council 
Mr Roy Beggs, MP 
Birmingham City Council 
Mr A J Black
Blue Circle Industries Limited 
Botham Engineering Limited 
Bow Group Energy Standing Committee 
BP BITOR Limited 
BP Exploration Operating Company Limited 
Mr F Bradbury < / /
BRINDEX
British Alcan Aluminium pic 
British Association of Colliery Management 
British Ceramic Confederation 
British Coal Corporation *
British Gas pic *
British Geological Survey 
British Gypsum Limited 
British Nuclear Forum 
British Nuclear Fuels pic *
British Paper and Board Industry Federation 
British Retail Consortium
British Rubber Manufacturers Association Limited 
British Wind Energy Association
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British Wind Energy Association (Scottish Branch) 
Broadland District Council

. Limited

Council

Conoco (UK) Limited
Consortium of Opposing Local A u th o rm ^ /^
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities / y /  \\
Cooperative Wholesale Society Limited / / v .
Cory Environmental Limited / /
Council for National Parks
Council for the Protection of Rural England
Council of Churches for Britain and Ireland
Country Landowners Association
Countryside Commission
Countryside Council for Wales
County Planning Officers’ Society
Mr H Cox
Co-Steel Inc
Cummins Diesel *
Currall Lewis & Martin Limited 
Cytun Industrial & Economic Affairs Network 
Mr Cynog Dafis, MP 
Mr A C Day
Derbyshire County Council 
Mr W Digby Worthy

iber of Coal Traders Limited
^cal Industries Association 
prfield Borough Council 
Cmbwell Jones

gjigm Development Department

'istrict Council

[em Ireland)
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Domestic Coal Consumers’ Council 
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council 
Durham County Council 
Dyfed County Council 
E Gas Limited 

asington District Council
Midlands Electricity Consumers’ Committee 

idlands Electricity pic *
Electricity pic

egion Electricity Consumers’ Association 
Elefetfi ^Consumers’ Committee, Merseyside and North Wales
Elec 
Electri 
Electricity 
Electricity 
Energy and

nsumers’ Committee for London 
umers’ Committee, Southern Region 

f England and Wales 
i£ly Trade Union Council 

mical Projects Limited

up and Major Energy Users Council 
*

;es Limited

imited

Energy Economic Engineering Limited 
Energy Information C 
Energy Intensive User's 
Energy Supply Com 
Engineering Consultanc;
English Nature 
Enron Europe Limited *
Esso Exploration and Product*
Exergy Inc
Federation of Civil Engineering 
Federation of Small Mines of Great1 
Prof I Fells
Fenton Solid Fuels Limited 
Fife Regional Council 
Food and Drink Federation 
Forest of Dean District Council 
Foster Wheeler Energy Limited %
Friends of the Earth 
Galvanizers Association 
Mr R Gardner 
Gas Consumers Council 
Gas Strategies 
GEC Alsthom Limited
General Consumer Council for Northern Ireland 
Mr F Gilbert 
Mr A Glyn 
Mr D F Godfrey
Government of the Commonwealth of Australia
Grampian Enterprise Limited
Grampian Regional Council
Greenpeace
Mr P A Gruber
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H Leverton Limited *
Hamilton Oil Company Limited * 
Harper Macleod Limited 
Mr K Harrison 
Mr J P Hart 

lr R E A Harvey 
G Hawkes
land Regional Council 
) Hopkinson 

xrocks
I <SC mwn Limited
ICI
Institute 
Instituti<5ff 
Institution 
Institution o:

s and Polymers Limited
*gy

Civil Engineers
ining Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
ining Engineers

Institution of Professionals, Managers and Specialists 
Ivo Energy Limited 
Mr R M Jervis
Johnson Matthey p l c v ^ N 
Kelt UK Limited ( C J /
Kingsnorth Development 
LASMO North Sea pic 
LE Energy
Leicester City Council 
Mr A Lester 
Mr Jim Lester, MP 
Levack Civil Engineering 
Lewis and Towers Limited 
Liberal Democrats 
Liebherr GB Limited 
Mr and Mrs R K Lindsay 
Prof N H Lipman
Prof Stephen Littlechild, Director General of El 
Mr H B Lloyd 
Loadmaster Limited 
London Electricity pic 
Low Valleyfield Residents’ Association 
Mr F E Lynam
Lytham St Annes Methodist Circuit Social Responsibility Coi 
Mansfield District Council 
Man web pic *
Marks and Spencer pic 
Mr J I Mason 
Mr G McAlpine, OBE 
Mr W McMillan
Mechanical Handling Engineers’ Association 
MECO AFC Limited
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Merz and McLellan Limited 
Metropolitan Planning Officers’ Society 
Mid Glamorgan County Council 
Midlands Electricity Consumers’ Committee 
Midlands Electricity pic 

idlands Electricity plc/Central Power 
Mining 

G Millington
g Association of the United Kingdom 

Marketing (UK) Limited 
Sea Limited 

1 Mineworkers Limited 
and Gas pic *

tion of Colliery Overmen Deputies and Shotfirers 
iation of Licensed Opencast Operators 
iation of Local Government Officers 

National Consumer Council
National EngineeringjQonstruction Employers’ Association

Jlc

Mo;
Mon; 
Nationa 
National 
National As,

in the Electricity Supply Industry 
stry Chaplains

vironmental Protection

National Grid Com 
National Network o 
National Network of 
National Power pic 
National Rivers Authority 
National Society for Clean 
National Union of Mineworkers 
Neighbourhood Energy Action 
Newark and Sherwood District Co'
Mr K Nicholson
Non-Fossil Purchasing Agency Limit 
North Derbyshire Health Authority 
North East Derbyshire District Council >>
North Eastern Region Electricity Consumers’
North Nottinghamshire Training and Enterprise 
North West Region Electricity Consumers’ Co 
Northern Development Company 
Northern Electric pic *
Northern Ireland Electricity pic 
NORWEB *
Nottinghamshire Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Nottinghamshire Conservative Mining Constituency Associate 
Nottinghamshire County Council 
Nottinghamshire Rural Community Council 
NSM pic
Nuclear Electric pic *
Nykomb Synergetics 
O & K Orenstein and Koppel Limited 
Offshore Contractors Council
Offshore Manufacturers and Constructors Association
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OFGAS
Oil and Chemical Plant Constructors Association 
Open University Energy and Environment Research Unit 
Oxford Institute For Energy Studies 
Mr D Papworth 
iVkhill Estates Limited 
Parliamentary Alternative Energy Group 

Pearce
ds Petroleum Company United Kingdom Limited 

Ayr Colliery Survival Committee 
PofcfefeixhiGraders Limited 
Pow^xjerpplc *
Powys<£<5yn*v Council 
R J B I^fimgUmited 
Rackwoo<M?pffiery Co Limited 
Regional Studies Association 
Religious Society of Friends 
Mr J Reynolds *
Mr C Robinson 
Rolls Royce pic 
Mr G Rosam 
Rotherham and District 
Rotherham Metropolitan 
Royal Academy of Engineei 
Royal Institution of Chartered S 
Royal Institution of Intemation;
Royal Town Planning Institute
Rural England Versus Overhead Lin^fi&i^pission Group 
Rural Power Station Action Group 
Safecom UEP Limited 
Save the Moors From Opencast (SHAMRQ 
Scottish Hydro Electric pic *
Scottish Natural Heritage
Scottish Northern Region Electricity Users’ Sub-C^rhrfnttee 
Scottish Nuclear Limited *
Scottish Power *
Scottish Trades Union Congress 
Mr A T Seabridge *
Seeboard pic
Severn Tidal Power Group 
Mr J K Shanklin 
Shawater Limited 
Sheemess Steel Company pic 
Sheffield City Council 
Shell UK Limited 
Shepway Friends of the Earth 
Shirebrook Traders Association 
Mr A G Simmons

/Union Council 
-Council *

*rs
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Mr G W Singleton 
Skegness 2000
Slough Trading Estates Limited 
Mr E M Smith
Solid Smokeless Fuels Federation 

outh Eastern Regional Electricity Consumers’ Committee 
outh Wales Electricity pic *

Wales Region Consumers’ Committee 
Western Electricity pic

estem Region Electricity Consumers’ Committee
S
Sou'
Stafoi 
Standin 
Statoil 
Taylor W<

Limited
g Association

Union
erce, Trade and Industry 

Association Limited 
oup

ociation Limited

uing Education

lectric pic *
tland Electricity Consumers’ Committee 

unty Council
nee on Regional Policy in South Wales 

fted
'W Mining Division 

Texaco Limited 
Thames Power Service 
Town and Country 
Trades Union Con 
Trainload Freight 
Transport and General 
Tyne and Wear Chamber 
United Kingdom Offshore 
United Kingdom Onshore Operati 
United Kingdom Petroleum Lndu;
Union of Democratic Mine worker^
United Gas Company Limited 
University of Sheffield Division of A>
Viscosuisse Textured Yams Limited 
Wakefield and District Trade Union C o u n cil  
Mr J F Walker 
Wansbeck District Council 
Ward Brothers Mining Division Limited 
Mr K Watson 
Watt Committee on Energy 
Mr J Watt
WEFA Energy Group *
West Midlands Regional Forum of Local Authorities 
Westoe Colliery Campaign Group 
Wimpey Minerals Inc.
World Solar Power Foundation 
Yorkshire Electricity Group pic *
Yorkshire Opencast Objectors 
Yorkshire Region Electricity Consumers’ Committee 
Yorkshire Water Services Limited *
Young Group pic *
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a p p e n d i x d

E M P L O Y M E N T  FIG U R E S  FO R  PITS PROPO SED  FO R  C L O S U R E  IN O C T O B E R  1992

South Tyneside

NORTH W EST

Wigan &
St Helens

C O L L IE R Y

Easington 
Vane Tempest/ 
Seaham* 

Wearmouth+

Parkside*'

U N EM PLO Y M EN T  
R A T E at risk as in 

%  of workforce 
(DEC 92)

Male All

19.8 14.1

28.2 19.7

17.5 12.7

C O A L  JO B S

O ctober 92 as 
%  of workforce 
in employment 
(June 1991)

2.2

2.6

0.5

Y o r k s h i r e  & Hu m b e r s i d e

Wakefield 
& Dewsbury

Ooncaster

Barnsley

Oastleford 
& Pontefract

Sheffield

Rotherham
& Mexborough

Sharlston
Frickley

Bentley 
Hatfield+ 
Markham Main* 
Rossington

Grimethorpe* 
Houghton Main*

Prince of Wales+

Kiveton

Maltby+

112

4 ^ / ?  14.0

18.7 13.5

15.9 11.7

1.6

2.7

2.0

1.3

0.3

+ niPit placed on care and maintenance

0ne of the 10 pits subject to British Coal consultation process
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C O L L IE R Y  U N EM PLO YM EN T C O A L JOBS

R A TE at risk as in
% of workforce October 92 as

(DEC 92) % of workf°rce
in  e m p lo y m e n t

(June 1991)

Silverhill*

Bevercotes

Bilsthorpe
Clipstone
Rufford
Shirebrook

Male All

12.8 9.3 1.3

11.5 9.9 3.5

17.8 12.7 6.1

15.3 11.1 0.4

15.9 11.5 2.3

13.1 9.6 1.1

(

WALES

Llanelli Betws*

Merthyr & 
Rhymney

Taff Merthyr*

Shotton, Flint 
& Rhyl

Point of Ayr

11.4 0.3

0.7

0.6
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Advanced Generation Cycles - new systems enabling coal to be used more 
efficiently for power generation with reduced environmentally harmful wastes and 
emissions.

Anthracite - a naturally smokeless high carbon coal, mostly used in specially built 
.domestic and commercial boilers.

ted Area Status - areas in Great Britain designated as Development Areas or 
ediate Areas eligible for regional industrial assistance under Section 1 of the 

Development Act 1982.

Baselo^J^the lowest load continuously supplied by an electric system over a period 
of tim e^o^er stations which run on baseload operate continuously regardless of 
peaks and^miughs in electricity demand.

Beach Prici
coast.

the wholesale cost of gas delivered at the United Kingdom mainland

Bituminous Coal -
burning in power st.

type of coal produced in the United Kingdom used for 
nd a variety of industrial uses.

Calorific Value - calo; 
calorific value .is the total 
required to evaporate the w; 
gigajoules per tonne or thermL *

CCGT - Combined Cycle Gas T  
use two types of turbine to drive el 
an aero-engine, uses gases from fuel 
Thehot exhaust gases are then routed 
atmosphere. In this boiler the heat which' 
steam which drives a second turbine, thus prodpejn'g additional electricity from the 
same fuel.

measures the energy content of a fuel. The net 
tent of a quantity of fuel less the amount of heat 

ent of the fuel. It is commonly expressed in 
&  toftne.

ically fired by natural gas. CCGT plant 
enerators. The first turbine, similar to 
ion to drive the turbine directly.

iler before being discharged to the 
itherwise be wasted is used to raise

Coking Coal - coal used in the iron and steel ind 
iron smelting.

for making coke for use in

ich heat produced by 
or partly used for

V )

Combined Heat and Power - a method of generation undep 
a power station as a by-product of electricity generation is 
either industrial processes or other heating purposes.

Decommissioning - the process by which plant is taken from clo£ure/te>a state 
where the site is available for unrestricted alternative use. ( / / a \

< k |>Downstream - a term used in oil and gas operations to describe activitra^performed 
after a particular point in the chain which gets oil or gas from the grounc 
consumer. The refinery is often taken as a point of reference and so oil prc 
marketing would be a downstream activity, whereas drilling for oil would bd\ 
upstream activity.

Endurance Supply or Endurance Stocks - the coal stocks held at power stations m k k ?

147
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pursuance of directions under section 34 of the Electricity Act 1989, which enable 
the generators to "endure", or continue the normal running of coal fired plant, for a 
specified period during interruptions in fuel supply.

Franchise Market - premises in the franchise market are those at which maximum 
emand is at or below the franchise limit, and which may only be supplied by their 

1 REC. The franchise limit will be 1 MW until 30 March 1994, and 100 kW 
31 March 1994 to 30 March 1998, after which time all customers will be able 

ct for supplies with any supplier.

G ig^iri^ - A joule is a unit of energy. One gigajoule equals 1 000 000 000 joules. 
One gigajaule would light a one bar electric fire for about 11 days.

Graded C^aL^the coal preparation process sizes coal into: small, graded and large. 
Graded coalis coal whose size is between an upper and lower limit Large coal is 
of a size above the upper limit.

Heavy Fuel Oil - a
Heavy fuel oils are 
and in ship’s bunker:

e blend of fuels that is produced when crude oil is refined- 
ainly for industrial applications such as power and heat, 

g-

High Voltage System - a
with a' voltage of 400 KV oi

of electric lines, known as the transmission system,
y .

Land-fill Gas - land-fill gas is 
materials in land-fill waste dispost^sitj 
land-fill gas: firing kilns and fumao 
production of electricity, and refining' 
feedstock, pipeline quality gas or vehic

Lignite - a type of coal with a low heat val 
current production in the United Kingdom, 
elsewhere.

naturally by the decomposition of organic 
There are three main ways of utilising 

g engines and turbines for the 
subsequent use as a chemical

gh moisture. There is no 
am coal in Germany and

Load Factor - a measure of utilisation of a power s âjion (or an interconnector), 
a power station ran at full capacity for 6 months in a year, or 50% capacity for 
twelve months, its annual load factor would be 50%.

If

ibution system

a way aS

Low Voltage Network - a system of electric lines, known 
with a voltage of 132 KV or below.

Merit Order - a principle by which generating capacity is ranked 
to establish the order in which electricity is delivered or transferred 
system (subject to other system needs).

Mid-Merit - at the middle of the merit order. Generally, generating sets 
likely to be called after baseload generation requirements have been met, but 
those required only for peak periods.

Metallurgical Coal - another name for coking coal.

Natural Gas - gas (mainly methane, CH^ originating from underground structures 
producing both liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons. Natural gas is gaseous at norm

1----- ------------------------------1
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temperature and pressure. It is used as a fuel and in producing a wide range of 
petrochemicals.

Offer Price - the price at which a generator is prepared to supply power to the 
system from a generating set.

head Price - the price for coal at the colliery, not including the cost of transport 
e customer.

les - energy that occurs naturally and repeatedly in the environment and 
essed for human benefit.

Spot Fr̂ tZ/the average price paid at any point in time for one-off (as opposed to 
regular contact) purchases of fuel. In the case of coal this includes purchases of 
one or monks hiploads of coal, direct from exporting countries, as well as purchases 
of coal by the bargeload from Rotterdam stocks.

Steam Coal - coal i^edNfor heat raising in power stations and industrial markets.
Coal is burned in a^wilwLJind heats water, producing steam which may be used to 
drive electrical turbine/g€nhnators.

Take or Pay - the vol
deliver and in general, the

Therm - a unit of energy; a on 
every 29.3 hours.

(or other commodity) that the supplier agrees to 
'♦hat the customer agrees to take or pay for.

mestic electric fire uses one therm of energy

Town Gas - gas manufactured from\^k£/£bal or oil products.

Uplift Charges - the premium added to meeleptadcity pool input price to cover the 
costs of reserve, unscheduled plant availabilityCfopecasting errors, ancillary services 
and marginal plant adjustments. Almost the uplift charges go in payment
to the generators. ' ) / / ' >

Vesting - the transfer on 31 March 1990 of the property, rights and liabilities of 
each member of the electricity supply industry to its successor company or 
companies.

Watt - A watt is a measurement of power, equal to one jo

1 kilowatt (kW) = 1,000 watts 
1 megawatt (MW) = 1,000 kW 
1 gigawatt (GW) = 1,000 MW 
1 terawatt (TW) = 1,000 GW

The generating capacity of power stations is conventionally measured in 
GWs. Defining a power station as "100 MW" means that the generating pi 
nominal maximum capability of producing 100 MW of electricity. One watt 
equal to one watt of power produced or used for one hour. A one bar electric 
burning for one hour uses 1 000 watt-hours of electricity (one kilowatt-hour).
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List o f abbreviations used

AEA

EEC
ECSC
ECU
EdF
EEO
EP59
ESI
FGD
GATT
GJ
GW
GWh
h m ip

h m so
HSC
IEA
IGCC
IPP
JACCS
kW
kWh
l c p d

m a s h a m  -

MCIS
MMC
mtC
mtce
MW
n a lg o
n ffo
Ngc
NIE
NO,

Atomic Energy Authority 
Advanced gas-cooled reactor 
British Coal Enterprise 
British Nuclear Fuels pic 
Combined cycle gas turbine 
Central Electricity Generating Board 
Contract for differences 
Combined heat and power 
Carbon dioxide 
Coal Research Establishment 
Director General of Electricity Supply 
Department of Trade and Industry 
European Communities 
European Economic Community

Kilowatt 
Kilowatt hour
Large Combustion Plant Directive C ( l )
The Management and Administration McSafety and Health at 
Mines ( ( / L
McCloskey Coal Information Services 
Monopolies and Mergers Commission /
Million tonnes of carbon 
Million tonnes of coal equivalent 
Megawatt
National Association of Local Government Off
Non fossil fuel obligation
National Grid Company pic
Northern Ireland Electricity pic
Oxides of nitrogen
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OFFER
OFGAS
PFBC
PSP
REAG

Office of Electricity Regulation 
Office of Gas Supply 
Pressurised fluidised bed combustion 
Pool selling price
Renewable Energy Advisory Group 
Regional electricity company 
Redundant Mineworkers Payments Scheme 
Science and Engineering Research Council 
Sulphur dioxide
House of Commons Trade and Industry Committee 
Trades Union Congress 
Travel to work area 
Terawatt hour
United Kingdom Continental Shelf
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COPY NO

CABINET

THE LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME 1993-94
^//\Memorandum by the Lord President of the Council

We n e e ^ o  settle the overall shape of next session's legislative 
Programme now so that Bills can be prepared and drafted. The 
Ministerial Committee on the Queen's Speeches and Future Legislation 
(FLG) has examineocwisely the legislative bids from colleagues which 
greatly exceed the ajfnount of legislative time available next session. 
This memorandum s e t s /p J y C y , FLG' s conclusions and recommendations to 
Cabinet about the legi^i^^e programme for 1993-94 * 2 3

of Programme
2- The second session of a^kK^iament is of key importance. There 
is every prospect that the legislation which is enacted can be brought 
into effect in advance of the ne^^daheral Election. We must take full 
^vantage if the momentum of strat^gic> reform is to be maintained.

3- FLG has therefore drawn up a progra^ie which gives prominence to 
■*-egislation on our dominant economic an^ law and order objectives, as 
WeH  as building on earlier successful reforms of local government and
t h e education system. Some Bills which could
session are now urgent. There are also as u 
essential for EC or other reasons - the Commit 
these to the absolute minimum.

be accommodated this 
ame Bills which are 

sought to limit

There are several constraints which limit the nu: 
^ills that can be brought in.

1992-93 Spillover. Because of the Maastricht Bill aii^tW^weight 
of other legislation currently in Parliament there wili'J>£Ve to 
be a lengthy spillover at the end of this session. The earnest 
date the 1993-94 session can start is likely to be mid-NovS^^:.

CMO until 3 0 November 1l̂ 93

f programme
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J$!l

$Unified Budget. The re-timing of the Budget and FinanCe ̂
will reduce the time available for the Commons stages

of3Bills early in the session and also constrain the length
spillover at the end of the current Session. This probiefl

tfjl'

be comp o u n d e d  if all stages of some e s sential Bills have 
^ ^ ^ a k e n  right at the start of the n e w  session.

to

ns Committee stage, 
ons

It is likely that all °r ^ $th^C'dmmons Committee stage of at least 3 essential 
sess^pnr>(Sunday Trading, Intelligence Services and EC 1 

will to be taken on the Floor of the House. This
reducesXthe time available for other business.

Jopling. 
even some itî 
keeping Common 
significantly

he full implementation of the J o p l i n g  ReP°
o'

towards partial implementation, f°r e*aiS

iness light on Thursday evenings, would *
$

all time available for Government pus1

ave to recognise that hj
. -t 1 £be needed. Several such

Emergency Bills, 
emergency legislatio
been requested this s e W r a u  These have considerably 
the difficulties of manag£n<f7Parliamentary business.

unpre'dic

<1

inc
f

5. Nor can we ignore the reduce 
which as we have seen this sessio 
difficulties.

®a3of1
of o u r  P a r l iamentary *— $  

lead to additional

etnPfit*

o f  next session's programme should be on incl
With these constraints in mind FLG considered that the $

lg major B ^ l s

expense of less substantial ones. The progr _has been c°nS
W i l l  W jl

«natA .....
jtimeon the assumption that all available Parliamentary,,__

The proposals set out in Annex A are at tĥ /fl/jjRjit OL 
achievable; there is no unused margin.

N a tu r e  o f  Program m e

Essential Bills
7. The shape of next session's legislative programme
partly determined by major Bills which it has not been Pc
find time to introduce this session. A Bill is re q u ire d  to

i reSPfcexisting unworkable Sunday trading legislation if general

CONFIDENTIAL CMO until 30 Nove*
2
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the law is not to be undermined. Early legislation is also required 
to put the Intelligence Services (SIS and GCHQ) onto a proper 

 ̂<%atutory footing. The main coal privatisation legislation deferred 
trom this session is another essential item for next session. In 

ion, a Bill on Welsh local government reform is required if the 
n^w^^<tem of Welsh local government is to come into effect by April 
199 %  a^)proposed in the recent White Paper. This Bill, unlike the 
other^M^rttioned above, could be introduced in the Lords in order to 
reduce pfp^s^ire on the Commons at the start of the session. Finally 
a B i n  i^/remiired to implement the Budget commitment to increase 
^ t ional inkur^hce contributions in April 1994.

T
8* A large number of other essential and contingent Bills were bid 
f°r by Departments .^-many to implement European Community Directives. 
FlG looked particularly critically at these since in many cases they 
w°Uld have been preempting space for more desirable legislation. 
°nly 3 such Bills h a v ^ ^ n  included in the proposed programme - on EC 
finance (to implement t^s^rallnburgh summit own resources agreement), 
^£ode marks (where there a r e ^ a n i f i c a n t  potential financial gains for 
British business) and on tfte^European Economic Area (assuming that 
^gislation cannot be passfed^tkis session to ratify the revised 
a9reement). It remains possib^e/f^iat other Bills may be required at 
sh°rt notice, eg to prepare for^xWe Olympic Games in 2000 should 
Manchester's bid be successful. We'khave to keep this potential 
tequirement in mind in deciding h o w o t h e r  Bills can be included.

^££3ramme Bills
9’ These essential Bills take up about half the space available for 
^lislation next session. FLG considered .-that priority for the 
Chaining slots should go to politica(^yv_attractive Bills, 
Particularly those which promoted the Governments economic and law
^nd

BU l
the- followingorder objectives. The Committee considere 

s should be given the highest priority.

Privatisation and Deregulation (a major supply^ sjLjtie measure 
containing as a minimum some specific transport priva££&ktion and 
deregulation measures, including bus deregulation inXx^don, and 
some general provisions to facilitate privatisation tc^wn^toh it 
is the aim to add powers repealing unnecessary regulat^oi^pand 
removing statutory obstacles to contracting out)

CONFIDENTIAL CMO until 30 November 1
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Police (implementing the recommendation of the Sheehy Inquiry

the structural reforms recently announced by the Home Secfe
'\ > > > Local Government (Scotland) (creating the new structure f°r 
x^/^government and water in Scotland)

tarf

10'&

rirronmental Protection (which would need to be confined t0 
androv^ions replacing the National Rivers Authority 

Maje^y'js Inspectorate of Pollution into a single agency)

Crimim i l i r f
VJ'rustice (a tightly drawn Bill confined to dea- ^

persistent juvenile offenders and no more than 1 other PL

Education (t

10. A very strong c 
on agricultural land 
privatising the post o 
administration of magistr 
possible to have included 
candidates. There are also 
measures, including controlling 
amending some unsatisfactory pr 
199

r training and student unions)

r-fi Ĉ 13made for certain other Bills, par^
reform, changing the state pens 
adoption law reform and re 
ourts

i on

for» ; >
However it would not &aV

Is without displacing more ^ eS

er of important criminal 3 ^
^ usion as recommended by câ  ̂

__________ ____________ . IsS^is in the Criminal Just*
1 and measures dealing with ^a^rs, new age travelle ^  jl

squatters, which are strong candidat^^^or early legislation* j'
would not be possible to accommodate mq^e than one of these t0  ̂ ^

addition to action against persistent^ juvenile offenders pjj
 ̂̂  c.eturning the legislation into a general purpose Criminal JuS 

which would be highly time-consuming.

there
is -ri^C ,1

6 " n t /

11. The proposed programme is set out at Ann
description of each Bill at Annex B. The pro
dependent upon a good number of Bills being introdu
Lords and on Bills being ready for introduction righ
the session. Colleagues will need to take a close pe
in the preparation of their Bills and should exp
instructions with Parliamentary Counsel by the middle of
latest. Bills which do not make proper progress may
deleted from the programme. There is also the p o s s i l*1

ac c ° jadjustments to the programme may have to be made to
li t .

CONFIDENTIAL
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Unexpected urgent Bills, particularly if these are contentious. A 
list of Bills FLG was not able to include in the proposed programme is 
t̂ Annex C.

One unresolved issue concerns a possible hybrid Bill on the 
Tunnel rail link. As this is only likely to take up 1 day on 
>r of the House in 1993-94 it might be possible to accommodate

it would pre-empt a considerable amount of time in the 
ssion (the previous Channel Tunnel Bill took up 4 days on 
he Commons and 7 in the Lords). FLG therefore proposes 

again later in the year and make recommendations in 
progress with the CTRL proposals and the likely 

Priorities for legislation in 1994-95.

Soriclusion
13• I b e l ie v e  th  
te p re s e n ts  th e  b e s t  
P ro g ress  on our key pol 
Under which we s h a l l  be

le draft programme FLG has put together 
of the opportunity we have to make real 

objectives within the tight constraints 
5p€ sing next session. I invite the Cabinet

to approve the list of Bil
Programme f o r  th e  1993-94 
k®ing made in  p re p a rin g  th e s e

nnex A as the provisional legislative 
subject to satisfactory progress 
for early introduction.

Privy council Office 
April 1993
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sills r e c o m m e n d e d by f l g f o r i n c l u s i o n in the 1993-94 l e g i s l a t i v e 
programme X
SSSimons starters 
nday Trading
lligence Services

Pri^trisation/Deregulation (including London bus deregulation) 

Local Go ŷfjfrment (Scotland)
Increase ̂ I^/TCational Insurance Contributions (advice is that this has^tcr be a separate Bill and cannot be included in a Finance Bi^l)
Lc Finance

gency proposals only)
Bill including persistent juvenile

student unions)

^££ds starters
Local Government (Ŵ (l
Environmental Protec
Criminal Justice (a 2 p °ffenders)
Education (teacher trainin
Trade Marks
European Economic Area

^ g sible hybrid Bill 
Channel Tunnel Rail Link

following contingent Bills may become essential in 1993-94. in ^Ugh case time may have to be found at the expense of Bills in the
kilogramme

°iy®pic Games
Eur°pean Parliament Elections (if not enacted
Te

2-93)
nnorist Insurance (if not enacted in 1992-93)

Pharmaceutical Price Regulation 
Hea l t h  Service (Dentists' remuneration)
Invalidity Benefits

legi slative changes arising from the PES round or the v£raer>public expenditure review.

CMO until 30 November,
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CONFIDENTIAL ANNEX B

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF BILLS PROPOSED FOR THE 1993-94 LEGISLATIVE 
PROGRAMME

salmons starters
Ŝ (AMENDMENT) (SUNDAY TRADING)

inn the law on Sunday trading. The Bill will contain 3 options f6^fte£orm: total deregulation, partial deregulation, and a shop-based prohibiting Sunday trading but with limited exceptions. par£d^m£At will be invited to choose one of these. There will also be Ptoyi^torisv for protecting existing shopworkers from dismissal or action ̂ hort of dismissal for refusing to work on a Sunday.

intelligei
To put the

RVICES
S and GCHQ on a statutory basis.

c°al i n d u s t r y/e n e r g y i nd u s t r i e s
To privatise Bri_ Merging from the

De r e gu l at i on
provide a general po^*^ companies in preparatio, Paving power, and to dereĉ i , f State for Transport to c Us companies, and to requ °mpanies. Consideration^Pealing unnecessarily reg__tatutory obstacles to contrac

p0LlCE

oal, and possibly to implement other proposals olicy review.

transfer assets rights and liabilities r privatisation, to provide a general London buses, and allow the Secretary local authorities to dispose of their privatisation of public airport given to including provisions primary legislation and removing ut/market testing.

To change the functions and compositi--------------------------police authorities and the
Pfangements for funding the poliod/^ service; to simplify the 

Procedures for the amalgamation of police forces and changing force 
oundaries; to reform police discipline procedures; to introduce 
®forms to the pay and rank structure arising from the recommendations 
r the Sheehy Inquiry into police rewards and^responsibilities.

(SCOTLAND)DDCAL GOVERNMENT
Tn establish unitary local authorities in S c o  Structuring of water and sewerage services curr 
s t h o r i t i e s .

1RCREAse in n a t i o n a l i n s u r a n c e c o n t r i b u t i o n s
To

and consequent >roved by local

c implement the increase in the rate of nation ttributions announced in the Chancellor's Budget stat

CONFIDENTIAL
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EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES (FINANCE)
JTo give effect to a new EC Own Resources Decision to be a<?re ^ )94, and needing to be ratified by 1 January 1995.

ed

Starters
VERNMENT (WALES)

To \b££Vlde for the reorganisation of local government in jjy replz& M qy the present county and district council structur 
s i n g l e / s t r u c t u r e  of new unitary authorities.

ENVIRONME
To establis (and also th

ROTECTION
Environmental Protection Agency for England an<̂ separate Agency for Scotland).

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
To introduce a juvenile offender^ __ facilities in which' more than one furthei

EDUCATION

pers& 5sentence of secure treatment for _
provide for the creation of PeWlude ̂  sentence is to be served, and to inci priority criminal justice measure-

To reform students unions establish a new statutory into teaching, and to intro): content of initial teacher assessment.

TRADE MARKS

i v le '\lementing the voluntary princir ̂ , :o administer a school-centre^oth national reguirements gtude
i>ing and a framework f°r

To reform trade marks law, to implemet to enable the UK to ratify an intern): registration, to give effect to proviso trade mark, and to enable the UK to coi Convention.

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AREA

> EC harmonisation dir®e 
il agreement on on the proposed to 
more fully with

To give effect to the agreement between the E^r^Sef^SEFTA to e a European Economic Area.

Possible Hybrid Bill 
CHANNEL TUNNEL RAIL LINK
To provide powers to construct a high speed rail link and the Channel Tunnel.

1
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CONFIDENTIAL ANNEX C

sills p r o p o s e d  b y c o l l e a g u e s  f o r  w h i c h  t i m e  i s u n l i k e l y  t o  b e f o u n d  i n 
1993-94

\>~X BILLS ORIGINALLY CLASSIFIED AS "ESSENTIAL" 

l^Knity Pay
Cda^r^ealth Development Corporation 
Comj&i (Major Shareholdings)
Monitoriha -arms exports

INALLY CLASSIFIED AS "CONTINGENT"

Children (Scotland)
Gilt-edged stock 
Stock Exchange 
H°tg Kong appeals 
Unfair contract terms 
Northern Ireland consti al/electoral
Alilens Employment

PROGRAMME BILLS

likely to be included inP°st office (but paving proves
Treasury deregulation Bill) >>

Pensions
Invalidity benefit v//
Nsstrictive Trade Practices and Abuse of Market Power 
Government information 
Magistrates' courts 
Agricultural land tenure
Adoption and Children (miscellaneous provisions)'
Unit Fines (Parents)
Antarctic Environmental Protection
European Investment Fund (but may be included in the EQ^F^^mce Bill 
1 primary legislation proves to be necessary)

Crown Agents privatisation (but may be rendered unnecessary
regulation Bill)

the

CMO until 30 November
CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIALLicensing
Redundant Churches 
Gas

^/^S^emical Weapons 
trafficking 
:er of arms technology 

Mi negligence (structured settlements)
Reqi& t& i £ion services
Health, 
remuneral

ices and public health (though legislation on Den 
ji^may become essential)
<7/

t i s

Medical
Terrorist finances (Northern Ireland)
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration 
Education (Scotl 
Environmental Profce 1 (except Agency provisions) 
Local Government 
Slaughterhouses 
Covent Garden Market Authq.
Animal health and welfare 
Law Officers 
Domestic violence
Judicial Appointments >>
Privity of Contract and Estate
Transport deregulation miscellaneous^prmrisions 
proposed Deregulation Bill

not included ifl

Shipping and aviation 
Humber Bridge (Loans)
Employment (Disabled Persons)

D. BILLS CLASSIFIED AS "UNCONTROVERSIAL"

Value Added Tax 
Comptroller & Auditor General (now proposed as a hando 
Banking 
Fair trading

CMO until 30 Nove
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COPY NO: 79
^  T H I S  DOCUM ENT I S  T H E  P R O P E R T Y  O F  H E R  B R I T A N N I C  M A J E S T Y ' S  G O VER NM EN T

^ S c p ( 9 3 ) 6
June 1993

\ CABINET

Memc

ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

Summary

Economic prospects appear if anything a little better than at 
budget time. There are encouraging signs that a recovery is now 
ah last under wa y , although many sectors and regions remain 
hspressed and there will doubtless be a few bad statistics among 
the good ones in the months ahead. Unemployment shows signs of 
having peaked. Recent news on inflation has also been good, with 
Underlying inflation currently well within.the announced 1-4 per 
Cent target range and pay settlements continuing to decline. Unit 
labour costs in manufacturing are falling.

2 Provided we follow sound policies we can reasonably seek to 
Achieve a sustained period of above-trend growth without igniting 

lat ionary pressures. Although inflation may be close to the 
toP end of the 1-4 per cent target range in the n e  

S°' there is no reason why it should not decline
as we maintain a cautious approach to monetary po]^

months or 
ter as

There are, of course, downside risks to activity. 
ec°nomy is very weak, and the prospect for the major econoi 
Articular in Europe - is less favourable than at Budget time.
1hls weakness may inhibit recovery in the UK, But the main -



of the 
sector 

current account

SECRET

^^>controllable - risk to the medium-term sustainability 
l^|covery is the current exceptionally high level of public 
^ ^ r r o w i n g  and, its external counterpart, the

4- After a tight public expenditure settlement last year, and a 
Very tough Budget in the Spring, public sector borrowing is likely 
to fall significantly as the economy recovers. But with public 
sector debt building up rapidly, the burden of debt interest 
rising, and the prospects for growth more encouraging, there is a 
case for making more progress.

It would 
terms, if we had t 
higher expenditure? 
®xpenditure under the

damaging politically, as well in economic 
e taxes simply in order to finance still 

is therefore vital to keep public 
gntest possible control.

.economy

Growth in the major seven economies picked up in 1992, but at
^  Per cent was still very weak. A fitful recovery continued in
the u s ,  but output fell sharply during the year in Germany and
JaPan. This pattern has continued into 1993. US growth in the
first quarter was only k per cent. Industrial production in
Germany has fallen 12 per cent below its early-1992 peak, the
largest fall since the war. And total output (GDP) fell around

per cent in the first quarter alone 1iffa level nearly 3 per
Cent lower than a year earlier. It is now quite possible that the 
Ge
he

rman recession will prove to be deeper than our own. Output has 
en falling elsewhere in Europe too.

There are only tentative signs that the falls 
c°ntinental Europe and Japan are coming to an end, a 
110 real signs of recovery. 1993 is likely therefore to 
^ear of weak growth, with GDP growth in the G7 now forecas 
to p0r cent> GDP in the European Community is fo’
to

exceed
fall by k per cent; Germany, France, Italy, Spain and Bell

SECRET
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^ouid all register falls. This is a weaker outlook than at the 
Lme of the Budget.

e & The upside of weak activity is that inflationary pressures 
ar«ffcvery weak, and likely to remain so for some time. Inflation 
ls below 3 per cent in four of the major seven countries. The G7 
average is 2% per cent and has been around 3 per cent since 
early 1 9 9 2 , the lowest sustained level since the mid-1960s.

UKj_ -recent and short-term prospects

Although the world economy has been a little weaker than 
expected at the time ĝ f the Budget, activity in the UK has if 
anything been slightly stronger. GDP excluding the volatile North 
Sea component rose \ per cent in the first quarter, the first real 
■‘-^crease for nearly three years.

■*•0. Retail sales, manufacturing output, car registrations and 
Exports have all been on rising trends recently, although figures
Polished on Friday show that 
lricreased much less than export 
market turnover and prices have 
(-°nsumer and business confidence ha
though consumer confidence has 
br

le first quarter total exports 
-de the EC. Both housing 
feeble signs of picking up. 

proved since last autumn,

U The odds are that recovery is now 
^he easing of
hes

consumer confidence has not returned to the levels seen 
iefly immediately after the general election.

underway, underpinned by 
easing of monetary policy since the autumn and the measures 

igned to help business. But it is too soon to judge the 
°verall strength of the recovery with any confidence. Nor is 
^r°gress likely to be smooth and uninterrupted. Even if the trend 
Remains upwards, there are bound to be poor mi 
intermingled with the good. Moreover the downside n :  
n°tably the weakening position in continental Europe
le v®ls of household debt at home.

12.
^ i r s t

In view of the stronger than expected performance 
quarter, in its unpublished summer forecast the Treasury has
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revised its forecast of growth in 1993 up from lk  to Ik per cent, 
[owth in 1994 is now put at 3 per cent, or 2k per cent excluding 

-h Sea output (which is projected to rise sharply). These 
ists are slightly more optimistic than the average 

lent forecasts, but the differences are not significant.

13. The recent falls in unemployment have come as a surprise to 
™°st forecasters, even after allowing for the recovery in output. 
Unemployment usually follows the cycle in output with a 
considerable lag, but in recent years this lag appears to have 
shortened. Compared with previous experience, unemployment rose 
^ore quickly during the recession. And now it has started to fall 
at a much earlierSetacje than in previous recoveries.

to
ho

^  • One possible explanation is that following the labour market 
r®forms of the 1980s firms are firing and hiring more rapidly than 
they used to. Better still, it may indicate that we are beginning 

achieve the benefits of a more flexible labour market. If, 
Wever, our forecast of growth is correct we cannot rely on a 

c°ntinued downward trend in unemployment in the short run. The 
latest Treasury forecast is for unemployment to remain on a 
Plateau for the next year or so, at; around 2.9 million. This 
c°uld be consistent with occasional small monthly changes in 
elther direction.

Recent news on inflation has been g J S t  •ay has continued to 
decelerate, with underlying average earning^lgrbwth in the private 
Sector now below 4 per cent (and settlements are lower still). 
^nit wage costs are actually falling thanks to rapid rises in 
Productivity. Underlying RPI inflation has fallen to 2.9 per 
Cent, the lowest rate for twenty-five years. ^JfrjAitems RPI 
E l a t i o n  is even lower at 1.3 per cent. •

• However we must not delude ourselves that in'! 
^efeated. The latest fall in underlying inflation is mo^ 
^counted for by the effects of the introduction of the

The all-items rate will rise towards the underlying rate
the effects of past mortgage rate cuts drop out of the figures in
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the autumn. And the effects on underlying inflation of the lower 
Exchange rate and the Budget tax increases have not yet fully fed

N ^ l o u g h .

1'1 On the other hand there is plenty of spare capacity which 
wU l  continue to exert strong disinflationary pressure. The 
latest Treasury forecast is that, if sterling remains close to 
tecent levels, underlying inflation will be 3^ per cent at the end 
of this year and at the end of 1994 - within our 1-4 per cent 
tatget range,| but not by much. Independent forecasters generally 
see even less room for manoeuvre.

v l
We now have prov^ional figures for trade with the European 

Community in the first quarter; these had been delayed by the 
Introduction of a new reporting system with the start of the 
Single Market. Although exports to non-EC countries rose 5 per 
Cent in volume terms, exports to the EC fell lh  per cent. This is 
not entirely unexpected given falling demand and output in 
c°ntinental Europe. But with recovery underway in the UK imports 
ln total rose 2 per cent in v olime terms, % per cent faster than 
export s . Overall the visible trade deficit in the first quarter
at £4% billion was marginally laEig&r than in the last quarter of 
1992.

19.
a
It

There has been a marked improvement 
result of our falling labour costs and

lead

Bette

competitiveness as 
ower exchange rate, 

is important that this improvement is sustained. It should
to our exports growing considerably faster than world trade. 

:er competitiveness will also help UK producers to compete with 
Sports, but imports are bound to increase as the economy 
tecovers. There is therefore a consensus that the current account 
will remain in deficit to the tune of £15-20 billion'
n©x t .

ear and

er^' The PSBR was £36% billion in 1992-93, some £1^ billioi 
t l̂an expected at the time of the Budget. This higher le v e l  1&f 
°rrowing knocks-on into the current year, largely offsetting the 

tax receipts and lower social security spending from the
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stronger than expected recovery. 
kPSBR of £50 billion.

The forecast for 1993-94 remains

^1. Assessing medium term prospects is a very hazardous activity. 
But with GDP a little higher in the short term* I have no reason 
to doubt that the path set out for activity in the MTFS is 
attainable, provided we retain the confidence of the financial 
Markets in the sustainability of our policies.

22 • U n d e r l y i n ^ \ n f l a t i o n  may rise uncomfortably close to the top 
end of the 1-4 per cent target range in the short run, as the 
iII>pact of a lower pound and the increases in indirect taxes in the 
Budget come through. But the objective of getting into a lower 
^alf of the range by the end of this Parliament seems attainable 
as long as we remain vigilant. That means continuing with a 
Cautious approach to monetary policy.

23* Above all, given where ye start from, the achievement of a 
st®ady recovery and continuing success in the battle against 
lnflation will depend upon the maintenance of a sound and 
sUstainable fiscal position - one that will foster confidence 
ar|iongst consumers, businesses and in the financial markets, and 
c°ntribute to alleviating the other maiWi£hreat to the medium-term 
shstainability of the recovery, the current account deficit,

^̂ kg-Ciirrent account

24 In 
c u r r e n t  

A c t o r s

the normal course of events we would ex 
account deteriorating as the economy 
will help to counteract this tendency 

uPturn: a reduction in the government’s 
and

It to see the 
Two 

present
government's borrowing rec ement; 

improved UK competitiveness. Falling unit laboul .s in
It'anufacturing, reinforced by the fall in the
Se

pound sin
Ptember, provide us with a good opportunity to take advan

world upturn. 
Irie<lium term we

But in order to take full advantage in 
must contain the growth in labour costs and make
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sure that we do not pre-empt the resources needed to boost our 
f a d i n g  performance.

^ha-^Lscal position

It was important to allow the PSBR to rise during the 
recession, as tax receipts fell and spending related to the 
economic cycle automatically increased. But it is equally vital 
that as the economy recovers borrowing must be brought back 
towards balance. And there are more fundamental reasons why 
action has been necessary to restrain borrowing, both in last 
year's Public Expenditure Survey and in the Spring Budget.

^6. A PSBR of £50 billion - 8 per cent of GDP - in 1993-94 is 
clearly excessive. It h a s  to be brought down sharply because the 
burden of public debt would otherwise become unacceptable. We 
have seen this happen in other countries - for example Italy. 
And we have seen the immense pain involved in putting the public 
finances back on a sustainable footing if action is delayed.

le projected cumulative borrowing requirement 
Period was revised up to nearly £170 billion 
deterioration reflects the impact of lower econom 
1992-93 and a lower forecast for growth over1992-93 and a lower forecast for growth over 
Particularly on the revenue side. It also refle 
■Reassessment of the underlying fiscal positio 
Replications for borrowing of a given level of GDP 
higher than expected PSBR outturn in 1992-93.

econom
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The central projection in the MTFS showed the PSBR falling to 
4% per cent of GDP by 1996-97, the end of the Survey period, 

jn after 4 years of sustained recovery the public sector 
I^GDP ratio would still be rising, having increased by over 
_  quarters since 1991-92. Debt interest payments would also 

i increased by around three quarters over this period, 
absori5jLng close to 10 per cent of General Government Expenditure 
and still rising.

29. There isja strong case 
rapidly than envisaged at 
away from achieving our 
budget. Clearly L«ter 
f e l i n e  in the PSB 
m®dium term growth 
Pessimistic. And it'
Perm spending plans on

for bringing borrowing down more 
Budget time. We remain a long way 

declared objective of balancing the 
growth would result in a more rapid 

t there is no reason to think that our 
ption of 2\ per cent a year is too 
e a serious mistake to base our medium 

o^er-optimistic projection for growth.

^0. The tax increases announced in the Budget involved a number
of very difficult decisions, whi
what is politically feasibl 
Possibility that further tax r 
November in order to bring borrowin

took us close to the margins of 
I cannot rule out the 

es will be necessary in 
more quickly.

^1* The tax increases in the last Budget were seen as a necessary 
c°inpiement to very tough public spending plans. There can be no 
'JPostion of raising taxes in November simply To pay for a failure 
to stick to our agreed public expenditure ceilings. This would be 
Seen as a complete reversal of our approach to fiscal policy, and

believe that the political damage would be incal 
the Cabinet has agreed the remit for public expen 
tt will be essential to stick to it.

^ h S i u s i o n  

32

able. Once
this year

low
The aim of policy must continue to be sustained 
inflation. It is essential to minimise the risk tha
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recovery will run into the sand because the markets 
Jblic finances are running out of control.

believe the

ur policies must be seen to be sound and sustainable. This 
ringing the PSBR down sharply. The Chief Secretary's paper 

in detail the implications for the public expenditure

K.C

T r e a s u r y  

14 J u n e  1 9 9 3
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CABINET

Memi

1993 PUBLIC EXPENDITURE SURVEY

by the Chief Secretary, Treasury

■'■he Chancellor's paper emphasises the crucial economic and 
PoUtical importance of bringing down the PSBR. This paper sets 
°ut the implications for the public expenditure Survey.

S U e kjjig to existing plans

We announced last year a new 
Ending. We need to build i 
9rowth of public expenditure is kept w 
tate of the economy as a whole.

>n 1 m

rne f

term framework for public 
to ensure that the real 
the underlying growth

This means that EDX should take tTie figures for the new
°ntrol total for years 2 and 3 in the last Autumn Statement as 

the

4.

ceilings for years 1 and 2 in the new Survey.

These were the figures on which the projecti the PSBR
111 the Budget were based. Anything more would:

immediately be perceived as adding to the PSBR 
anything we should actually be reducing it;
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%*
make it look as if we were intent on spending the 
proceeds of the Budget tax increases even before we had 
secured Royal Assent; and

be taken as a signal that in the Autumn taxes would have 
o rise simply to finance higher spending.

^• Nothing could be more damaging to the credibility of the
Government.

^ £--1997

6 . The new Surve

The Budget PSBR p 
this year of lk  per cent"
^tam ework.

is 1996-97.

ions assumed real growth in the NCT in 
maximum permissible under the new

8 . We need to reassess that, for two reasons:

first, the 1^ per ce 
control total was chosen 
a growth rate of 2 
spending - which is what is

iling on growth in the new 
uly to be consistent with 

or less in total 
ed to keep it within

9
Pro

the underlying growth rate o£? tfiM- economy. The impact 
on debt interest of the deterioration in the PSBR since 
then puts that in doubt. Chart 1 shows how quickly debt 
interest is now growing, and thereby pre-empting cash 
which would be much better spent on services;

second, 1996-97 is the only year fc dltfhich the 
Government will be announcing a new speni^l figure. 
The markets and others will regard it as a sii iJ*pf our 
seriousness about tackling the PSBR in the me term 
through spending restraint.

We have a Manifesto commitment to reduce spending 
Portion of national income. Progress on this is painfully
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Pw. Even if we keep to current cash ceilings, expenditure could 
1 account for a higher share of GDP at the end of the 

ent than it did just before it began, reversing the 
Tress we made in the previous two Parliaments. Chart 2 shows 

ûs t r a p i d l y  total spending is now growing, and the contrast 
with whi||P%e managed to achieve in the second half of the 1980s.

For these reasons, the Chancellor and I have concluded that
^he maximum real growth in the NCT we can allow in 1996-97 is 
1

maxxmum 
Per cent.

^Rljgations

U Meeting this 
Substantial and apparei 
s°cial security, educati? 
than account for such 
Res

will be extremely hard. We face 
nrelenting demand-related pressures on 

riculture and elsewhere which more 
room for manoeuvre as exists from the 

serves built into the public spending plans. The implications 
are that:

all programmes will 
rigorous possible scrutf 
social security, where t 
are strongest - and if neces 
It will be particularly imp 
down heavily on pay and to look 
from the fundamental reviews;

to be subjected to the most 
- including those, notably 
demand-determined pressures 

olicy changes made. 
^ to continue to bear 

Dr sc^me early returns

- the scope for any discretionary increases in spending 
not financed by offsetting savings elsewhere is 
effectively nil; and ^

ways will have to be found to reduce spending 
programmes below existing plans to offset what 
the short term, be inescapable increases elsewhe

Id* The Prime Minister has already publicly set out some gru
_ protecting the most vulnerable and honouring Manifesto
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^mmitments. Within these constraints, nothing can be regarded as 
rosanct. We will not otherwise make progress towards our 
|j.dding Manifesto commitments on spending and borrowing.

>sts a n d  s t a f f i n g

In a difficult Survey it will be essential that running costs 
should continue to fall as a proportion of public spending. 
®Dl(P) agreed last week that pay settlements will need to be 
financed in lar9e part from efficiency increases (though
a<ijustments for ̂ dB^ificant changes in work load and other factors 
may be needed in^ c e r ^ i n  cases). Such an approach would be 
c°nsistent with or no growth in pay bills in 1994-95,
father lower than thy'JMcreases allowed in current cash plans.

4• To the extent that nigher settlements are incurred than are 
Assumed, departments woimi need to find offsetting economies in 

usual way. Provision for non-pay running costs should be
fmiiariy constrained. Civil Service numbers should continue to 

f a l l to reflect efficiency impro, 
Privatise and contract out se
fhis remit for running costs and st? 
fiDX.

ts and decisions to abolish, 
The exact implications of 
should be a matter for

4J* Under the new arrangements, it wilT be for EDX to make 
r̂°P°sals about the allocation of expenditure to different

T) v
°9tammes within the overall totals which we agree. The first 

^6eting of EDX will be on 13 July. I will be following that up in 
'''laterals with colleagues in the second half o&S^ulV and will

fhen
Pfoc

Put a note to EDX which will set out the main is
g r a m m e . I intend to check what this says
°9rammes with the relevant department. I will be 

the usual agenda letters setting out the ground I would 
0v©r in the bilaterals within the next few weeks.

, u  u r  a  u u c x j

ding oui
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el u s i o n s

^ven the fiscal prospects, we must give top priority to 
our robust approach to public spending. I therefore 

ask aMyirijl^ to agree that:

(a) strict control of public spending must be maintained;

( b ) to avj

(c )

( d )

Ld adding to the PSBR and to keep the ratio of 
public ̂ s p e n d i n g  to GDP on a downward trend, EDX should 
hold to the ceilings agreed last year for the new 
controYjptiltal in 1994-95 and 1995-96. For 1996-97 we 
should keep real growth in the new control total within 
1 per c e n ^

a,^u_c

r o i S f e t c
rec

EDX should be invited to make proposals about how this 
remit can best be delivered, and I should now conduct 
bilaterals with colleagues on their spending programmes 
in order to help inform that;

provision for Civil Service pay and other running cost 
should reflect pay anCP price assumptions which are 
offset in whole or large pa®t, by efficiency increases, 
to an extent on which E&X fshould be asked to make 
recommendations; and Civil Ser%fiiK^tetaf f numbers should 
continue to fall. ^

hh

U
■ treasu ry  

June 1993

M  P
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CMO until 2 August 1993

this DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S
g o v e r n m e n t 

CP(93)8

interim report op_^the future evolution of the National Curriculum 
and testing which ^Lll be published on 2 August. I invite 
•Colleagues to encfopse) the strategy outlined below.

She Pea-ring report

2- The object of the rtihg review was to salvage the vital 
Principles of the Nationar^uraiculum by stripping out the 
e*cessive bureaucracy whicn\J>aWimpeded its implementation in 
Practice. The National Curriq££H«$k and associated tests have 
Already produced higher standards^&nce 1988, but these have been 
°ffset by inept administration.

3. What we want is:

a. a common curriculum framework f 
guarantees broad and balanced t

a small number of straightforward a 
targets which raise standards;

rigorous tests, particularly in the basi 
mathematics and science;

1 schools which 
for all pupils;

nglish,

the accountability of schools to parents and tKe/$£±iier 
community.
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4• What we want to get rid of is the over-complexity and 
needless prescription which have proved difficult for teachers 
to manage and have alienated many of them from the National 
Curriculum.

Sir Ron Dearing has produced a very good interim report 
successfully strikes a balance between preservation of the 

ciples and addressing the practical problems. The main
_ towards slimming down the curriculum especially

outsid core subjects of English, mathematics and science,
with str^rnMned tests, the possibility of a new approach to the 
grading o^Apupils' attainments following further consultation 
this Autumn and more effective administration under the auspices 
°f the new School-Curriculum and Assessment Authority. The key 
tecommendations((are) set out at annex A.

6* This is an int: 
this Autumn, Dearing 
te will advise on the 
°n grading; and on the

eport. Following further consultations 
produce a final report in December when 

ble for streamlining the curriculum; 
ulum from 14 to 16.

Government' s response

7* I intend to accept the r e p ^ t ^ n d  to make it the centrepiece 
of the Government agenda for actf^C^b put the National 
Curriculum and testing back on traakV^The key points will be:

retention of the existing National Curriculum subjects 
from 5-14 so as to retain bread^^^id balance;

further consultation on the scope 
flexibility of the curriculum from

slimming down the mandatory content in 
as to allow teachers more room to teach:

reasing 
,16;

will go furthest in the subjects other tha 
mathematics and science, which must continue 
prescribed in some detail;

ubject so 
limming
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d. retention of straightforward, rigorous tests in 
English, mathematics and science, but with fewer test 
papers reducing the marking by about half;

e. less form-filling: in addition to rigorous testing, 
teachers will continue to make their own classroom 
assessments, but without the paraphernalia of the 
current needless bureaucracy;

e centrality of accountability: parents will receive 
test results of their own children in the written 

Report which will be required of all schools annually;

extension of accountability to the wider community: 
as now school GCSE results will be published in 
perform^rtc^jtables in order to provide an output 
measure rtj^ysecondary schools and, when the tests are 
established;! / s k & S X o o  will the results of the 11 year 
olds in order 't^^provide an output measure for primary 
schools. We a p ^ n q \ .  need to include the results of 7 
year olds and olds in performance tables as
well, but they wiiX'W published in school prospectuses 
and governors' repoi

8* Dropping the inclusion of tft%r^«£ults of 7 and 14 year olds 
ln school performance tables will substantially disarm the 
hostility with which many teachers regard the tables and hence 
hhe tests which contribute to them. But the Government's key 
°bjectives will all be fulfilled: there be robust outcome
Measures for primary and secondary schools^3 .sr^\ result of the 
school by school publication of the results ' Q f y t h e  11 year olds 
and of the GCSE results; the National Curriciidjm^d.11 be 
securely embedded; there will be rigorous tests^^n^t^e basics; 
bureaucracy will be rooted out; schools will be 
burents for the progress of their own children.

itable to
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Presentation

9* This package must be saleable. It should engage the support 
if teachers, governors, and parents and will certainly appeal to 

>loyers. It opens up the prospect of significantly reduced 
Ssload for teachers, with immediate relief as a result of the 

ilining of the 1994 tests. But it does not foreshadow such 
or precipitate change as to play into the hands of those 

hhidfis^xthe NUT in particular - who will want to argue that 
there point in going on with tests in 1994 if the
Under lyiftg/xramework is to be overhauled. It will engage the 
support of(<xhe many conscientious teachers who will be liberated 
to teach.

It will n<6(£^however be all plain sailing, 
to be at least thi'^”
1 0 . There are likely

Sources of continuing opposition. First, 
some teachers will^-ednyinue to have concerns about performance 
tables. Second, the ^y^leadership will almost certainly try 
and argue that there isr^p^point in testing while the curriculum 
ls under review and may ray~»o impugn the independence of 
faring and the Dearing repjifrt^ Third, the National Association 
°f Teachers of English (NATE\^s^ opposed to prescribed tests per 
Se and may well try to mobilise^fth members against the 1994 
Versions on the ground they haveS/t^ep inadequately tried out.

• There would be no virtue howev4&^rfi trying to make 
concessions to avoid these battles. ^Je must take them head on 
and» in the process, isolate the opponents of testing in 1994 by 
taking clear that this package is the Government's bottom line. 
Ihe key thing will be to mobilise press amj^pgfaiic support for
th e reasonableness of the package and to mak' that ordinary
teachers and governors have accurate informati

Our comprehensive presentation plan includes 
c°hference at the Queen Elizabeth II Conference Cen^ 
faring; television and radio interviews with MinisteS 
0f leader writers; separate briefing of the regional m e t  
^bisters; briefing of employers' organisations; and use 
^°llow up articles. In addition an updated "Testing: The Fa<
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will be widely distributed. Political colleagues and supporters 
will be receiving a package of material tailored for their 
purposes.

^  • ■Objectives for the launch and subsequent follow-up of the 
•ing report will therefore be to:

sustain the credibility and independence of Sir Ron 
Dearing himself;

e it clear that the Government is fully in control 
the agenda post-Dearing;

ensure that, for the beginning of the new term, the 
schoqftsj^ave prompt access to the Dearing report, the 
Government's response and to the facts about the 1994 
testing^aj^rangements;

follow up D 
concerted cam 
for the curricu

C o n c lu s io n

in the early Autumn with a further 
to get across the Government agenda 

d testing.

14• The challenge is to sell thieC-mStekage. The Dearing report 
Oives us the best possible prospect^£?getting the National 
Curriculum and testing back on track^ It is a sensible agenda 
which preserves the principles of the National Curriculum, while 
feting the concerns about bureaucracy and^o^erload and providing 
f°r reasonable continuity while necessary ̂ ^ah«es are made. This 
^eans that we shall have substantially narrcwga/the scope for 
chalienge on grounds other than the purely ideColteepLcal.

%

EB
^artment for Education

27 J u ly 1993
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ANNEX A

BEARING REPORT: SUMMARY OF MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

The existing 10 National Curriculum subjects should 
continue to be a compulsory part of the curriculum for 
all pupils from age 5-14 in order to retain breadth and 
balance, but there should be further consultation this 

^  ^Autumn on the future shape of the 14-16 curriculum in 
<^loj^der to secure a smooth transition to study post-16;

le curriculum content in each subject should be 
slimmed down and the number of assessment criteria 
reducepl^with the most rigorous pruning being done in 
the subjects outside the core of English, mathematics 
and scienceWhere the streamlining would be more 
modest.

There should b€ 
the future of 
achievements: tlie 
level scale with 
separate scales at

prther consultations this Autumn on 
L0 level scale for grading pupils 

Lons will be to retain the 10 
svements or to replace with
Cefi>key stage.
< y %

Streamlined national t^£^//focused on the core 
subjects, should be retaitt£$/at 7, 11 and 14 in order 
to sum up pupils' achievements and to promote schools' 
accountability to parents: Dearing advises that the 
Scottish model of subordinating /€ests to teachers' own 
assessments would not be appropriation England.

The administration of the National 
improved so that schools receive earli< 
information about impending changes.

ilum must be 
better
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SHORT MONEY
Memorandum by the Lord President of the Council

^his memorandum seeks c 
the revision of the fina 
(Short Money).

^ S k orou n d

es' endorsement of my proposals for 
upport given to Opposition parties

* Payments in support of Opposi^3r6)^parties were initiated by 
^he Labour Government in 1975 when<2fedfcN3hort was Leader of the 
^°Use, with the aim of assisting O p p o W ^ b n  parties in carrying 
°ut their Parliamentary business. Sinaa then the total amounts 

have been revised on an ad hoc basis once a Parliament, 
Although distribution has always been relatec
Of seats won and the number of votes recei
Gen

th to the number

eral Election. In 1988 the formula agreed
the previous 
ced sums of

^40,000 for the Labour Party and £187,000 fo^/j^a, Alliance,
to9ether with much smaller sums for the small mino^^toK parties.
Thls was an increase of 70% in the unit payment pe^^eat and 
ces made in 1985, although there was also some chang&^ttscope 
hake in some office costs previously covered in otha^^aVs.

CONFIDENTIAL



The then Lord President's letter to the Leader of the Oppositi°n 
stated that this settlement was made "on the basis that there 
Should be no further increase during the course of f*115 

•liament", but did not in terms state that it was thereby 
ition-proofed. In his speech to the House the then L°rd 

»nt said that "we have had regard to ......  u
prospective increase in costs for the remainder of 
Parli^m^Jt", but this was not a proposition to which 
Opposirlpp'xparties appear to have signed up. Following the 
General ^l^d^ion the 1988 formula produced revised figures as 
result of'c:’£hefx:hanges in votes and seats of £986,000 f°r 
Labour Party^and £204,000 for the Liberal Democrats.

th i5

3.992

a 

tu®

Current Position

Deputy Leader of the Labour Party
ip about revising Short Money

and
fo*

en going on since January. The®e

y of annual indexation of 
ishment of a travel fund 

over and above the 8 * * 11 
jting frontbench Opposi*

difficult judgements

f ot

3. Discussions wit 
the Liberal Democrat 
the current Parliament 
have included the poss 
resulting quantum and the 
Opposition frontbench spok 
settlement, this to put on a fo 
travel, some of which currently c
the Fees Office.

■ • • aIn terms of revising the total amount^p£^Bhort Money paid
are really two options:

8 quantum
• +• foure first 1 

that aotu» 
a n a ^ r ^ t  for * *

shortfall, and for subsequent inflati^«^W*j-v;*-n^ 
increase of some 20%; or

to maintain the stance that the 
account of predicted inflation 
years of the Parliament, but ac 
inflation was higher than forecast

CONFIDENTIAL
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11 accept as both Opposition parties insist, that there 
was no real cover for inflation in the 1988 settlement 
and that the revised settlement should therefore take 
account of all subsequent inflation to give an 
increase of about 35%.

4* ̂ Xpikan informal basis I have floated with the two parties an 
ir' c r ^ ^ > o f  20%, indexed and with a travel fund (see below), 
Galcul^±ep\>Like option i above to take account of the extent to 
which pro^t^ed inflation had been overtaken by actual inflation 
ln the 19£'wj4xliament, and then to update it to 1 April 1993. 
The Deputy dreader of the Labour Party was vehement in her 
Ejection of this suggestion. She pointed out that this would 
have produced a payment of £1,183,000 and contrasted it with the 
Cutrent bill for G^ve^iment special advisers of some £1.37m (June 
1993 - an increase^/f^F^*^ on the September 1988 figure) . She 
also rejected the noa^»f7that the 1988 quantum had taken formal 
account of inflation aujrrag. that Parliament, merely because it 
Was frozen at the outsetyKi^)assessment was that an increase of 

to be paid from 1 Apri£/2^i3 would be the minimum needed to 
take account of inflation o V ^ ^ h e  last Parliament.

Hki

On the basis of these di^ciS&Er^ons it is clear to me that 
k°th Opposition parties would neec^6v:ontract their Westminster 
staff unless there is a Short settl^&gt close to that proposed 
ky Mrs Beckett. An increase o f S ^ % >  would not be easy 
^resentationally. However, a figure reused once a Parliament is

ely to produce increases that look large by comparison with
annuai revisions, and even the higher incre 
^etcentage terms be only about half that agr 
5,0 recognise that failure to settle Short 
9̂t*eed basis with the Opposition parties cou 
Substantial handling difficulties in Parliament 
ttl°riths. in particular they might use a tight 
te°Pen the issue of party political funding. They co

of 35% would in 
1988. We must 

reasonably 
e us very 
e coming 

ent to
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expenditure - on special advisers as a yardstick for a reasonable 
y j / \  settlement, and this would be a difficult argument for the 

overnment to win publicly. I attach at Annex A a summary of the 
figures the two options would imply.

established a new quantum from 1 April 1993, I thinlc 
;ry to avoid this wrangle at the start of eaCh 

Pariiament^mr updating Short Money on an annual basis. The m°st 
economic wJwy o£ doing this currently would be through 
application < & x the RPI: combined with a new settlement 1 ain 
certain the Opposition parties would accept this, and it woul^ 
mean the issue did not have to be revisited in each Parliament

Travel fund

tended to cover travel b y  Opposi
ling allowances paid by the

ti°n
F e ^

toficult for the Fees office
nd parliamentary travel. Ther

r to

7. Short Money was nev, 
spokesmen, nor are the 
Office, although it can 
differentiate between front*} 
is no doubt that the Oppositio 
in undertaking their work, es’ 
modest fund of this sort would he 
abuse of the personal travel all
pursuit of the Member's own Parliament^r^^uties and not his 
as a shadow spokesman. My proposal is Wtat this fund should 
established at £100,000 per annum, and uprated annually by 
RPI. This compares with some £600,000 disbursed for travel 
members of Select Committees each year.

to travel more than hithe 
ly on European issues- 

avoid any suggestion
s, which are paid

of
in

r o le
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&gggmmendation

On balance I would recommend to colleagues that option ii 
should be adopted, along with my other proposals, viz:

x? the Short Money currently paid to the Opposition 
parties should be increased with effect from 1 April

11 .quantum should be updated annually from 1 April 
by reference to the RPI; and

iii a travel fund for Opposition spokesmen of some 
£100,00(//liquid be established, updated on the same 
basis as'^Ker^ Money.

September 1993

TN
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LA BO U R L I B E R A L
D EM O C R A TS

O T H E R S T O T A L

8 4 0 , 0 0 0 1 8 7 , 0 0 0 8 0 , 0 0 0 1 , 1 0 7 , 0 0 0

9 8 6 , 0 0 0 2 0 4 , 0 0 0 9 3 , 0 0 0 1 , 2 8 3 , 0 0 0

1 , 1 8 3 , 0 0 0 2 4 5 , 0 0 0 1 1 2 , 0 0 0 1 , 5 4 0 , 0 0 0

1 , 3 3 1 , 0 0 0 2 7 5 , 0 0 0 1 2 5 , 0 0 0 1 , 7 3 1 , 0 0 0

7 7 , 0 0 0 1 6 , 0 0 0 7 , 0 0 0 1 0 0 , 0 0 0

l®} increase 
ta v e l  fund

increase + 
ctavei fund

1 1 9 . 0 0 0  1 , 6 4 0 , 0 0 0

1 3 2 . 0 0 0  1 , 8 3 1 , 0 0 0
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JONOMIC PROSPECTS 

Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

The economic situation and prospects ittle changed since 
mixed, and there is 
r major European 

partners. But survey evidence points to continuing 
The Treasury's latest internal forecast puts GDP growth

"une- Inevitably the indicators hav 
;Lttle sign yet of a pick-up in activity 

^ d i n g  

9r°w th .

‘ per cent in 1993, rising to 3 per cent next year.

Inflation is also turning out slightly better than 
4riticipated, increasing the chances that it will remain within the 

 ̂Per cent target range in the months ahead despite Ihst ]
L in sterling and the indirect tax increases in the 
1 last March's Budget. And the published trade figur? 
net exports encouragingly buoyant so far this year,

tear' s
. m e
?w

tno
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ihere are major statistical problems and the recorded figures
b e g i""1”tter to deceive. The fall in unemployment since the

e year has been confirmed by the recent Labour Force Sur'

ing beyond the short term, provided we can 
licies and retain the confidence of the markets,
'‘prospect of a sustained period of above-trend 9to^

accompanied 
objective.

by continuing progress towards our in f i a t 1'Of1

The serious fiscal position remains the main risk to
thi5

encouraging ou 
performance is 
that the recovery s 
thought, I am still

One side-effect of 
x revenues are lower.

better in f ia ^
Lden(And despite evl ^ 

rather earlier than we had prevl
a £50 billion PSBR in 1993-94

5. The need to keep public expenditure inside the cash temxt ^
$

agreed in June therefore remains as essential as ever. This ^ 
require some very difficult decisions, but failure to ^
public expenditure objectives would be immens( 
economic, financial and politic* 
have to raise some additional revei

:m s .

tn the Budget.

ely dama5-tn  ̂ -,] 
1 aV welIn addition, I

ut even weake ^

siuggirt * > £ »

The world economy

6. The world economic background has tui 
expected. Growth in the US has been mucl 
usual in the recovery phase, while output hai remained 
weak in continental Europe and has started to fall again tn 
Real GDP growth in the major seven economies may therefore ' 
only 1 per cent in 1993, picking up only to lk  pe,
World trade may do rather better, perhaps growing by 
cent in 1993 and over 5 per cent in 1994, thanks 
imports and continued healthy growth in the Pacific rim 
But with European activity remaining weak, the ge° 
composition of trade will continue to be unfavourable 
exports.

jaP a11’
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yec

The upside of weak world activity is lower inflation in the 
seven countries, which could fall to only 2h per cent by the 
?f 1994, having been stuck at around 3 per cent over the past 

[tore.

demand and activity

A modest economic recovery in this country now seems 
established. Non-oil activity may continue to grow in the second 

of 1993 at much the same rate as in the first half; and 
total cop rather faster thanks to a boost to North Sea output from 

fields coming into production. The latest Treasury internal
1993 as a whole at 2 per cent, revised up 
:ch Budget forecast. Growth in 1994 may 

stitantiy higher than the consensus of outside 
.s a little higher than we were 
the June Public Expenditure Cabinet. 

lis is mainly because the latest national accounts data have

tQrecast puts grov
per cent in t 

n°* be 3 per cent, 
^ r e c a s t s  
e*Pecting 
Th

The 1993 figure 
at the time of

ltd icated stronger activity in tjne second half of 1992 than was 
-ier assumed, which in turn raises the projected 1993 year on 
growth rate.

6a rii

9.
in

It is now clear that non-oil outq 
the second half of last year, risinc 

t s t  a n H  frm -r-t -h  quartersand fourth quarters of 1992 
engthened and broadened this 

f ix tu r e  
tnd

of

tually began to recover 
per cent between the 

the recovery has 
g for the usual 

month to month, the
year. A

good and bad figures from
erlying movements in most sectors are now clearly upwards. If 

nything activity in the first half of the year has turned out a
Lt t t i

activity 
® stronger than expected.

, Manufacturing, energy and service sector outpu^ 
i tc r »ceased, but the construction sector has at best le\
burners’ expenditure has remained buoyant, having risen 

Of
the last five quarters and by over 2 per cent in 

however have continued to de-stock on quite a0̂rnPanies
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:ale, and ample spare capacity means that investment spe 
ns muted.

1994

ndii>5 I

the spring, surprisingly buoyant indicators for the e3-rtf

n5
f the year raised the possibility that the recovery

f oll°wl 
nio1’0

er stronger than was earlier expected. But 
figures for the summer months, comment is now

downbeat, suggesting that we may be seeing a pause in 9r°tf
This view rests 
output and the 
Community. R) 
than earlier in

in particular on recent falls in manufac

&

^parent weakness of exports to the Eut°P 
:y in the housing market also seems less 
tear.

rohusl

expect that the recovery wl12. There is no re l  

smooth. Growth is 
But the balance of evidl 
second half of the yec
firmly to a resumed rise in manufacturing output in the 
ahead, as do other timely indicators such as the latest pure

U

to fluctuate from quarter to quar 
oints to continuing growth in 

The CBI survey in September P1

be

Xfi*'

oi11

managers' survey. Our net exports 
exports to non-EC countries ris 
latest 3-month periods. While exp< 
they may not have been as weak as t’ 
(there are problems with the new syst^

3^ per cent between 
the EC have been

13. Consumer confidence remains on ai 
indicators of consumer spending continue to 
some signs of recovery in the housing market, 
Halifax building society,

encouraging/
hagi

the
we3

Vi°

Jc^'

orded statistics 3 ug9‘&

recording EC t r a d e ) 1

d
ward trend/ 

There are s t 1

ah1
Jl

According to
hi9house prices in September were - *
th °uythan a year earlier for the first time since January 1991/ ij

. s Jltheir path so far this year has been erratic. C " ^ * ™ ’’ 
soon end the destocking seen so far this year, so tha 
met increasingly from rising output.

SECRET
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ar. market

Unemployment began to fall surprisingly soon after the start 
recovery, but there is increasing evidence that the 
aent is genuine. There was a small increase in employment, 

0f 2^%hO' usand, between March and June. And the spring Labour 
p°rce IjflPul^ey from the Employment Department shows the number 
Recorded as unemployed on internationally consistent definitions 
faU i n g  by 92,000 between last winter and spring. Nevertheless, 
w^ile it is dijy!icult to assess the underlying behaviour of 
inductivity and employment, the profile of growth suggests that 
We are unlikely to see significant sustained falls in unemployment 

L-1994IriUch before mid-

rformai15 * Our inflation performance continues to be encouraging. 
^Uerlying (RPI ex MIPs) inflation is only just over 3 per cent, 
^6spite the impact of the fall in sterling. And headline RPI 
■^flation has now been below 2 per cent for 8 consecutive months,
SQlnething not achieved s i

in
ePtionally low June RPI figure

Lees in the shops, and strengthening e 
^nufacturers and distributors an 
i°fit margins.

. Some rise from the
lways expected, and changes

Manufacturers1 output prices over the last few months also
Su9gest some pick-up in inflation in tine yith expectations. The
Sffects of higher import prices have takei*P,feime to feed through to 
P ti recovery may give 

y  to restore their

16.

ti

In the months ahead there will be further upward pressure on
ail price inflation from the tax increases already announced in

e March Budget and, for a few months, from the change in the
iming of the Budget and its effect on excise duties. Thia year's 

fai 1 •i in local taxation (from the introduction of the co
win also drop out of the figures, giving a boost to

.  - price inflation from next April.

SECRET
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is that undefiy
Nevertheless, before taking into account any further 

sures, the Treasury's latest assessment
tion will be slightly better than expected earlier in 

peaking at a little over 3^ per cent in the second quar 
It should therefore remain within its 1-4 pet

Budget 
iflQ 

the

c e flt

I

throughout the next 18 months, though there certa1
risk of breaching the upper limit, Most ou ts1'

tart'

targ( 
remain;
forecasters also expect inflation to remain within its 
range, although a significant minority expect it to be breached 
the end of 1994.

de
,e t

lings growth in the whole economy has conti
cent in the year to July. Combined
wth, this has produced exceptionally ^

18. Underlying 
to fall, to only 
strong productivity 
unit wage cost perfo 
whole economy unit wa
year ago; and for manufacipBLng in the 3 months 
were down by nearly 2 per cent on a year earlier.

W1
00°

y e a r . In the second qu a! te*'

were nearly 1 per cent lowef th rt

to July/
the?

Balance of payments

19. It is difficult to assess t 
first half of the year because of 
the new
January. The published figures show sh' 
from and exports to the EC in the 
phenomenon also seen in a number of

ins t r a d e  p erfo rm an ce  - ^

a problem s a s s o c i a t e d  e

Intrastat system used for recordinq intra-EC trade
b o th impo fx,*

re a1-'

othe!

ops in
^ ^ h a l f  of the ye

A  countrl: : ; ^ i?recorded fall in our imports from EC countries is pa j r t i cU
1992 art

marked, down by 8^ per cent between the fourth quarter of -t-" 0fi
* Dlthe second quarter of this year. By comparison impo-1- ^  

countries outside the EC, not affected by the Intrastai ^

rose by 2% per cent. This discrepancy is far ^Brger 
plausibly be explained.

20. The more reliable monthly figures for trade wit*
countries show our trade performance holding up rather well

p e r f o r tfirst half of 1993, though one would expect a better

SECRET
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|ere than in the weaker Community markets. The current account 
^icit is projected at £11 billion in both 1993 and 1994, very 

lower than in the Treasury's June assessment despite weaker 
trade growth. Although the statistical problems with the 
figures mean that the level of the deficit is uncertain, it 

appear possible that there has been some overall improvement 
in out net trade performance. The gain in competitiveness 
Allowing sterling's depreciation last autumn has been enhanced by 
eX c e H ent unit wage cost performance. It is vitally important 

this performance is sustained.

2 1. There is nothin 
Causes me to alter* 
Give
can

fen the degree of spc

the latest short-term forecast which 
broad view of the medium term prospect. 
)acity in the economy at present, we 

expect to see some years of above-trend growth without 
U n it in g domestic inflationary pressures. Competitiveness is 
st;Congf and world trading conditions should improve after 1994. 
^though the current account deficit may tend to widen as the 
6c°nomy recovers, this need not act as a constraint on growth so 
^°n9 as we maintain prudent policies.

44 • After a temporary increase in in
the fall 
*nn.

Aether progress in bringing inflat

in sterling last year anc 
bounced in the March Budget, we should

n in 1994, following 
ndirect tax increases 

a position to make 
down. Domestic

in fl

th.
ationary pressures are weak, and likely to

e re is
remain so while 

But it willsignificant spare capacity in the economy. 
essential not to take risks with the exchange rate, which means 

^intaining a cautious approach to monetary policy and 
^enionstrating that we have brought the public finances under 
Coritrol.
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e Fiscal Position

Treasury's latest internal assessment is still that 
is year will be around £50 billion. In the first 

the year the cumulative PSBR was £18^ billion,
aboul^£ 4 % i l lion higher than in the same period last year.
streng this, and expectations of a stronger reco

On

very

five

jntf
tlie

if

f o r * * '* ’
RU bthe PSBR in 1993-94 to an average of about £46^ billion

theiractivity, outside commentators have revised down 
of
although the uncartainties are still enormous, offsetting 

a  wRkpoint to a 
than expected, a1 
especially from 
are that mainstream 
forecast.

24. As before,

PSBR - the PSBR for 1992-93 turned out 
wer inflation is depressing tax re

fa c t

hi9;

ceiP

net

ts i

n consumer spending. And early indies ti°

ration tax will fall short of the 0ud9'

the PSBR come down over the i*1'edi

t e r m  as the e c o n o m y  r e c o v e r s  and the m e a s u r e s  in the M a r c h Bud 1̂

iii"
,et

take effect. But it will still 
reasonably claim to have broug 
control.

be some years before
position

w®

xn June ar®
criticised by

25. There can therefore be no qu 
to public expenditure. The ceilings 
maximum we can afford - indeed they a 
sensible commentators as too generous. M>
colleagues to face up to some extremely alt choices,
failure to achieve the remit would be immensely damaging

un1

c
det

o f relaxing our ®PPx  o*d1

so>

them will re q ul
t>ut

ii"e

l i k e l y26. Meeting the cash remit, however, is not 
sufficient to avoid the need for further tax i 
Budget. We cannot be content with a prospect in whi 
likely to remain above 3 per cent of GDP beyond the 
Election. And we must minimise the risk that rising 
make the fiscal position unsustainable, requiring 
retrenchment later in the present Parliament.

to

SECRET
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The March Budget increased taxes by 1-1^ per cent of GDP over 
next two years. But it was always recognised that this might 
e enough. Some commentators have argued that the economy is 
trong enough to take a further dose of tax increases. I 

rtainly look carefully at this argument over the next 
ore taking decisions. But after a decade of supply-side 
e fundamentals of the economy are strong. By the turn 

year, activity will have been rising for 18 months, with

sh

toont1 

reform1 
°f the
c°nsumer and business confidence continuing to improve. World 
activity shoiiljj^ be starting to strengthen. And monetary policy

lilable to counteract any tendency for the 
policy to become too tight in relation to the

would still b' 
derail stance 
inflation target.

28
Pubi

Pubi

The key priorities Budget are to meet the remit for

ha

ic expenditure which we agreed in June, and to ensure that the 
ic finances are put onto a sustainable footing.

ve to rise 
je o p a rd is e  

Ptospects
Perm.

Taxes may
further, but I -believe that this should not 

the recovery. These policies will improve the 
for sustainable growth w i t h * low inflation in the medium

29,
Of I would welcome colleagues' views

Phe fiscal and economic prospects whi
Budget in the 
ve outlined.

light

15 OCTOBER 1993 
TREASURY

K.C.

se’c ret
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CABINET

MEMBERS' AND MINISTERS' PAY 
Memorandum by the Lord President

1.

ft
Salaries for M<! and Ministers are generally increased 

We need therefore to determine what 
,if any, should be applied from 1 
jdecide how to re-establish a link 

civil service pay for fH^p-re years.

0ln 1 January each 
êVel of salary incre
n̂Uary 1 9 9 4 . we also ne

with

t Although the salaries of Membfeafs^id Ministers are closely
ated issues, they are determined/^hrough quite different 

Ptoc . . .  . .«sses: Ministerial salaries, including those of Ministers in
T V / s '}^ords, Whips in both Houses, the Leadgr'of the Opposition and . \\ 
ain Opposition Whips, are determined by an annual Ministerial

cant
Of

ft

°ther Salaries Order which is laid before both Houses; by 
fast Members' pay is determined by a resolv
Commons only. In general Ministerial inĉ i 

Cj-ded by the Cabinet following advice to the'

of the House 
have been 
Minister

Treasury Ministers and the Leaders of both Housi
i. aries, on the other hand, have from 1988 until^
■*«

ed to 89% of the national scale maximum for Grad*S

* l i
ahts (or 67% in the case of Ministers and others 
iamentary salaries) thus avoiding the need for

s°lution.

on
an
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3. For 1993 both Members' and Ministers' salaries were frozen: 
:he problem in setting salaries for 1994 is to avoid 

//^^nsgressing the Government's stated principles on Pa^ 
traint, and in particular to avoid any public perception that 

rs or Ministers have "caught up" when other public sector 
^ave been prevented from doing so.

4. In con ng the possible range of awards for Members the
tension be t w ^ n r j o t  catching up and Members' expectations of the 
restoration o^Vthe level of the historic link between their Pa^ 
and Grade 6 civil servants needs to be taken into account. The 
disjunction between the two is caused by the difference in awards 
during the period ot $ay restraint: Grade 5-7 civil servants 
received an average a^krcn of 1.5% in August 1993 while Members 
pay was frozen from 1 j a m a r y  1993. Furthermore Members did not 
receive the 3.9% Grades ? - ^ <^ceived in August 1992.

5. In reviewing Member
interpretations of the "no c a h  
Members cannot claw back any

>ay there are two possible 
up" rule. The first is that 
:rease over and above their

settlement during pay restraint: ^i-^Nwould point to a maxinuin
of 3.9% which was the award made<^xo/)Grade 6s prior to Pa^
restraint, and to Members permanentlyd3?x5s£hg the 1.5% awarded t 0

Grade 6s in August 1993. The second pa&s£kble view is that the
settlement for Members cannot exceed that\pf their civil service
analogues: this would point to a maximum of 5.45%. I am certain

fthat Members will not understand or appreciated the logic °  
drawing the line at 3.9% when civil servants\feftv^\it drawn at 
5.45%.

6. I set out the consequences of pay restraint asl 
possible in my speech to the House on 25 November 
(excerpt attached at Annex B) , but most Members believe 
will be automatically restored to their previous paritj 
Grade 6s on exit from restraint. This expectation is so s1

CONFIDENTIAL
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j) that the Whips advise that any settlement of less than 5.4 5% 
Poses us to a substantial risk of defeat in the House.

^We are therefore faced with a choice between a settlement 
(on 3.9% which entails a risk of defeat in the House, or a 

settlement which is more likely to attract public 
but which can be defended as maintaining strict parity 

With ^ ^ X b e s t r a i n t  applied to civil servants. The range of 
^°ssibie^3pt'ions would seem to be:

3 Y W s p r e a d  over two years (say 2% in 1994 and 1.9% in 
199^T: obvious advantages presentationally but the 
most likely to be overturned in the House? clearly 
does not restore old parity with civil servants;

>Qth

3.9% in January)1994: high in relation to the expected 
level of s ^ ^ f e m e n t s  in the public sector and 
therefore l e s ^ x ^ t t r a c t i v e  presentationally, but 
simultaneously strU^rulnerable in the House;

C5.45% spread over t w o ^ ^ i r s  (say 2.7% in 1994, 2.75% 
in 1995) ; restores origi^iaT parity in two years; will 
attract some criticism,<^eu£\stands a good chance of 
being sustained in the Hoireer^and

5.45% in January 1994: presen^&lonally unattractive, 
would be much higher than othervfconcurrent awards, but 
is the current expectation of Members; should pass 
through the House without difficult^'~^

option is without difficulty: either of t
b more easily defended simply because they 

ate vulnerable to defeat in the House with th
nat an immediate 5.45%, or indeed even more tha 

t e3. By contrast the higher figure, while doing no m 
c^.^^blishing parity with civil servants, would attract

l t i c is m .
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9. It c o u l d  be a r g u e d  t h a t  th e  c r e d i b i l i t y  of th e  G o v e r nment's 
)pay p o l i c y  w o u l d  be e n h a n c e d  by p r o p o s i n g  a lo w  s e t t l e m e n t  even 

it w a s  s u b s e q u e n t l y  d e f e a t e d  in the House. I a m  v e r y  doubtful 
le p r e s e n t a t i o n a l  v a l u e  of this approach. T h e  p u b l i c  d oes not 

c l e a r  d i s t i n c t i o n  b e t w e e n  the a c t i o n s  of t h e  Government 
»e of Members: when the Government's proposals for the 

O f f f ^ ' ^ f & s t s  A l l o w a n c e  w e r e  o v e r t u r n e d  an d  a m u c h  h i g h e r  fi<?ure 
s u b s t t h e  p u b l i c  p e r c e p t i o n  wa s  t h a t  th e  G o v e r n m e n t  had 
g i v e n  MejnĴ era a large increase, and the parliamentary nuances 
were ignorM^Moreover I do not think we can lightly shrug ° ^  
d e f e a t s  in \he^> H o u s e  on an y  issue. I h a v e  s p o k e n  to the 
C h a n c e l l o r  o f ^ t h e  E x c h e q u e r  a b o u t  thi s  an d  h i s  v i e w  (which 1 
share) is t h a t  t h e  m o s t  d a m a g i n g  c o u r s e  w o u l d  be for the 
G o v e r n m e n t  to i n v i t e < d e f e a t  on the matter.

10. Accordingly I th&(nk/]L [ propose an increase of 5.45%
staged between 1994 a n t h a t  the 1994 increase is aS 
consistent as possible wj£fe it pay awards: I would sug<?eSt
2.7% in January 1994 and 2 January 1995 (applied to both
full and reduced parliamenl tries). The median level of
settlements is around 2.5%.

Future years

11. O n e  of th e  f a c t o r s  t h a t  f a c i l i t a t S ^ / t h e  p a y  f r e e z e  in 1 "
w a s  th e  loss of th e  d i r e c t  a n a l o g u e tich M e m bers' pay had

b e e n  tied: the a d v e n t  of p e r f o r m a n c e  pay* in t h e  c i v i l  servi°e 
m e a n t  t h a t  t h e r e  w a s  no l o n g e r  a n a t i o n a l  s c a l e  m a x i m u m  for Gtade 
6 c i v i l  servants, a l t h o u g h  t h e r e  is a c e i l i r i g ^ b  G r a d e  6 Pa^ 
w h i c h  t a k e s  a c c o u n t  of p e r f o r m a n c e  pay. In futur&<lF5hkage to any 
p a r t i c u l a r  p o i n t  on th e  p a y  s c a l e  w o u l d  g i v e  haphazard
u p l i f t s  fro m  y e a r  to year, b e c a u s e  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  ormanCe
p a y  at p a r t i c u l a r  p o i n t s  m a y  h a v e  v e r y  l i t t l e  beaf^*™* 
g e n e r a l  level of u p l i f t  b e i n g  e x p e r i e n c e d  by c i v i l  se' 
a p a r t i c u l a r  grade. In the c u r r e n t  year, for example, an 
i n c r e a s e  of 1.5% w a s  so a p p l i e d  t h a t  th e  b o t t o m  p o i n t  
s c a l e  r e m a i n e d  s t a t i c  and the m a x i m u m  p a y a b l e  ros e  b y  8%: lin
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*"° either extreme would in this case produce an uplift that was 
>erverse in terms of the general. A number of options have beena

sidered, and are displayed more fully at Annex A. My 
^unendation is that we should adopt the "cost of settlement" 

t, outlined at (d) in Annex A. This would give a percentage 
for each year's settlement, and would mean that Members 

ete\:n»^Nonger attached to a particular point, but received an 
^iT^eita^Xvalent the overall cost of the civil service pay 

6ttlemenjt^fx>r Grades 5-7, building on a cash figure established

if

depending on whether a staged option is chosen
1994. I n ^ « > e  r case the uplift would be applied to 1995, so 

a staged s e ^ l e m e n t  was proposed, the settlement in 1995 would
the second tranche of the staging plus the new uplift

*Lir ferial pay

12.

in

fcti

The Chancellor has
Parallel with Memb<

sed that Ministerial pay should move 
being increased by the same 

^,Centage, so that the 'tti^erential between the two is 
The e s t a b l i s h m e n f ^ ^ t h i s  principle would remove the 

arcassment of annual decisiorf^T^n Ministerial salaries and IVo'Uljj recommend its acceptance

Igrs in the Lords

A s regards Lords Ministers' payv/the Lord Privy Seal 
Slders that the key consideration shahid be their relative 

ron since 1988, when an attempt was made to restore some
£>o

‘f i t V between Lords and Commons Ministers.

14
u since 1988 the increases in Commons and Lords

k  ✓Deen broadly on a par. In 1989 and 1990 Min:
level received the same cash increases, and in 
s^me percentage increases were awarded.

sters' pay 
of the 

1992

Nevertheless Lords Ministers at every level have, ov^
>

0ĉ » received less in cash terms than their Coi
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counterparts - £1859 less for Cabinet Ministers, £347 f°r
y j/Ministers of State, and £802 for PUSSs. If, as the Chancell°r 
<//^Woposes, all Ministers were given the same percentage increase 

this year and in future years, this cash shortfall would 
^  ably become progressively greater.

16. \<Th^e are continuing problems of recruitment and retenti°n 
of Loiras^/^inisters. These would only be exacerbated if bh® 
C h a n c e l f o p r o p o s a l  were followed. The Lord Privy Seal 
therefore cdrfsiders that Lords Ministers should receive the same 
cash increase^s^£ommons Ministers, taking account of both their 
ministerial ariofreduced parliamentary salaries, both for 1994 and 
future years. For 1994 this would mean an additional pay bil1 
of £26,451 for Lordsilinisters (except the Lord Chancellor and 
the Lord Advocate ^©r ̂ )hom, as Law Officers, special provisi°n 
is mad e).

Timing

17. The timing of the proces^/ls) determined by the need for the 
Ministerial and other SalarieS/'Q^er to be made at the Priv^ 
Council meeting of 16 December.xTfc^annot be made later because 
retrospection is impossible. In o r ^ f v t o  meet this deadline and 
to allow time for scrutiny by the J«mi^Committee on Statutory

18. Instruments, the Order would needc/W^be laid before botn 
Houses on 3 December enabling a debate on\13 or 14 December. The 
debate on Members' pay would need to precede the laying of the 
Order: the only readily available date in the rfewNSession would 
be 29 November, but its proximity to the BudgetV^irt^-ule it out* 
This means that the debate on Members' pay should 
spillover if at all possible.
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^SSnunendat ion

I recommend that:

a resolution to increase Members' pay by 2.7% in 
January 1994, and by a further 2.75% enhanced by the 
cost of the Grade 5-7 settlement in January 1 9 9 5 , 
lould be brought before the House during the 
J. lover;

t h ^ ^ ^ t h e  resolution should allow for the annual 
i n d ^ a t i o n  of Members' salaries by reference to the 
cost of the Grade 5-7 settlement from January 1996 
onwards;

that the MiMiscerial and other Salaries Order should 
be brought fa^s/a^d with a staged increase of 5.45%, 
provided that (fej6l*\\resolution for Members has been 
passed by the HousVj/^

that we should annoi 
Ministerial pay wouldN 
Members' pay; and

^that in future increases in 
illy be linked to those for

that Lords Ministers shou! 
cash increase in salary as 
in 1994 and future years.

thSs
iceive the same total 

Commons counterparts

^ 3
h President of the Council

O ctob er 1993
>

7
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ANNEX A

LINKAGE OF MEMBERS' PAY - TREASURY PAPER

heip

jhere are a number of options for re-establishing the 
^ linkage with civil service salaries, but it is first 
o understand why the previous link is no longer

The ney^ier^ormance pay arrangements for Grades 5 to 7 were
^toduced August 1992. Within the new arrangements the
t̂evious li e point, the scale maximum, ceased to be of 
evance. The 1993 settlement has increased the importance of 
°rmance pay and ipev^d the pay structure further away from the

te"l992 scale.

main options fo ^establishing the link are:The

-Link salary level to a ̂ C9ed point;

a* a fixed percentage ofL^^new Grade 6 range minimum or 
maxi mum; v///

Link to an annual increase: ^ y O

b- the standard increase for Grarak/6s;

c- the average increase for all Grade 6s;

the agreed cost of the settlement f

e* the increase payable to a Grade 6 at 
level of performance.

to range maximum or minimum

°Ption (a) would appear to most closely replicate
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previous system. But the new arrangements are intended to be 
nuch more flexible and dynamic than the earlier pay system. In 

past the whole pay scale tended to be increased by a fixed 
jentage which reflected the increase received by most staff* 

vthe new arrangements, the scale minimum and maximum will 
s^ssarily move in unison, nor must increases in those 

poirit̂ ' indicative of the increases which most staff receive- 
For e* following the 1993 settlement the Grade 6 range
minimum'! a^Xbeen left unchanged, the maximum has increased by 
7.95% and <̂ ^ c o s t  of the settlement is 1.5%. A link to the 
minimum or mctffamum could therefore produce anomalous results.

Link to standard increase

5. With the introdi^ti^in of the new pay arrangements the overall 
increase in Grades 5 (toj i  pay will be expressed by a standard 
increase, awarded to ar±/s#aff who perform fully satisfactorily' 
and an additional h u d q < & y £ h r higher awards for the better 
performers. The pay link under^he 1987 resolution intentionally 
did not take account of any p^r^jmance pay which might be earned 
by Grade 6s. A link to the sfTimm^rd increase (option b) would 
therefore most closely match the\Ln^ntion Qf the earlier system- 
But with performance pay intendg^/ro. become an increasingly 
significant element of civil servic*Kpa^>, the standard increase 
is likely to get smaller. This could E-er̂ û t in a gradual decline 
in MPs' pay relative to the average p a y A < £ p Grade 6s. Had such 
a linkage been in operation in 1993/4 MPs\Would have received no 
increase because the whole of the 1.5% settlement was allocated 
to performance pay.

Link to average increase

6. A link to the average increase for all Grade 6s< 
would solve the problem, but it would be perhaps 
straightforward form of link. The pay increases for MPsx 
from options (a) and (b) could be calculated immedial 
settlement was reached. The paybill data necessary to calcu^
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the average increase across all Grade 6s would only be available 
/|sorne time later, perhaps six months or more. It might not be 
v^onciled easily with the actual settlement and could move 
Nj^&riously according to changes in staffing profiles.

the agreed cost of the settlement

7 (d) is a variant of this approach. The agreed cost 
the <̂ ^fe^ement is identified in the offer letter to the

C'"^levant
th service unions and is effectively equivalent to
e estimate^/p^y increase which would be received by an average
lvil servant<^5f the relevant grade. This would fit well with

th 6 . . .trend in central civil service pay negotiations towards
eeing an increase for the relevant group and allowing

 ̂f'artments discrel^oq) to use the amount agreed as they think
b It would nee 
>ased on it to be ope

Ur Grade 6 at specif:

e carefully defined for a resolution

vel of performance

Option (e) would invol 
^ries to the increase rec
vant grade who performed to

b,Scause

bojf

-e, a box 3 performer. This
departments have varying perl

king the increase in MPs1 
by an individual of the 
-specified standard; for 

not be straightforward 
:e pay systems and may

different percentage increases to iduals with the
Markings but who are at different points on the scale. 
effective the resolution would need to identify the linkage

same
To

lnt very precisely.

-Options

It is of course not necessary for a Civil Servic
6stablished at Grade 6 level. The links described a

„ lally be applied at Grade 5 level and similar linkS i °r open structure could be devised, for example MP
be uprated by the standard increase for Grades 2
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although this would have the undesirable effect of linking MPS' 
3ay to the outcome of deliberations on the implementation of SSR^ 
^commendations.

ese options we believe that option (d), the agreed cost 
is probably the best and that it could be defined 
recisely for a resolution to work. Unlike the 
ion it does not provide a fixed linkage point f°r 
efore the resolution would have to specify the 
as 1 January 1994 as well as the upratin9

mechanism thereafter.
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i tt'n ltle coai industry, how can anyooav lustily one 
death wnen we have so mucil coal in the 

e should aim to keep miners in work and let 
^  c°al to stop the tragic and unnecessary cull ofl̂lig b
\ t ; ^Partment of Health, with its “Keep Warm This 

°ne helpline, which last year received more 
\iltl. ^Hs— mainly from elderly people asking tor 
S ^ l  hills and insulation costs— is senous. it will 

^^■Qerable weight to supporting the Bill. F o r all
%

.  i t m i t  m s .  u n i

lQ ad0ns- the Department knows that not onei 't[|Q L^wj/ui stiiw m  isnw fTo s itu s u t n  u n s .

,\ti CQa ‘ed could obtain heip with a fuel bill or with
which is what the majority of them asked

tht ! rea* help for elderly people. We do not want 
W ° n- Member for Derbyshire. South (Mrs.

a Ŵ Cn sde was al l^e Department of Health 
;ktip j 1 Pensioners should knit woolly hats. We want 
V - a  uPon the Government to accept my Bill 
Sum,1 0sc outrageously unnecessary deaths.

.5Mcpal| t0 brought in by Mrs. Alice Mahon. Mr. 
i\ q ' ^ r- Bob Crver, Mr. Malcolm Chisholm.

e '̂ ^ r- Harry Cohen. Mrs. Helen Jackson. 
*loyjj lnn'ck. Mr. Bill Michie. Mr. John Battle. Mr. 

en and Mr. Dennis Skinner.

F u el  C ost C redits

S  ^ a h o n  accordingly presented a Bill to allow 
QrdU:tS t0 de Pal<h from the National Insurance 

\Stt otb*"tQ 15X151 those who are on low incomes, or
•si. vulnerable, with fuel costs; and for 

‘Poses: And the same was read the First time; 
V . t0 he read a Second time upon Friday 11 

d t0 he printed. [Bill 90.]

House of Commons (M embers' Salaries)

Madam Speaker: We now come to motion No. 1 on 
Members' salaries. M ay 1 remind the House that 1 have 
selected the amendment standing in the name of the right 
hon. Member for Manchester. Wvthenshawe (Mr. 
M om s)?

Mr. Bob Cryer (Bradford. South): On a point of order. 
Madam Speaker. A question arises over the absence of the 
Register of Members' Interests. During the debate, as in 
other debates, hon. Members will have to declare their 
financial interests outside the House. However, page 386 
o f “Erskine M ay” says:

“So far as voting in the House or a committee is 
concerned, and for this purpose only, the recording of an 
interest in the Register of Members’ Interests is by itself 
regarded as sufficient disclosure”
to follow the resolution of June 1975 requiring disclosure. 
As no register is available, it is not open to hon. Members 
to rely on that.

Therefore. I ask you. Madam Speaker, to guide the 
House and to suggest to hon. Members that, on this 
occasion when we are dealing with Members salaries, hon. 
Members who take part in the debate should actually 
declare the amount of their outside earnings, and that, if 
any hon. Member should so wish to do. they make their 
position clear on a point of order because there is no 
Register of Members’ Interests, which is entirely due to the 
incompetence or ill will of the Government. That might 
help to remedy the position sketched out on page 386 of 
“ Erskine M ay” .

Madam Speaker: I expect all hon. Members who speak 
in the debate to declare their interests, but I cannot expect 
hon. Members to declare the amount of that interest. 
Should they wish to do so, of course they are perfectly at 
liberty so to do. It does not, of course, in a debate such as 
this, affect the way in which an hon. Member votes in the 
Division Lobby. I would expect hon. Members to declare 
their interests in the usual way.

4.23 pm

The Lord President of the Council and Leader of the 
House of Commons (M r. Tony Newton): I beg to move.

That the following provision shou.d be made with respect 
to the salaries of Members of this House—

(a) the salaries of Members not falling within paragraph 
(b) shall, in respect of service in 1993. be £30.854: 
and

(b) the salaries of Officers of this House and Members 
receiving a salary under the Ministerial and other 
Salaries Act 1975 or a pension under secuon 26 of 
the Parliamentary and other Pensions Act 1972 
shall, in respect of service in 1993. be £23.227.

I do not need to detain the House for a speech of great 
length. The motion is clear in content and in intention. It 
deals with 1993 only, and it provides for all hon. Members 
to receive the same pay next year as this. Thus, the full 
parliamentary salary would remain at the level in force 
since January 1992 of £30.854. That will also be the case 
for Members of the European Parliament, who are paid 
the same as Members of the House.

The motion specifically includes all those in receipt of a 
reduced parliamentary salary, because they also receive an 
official salary under the Ministerial and Other Salaries Act 
1985. That covers all Ministers, the Leader of the 
Opposition and his Chief Whip and Deputy Chief Whip.
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and those whom the A ct describes as Officers of the House 
— Madam Speaker, the Chairman ot Wavs and Means and 
both you. Madam Deputy Speaker, and the other Deputv.

The motion also includes those receiving a reduced 
parliamentary salary because they are also in receipt of a 
pension under section 26 o f the Parliamentary and Other 
Pensions Act 1972. although the only person covered by 
that part of the motion is my right hon. Friend the 
Member for Old Bexley and Sidcup (Sir E. Heath), the
Father of the House, as a former Prime Minister who is still a Member of the House.

Dr. Norman A. Godman (Greenock and Port Glasgow):
Have any representations been made by M EPs on that 
matter? W hat power have they to resist such a regulation?

Mr. Newton: 1 have taken steps to ensure that the 
position is known. The hon. Gentleman wiil know that it 
has been well established that the pay o f M EPs is linked to
that of Members of Parliament, and 1 think that that is 
understood and accepted by all concerned.

The reduced parliamentary salary for Ministers will
remain at the level in force since Januarv 1992. which is £23.227.

For completeness, although it does not arise directly
from the motion. I should o f  course add that, as my right
hon. Friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer made clear in
his autumn statement. Ministers will also not receive an
increase in their official ministerial salary in 1993. As
Madam Speaker is already aware. I can confirm that the
Government will not be bringing forward for 1993 an
order under the Ministerial and Other Salaries A ct 1975.
So, for all those in receipt o f  the reduced parliamentary
salary, there wiil also be no increase in 1993 in their official salaries.

The House is well aware o f  the context in which these
propositions are put before it, and I will therefore touch on
them only briefly. The Government’s policy as regards
public sector pay was clearly set out by my right hon.
Friend the Chancellor in his autumn statement.
Settlements in the year ahead across the whole o f the
public sector will be constrained within the range 0  per cent, to 1-5 per cent.

As my n^ht hon. Friend made clear, restraint in current 
expenditure, o f which pay forms so large a part, is a 
necessary condition o f  our ability to direct resources at 
areas o f  spending which should rightly have priority, 
including spending on capital projects. Only by exercising 
restraint on current expenditure can the inescapable 
pressures elsewhere in spending programmes be accom 
modated. and capital spending in particular be given the 
emphasis widely urged, while keeping to our published 
plans for public spending as a  whole. Those plans form 
part o f  a coherent and responsible fiscal and economic
strategy, and they were debated and endorsed by the House last week.

unmnn* , M ember.t__ _ ., .JUIUI «•> '

Dame Elaine kellett-Bowman ( Lancaster!: Wasthat3 
remarkably trivial intervention from the

mches? It is the princmle — -- *1

-----u ^ an iv  trivial intervention from the Lio
Benches? It is the principle that is at stake and not actual cash.

Mr. Newton: 1 am grateful to my hon. Friend. ltis ^  
that we believe that it is right— 1 sense that she belief in 
too— for the Government and the House to give & 
exercising restraint. I am orar«f..> --  vi»— i—-- — government and the House to give a 
exercising restraint. I am grateful to the many 
Members who have indicated their support tor that;l 
by signing eariy-day motion 834.

Mr. Archy Kirkwood (Roxburgh and Berwickshire): 
Can the right hon. Gentleman tell the House what amount 
will be saved to the Treasury if the motion is passed?

Mr. Newton: The hon. Gentleman will be well aware 
that the sura involved is small. For reasons that I shall 
touch on. our recommendation is important.

M r. Joseph Ashton (Bassetlaw): Is the right h°n' 
Gentleman aware that 1 would support him and vote*' 
the motion if he could guarantee that the cash whic 
should have gone to my pay rise would go to Oxfam ° r 111' 
National Society for the Prevenuon of Cruelty to Child*1’ 
and not to the Treasury. If not, I shall vote against it-

M r. Newton: 1 am grateful to the hon. Gentleman t°r 
what he said in the first half of his intervention. 111 
Government have looked at what could be spent in ce*3'" 
areas ot public expenditure, inciudine those to which »  
hon. Gentleman referred, and we felt that it was ngh‘ 
ask for the exercise o f restraint on forms of curre" 
expenditure, including the pay that is under debate. Inth 
sense, it could be said that that request is part of a ratlgn 
o decisions that have enabled more money to be spent 
ways that the hon. Gentleman might prefer.

Hon. Members would expect me to say someth'11* 
about the Government’s view of what should happe" 
future years. It has become clear that, in any event, a 
resolution would be likely to have been needed because 

the substantial changes that have taken place m *  
structure o f civil service pay arrangements with the tno -
to a much greater emphasis on perform ance-related P * .

The existing resolution defines Members pay in term50
°[  the ra'e which on I January in that 

* ‘he ™ax,mum Point on the mam national P»V * *  
f  m the Home Civil Service, or if thats r r - on the scaie wh,ch f°r th= "me be,n? tefS l

I h S t S E r " 8 , m  e u h e r  casc' a n y  ?av  po,°

The last point, which is in parenthesis, is p a r t ' l l  
important in this context because, by comparison with th 
previous structure, which provided a scale maximum ^  
a higher range maximum— access to which w 

nscretionary and performance related— the new struct0̂  
which has been m place since last August, no longer has 
scale maximum, but a pay range defined by minimum a" 
maximum points, with no fixed points in b e t * *  
Individuals pay within that range depends entirely 
annual assessments of performance. In other words- ‘p 
relauon to the resolution passed by the House in 1987. tb* 
word maximum ’ has, in effect, changed its m ean in g  
having previously specifically excluded perform *** 
related payments, it now includes such payments, and 
the highest possible level.

1 - .u - r— level. 0ssible
In those circumstances, there appear to be two P haS 

interpretations o f  the existing resolution. One is tha 
simply become inoperable, with the result that d jet 
provide no power for Members to have any pay at t0 
alone an increase. The other is that its relerC"  0red- 
excluding performance-related pay should be flt. 
That would produce an increase of more than 20 P® (j,e 
While there can be little doubt which interpretatio^ 
House would have preferred. I think there will be fc
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to argue that that would have been an 
against the current economic

01 this, and the fact that, in anv event, we^ w ht
Û ct now any civil service pay settlement next year

Pit S( e Performance element of the new structure
VtrninCnCtUre ls ln a slate of transition itself— the
H i bel S C*ear recommendan on to the House is that
f the n ncit^er practical nor nght to seek to decide.
\ i0nd se terms f ° r future linkage. That is why the

Qea*s °nlv with 1993. We should return to the ntor 1994 s ‘
Vu'Positic ̂and beyond towards the end of next year

cbprwaiU0n clearer, i can, however, give the House 
p ra n c e s .

e Government entirely accept the case for
\ Cq " a clear and automatic linkage with the civil 
Hhc Paradle with what the House intended when it
^ sit, CXlslln8 resolution. We have no wish to return Urn- tUahon in

t!

onwhich the House has to decide 
* v i aL each and every year. Rightly, that is, I

C ?Hjl ■ lmPortant point for the House.
Hicrj,We d°  not *ntend that Members should forgo

H , for̂ Sc wh>ch civil servants already have— the 3-9 
paid in August, which would, in normal 

to carry through to
. -usja- " ' ~ ^alQ ln august, wi 
Hfj Ces- have been expected 
^'of h ln -lanuary— as well as have no increase in 
N li,.. forthcoming year. In other words, we do not 

Members should be permanently disadvan-* *3-9
H  |a.(Per cent, in comparison with the civil service. 

'  t0 Pensions, about which I am aware that
. been expressed, and which are indeed 

• H r u,n ^ en d m en t by the right hon. Member for 
N ci; "^I'enshaw e (M r. M orris), to whom I shall 
V 1̂  with care.

i 108 Somc comment on dial’ however. I
v H  a^e 'l 9 uire clear that the motion before the 
Hit, i"?0 effect whatever on pensions already in 
v \  asc Pensions, and the arrangements for 
^Hta hetn' remain precisely as they are. 
si pcnsions >n payment, like other pensions 
\ft°H Upral,ng formula, will increase by 3-6 per 
>the <.pri* '993. as announced by my nght hon. 
\  'cretary of State for Social Secunty in his 
Htv5r ^ e n t  two weeks ago.
H i i  ,recogmse. of course, that the amendment is 
S  of .,a‘*ferent point, which is the effect on future 

Hn 6 proP°sed restraint on pay. As I have said. 
1°  l^C n ?ht hon. Gentleman with care, not 

note that his proposal does not go down the 
8 t0 draw a contribution from the taxpayer,

s
°hld,

&

\  not he available to other groups affected by 
'-ii 'I Prorespect ° f  payments related to a notional 

!liai,. Vlcies rather for Members to be able to make 
^yttients entirely at their own expense, to offset 

V ^ t r a i n t .  Perhaps though, I might make two 
^C' tde ^ ouse and other Members of 

be,. aave put their names to his amendment may

^ ‘foil* b^,. l”e parliamentary pension scheme is a
1 ^heme— that is to say. benefits are based 

X payablc at the time of retirement— and since 
\ H|s H  Position will not become clear until the 
’- V ^ a t e d  and deaded it at a later stage, hon. 

"lijt d not find it at all easy to determine whether 
"" ^ extent they wished to take advantage of what 

ln foe amendment, without some nsk of

I??V
K

making payments which brought them no benefit. 
Secondly, taking account of that, it could be better to 
examine the alternative possibility of building on the 
general provisions introduced by the Government for 
additional voluntary contributions in pension schemes 
generally.

There are two ways in which that can be done. There is 
what is called in the occupational pension trade a 
free-standing additional voluntary contribution— that is. 
paying such contributions, which are tax-relieved within 
the Inland Revenue limits, to one of the many schemes 
available commercially. Secondly, there are AVC schemes 
which are provided through the occupational pension 
scheme, m this case the parliamentary scheme, which have 
advantages in simplifying administration and keeping 
costs down.

Should the trustees, or Members generally, feel that it 
would be helpful in the spirit of the amendment to explore 
the other possibilities more fully, I want to make it clear 
that I would be happy to assist. I hope that that is a 
constructive thought for the House and for the right hon. 
Gentleman. In ending with that thought, I commend the 
main motion to the House.

I 4.37 pm

Mrs. M argaret Beckett (Derby, South): The debate is a 
matter for the House of Commons as a body and for 
Members to make their decision on a free vote. For that 
reason, it is essential that, in the fairiy short time allowed 
to us, as many hon. Members as possible should have a 
chance to speak. Accordingly, I shall seek to curtail my 
remarks.

W hat we are  debating is not a small part of a coherent 
policy for pay, not even in the public sector. Like most 
matters to which the Government set their hand, it is a 
mess. Nor is the specific proposal as it relates to Members 
of Parliament a policy even for our pay. It is not a policy; 
it is a smokescreen. The Government have announced a 
wholly arbitrary limit for public sector pay and they hope, 
by including Members of Parliament in its provisions, to 
create an illusion of fairness and the impression that the 
highest paid are taking their fair share of a concept that is 
usually completely absent from their thinking or policy.

The highest-paid, even in the public sector, will not be 
affected by the proposal. Next year, the senior ranks of the 
civil service, judges and so on will, I understand, receive 
more than Members of Parliament and more than the 1-5 
per cent, which is supposed to be the general limit. We on 
these Benches object to the proposals for public sector pay.

During the election campaign some six months ago, the 
Conservative party, from the Prime Minister down, swore 
to the people that, because our economy was fundament
ally sound, cuts in income tax could be afforded, as well as 
increases in public spending and improvements in public 
services, and that no cost-cutting measures and no 
revenue-raising measures, such as increases in other taxes 
or charges, would be needed.

Mr. Rod Richards (Clwyd, North-W est): The hon. 
Lady has just said that there should not be a limit on 
public sector pay. Is that correct, or does she believe that 
there should be a limit— in which case, what does she think 
that limit should be?

Mrs. Beckett: There should be a proper and fair— seen 
to be fair— policy for working out public sector pay along
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CABINET

EXPENDITURE PLANS 1994-95 TO 1996-97 
Memo urn by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

X n t r o d u c t i o n

Cabinet agreed on 17 June on a remit for containing the growth of 
Public spending over the next three years. EDX Committee was 
asked to recommend allocations between individual programmes. 
This memorandum reports the Committee's unanimous conclusions. 
More detail is set out in the annej

2• The Committee's proposals meet the remit in full, ensuring 
that public expenditure will contribute to the reduction in the 
pSBR. They also protect priority programmes such as health, 
education and law and order, by providing for substantial savings 
°n pay, running costs, social security and some other programmes.

The T o t a l s

3* The remit Cabinet agreed on 17 June was to kee 
filings established last year for 1994-95 and 1995- 
testrict growth in the New Control Total (NCT) to 1 pe 
less in real terms in 1996-97.
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. S ince o u r  June discussion, the nee d  for a c t i o n  to reduce. falP11■gh PSBR, still forecast to be £50 billion this year and 1 ^
y slowly thereafter, has become more apparent than evef* ^
■ate paper, CP(93)10, discussed this in more deta il

3ecullast week endorsed my view that we must act now to e 
effective control of the public finances over the rest
P a r l i a m e n t .

there has been a number of faV°
$

5. In recent months 
developments.

flCed16. First, Cabinet has agreed and I have subsequently annou 
new policy on public sector pay and paybills, based °n 
increases in paybills and running costs within central G°veJ: 
next year, and a sin^p4jff|degree of stringency elsewhere*
policy should deliver savings of up to £3 billion next 
only if it is implemented even-handedly across the public 
as a whole.

4

7. Secondly, we now have 
uprating factors for next year,, 
figures, are well below the 4 
as a whole. This means we will 
of around £1 billion.

i c .e C ^lation that the social » .fl(i

hâ

on the S e p t e m b e r  
it p l a n n e d  g r o w t h  in 
windfall s a v i n g  in

jlC*
19?4

8. Thirdly, as a result of recent agreements in Brussel ^  

net contributions to the EC will show a temporary dip next 
following a substantial overshoot in the current year, 1993

o4

9. The windfalls from social security and EC 
more than unwind in years 2 and 3. This makes

ributi
a ll O1important to stick within the agreed ceilings in eacch

t h r e e  S u r v e y  y e a r s , 
o b j e c t i v e .

The p r o p o s a l s  a g r e e d  b y  EDX fully

- 2 -
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T h e  w o r k  o f  EDX

Faced with demand-led pressures of £3*5 billion in 1994-95, 
H billion in 1995-96 and £12 billion in 1996-97, the Committee 

decided to adopt a dual strategy.
y \

11. First, drawing on the Chief Secretary's programme of 
Fundamental Expenditure Reviews, it attempted to find offsetting 
savings within the demand-led programmes themselves. Although 
this approach paid off - the recommendations on social security in 
particular will deliver substantial savings later in the decade - 
it soon became clear that the demand-led programmes on their own 

deli the remit. The second part of EDX's strategy 
rate the effect if every programme were to

could not 
therefore was to 
make a contribution

12. To get this process underway, the Chief Secretary held 
b i l a t e r a l s  in late July asking colleagues to set out the 
Implications of a 5 per cent reduction in their programme's 
baseline. Subsequently, spending Ministers who had not reached 
bilateral agreement with the Chief Secretary appeared before EDX. 
And the Committee then held a -se ries of meetings to refine the 
Package which it is now recommending to Cabinet.

13. I am very grateful to the members of the Committee, on whose 
behalf I am making this report, and to those colleagues who have 
Accepted the Committee's recommendations. I am conscious that in 
almost all cases these settlements have involved some difficult 
decisions to a tight timetable.

14. i regret to report, however, that, although the Committee's 
Proposals have the agreement of the large majority of colleagues, 
they have not yet been accepted by the Secretaries of State for 
transport, Health and, in respect of 1996-97, Defence. Cabinet 
wH l  wish to note that there is also one outstanding issue in 
respect of the social security programme. ^

3 -
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15. The 

P rogram m e

T h e  p r o p o s e d  p a c k a g e

The proposals for individual programmes are set out bel°w 

e s  d e l i v e r i n g  s a v i n g s

*16. W h ¥  Committee agreed that the following major pt°9r 
should deliver policy savings.

ai#1

i

( i )  S o c i a l
l s e c

u r i t y

17 Much of the pressure on public spending in recent Ye&
^ — j ------- t —  . • ---------------------- 1- -i _  ____  • _  _______ . - - . 1  S 6

rs
come from the fV'seemingly inexorable rise in social

e Cspending.
appropriate to look first 
reductions

The Committee therefore 
to the DSS

concluded 
budget for

i t

tf

in

that ,

SUbS>spending. The package provides for policy
on the NCT of £0.9 billion in 1994-95, £1.5 billion in 1995 96

1V£2.5 billion in 1996-97. Unfortunately even these reducti^" ^  

still not be enough to offset demand-led pressures from wi
programme,

18 The savings will be delive

a comprehensive reform 
tightening the medical cri 
of benefit for new claimants 
been discussed and agreed by

l i d i t y  b e n e f i t , inclu'
d*1

and reducing the 1*
ges which have

e&'

abolition of reimbursement to employers of 3
to1

s i c k  p a y . Small employers will be protected;

%

a package to prevent f r a u d  a n d  a b u s e ;

an increase in n o n - d e p e n d e n t  d e d u c t i o n s  

benefit.
%

h ou:

r<>
-  4 -
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All but the proposal on statutory sick pay have been agreed with 
ĥe Secretary of State.

In addition, EDX recommends a number of proposals which will 
cyclical social security: including changes in the 

treatment of m o r t g a g e  i n t e r e s t  p a y m e n t s , still under discussion, 
and ^^hB replacement of unemployment benefit with a j o b s e e k e r ' s  

b e n e f i t  with the contributory element reduced from twelve to six 
Months. Cyclical social security is not included within the 
definition of the new control total. But these measures do help 
to reduce total public spending, and hence the PSBR.

20. The social security implications of VAT o n  f u e l  are being 
discussed separately. These will add a permanent cost to the 
social security programme at a level yet to be determined,

( H )  D e f e n c e

21. The Committee was clear that defence should be looked at on 
the same basis as other programmes and that there was ample scope 
for a further contribution towards meeting the remit from defence 
Programmes. As agreed with the Defence Secretary, the package 
Provides for savings on baseline of -£250 million and -£500 
Million in years 1 and 2 to be delivered largely from asset sales, 
Pay and improvements in efficiency. 7 i

^ 4
22. The Committee considered the Defence Secretary's position in 
y®ar 3 very carefully, taking account of the views expressed at 
Meetings held by the Prime Minister earlier this month. They 
remain convinced that it is right to look for savings on baseline 
fn year 3 of at least -£500 million. These can b e f t  nd through a 
variety of measures including efficiency and deferi

( H i )  L o c a l  a u t h o r i t y  t o t a l  s t a n d a r d  s p e n d i n g

23. The package provides for a cash increase in total starti ard 
sPending (excluding community care) of just over 2.3 per cent

-  5 -
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1994-95, 2.0 per cent in 1995-96 and 1.75 per cent in 199̂ '
Id(saving £-0.5/-1.0/-0.3 billion). Such a settlement shou ^

ifficient to ensure that any reduction in teacher numbers ri;is®‘

an

Less than 1 per cent though the pupil-teacher ratio will ^ 
generally, the proposals envisage local authorities 

ipproach to pay budgets almost as tough as that propose^
cent government.

24. After 
an increase 
will be 4.1

roP01$including community care, where the Committee P 
£84/130/548 million, the actual increase ln 
'2.5 per cent.

rf$S

( i v )  O t h e r  E n v nent

25. The Committ 
programme (excluding 
These would be deliver

icommends reductions in the envi^O 0 1

government) of £-174/-408/-408 jjJ
rgely by housing, through reductl° >  

grant to the housing corporation and in local authority
approvals,

26. The proposals will ena 
by nearly 10 per cent the Manif 
houses over the three years to 
Manifesto commitments have had to 
postponed there is clearly a 
resources in this area, 
weakness

Housing Corporation to ^  flp0
153>':ommitment to provide

>4-95 At a time when ot
It*If

or 
clawing

indefini (

cont . 
accept ̂

'W 4-y,(3 p nSecretary of State's view that the savings included in tn«= * ^

revisited 
case for

Nevertheless ,^given the
of the construction industry, the Committee

were the maximum that could be recommended. The proposa15̂
take account of an expanded programme of Large Scale 
Transfers which will save E-185/-165/-140 mill iono

VOJ.U*1

cost of increased burdens on 
term.

public expenditure the

-  6 -
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( v )  T r a n s p o r t

there is considerable scope to improve

27. Spending on transport has increased by 40 per cent in real 
terms over the last five years. And, as with housing, EDX 
concluded that the programme could not be protected this year. 
T h ^  package provides for reductions of 5 per cent in the 
d e p a r t m e n t a l  p r o g r a m m e 's baseline, plus an expected (but now by no 
means certain) windfall on the BR pension scheme giving total 
savings of E-250/-250/-250 million. Even after bearing a 
significant share cf these 5 per cent reductions, national roads' 
output in 1994-95 should still easily be higher than envisaged at 
the time the present plans were set in 1991: construction prices 
remain depressec 
efficiency of del:

28. On the t r a n s p o r t  n a t i o n a l i s e d  i n d u s t r i e s , the package 
Provides for reductions of E-87/-47/-249 million overall. This 
should allow total BR projected investment to average £850 million 
a year over the Survey period, compared to an average of 
£800 million between 1979 and 1989. (DOT believes that the 
average would be lower, at £820 million). This is on the basis 
that any costs and savings flowing from BR privatisation will need 
to be taken more fully into accounp in the 1994 Survey and that 
any costs in 1994-95 should be absorbable within existing 
Provision. London Transport and Civil Aviation Authority 
investment should also both continue at historically high levels. 
The package would allow the megaprojects (CTRL and Crossrail) to 
be taken forward as planned.

P r i o r i t y  p r o g r a m m e s

29* The Committee recommends that the following pr? 
ke protected, reflecting the Government's overall prit

[ies should 
Lties.

- 7 -
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( a )  H e a l t h

Even in an exceptionally difficult year the Conunx 
:ermined to meet the Manifesto commitment by increasing

ttee
the

10#:ces available to the NHS year by year. The package t h ete’ t
c<$

provides for an increase in NHS expenditure of 5/4%/3 Per  
(0. vp»er cent in real terms on this year1 s outturn or 1.3 Per Q{ 
on plans) at a cost of £0.4/0.5/1.5 billion. Provided the
NHS groups is held down in line with collectively agreed P, ol1'cV

of
tion would meet all the pressures the Secre

In particular, it would allow her to ac^  ^
this recomme 
State has repotted
on her own assumptions, the growth in activity of 3.4 pet 
has sought for next year, well above the average of about ^

cert t

cent in the 1980s 
provide any more 
policy would not be

( b )  E d u c a t i o n

le Committee took the firm view 1 
.would be to assume in advance that 

jred.

oaf

31. The package provides 
£438/623/958 million. This ii

;lirtefoiî  an increase in base
d f0*ybease is more than accounted ^

demand-led pressures in higher education. During the cout5 g
of ^the autumn, it has become appcftrent that the proportion

. . .  . « •̂  -- despitepeople going to university has ris 
measures announced in last year's 
consolidate the rate at 28 per ce 
Manifesto's anticipation of a participa 
in higher education by the end of the decade 

met

2 per cent, —  *
which were into*1 ,
ntil 1996-97 

rate of one 
has therefote

v ieW

in

almost met seven years early. The Committee takes the 
this makes it necessary to extend the existing student l°an 
more rapidly than planned. The proposed settlement refleCtS

( c )  E m p lo y m e n t

32. The package, as agreed by the Secretary of State 
for changes in baseline of E+77/-90/-92 million. This wxj
the introduction of a new apprenticeship scheme from

-  8 -
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a further increase in employment and training opportunities on top 
?f the March Budget measures.

Hom e O f f i c e

33.%^Tl|e Committee recommends a baseline settlement for the Home 
Office. That should be sufficient to allow police numbers to be 
maintained and other pressures to be absorbed, given the 
substantial savings which are available from the running costs 
regime. The proposals are based on the use of private finance for 
six new prisons, ipoming on stream beyond the Survey period, but 
saving public spending during the period.

O t h e r  p r o g r a m m e s

the proposals for the remaining34. The main featu 
programmes are as follov

a g r i c u l t u r e , where demand-led pressures on CAP will be
hanges 

CAP 
the

partially offset by J 2t\ 

(giving net increases on ^ 
and savings -on i
(£-45/-40/-49 million); O

the F o r e i g n  O f f i c e  (£4/12/1 
(baseline) have been protecte

to intervention classes 
of £205/230/256 million) 

d o m e s t i c  p r o g r a m m e

a n d  O v e r s e a s  A i d

T r a d e  a n d  I n d u s t r y , involving small reductions in the 
programme (£-15/-17/-13 million) and a major
contribution from the 
(£-47/-372/-737 million), 
Electric;

nationalised 
partlyic«a«r 

(E+7/-5/-32 million),

industries
Nuclear

N a t i o n a l  h e r i t a g e

maintaining baseline, while reflecting a new p 
expenditure on the British Library;

-  9 -
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L o r d  C h a n c e l l o r ' s  d e p a r t m e n t (E-43/-43/+58 m1illi'
on) i

involving tight control of legal aid remuneration 
5 per cent cut in non-legal aid baselines;

and 1

C h a n c e l l o r ' s  d e p a r t m e n t s (E-121/-198/-186 nni 
involving a 5 per cent cut in baseline;

n)

O PSS (£10/15/20 million) preserving the 
the science budget in 1994-95;

real value of

ials.

Those proposals : 
conditions justify s

pac1 $
W a le s  a n d  N o r t h e r n  I r e l a n d , where the t

f ffor a settlement on the basis

the Committee's views: 
rther reductions in

jthat change * 
B V ^

1<*

defence
while maintaining spending on diplomacy; that it is impo£"ta

if)

follow up the Government's statements on science with a suita1
settlement; and that significant reductions in oversea3 ai° of

national heritage are not worth the protests they would exCl
ite*

L e g i s l a t i o n

35. A number of the Committee's p 
legislation:

w i l l  r e q u i te p i tm3

invalidity benefit and statutory sick pay in t h e
cui t

session;

job-seeker's benefit in 1994-95.

P r i v a t e  F i n a n c e  a n d  C a p i t a l  S p e n d i n g

36. The Committee’s proposals imply some reductio 
sector capital spending next year, compared with the cu 
followed by a flat profile in the two following years

- 10 -
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37. But the capital spending totals no longer have the same 
ignificance as in earlier times. With the privatisation of most 
the big public sector industries, a large proportion of what 

once public sector investment has been shifted to the private 
In almost every case, the newly privatised industries 

sharply increased their investment programmes after privatisation. 
In addition, the policies we have pursued have levered in large 
Private sector contributions to urban, housing and residential 
care programmes.

38. The figures are also distorted by the a decline from the peak 
°f Channel Tunnel-related investment and last year's time-limited 
relaxation of the rules governing local authorities' use of 
capital receipts. Because of these distortions, the baseline 
nlready implied a declining path for public sector investment. 
The recommendations on defence, housing, transport and the 
nationalised industries, would add to the downward pressure on 
capital spending. The final outcome will depend crucially on how 
colleagues allocate spending within their new baselines. A 
Preliminary estimate of the implications for public sector asset 
creation is set out in Table 2: it .phows a reduction compared to 
baseline of £0.9 billion a year.

Table Is Public Sector Asset Creatic £bn)

Baseline position

1 9 9 3 - 9 4

30.2

1 9 9 4

29.6

1 9 9 5 - 9 6  1 9 9 6 - 9 7

29.4

Changes suggested by 
r®commended settlement

New plans 30.2

-0.9

28.7

-0.9

28.5

39. The figures in Table 1 do not include private!] 
investment. It is therefore essential that private finane 

an increasingly important element in the near futurebe

- 11 -
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S
Committee concluded that this must be a key factor in the 8U<J

The ific'an1

tbjpportunities to attract private sector
private finance initiative offers si<Jnl s

Esti^finance. "" t0t
private se .

_ rtmeIlt3'finance (ie resources that will be additional to depa1 yin
with departments suggest that total

pra/ision) will be of the order of £3.2/3.4/3.6 billi°n 
three" Survey years, compared with £2.9 billion in 1993-94

e,ee

Table 2). Although 
urban development schemes (most of which predate the

m3 an1
much of this will be taken up by hous

a significan 
projects a 
Heathrow Ex 
the NHS.

lement will be taken up by transport infras c

underway (Second Severn Crossing, Skye

Table 2: Private

Bnd f

and by the increasing use of private finaflCe

1

Department of Environmeh 
of which:
Housing
Urban Development

e: Estimated Departmental Totals
1 9 9 3 - 9 4  1 9 9 4 - 9 5

2,1502,150 2,250

l 3 i ^

2 ^

Department of Health 
Home Office 
National Heritage
Scottish Office 

of which:
Housing
Other (eg NHS, bridges)

Department of Transport
Welsh Office

of which:
Housing/urban schemes 
Other (eg NHS)

TOTAL

850 750 950
1,300 1,400 1,300

50 80
45 20

5
5

330 350 330
310 310
20 20

100 250 350
275 310 340
270

5
300
10

2 , 8 8 0 3 , 1 6 0 3'375
finance is not always c

3l0
2«0
30

3 7<>

.635

there may be some inconsistencies between the figures t£ 
different departments.

- 12 -
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40. These figures are still small in the context of total public 
ector capital investment, but the prospects for private finance 

promising. In the Budget presentation, I will want to focus 
the increasing opportunities in the NHS, in the Prison Service 

Lx new prisons are to be privately financed), in transport (it 
ma^  be possible to make an announcement on the prequalification 
stag^foi: the Channel Tunnel Rail Link) and in Scottish water 
infrastructure. The Private Finance Working Group which I am 
Proposing to establish under a private sector chairman will look 
at the scop^^for involving private finance in other areas of 
activity.

%  p a y  a n d  R u n n i n g

41. The Committee agreed that civil service running costs should 
not increase in 1994-95, and that they should rise by no more than 
i per cent in the following two years; with adjustments for 
significant workload changes where strictly necessary.

42. These are difficult ceilings. To help Departments manage 
within them, I propose that in future there should be no limit on 
the amounts of unused gross running costs provision that 
Departments can carry forward froim pne year to the next. This is 
a very significant change. I believe it will bring significant 
Management advantages. It will remove any incentive to spend on 
low priority items at the year end and help departments to make 
tetter use of affordable resources.

43. we have already announced our intention that a similarly 
tough approach should be applied to paybills throughout the public
sector. The economic evidence submitted to the R 
spelled this out. We have made clear that pay ri 
be financed by greater productivity and not through 
spending. The Committee's proposals for local authori 
NHS have been framed with that in mind.

Bodies has 
.1 need to 

public 
ind the

-  13 -
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This is a tough package. But - provided there 
lature disclosure and the package can be presented as 

Iget day alongside my tax proposals - I believe that 
anted in a very positive way:

Presentation

no

We have met the remit.

We have done this in the way many of our supporters 
demanded, by significant action on social security' 
and running costs.

ha'
o&l

enabled us to find additional resources
s of health and education - and we

and order
f j.naprivate

initiatl

▼
This
main priq
maintained existing plans for law 
providing for six new prisons through 
We have found room for a major new 
apprenticeships, and provided more money for the 
budget.

We ought also to be 
the private finance inf 
will be disappointed 
public sector capital spen<

for
ha
wh*

ye
1®

flC®'

scienSfi

O'l»
:o point to useful Pr°9r ^

to thosere in response 
reduction next T

eat if

45. We will have to recognise, however, 
to be criticised on the grounds that:

we are stiU \ fre 11

We have 
the PSBR.

not done enough on the spending side to redt(c®

We will still only be making modest progr* 
total spending (GGE) as a share of GDP. On 
this package, real GGE is likely to rise by 
1 per cent a year in real terms over the Surv<

redtc

at®'
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l u s i o n

with the GGE ratio declining by some 2 k per cent, 
45^ per cent now to around 43 per cent by 1996-97.

from

invite colleagues to agree the spending proposals set out 
aper for announcement in the Budget.

H M Treasury 
26 October 1993

-  15  -
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t baseline
1 9 9 3 - 9 4

23519

y on y (%)

1 9 9 4 - 9 5

23751  
-  250  
2 3 5 0 1  

- 4 . 2

1 9 9 5 - 9 6  1 9 9 6 - 9 7

£ million

23219  
- 500 
2 2 7 1 9  

- 6 . 8

2 3 219  
- 500 
2 2 7 1 9  

- 2 . 4

EDX p a c k a g e

The ch an g es in  1 9 9 4 -9 5  and 1 9 9 5 -9 6  have been a g re e d  
defence S e c r e ta j

w ith  th e

The savings r 
additional effi 
which do not affe
!n 1995-96, MOD _ 
Carried quarters hou

S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e ' s  p o s i i

4 -9 5  a r e  t o  be made up o f  so f a r  u n s p e c if ie d  
s a v in g s , pay econom ies and o t h e r  m easu res  
i a b i l i t y .

t o  f in d  s a v in g s  th ro u g h  th e  s a l e  o f  th e  
ito c k  t o  a new p r i v a t e  s e c t o r  body.

The sa v in g s  in  1 9 9 6 - 9 7  have n o t been a g re e d  w ith  th e  D efence  
S e c r e ta r y . He has o f f e r e d  some s a v in g s , in c lu d in g  on e f f i c i e n c y ;  
atd  has a l s o  i d e n t i f i e d  v a r io u s  
E d u c t io n s  in  n o n -e s s e n t i a l  
Programmes and su p p o rt t o  deliv^ yi 
°u t he c o n s id e rs  t h a t  e x i s t i n g  t 
^et  w ith  p r e s e n t  and plan n ed  fo rce ' 

e s s e n t i a l  su p p o rt o f  th e  
^trther.

i l l u s t r a t i v e  p ack ag es  o f  
k s , f o r c e  l e v e l s ,  equipm ent 

00 m il l io n  below  b a s e l i n e ;  
and commitments can  j u s t  be 
c t u r e s , and t h a t  r e d u c tio n s  

t r u c t u r e  c a n n o t be ta k e n

ShX considers that there are other wa 
7 elow baseline. In addition to the savi_ 

substantial scope to defer expenditure 
'■° reduce expenditure in other areas 
n°n-essential tasks); and that there is n_ 
telative price effect for non-pay inflation.

reach £500 million 
ready offered, there 
uipment programmes; 

as MOD HQ and 
se to support a
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f t pC0, DIPLOMATIC WING
£ million

1 9 9 3 - 9 4 1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6 1 9 9 6 - 9

it  b a s e l i n e 1 2 5 8 1 2 0 5 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3
IS 4 12 17

1 2 0 9 1 2 2 5 1 2 3 0
r o w t h , y  on y (%) - 7 . 8 - 2 . 3 - 2 . 0

EDX p a c k a g e

The additions 
regimes, after 
from a smaller 
could imply so that FCO's e
efficiency and

are for overseas price movements and EC visa 
Ructions from the EDX limit on running costs and 
peacekeeping force in Cyprus. The new provision 
eduction in diplomatic activity, to the extent 

\ture pressures cannot be met by further 
costs savings.

Secretary o f  S t a t e ' s

discussions continue

__ 2________
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

1 9 9 3 -9 4

rtt baseline 
s

LS
Lth, y on y (%)

1 9 9 4 -9 5

£ m il l i o n  

1 9 9 5 -9 6 1 9 9 6 -9 7

2263 2308 2363 2363
0 0 0

2308 2363 2363-2.2 -1.3 -2.5

p a c k a g e

The package preserves the aid programme in cash terms and its 
Position as the sixth largest in the world. An increase in

rill result in a forecast decline in bilateral 
jent in cash terms across the Survey period. The

M u l t i l a t e r a l  
uid o f  23  
Perform an ce ag c 

per c e n t  t h i s  
P e rio d .

Lthe UN aidsGNP target will decline from 0.30 
to 0.29/0.27/0.25 per cent over the Survey

SECRET
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d o m es t ic a g r i c u l t u r e
£ m il l i o n

1 9 9 3 -9 4 1 9 9 4 -9 5 1 9 9 5 -9 6 1 9 9 6 -9

it  b a s e l in e 1108 1125 1166 1166iS - 45 - 40 - 49
1080 1126 1117

jrowtLh, y on y (%) -6.5 0.5 -3.2

BOX p a c k a g e

The changes have been agreed with the Minister,
The savings
°f measures, 
flood defence, 
and conservation, 
Compensatory Allow 
Payments and a 0/1/
EDX recommended f u r  
S e c r e ta r y  o f  S t a t e  and 
Provide th e  a d d it i o n a l  sa

-24/-30 million will be achieved by a variety 
ding a 5 per cent cut in R&D, reductions in 
er cent cut in capital grants for farm waste 

of £-20 million each year in Hill Livestock 
(HLCA's), reductions in BSE compensation 

recent running costs uplift.
avings of E-14/-16/-19 million. The 
ricultural colleagues have agreed to 

Details are still being discussed.

— A______
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j ^ CAP MARKET SUPPORT/ INTERVENTION BOARD

T O £ million

baseline 
ables" 1 
jiary savings

y on y (%)

2485
1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6 1 9 9 6 - 9 7

2509 2690 2690
250 275 300
-45 -45 -44

2 7 1 4 2 9 2 0 2 9 4 6
4.8 3.7 - 1.6

1 level of "unavoidables" is an approximate forecast 
change (according to exchange rates and market and is liable 

fluctuationsreductions in unavoidable bids cannot be scored as 
iScretionary m  ngs.

p a c k a g e

changes have been e

savings of £-15 million will be achieved by removal of
J and U4 class bee^^Lntervention in GB (only) which reduces the 
Proportion of beef e 1 iĝ fcfĉ ^ or buying into intervention in GB. 
^te are also savings on Intervention Board administration.

reed with the Minister.

'w'
EDx recommended further savings of E-30/-30/-30 million though 
a9riculture ministers are best placed to decide which options are 
chosen to deliver these savings.

__5______
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TRADE a n d  i n d u s t r y

baseline 

, y on y

SECRET

£ million
1 9 9 3 - 9 4 1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6 1 9 9 6 - 9 7

1 3 6 3 1 3 2 7 1 3 4 2 1 3 4 2
-  15 -  17 -  13
1 3 1 1 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 9

) -  7 . 7 -  2 . 7 -  2 . 1

EDx  p a c k a g e

The savings have been agreed with the President.ft
They dc not seem large measured against a baseline of £1.3 billion 
hut DTI has relatively little room for manoeuvre because of 
Unavoidable addi 
difficult to cut s 
~ known as DRAWMOP 
safety requirements^
Contractual commitme
The

al expenditure. It is also particularly 
arge programmes (eg nuclear decommissioning 
ere much of the budget is to fulfil urgent 
the European Space agency contribution, a

to savings package
haselprotect Regional Selec

some flexibility to the President, eg 
Assistance and international trade 

ines. But there w M l  need to be correspondingly larger 
Eductions to the discretionary spending remaining.
^Tl's running cost projections meet the EDX remit on running costs (u/l/i per cent)

y l

\

6
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DTI NATIONALISED INDUSTRIES
£ million

t baseline 
s

1 9 9 3 - 9 4 1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6 1 9 9 6 - 9 7

1235 - 245 - 322 - 322
- 47 - 372 - 737

-  2 9 2 -  6 9 4 -  1 0 5 9

EDX p a c k a g e

The savings have been agreed with the President.
There a r e  no 
Office. S av in  
be a c h ie v e d  
c u tt in g  b ack  in

.icy changes on British Shipbuilders and the Post 
E-50/-55/-20 million for the Post Office will 

greater efficiency or, failing that, through 
jnt.

ectric of £-207/-287/-567 million are 
ning to a schedule of payments to British 
00 million) and a series of smaller 

as lower capital expenditure, higher 
11/-176/-449 million).

Savings on Nuclei 
Recounted f o r  by 
N uclear F u e ls  ( £ 0 / - !  
savin gs from a r e a s  
reven u e, and a s s e t  sa le s

The proposal also assumes^the adoption of deferred safe-store (a 
rew cheaper decommissioning strategy) which gives savings of 
v~ll/-18 million. Although a move to this approach has been 

^greed in principle by the Secretary of State for the Environment, 
he details have still to be settled. Furthermore, specific 
ccommissioning plans for each power station need to be agreed 
with the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate.
The position on British Coal is inefd bly still unclear but we 
^re making provision for ariges to baseline of
t2lo/_30/-i50 million.

SECRET
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1993-94 1994-95
3626

(%)

3693 
+ 77 
3770 

- 0.3

BDx  p a c k a g e

£ million
1995-96 1996-97

3746 3746
- 90 - 92
3656 3654

- 6.5 - 2.4

The EDX package has been agreed with the Secretary of State.
The recommended a l l o c a t i o n  in v o lv e s  ch an g es in  b a s e l i n e  o f  
£ 7 7 / —9 0 / —92 m i l l i o n . T h is  co m p rise s  s a v in g s  o f  6 -8  p e r  c e n t  a 
year, p a r t l y  o f f s e t  by an a llo w a n ce  f o r  a d d i t i o n a l  re q u ire m e n ts  o f  
£ 2 9 0 / 1 6 0 / 2 0 5  m i l l i t

The additional re _ 
aPprenticeships from 
Measures; PES cove 
increase in ESF rece

ents include the introduction of new 
96; an extension of the March Budget 

100/66/60 per cent of the expected 
and increased redundancy payments.

The s a v in g s  ta k e  th e  form of:
a reduction 

2-3 per cent a year; in the running costs baseline of

significant savings in Training for Work (TfW) from 
efficiency improvements (eg shorter courses) and increased 
employer contribution. The number of opportunities would not 
be significantly affected;

estimating reductions in 
staying on rates in education;

freezing of 
redundancy payments;

the wage

extension of HSE charging.

mainly to higher

in calculating

further savings would be required in the two later years if it 
Wete decided to accept all of the increased ESF receipts. The 
Savings would probably mean that at the margin, ESF training 
Places (organised by voluntary bodies and local authorities) 
sUbstituted for TfW places (organised by TECs). L auth

%

SECRET
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TRANSPORT n a t i o n a l i s e d i n d u s t r i e sSD"

frrent baseline 
jes 
>lans

1 9 9 3 - 9 4

2551
1 9 9 4 - 9 5

2134 
- 87 
2 0 4 7

1 9 9 5 - 9 6  1 9 9 6 - 9 7

£ million

1999 
- 47 
1 9 5 2

1999 
- 249 

1 7 5 0

paper circulated to 
of an additional £100

_ ires above are consistent with the 
Ca’SEIet. However, since then, an offer 
Milripn has meen made in year 1. The Chief Secretary has suggested 
(let1^^iof 27 October) that this might be split £80 million to BR 
(increasing investment in Railtrack) and £20 million to LT.

EDX p a c k a g e (including extra £100 million)
®ritish Rail (+80/0/-150) Addition in 1994-95 allows Railtrack 
investment of 
Million. Invest 
rising over Su 
°f project for s 
tracks).

million and total rail investment of £1010 
in existing railway broadly unchanged or 

rears; reduction in 1996-97 reflects completion 
;es through Channel Tunnel (using existing

London Transport (efet#KJLE) (-47/+32/+12) Changes on baseline 
Mainly reflect new phasing of JLE (following go-ahead for 
construction) and proceeds from London Bus privatisation; 
investment in core should remain at £490-640 million a year; also 
investment in JLE of £1% billion over three Survey years
CTRL & Crossrail (+10/-29/-41) Agreement has been reached which 
will allow Crossrail and CTRL to be taken forward as planned.
CAA (-30/-50/-70) EDX 
traffic control centre

s propo 
for sout

fleets completion of a new air

S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e ' s  p o s i t i o n

RR Secretary of State believes 
Treasury projects, £800-850 million a 
reflect the additional offer mentionec 
level will not be enough to mainta'S 
standards. Privatisation requires extra funding
LT Investment will be lower than Treasury projects, because of 
higher costs, lower revenues. More investment is necessary to 
Maintain and improve quality.

tment will be lower than 
these figures do not 
). Investment at this 

^Passenger's Charter

but cannot

package 
nd the

CAA Accepts some adjustment in provision f
accept change proposed.
The Secretary of State is concerned about the effect 
could have on the Government's joint-venture pol 
construction industry.
EDX's view is that any costs of BR privatisation si
absorbable in 1994-95 within the provision proposed, 
costs and savings in later years should be taken into accoul 
the 1994 Survey. EDX has also noted the key role of managemei 
Achieving quality.

SE(^RET
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|R
1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
3934 3873 3873

- 250 - 250 - 250
- 55 - 55 - 553684 3623 3623- 7.9 - 5.2 - 2.4

TRANSPORT d e p a r t m e n t a l p r o g r a m m e
1993-94

rrent baseline 3837an/to g
Ich BR pensions 

>
tfh, y on y (%) 

p a c k a g e

EDx proposes that the baseline should be reduced by 5 per cent 
(E-195/-195/-195 million). The department's baseline was 
relatively untouched in the 1992 Survey. EDX decided that the

be protected this year.
w the 5 per cent cut should be distributed 
d that the savings resulting from applying a

in running__costs (E-24/-29/-25 million)1.

Programme co u iU inot
EDX has no view  
° th e r  th a n  t o  r e  
0 / 1 / 1  p e r  c e n t  u 
should be s e cu re d

e majority of the reduction on spending 
(E-110/-105/-105 million) and central 
pads (E-50/-50/-50 million).

savings on BR pensions 
er cent reduction in the

■
d i s t r i b u t e d  p ro  ra u  

w°u ld  f a l l  on n a t io n a l  
government su p p o rt to

EDx concluded that the effect on roads output should be minimal. 
Even if national roads took their share of the cuts, reduced 
Construction prices would mean baseline for 1994-95 was worth 
£260 million more than when it was set in 1991; the amount 
available for works spending (actual road building) would be at 
the highest level since 1990-91.
^EX recommends t h a t  e x p e c te d  w in  

sh ou ld  be a d d it i o n a l  to  
Programme.

S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e ' s  p o s i t i o n

MacGregor argues that a 5 per cent cut 
tQads starts in 1994-95, and only 35 over
Iie has also pointed out that the reductions sought on running 
c°sts make no allowance for the additional cosjts of the rail 
t^gulator and franchising director (an extra £8 million in 
^94-95); nor for a forecast shortfall in receipts, due to DVOIT 
&nd trust ports privatisations (up to £15 million each year). On 
 ̂pensions, the Department would not now expect the savings to 

Exceed E-25/-50/-50 million and would prefer them to contribute to 
5 per cent cut in baseline, not be additional.

mean minimal new 
le Survey period.

— 10----------
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ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMMES (EXCLUDING LOCAL GOVERNMENT)

lillion 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
rent baseline 9,880 9,851 9,789 9,789

is -174 -408 -408
_ Lans 9,677 9,381 9,381

Real co-owth, y on y (%) -6 . 0  -6 . 6  -2 . 4

The changes have been agreed with the Secretary of State.
EDX recommends total savings of £-174/-408/-408 million. EDX also
Recommends an additional programme of large__scale voluntary
transfers (LSVTs) of local authority housing to housing 
Associations with the following net effect on Local Authority 
Self_FinanCed Expenditure (LASFE):

A -185 -165 -140
is primarily for the Secretary of State to decide exactly how 

the reductions in his programmes will be made. But in broad terms 
hhe implications will be as below.
The Housing__Corporation|||^%>rovision will be cut by up to £300
mHlion a year from a baseline of £1986/1920/1920 million. Housing 
output for the 3 years to 1994-95 will nevertheless exceed the 
Manifesto commitment of 153,000 units by nearly 10 per cent, 
housing output financed by the Housing Corporation will range from 
**2,000 to 47,000 a year over the Survey period. Additional new 
build financed by local authority grants should bring total output 
of social housing above 50,000 a year on average.
Provision for Housing Revenue Accoui 
basis that DOE maintain existing 
increases in local authority guidel. 
1995-96, with a further 5 per cent inc]
Reductions of up to £ 2 0 0  million a y€ 
jptfchority credit approvals. increasing the 
housing repairs from £7 billion to about £7.!

;idy will be on the 
is for 5 per cent real 
rents in 1994-95 and 
Ln 1996-97.
H I  be made in local 
|pklog of routine 
.lion.

Uncommitted spending from the new single regeneration budget will 
be reduced by around £100 million in 1995-96 and 1996-97, from a 
^hseline of £1,470 million, 
forward the existing 
c°rporations.

wind-up
It will not be necessary to bring 
dates of any urban development

in a varfhome reductions will be be required 
^ d jonment and countryside programmes. The receipts 
isPosals by New Towns and Property Holdings will

small
for

SECRET
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fl local government: total standard spending (tssj

x comm care)
1993-94
40437

/ y on y (%) 
, y on y (%)

1994-95
41890
- 505 
41347
-  1.8
2.35

1995-96 1996-97
£ million

43257 
- 1044 
42174 
- 1.7 

2.0

43257 
- 306 
42912 
-0.7 
1.75

TSS has no baseline. A baseline has been constructed by 
assuming the same growth as for AEF (central government support 

LA discretionary spending), which does have a baseline.
EDX p a c k a g e 4
The changes have b< l agreed with the Secretary of State.
In year 1 , the 2.3 ?e5 ^cent increase allows:

1.35 per cent 
increased pupil inance new pressures on LA spending (eg 

) and
1 per cent to finance effects of inflation and pay 
settlements. Increases above this amount must be financed by 
efficiency gains. This requirement on local authorities is 
less stringent than that for central Government where the 
whole of such increases on running costs must be met from 
efficiency savings.

of any incrThe actual effects 
atthority decisions.
However, assuming, in line with DfE e 
Settlement for teachers and effici 
Central LEA costs of about 1.5 per cent) 
^eduction in teaching posts (less than 1  

§ains of 3 per cent are assumed then ther

n TSS* will depend on local

es, a 2.5 per cent pay 
gains in premises and 
e would be a small 
^ent) . If efficiency 

buld be no reduction.

12
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£ million
1 9 9 3 - 9 4 1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6 1 9 9 6 - 9 7

6 0 3 9 6 2 5 7 6 4 3 2 6 4 9 8
0 0 0

6 2 5 7 6 4 3 2 6 4 9 8
) -  0 . 6 -  0 . 9 -  1 . 4

p a c k a g e

The changes have been agreed with the Home Secretary.
The outcome reflects 
f* tew pay formula 
~e maintained, anJ 
juvenile offender 
that initiative, a 
Secretary at Blacjcja 
“ased on the reform o 
^Puil 1 9 9 4  as already

the acceptance of the Sheehy recommendation on 
the police. It provides for police numbers to 
the revenue costs of the new persistent 
ative. It assumes that the capital costs of 
the six new prisons (announced by the Home 

are met from private finance. It is also 
criminal injury compensation scheme from

__ 13_______
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1 9 9 3 - 9 4 1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6 1 9 9 6 - 9 7

2591 2785 2936 2936-51 -58 48
2 7 3 4 2 8 7 8 2 9 8 4

) 1 . 2 1.5 1.2

E D X  p a c k a g e

The changes have been agreed with the Lord Chancellor.
Tor the Lor<%J|d!j$ncellor' s department, the outcome for legal aid 
feflects further controls on remuneration paid to lawyers. The 
Running cost position takes account of the significant drop in 
court caseload in 1993-94 followed by renewed growth over the 
Survey period.
The reco m m en d atio n  
A d v o c a te 's  b a s e l i n e  
to  d e a l  w ith  s e r i o u s

allows for an increase in the Lord 
95 for unavoidable capital expenditure 

^tural problems in part of the estate.

___14_______
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baseline
1 9 9 3 - 9 4

990
1 9 9 4 - 9 5 1 9 9 5 - 9 6  1 9 9 6 - 9 7

£ million

y on y (%)
* Baseline not comparable to 1993-94 due to £36 million transferred 
°ut to SO and WO for Scottish and Welsh Arts Councils.

E D X  p a c k a g e

The proposals imply no specific policy changes. For the first two 
years they invo^ifs small technical changes, while the reduction in 
the third year ref l«cnj». the completion of the new British Library 
building at St Pancras, which drops out of the baseline.

__16
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SECRET

t baseline 
s

1993-94
(outturn) 

30,089
1994-95 1995-96 1996-97

____ y on y (%)
nhs

positionjteal growth, y on y (%) 
difference between EDX and
S e c r e ta r y  o f  State

y s

31,244 32,303 32,303453 614 1,26631,697 32,917 33,5691.0 0.1 -0.5

389 514 14750.7 0.5 0.5
+60 +60 +60

EDX p a c k a g e

The p ro p o s a l give 
Programme) in  each  
commitment. The remc 
9 r a n t , has been s e t t l e

jal growth in NHS spending (the bulk of the 
Survey years, in line with the manifesto 
spending, mostly Community Care special

J'he EDX p o s i t io n  has been fram 
the r e s t  o f  th e  p u b lic  s e

P ° l i c y .

led on the basis that the NHS, like 
sector, respects the Government's pay

It settlements are kept to 2H per cent on average, in line with 
Pay assumptions elsewhere in the public sector, the Secretary of 
State can support the activity growth of 3.4 per cent she seeks in 
1994-95 (the past trend increase over the 1980s is 2 per cent) 
Taking this into account, the EDX offer met the Secretary 
S t a t e 's  first year bid in full. o f

S e c r e ta r y  o f  S t a t e ' s  p o s i t i o n

The S e c r e ta r y  o f  S t a t e  i s  se e k in g  an' 
Survey y e a r  t o  c o v e r  two e x t r a  p r e s s u re s  
R eliev ed  th e s e  co u ld  e a s i l y  be fin a n ce d  
M easures, in c lu d in g  f u r th e r  e f f i c i e n c y  g a i  
spending.

£60 million in each 
ly identified. EDX 
om a variety of 
nd lower capital

SECRET
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SOCIAL SECURITY

rent baseline 
ies 
Lans

Real growth, y on y (%) 
E D X

1 9 9 3 - 9 4

65060
1 9 9 4 - 9 5

67160
1687

68847
1.5

£ million 
1 9 9 5 - 9 6  1 9 9 6 - 9 7

70790
2589

73379
2.8

70790
5847

76637
2.0

The Secretary of State has agreed all the measures except SSP.
Invalidity benefit EDH has approved Secretary of State proposals 
for a new medical test (to be applied to all new claimants and 
listing claimants under 58 apart from those with specific 
conditions), delaying receipt of benefit until 52 weeks of 
sickness, ending the earnings-related component for new claims and 
freezing it for existing claims, and stopping benefit at pension 
age. Savings E0/-590A-1520.

ition of reimbursement to employers, with 
ers, saving E-675/-705/-730 million.

ade to housing benefit to take account 
gers/tenants to be increased, savings £-

Statutory sick pay
P r o t e c t i o n  f o r  s m a ll

Ron-dependent deduction!
°f contributions from loc 
60/-60/-60 million.
Income support in respect of mortgage interest Measures to limit 
the scale of support are under discussion between the Chief 
Secretary and the Secretaries of State for Social Security and 
Environment. Most of the savings would be from cyclical social 
security. Savings of £-20/-45/-50 million from the NCT have been 
assumed, although actual savings will depend on the detailed 
Measures. Proposals will be phsseSI^. in so as to minimise 
disruption to recovering housing mar}
^one parents Reforms are under consT 
review of social security. Most saving 
e*penditure. The package assumes tha 
million from the NCT and £0/90/125 altoget
Vat

on in the fundamental 
Id be in cyclical 
ures savings £0/5/5

on fuel Details are under consideration.
Running costs 0/1/1 per cent plus an extra £25 million a year for 
fhe administration consequentials of policy savings.

g i s l a t i o n

equire 
as a

Changes to invalidity benefit and statutory sic 
fegislation in 1993-94 session: invalidity benefit alre 
slot; statutory sick pay could be added to NIC bill.
s©cr e t a r y  o f  S t a t e ' s  p o s i t i o n

Secretary of State argues that the SSP change would ovel 
dfs legislative burden and sit badly with IVB reform, discouraging 
®nipioyers from hiring ex-IVB claimants.

_18___
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SCOTLAND, WALES AND NORTHERN IRELAND

p a c k a g e

:hree Secretaries of State have accepted the consequential- 
basedpapproach under which changes to baseline provision for the 
territorial departments are related by a formula, based on 
relative population sizes, to changes to comparable English 
departments.
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CELLOR'S DEPARTMENTS

baseline

1993-94
3435

Real g , y on y (%)

1994-95
3550
-121
3429
-4.2

£ million
1995-96

3638
-198
3440
-3.3

1996-97
3638
-186
3452
- 2.1

p a c k a g e

The Chancelloj 
°ver the Surve

^as accepted savings of 5 per cent below baseline 
riod as a whole.

The Inland ReverP 
ho the level 
figures are subjec 
faces unavoidable 
March Budget); and 
delivering a substan

secure savings through downward revisions 
gage interest relief payments - the precise 
urther estimating change. The Revenue 
oad growth (for example arising from the 

ring-fenced spending on compliance, 
SBR benefit. These pressures would be

largely offset by substantial efficiency savings, which would also 
finance pay increases, leading to substantial savings on baseline.
F°r Customs and Excise, savings are secured from restraint on 
i n n i n g  costs, through substantial efficiency savings.
Savings on the Chancellor's other 
from restraint on running c 
sPending). On HM Treasury, fu 
Payments to the Bank of England

aartments also mainly result 
(covering 85 per cent of 
k savings are realised on

— 20_____
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office of public service and science

%

baseline
1993-94

in science

1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
£ million

1249 1310 1341 1341
1 0 15 2 0

1320 1356 1361

oo i o - 2 . 0

edx p a c k a g e

The changes have been agreed with the Chancellor of the Duchy.
0/15/20 million would allow the Chancellor of 
ous small pressures on his programme for 
echnical responsibility (No 10, the Whips' 
unsel), maintain the real value of the 

first year, and increase spending above 
Spending on the science base (the 
hite Paper, which includes research in 

1  real increase of 1.5 per cent in the

The increases 
the Duchy to mee 
which he has 
Office, Parliament 
science budget in 
baseline in later 
Measure used in the 
Universities) would 
first year.
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OFFICE - OTHER, ETC

1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97
£ million

469 484 488 488
8 18 62

492 506 550
0 . 6 - 0.9 6 . 0

t baseline

t/ Y on y (%)
^^X p a c k a g e

The changes have been agreed with the bodies concerned. 
The package pros

the fund 
by the Chi 
works on 
estates;

the Bridge Street II project (£3/6/44) agreed 
retary, and the ongoing refurbishment and new 

he House of Commons and House of Lords

unavoidable inc] 
Administration 
access to official^ 
and increases in bot

for the Parliamentary Commissioner for 
.1/4.4 million) to take account of 

ation work starting on 4 April 1994, 
and HSC referrals;

increases in years 2 and 3 in House of Commons administration 
costs (£3/6 million) reflecting staff increases arising from 
increased activities of both the House in general and 
individual Members, and an increase in the volume of HMSO 
printing and publishing.

incrf

%

27 OCTOBER 1993 %
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d ocument is t he p r o pe r ty of her b ri ta n ni c m a j e s t y 's g ov e r n m e n t

OP(93)13 
\1 November 1993 COPY NO 34

CABINET

3/94 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME AND DRAFT QUEEN'S SPEECH 
Note by the Lord President

!• The 
November.

Opening of Parliament will take place on 18 
s memorandum seeks Cabinet approval for:

i. the fin 
and the all 
Lords;

ii. the text of

orm of the 1993/94 legislative programme 
of Bills between the Commons and the

en's Speech.

1 9 9 3 / 9 4  LEGISLATIVE PROGR7 x^ /
 ̂• At its meeting on 13 May-^ai^Lnet approved the legislative 
Programme set out at Annex A. V S M c e  then there have been some 
substantial changes to Bills curr^$tr£\in the programme. Several 
Additional Bills have also been bi^TJ^pr. The most significant 
°hanges are:

a. for reasons of manageability Deregulation Bill has 
had to be confined to deregulation and contracting out 
provisions only;

d to cover 
>vacy and

b. the Criminal Justice Bill has been eiba 
a very wide range of issues, though no 
intrusion;

c. the Secretary of State for Transport has tpr a
separate Bill on local airport privatisation a n d ^ u ^ r  
transport privatisation provisions which cannat>/^b« 
accommodated within the scope of the Deregulation Bî
The Chancellor of the Exchequer may also want to press fo^ >> 
separate legislation for general privatisation facilitation^^^) 
provisions if these cannot be accommodated within the V/s
Deregulation Bili CONFIDENTIAL
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d. the Secretary of State for the Environment has bid for 
paving legislation for the Environment Agency either as 
part of the Deregulation Bill or as separate legislation;

e. the Health Secretary has bid for a Bill on mental 
1th to close loopholes in the present law on the release 
supervision of mentally ill people.

Mos^/^dhicially, it is now clear that at least one and 
Pfobably w i l l  have to be added t o  the programme a s  a
c°nsequence(ajp^his year's public expenditure settlement. The 
Secretary of\^3tate for Social Security has already received 
Policy approval for a Bill on invalidity benefit (IVB) changes 
which will generate^substantial savings. There will also need 
to be a Bill on (manges to statutory sick pay (SSP) . I am 
investigating the possibility of including the SSP provisions 
6lther in the IVB Bill</^/feJie Bill already in the programme on 
national insurance cont^Cbmuons though at present it seems 
likely that 3 separate soci^^ecurity Bills will be needed.

4 . .Future Legislation (FLG) ^eb&Wj.ttee has looked carefully at 
what changes should be made to thW^993/94 legislative programme.

emphasised in my earlier memor^fraUKk to Cabinet (CP(93)4) the 
Present programme contains a largeChu^er of controversial and 
time-consuming Bills and is at the l^rf£?^>f what is achievable, 

pressure on Lords time is particulaux^intense, although if 
European Community Finance Bill takesN^p a significant amount 
time on the Floor of the House at Committee Stage (which seems 

v®ty likely) there could be great pressure ori^-Gbmmons time as

to
FLG recognised that the new social security Bi uld have 

This

try

be given absolute priority and added to the prog ^ 
v°Uld inevitably add to pressure on the Lords the
Session. This could only be accommodated if there wa 

spillover and if the 1994/95 session started no earli 
coming session. It would also in the Committee's view 

^toPping an existing Bill from the programme to be announced^fn^^ 
Queen's Speech. FLG considered that the most suitable 

Cahdidate would be Trade Marks which has a lower profile than

CONFIDENTIAL
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of the other Bills in the programme although there are good 
ness efficiency and legal reasons for its inclusion. This 
which has already been drafted, would be introduced if time 
available.

jh there is a strong case for all the other Bills bid 
Kjues they could not be accommodated without dropping 

* f urtherC^Bi^t from  the existing programme. FLG's view  i s  t h a t
F>Cr‘e- of the^gdJe^c sed Bills have as high priority as Bills already 

the programme? Nor will it be possible to make substantial 
5lnendments to B^klls going through Parliament which would take up 
^itional time in the Lords at the end of the session.

L ocation of bills7 N COMMONS AND L O R D S

balance of Bills between the Lords 
eat pressure on Parliamentary time 
inance Bill business early on in

FLG also looked 
^  Commons. Because of
^  the weight of Budget ---------- --------------- j — - —

Commons it is essential £^£&ke maximum use of Lords time at 
start of the session programme is to be carried

^tough. FLG considered that ^X^d^grds starters should be:

Special Intelligence Servi
O '~ Local Government (Wales) / /

Local Government (Scotland)
Police and Magistrates Courts

ârting the Local Government (Scotland) Bill i, 
^lier proposed would make it more difficult

local government Bill was being introduce

sim
avoid all 3 Home Office Bills running

the Commons as 
lain why the 
the Lords. 

e Lords

*01
If

ultaneously at least one needs to start in the L ̂ . < J-ce and Magistrates Courts Bill looks the strongest
tim e were found for it, the Trade Marks Bill would
s° be introduced in the Lords.

nd the 
ate. 
bly

s SPEECH
The attached draft reflects the position on the legislati^'O/* 

0cJtamme described above and takes account of drafting comments
otn Departments. If co leagues have comments I should be

CONFIDENTIAL
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fateful to receive these as soon as possible as the text mustS
finalised by 5 November.

ION
ek Cabinet agreement to:

legislative programme set out at Annex B 
proposed allocation of Bills between Commons and

th^/^f: ached draft of the Queen's Speech.

CONFIDENTIAL
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ANNEX A

^3/94 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME AGREED BY CABINET IN MAY 1993

Sunda'^^rAding 
^telli<^s^c^sServices 
c°ai Privct^l^tion 
Dereguiati<
poi

Loc
Lo

ice and M rates Courts
Cal Government (Scotland) 
Cal Government (Wales)

^  finance 
Ctiminal Justice
^ c a t i o n

Marks
Clonal Insurance Contri 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link h

1 November 1993

Bill to be further considered)
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A N N EX B

REVISED 1993/94 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAMME

starters

Dereg u i
rv. . v
la»inal <j*ls#ice 

^ uc a t i o n

°al privatis^jt^3n
<C\°nal Insurance Contributions 

nv*Udity Benefit
Ŝ -nA.^Utory sick Pay 

finance 
uMay Trading

-Starters

Int
t*o.
I*o.

eH i g e n c e  Services
Cal Government (Scotland) 
Cal Government (Wales)
°Uc e and Magistrates Courts

Ch,atnel Tunnel Rail Link (not now likely to st^ft\)ntil 1994/95)

Member 1993
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Lords a n d m e m b e r s o f t he h o u s e o f c o m m o n s

c Duke of Edinburgh and I look forward to our tour of
. x^Py^n countries next spring. We shall visit France to 

with the President of the French Republic, the 
iev ^ l M e  1 in May; and to attend the ceremonies to mark the 
Anrli^e^kary Qf the Normandy Landings, in June. We shall 
C a n a t t e n d  the Commonwealth Games in August.vis

S

to
My

C0;

My Gove nt attach the highest importance to national

S o

Ur^ty. They^will continue to give full support to the North 
antic Treaty organisation. They will work to secure NATO's 
Ption to the chah/zfT?)ta security environment, and to continue

role of the Western European Union, 
for full implementation of the 

ional Armed Force’S'^p Europe Treaty, as well as the entry 
force of the Open Skids $]Saty. Britain's minimum indepen- 
nuclear deterrent will E^omkintained.

develop the opera
Government will

nven t

S t

 ̂ My Government will work fo 
 ̂e Chemical Weapons Convention,
iQloc

°mot

ffective implementation of 
vent the proliferation of 

gical weapons and other weapop^S^ mass destruction, to
e the indefinite and uncondition^Sxtension of the Nuclear 

^'Proliferation Treaty and to encourag^^jt^rnational responsi-
Ity in conventional arms transfers, <\^They will work for a

:got. . v*-iated and verifiable comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban. 
6thment will ratify the Additional Protoco
ehtions. They will continue to help with t 

^Psport of nuclear weapons for dismantling in t
'S on

My
£o the Geneva 

e and secure 
er Soviet

“U l

My Government look forward to implementing the 
stbicht now that it has entered into force. My Go

Of

attach particular importance to the new common forei
ity policy and intergovernmental co-operation in the fi' 

Justice and home affairs. They will work to ensure that

CONFIDENTIAL
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lr>cipie 0f subsidiarity is applied to European Community 
fslation. My Government will promote financial and budgetary 

line in the Community. They will work within the Community 
yccessful conclusion to the Uruguay Round of trade negoti-

nment will work to achieve a rapid conclusion of 
Ĉcessioiv^^pfeements with Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden,

w i n  c o t o  put forward the case for European countries 
hich are r e a ^ a n d  wish to join the European Community.

My Government will continue to work for a peaceful settle-
in the former

^°litical and econo Sq let Union, and th^ji^integration into the international 
c°hin u n ity .

slavia. They will provide help for the 
orm process in the states of the former

*hf
My Government will play 
United Nations' capaci 

Preventive action. They will w 
echrity Council Resolutions.

My Government welcome the recent 
peace process. They will contin 
lasting peace to the region.

structive role in strengthening 
undertake peacekeeping and 
r full Iraqi compliance with

through in the Middle 
support efforts to

Pr

P-h©
Hi

My Government will work for the long-terprxstability and 
°sperity of Hong Kong and to co-operate with Ĉ hina-̂ to implement 
Sino-British Joint Declaration in the best idltei/ests of the

°n3 Kong people.
V''My Government will play an active part in the Comm

lh <ey will support efforts to build a democratic society
V* 4r i c a

My Government will maintain a substantial aid programme'

CONFIDENTIAL
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>0lT1°te sustainable development and good government.

CONFIDENTIAL

Government will introduce legislation to place the Secret 
cfence Service and Government Communications Headquarters 
>tutory basis; and to make further provisions for the 

nd accountability of them and the Security Service.
kr£Mtern Ireland My Government will continue in their 

ffotts t<^vit3^eat terrorism through impartial and resolute
enfotcement 
based
equai
wUl

agreemen
e law, to seek political progress by broadly 
to strengthen economic progress and to create

!ty of opportunity for all sections of the community. They

*h, maintain posit, 
6Y will maintain

^relations with the Republic of Ireland, 
light against terrorism elsewhere.

^Mb:ERS OF THE HOUSE OF

My

Estimates for the publ^x^rvice will be laid before you.

AND MEMBERS OF THE HOLords

My Government will continue

COMMONS

irm financial policies 
signed to support continuing ec^^dnu^c growth and rising 
^Ployment, based on permanently low ion.

My Government will bring together tax and expenditure
Clsions in a unified Budget. Fiscal policv^-will be set to 
^hg the budget deficit back towards balance^over the medium 

My Government will reduce the share of 
^ en by the public sector. They will cont 
^etprise and improve the supply performance of th^^a^nomy

Legislation will be introduced to give force to tli^^^^nges 
11 the European Community's system of own resources follow^rjg^jie

nal income 
promote

*9*6ement at the Edinburgh European Council,

CONFIDENTIAL
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Legislation will be introduced to facilitate deregulation 
remove obstacles to contracting out by central and local 

Vnent. The Citizen's Charter will remain central to My 
*nt's programme for improving public services.

’“ents
more 
in the

ment will continue to give priority to law and 
tior will be introduced to allow the counts to 
:vely with young offenders and to make improve- 

Iminal law.

A Bill will be/introduced to improve the organisation and 
^nagement of the p(ui®etso that they are better able to combat 
Cjrime, and to stren^th^n the administration of magistrates'
c°urts.

Soc

need 
La

My Government will co 
lai security so that hel 

and that expenditure is 
 ̂^lslation will be introduced 
nttibutions paid by employees

e to develop its policies on 
oncentrated on those most in 

within affordable limits, 
^se the National Insurance

L e g i s l a t i o n  w i l l  be in tro d u ce d  t ^ € 0 ^ a t i s e  B r i t i s h  C o a l.

My Government will bring forward legislation to reform local 
Vetnment in Scotland and Wales.

My Government will introduce legislation 
ahgements for funding teacher training in En 
to reform student unions.

\tablish new
and Wales

My Government will bring forward a Bill to refo 
Sunday Trading in England and Wales.

O ther m easu res w i l l  be l a i d  b e fo re  you.

CONFIDENTIAL
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l o r d s  a n d  m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  h o u s e  o f  c o m m o n s

Pr a Y that the blessing of Almighty God may rest upon your

1993
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THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S
g o v e r n m e n t

33

ISSUE

 ̂■ The state pension age"^^6Kently 60 for women and 65 for men. The 
9°vernment is committed by i^ ^^ ctio n  manifesto to removing this inequality. 
Other urgent and important asfa€1$S/<?f the Government's pensions policy - in 
Particular its response to the Barbey^TO^fnent on Occupational Pensions - can only 

sensibly progressed once a decis^n^omSPA is announced. Industry is pressing 
f° r an early decision to facilitate its owivm^nning.

Re c o m m e n d a t io n

2- After discussions with the Chancellor Kr 
Pension age of 65 should be phased in betwi ^
Would operate so that all women who are curren^ 

would still get their State pension at 60. On 
Would have to wait until 65. Those currently aged b
their pension after 60 years plus one month for every month their birthday falls 
after 6 April 1950. This timing will allow plenty of time foc^Stomen to adjust their 
Plans but will also ensure that the new SPA is fully ph^edqn well before the 
Projected number of pensioners reaches its peak in 2030. ^
Propose that this decision be announced in the Unified Budge 
Published on 1 December. Subject to the early approval of FL 
shall write to the Lord President separately - I propose to legislat 
in the 1994/95 session.

mend that a common state 
10 and 2020. The phasing 

er 43 (ie born before April 
women currently 38 or under 
ween 38 and 43 will receive

hancellor and I 
White Paper 

ut which I 
s change

Colleagues are invited to discuss at Cabinet on 24 November and tc 
° n the text of the draft White Paper (attached). I am afraid the timetabU 
and final amendments will have to be incorporated by Friday 26th if the pr* 
Publication date is to be met. It would therefore be very helpful to have^r^<\ 
*e*tual comments in writing in advance of Cabinet's discussion bv Tuesday 
^Syember.
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ba c k g r o u n d

In June 1991 the then Secretary of State announced in the House of Commons 
t̂he Government was ready to tackle the issue of unequal state pension ages, 

member of the same year, the Government produced its consultation 
;nt: Options for Equality in State Pension Age (Cm 1723). The results of 

Station process are summarised in Annex B.

5- There is^rfofonger any basis for the different treatment of men and women in 
state peqm in^chem e. Our firm commitment to legislate for equal treatment 

in Pensions is sfmejHn the manifesto. The present system is plainly advantageous 
to women, but it^fncreasingly seen by many women, themselves as indefensible.

Unfortunately because of their current preferential treatment, any conceivable 
arrangement for equalisiijcKjie state pension age must inevitably involve women

Even if the SPA were equalised at 60, women 
lational insurance contributions and/or taxes than 

roan improvement in men's pension entitlements.

------ ' ^ ^ i n c i i i  i u i  o t j u a i u

iosing financially relativ 
^ould be required to pay1 
they otherwise would, to

^  In deciding the basis on w  ̂
crucial that the new pension arr 
°f workers. This accords with the 
'n social security expenditure must
afford. The number of people over cu 
^0.4 million to 1 5.5 million by 2030. v 
than double to over £60 billion over the s’
Unequal pension ages there will be only 2.2 
0ver pension age by 2030 compared to 3.3 
e*penditure between a common pension age o ^  
£12 billion per annum (in today's prices) by 2025,

equalise a key factor is affordability. It is 
nts are sustainable for future generations 

ent's more general concern that growth 
Mowed to outstrip what the nation can

.ension ages is projected to rise from 
ure on State pension is set to more 

riod. On the basis of the current 
of working age for each person 

he difference in annual public 
d one of 65 would be some

The majority of the UK's international compVtitors either already have a 
c°mmon pension age of at least 65 or are moving towards this position. The 
^etherlands and Spain are already at 65, Ireland is 66 and Denmark 67. Germany 
ls moving to 65 and the USA will have a normal pensionage of 67 by 2027. 
JaPan (currently 56 for women) will equalise at 60 by 2000 araolhfere are plans to 
^ove higher. (See Figure 4 of the draft White Paper for furtnef^Mjnnples.) In all 
^ese cases declines in the support ratio are requiring moves toC e^pjer pension 
a9e. Unless the UK follows suit our competitive position will wol

^ Another relevant factor is the trend in private pensions schemesC^i he the 
arber judgement occupational pension schemes have largely been^^g pfj ĵng

uPwards - raising women's normal pension age to that of male employees*
65.
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A wide range of options has been considered. Annex A summarises the 
ments against those options which I believe must be ruled out.

e only option which I considered to be a serious alternative to equalisation 
the 'Split Scheme'. Under this approach the State Earnings Related 

PensibnHstRPS) would become payable at 65 but the basic pension would be 
availaofeAMsoth men and women from age 60. This approach recognises that a 
significanTpmRortion of both sexes do effectively stop working prior to 65 and 
offers valualDje^help to those who are unable to find work or are in lower paid 
employment<^>toyvever, it involves an increase in public expenditure, though 
offering a srna\yVSBR saving, and would require an earnings limit (above which 
Pension paymerf^would be affected) and some other unattractive features to help 
contain costs. Accordingly, I accept on balance the Chancellor's preference for 
equalisation of SPA at 65.

the  p r o p o s e d  o p t io ^ ^  c o m m o n  PENSION AGE OF 65

12. A common SPA of 6tLwpWd reduce the cost of state pensions in 2025 by 
some £5 billion a year (in todfy^/rcices). It is the largest single decision affecting 
future Social Security expendityjr^o&qualising at 65 would be consistent with the 
trend in occupational schemes cmcRwjth the action already taken by many of our 
international competitors and w o tm K ^  some way to restoring the declining 
support ratio.

ackbenchers since the spring have 
e will choose 65. This has not 

cision will be very controversial 
he shortage of jobs we should 

rk longer. We must respond 
fy&gtioes not create jobs for the

13- Our efforts to influence the med 
Produced a fairly widespread expectatio 
9enerated much vocal opposition. Howeveh^t 
^hen first announced. Critics will argue that _ 
be encouraging men to retire earlier not wome
that in practice early retirement of experienced ___
unemployed (as the French found when theyReduced their pension age). 
Moreover, the current recession is no guide to employment opportunities in thirty 
Years time when a considerably smaller proportion of the population will be of 
forking age. The economic case for equalising at 65 is extjSfcnely strong and the 
Government can turn the tables on its critics by asking tho^ how they would pay 
f° r earlier pensions. We must also point out that nearly ^/m lr^om petitors are 
Moving in this direction. The vital message is that equalisaiid£K^/ill not affect 
anyone over 43 and will be phased in. This will allow young6r$|te(rtten time to 
a9just their retirement plans as necessary. 14

14- Criticism can also be partially countered by including in the pack^gfe'vsome 
Positive measures to enhance the pension entitlement of women espfi^if lyto 
reflect periods caring for children or relatives. The section in square brd^&s^n  
Chapter 3 of the draft White Paper, is subject to discussion with the Cha)
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15. To conclude, a decision to equalise at 65 is fully justified on its own merits 
, announced this Autumn, it would contribute substantially to the Government's 

credibility.

PBL

I E
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t NNEX A - REJECTED OPTIONS 

imon Pension Age of 60

1 •N ^ ^ p t io n  would be unaffordable: it would cost the Exchequer some £7 billion 
ntore^mkpncurrent unequal ages; £12 billion more than 65, in today's prices, by 
2O25/<It1W0pld without doubt be popular with men and married couples, for whom 
it wouldC^f^ah five extra years of pension. However, it would reduce the 
workforce<wmM>increasing the number of pensioners and would conflict with the 
trend in occtrpatjsmal schemes towards pensions at 65. Moving in a completely 
opposite d i r e c o u r  major trading partners would also risk undermining our 
international coirwtitiveness.

A Common Pension Age of 63

2- Although viewed byfso 
women, on a roughly c

e commentators as a fair balance between men and 
ral basis, this would be an uneasy compromise. 

Some women would be dr^vymjpto the labour market but overall, there would be 
a strong probability of reduc^ra tiv ity  rates. Given that very few occupational 
schemes are equalising at 63, $%oUld be unpopular with the pensions industry. 
Apart from being characterised as^vfu^ge, it could also be portrayed by opponents 
as a largescale transfer of resourcq^frohn women to men by taking three years of 
Pensions away from former and givwjTwo extra years to the latter.

A Flexible Decade of Retirement

2- This is a more sophisticated approach w fn p fj^s  been suggested by a number 
°f commentators. There are many differentwe^s&ns of the flexible decade; the 
°ne outlined in the consultation document w as^tes^on a pivotal age of 65. This 
^eans that people retiring at 65 would receive amHw£rision, those retiring earlier 
^ould receive an actuarially reduced pension and tn^se retiring later would receive 
an enhanced pension.

The present State pension system already offers a fl 
People are allowed to defer claiming their pension for up to 
an enhanced rate of pension (increments of 71/2 % are aw! 
Referral). However, less than 2 per cent of the population t
defer at all. Experience of other countries' flexible schemes also 
the vast majority of people choose to take their pension at the 
date even though, in doing so, they have to settle for a lower rate.
Is therefore not the pivotal age but the earliest age at which pension 
together with the rate payable for those who draw it at that age.

e 'half decade' as 
rs in exchange for 

r each year of 
the option to 

>trates that 
possible 

factor 
irawn
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5. Thus, in practice, for the vast majority, a flexible decade beginning at age 60 
yvould amount to a pension age of 60 but with a substantially reduced rate of

nsion. It would be expensive in the short-term, costing over £3 billion in the 
y years as most of the cohort of men aged 60-64 would begin to draw their 

££ratons simultaneously. It would also lead to more older people living on low 
rwre)pent incomes, and consequently, an increased reliance on income related 

In the longer run, the low rate of pension payable to the majority who 
cho^?to/tfetire at 60 would become a focus of public concern and pressure to 
increaseme>rate would be hard to resist.

A 'Split Pemnorcs Scheme'

6. Under thiif^pomach, SERPS would become payable at age 65. But the basic 
Pension would w^available to both men and women from age 60. To contain 
costs there woultMiave to be an 'earnings rule' whereby anyone earning over a set 
threshold would have their pension reduced by say 80 pence for each £1 of
earnings over the limit 
Prices), getting on for 
estimate that 97% of 
Pension at 60 under this s 
deferring women's SERPS t  
hnked benefit savings would 
PSBR saving.

would be set at around £150 a week (in today's 
times the basic rate of retirement pension. We 

md 75% of men would be eligible for their basic 
The cost of that together with the savings from 

icreased national insurance, tax receipts and 
in increase in public expenditure but a small

This scheme recognises that a §{t^)j|fpant proportion of both men and women 
do effectively stop working prior to bB^kapffers valuable help to those who are 
unable to find work or are in lower paio^em€)oyment. And the deferral of SERPS 
to age 65 bites less hard on those wittrTqwek lifetime earnings (predominantly 
women) as their SERPS entitlements will trem^efyes be more modest than those 
°f the better paid.

8- However, the Split Scheme has its drawback^ATfte earnings rule is essential 
to its financial viability but may be challenged in P^mlament. It could be defended 
as a different proposition from the earnings rule wnrch was abolished in 1989 as 
‘t would be set at a much higher level and would be subject to a taper in place of 
a cut-off. It would also only apply to the 60-64 age rart§&\and we would be 
ta k in g  it quite clear that the full retirement age was 65. Neveoheless, it may be 
fhe subject of some criticism . The Split Scheme also involwrel^harging National 
'osurance contributions on employees aged 60-64. These conka&mpns would not 
enhance an individual's basic pension giving rise to some preserftmfej^al difficulty.

scheme may also be criticised as many of the gainers would tfer^m vely well- 
° ff men with occupational pensions.

^8 November 1993
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SPONSES TO THE CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
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iiscussion document 'Options for Equality in State Pension Age' was 
PublislT^/W> December 1991 and sent to a wide range of interested parties 
includincjC'mjSjtaess and pensions organisations, the Social Security Select 
Committee^m&ll MPs. The document described the current pension scheme and 
set it in the of trends in demography, income in later life and international
developmentsTwrajsed two main questions: Should there be a common pension 
age or a flexible\riension age? If the former, which age should be adopted? The 
document went cm to consider options for equalisation which were, in the main, 
examples of these two approaches.

2- The consultation pe 
received. Over the folld 
Ministers also took the op 
organisations to discuss

3- Discussions were also helc 
market research has been undertake 
an awareness of the issue in the pi

Responses to the Discussion Documen

^he Pensions Industry

Of the 19 responses from the pensions indu  ̂
decade which is actuarially neutral with a pivotc
Were:

ided on 30 June 1992. Over 4000 responses were 
months, these were examined in detail and DSS 

ty to meet representatives of various interested

large number of colleagues. Extensive 
â media campaign conducted to maintain 

sciousness.

were in favour of a flexible 
of 65. The main reasons

* presentational attractiveness leading to political consensus

* provides greater choice, control and flexibility over (^tjr^ment age

* complements occupational pension schemes.

^hey also expressed concern about adopting any other of the optteflpi&f&irticularly 
age 60. As well as being economically and financially unsustainaolVji^qeneral 
terms they argued that if this were to become normal retirement ag^m M oyers  
w°uld be forced to equalise occupational pension schemes at 60. They^ffiyfft, of 
c°urse, find this expensive.
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Business

he business responses were divided equally between equalisation at 65 and 
ible decade. They favoured the flexible decade for the same reasons as the 

Ptftfslphs industry but placed more importance on individual choice and flexibility 
as bej^hnore sensitive to market forces. Their reasons for favouring 65 included 
demMjrapftjc necessity, imperative for international competitiveness and the fact 
that anvMtfter alternative would place a hugh financial burden on the future 
Working pdm ^|ion. The main reason was the advisability of setting pension age 
and thus dircuoSitional pension scheme ages at 65. They considered that any 
alternative vtfajkfc^e immensely costly for employers.
Pressure Group};

6- The overwhelming demand amongst Women's Groups was for increased 
flexibility - a variable age scheme with 63 (generally) as the pivotal age. A common 
Pension age of 60 was thpnnext most popular option and only one of the Women's

)at 65. Of the responses from the Pensioner's Groups 
opted for a common pension age of 60 although 
^either as an option in itself or as an extra option 

increased benefits. The Unions were largely 
60 linked to a flexible option (between 60 

for those choosing to work longer. A

Groups favoured equali 
e*pressing a clear prefer'
P̂ any supported a flexible 
for the over-60's possibly 
ln favour of a common pensio 
and 70) with increased pensio
repeated argument was that it was<rfjd^e^mportant to increase pension levels than 
fo alter SPA.

Individual Responses

^  Over 4000 individual responses were recejypq^with overwhelming support for 
equalisation at age 60. A variety of reasorfsV^rte cited but the most popular 
deluded the freeing up of jobs as men retire e^rtter) the fact that technological 
advances in the future should facilitate early retirgme^t, and people have earned 
fheir RP by age 60 and should not be forced to Vwrk any longer. Many merely 
Wrote in to register their concerns about equalising at 65 as they were convinced 
fr°m the press that this had already been chosen. They emphasised the detrimental 
effect on women who are already discriminated against in tfrlRfrork place in terms 
°f lower wages and lower pension rights. ((  v_

^8 November 1993
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f o r e w o r d  b y  t h e  s e c r e t a r y  o f  s t a t e  f o r  s o c i a l

SECURITY [Subject to revision]

The difference in state pension age - 60 for women, 65 for men - stands 

out as a fundamental inequality in the way our social security system 

treats men and women. Increasingly, it has come to be seen as 

outdated and unfair. The Government has therefore decided to equalise 

state pension age. The new state pension age will be 65 for both men 

and women. To ensure that women and employers have ample time to 

adjust retirement plans the change will not even start until 2010. It will 

be phased in over ten years, so that full equality is reached by 2020.

This means that no woman who is currently aged 44 or over will be 

affected by the change. Those currently between 38 and 43 will receive 

their pension at ages between 60 and 65. Only those currently 38 or 

under will have to wait until age 65.

The decision to equalise state pension age at 65 has been taken in the 

light of enormous change in the role of women in society and the 

economy since the end of the second world war and likely changes in 

demographic structure into the next century. Women now make up 

nearly 50%  of those in employment. Pensioners are living longer and 

incomes of those in retirement have grown substantially.

The analysis of the Growth of Social Security, which I published earlier 

this year, shows that underlying growth in expenditure is set to outstrip 

the rate of growth of the economy until the end of the century. Half of 

all benefit expenditure goes on elderly people. Spending on this group 

will further increase as the number of pensioners swells by almost a half 

to reach a peak of over 15 million towards the middle of the next 

century. With fewer young people entering the working population, the 

economic pressures for future generations could be intense. Other 

countries throughout the world are facing similar pressures and many are 

raising or have already raised their pension ages. The trend in 

occupational pensions is also towards equalising normal pension age at 

65.

Our task is to equalise state pension age in a way which will best serve 

individuals and the country as a whole; which will be affordable and 

sustainable and which will fit the shape of our society in the next 

century. An irresponsible decision now would saddle future generations 

with an enormous fiscal burden. To ignore the demographic pressures 

and the trends in Europe and the industrialised world, could only be to 

the ultimate detriment of our people. Equalising at 65 is the only course 

for a responsible government.

Rt Hon Peter Lilley MP
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1. AN  EQUAL STATE PENSION AGE OF 65

Equality
1.1 The present favourable pension age for women was introduced 

in 1940. Prior to that, the state pension age was 65 for both 

men and women. The lower age for women was introduced in 

an era when few women expected to earn a pension in their 

own right and married women were largely dependent on their 

husbands. Much has since changed:

- women now play a full role in the workforce alongside men 

and most women expect to work for most of their adult 

lives. Women rightly expect to be treated fully on equal 

terms with their male colleagues (see para 1.2).

- married women are much less dependant on their husbands' 

national insurance contribution records. Virtually all women 

will have some entitlement to a basic state pension in their 

own right by the early part of the next century (see para 

1.3).

- the needs of married couples in which the husband reaches 

65 ahead of his wife are now dealt with through 

dependency increases which did not exist when women's 

pension age was first reduced (see para 1.4).

The preferential pension age for women has no place in this 

modern context. There is no reason for a woman to receive an 

earlier pension than a man if they have both paid the same 

contributions. The Government has therefore concluded that it 

is right and proper to equalise the state pension age for men 

and women.

Women in employment

1.2 The number of women in employment has greatly increased 

over recent years. In 1968, 37%  of employees were women; 

in 1992, that had increased to around 50%. Discrimination 

between men and women at work is now illegal. Employers 

can no longer set different retirement ages for men and 

women. Many occupational pension schemes have had equal 

pension ages for some years and the remainder are now 

equalising following the European Court's judgement in the 

Barber case. Only the state pension age remains different 

between men and women.
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Figure 1: Men and women in the workforce 1968 - 1992:

Millions 

14

12

10

0
1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988 1992

O * o t  &n*ain vnodiujtod Kgur*j millions| for >oy»#j

Men 14.2 13.3 13.1 13.2 1 1 12 11
Women 8.5 8.3 9 9.4 9.1 10.3 10.3

Women's pensions

1.3 Historically, women's entitlement to state pensions has been 

reduced by a number of factors including fragmented 

employment records. This is changing and is set to change 

further. Moreover, the rules governing entitlement to pension 

have been improved in two important ways:

- those who have a shorter working life because they stay at 

home to look after a child or a sick or disabled person can 

build up entitlement to the basic pension more rapidly 

through Home Responsibilities Protection introduced in 

1978.

- the concession which allowed married women to pay 

reduced rate national insurance contributions, leaving them 

reliant on their husbands' Nl records was withdrawn (except 

for those with preserved rights) from 1977.

The combined effects of these factors will mean that, by 2010 

almost all women will retire with a basic pension entitlement in 

their own right; and many of them will receive the full basic 
pension.
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Fig 2: Proportion of women with own basic State pensions

Basic Pension %  of women with own entitlement

Origin of unequal pension ages

1.4 Prior to 1940, state pension age was 65 for both men and 

women. Women's state pension age was reduced to 60 as 

part of a package to enable married couples (where the wife 

was usually younger than the husband) to receive a pension at 

the couples' rate when the husband reached 65. This was 

aimed in particular at households where men in receipt of 

unemployment assistance, which included an allowance for a 

dependant wife, lost the allowance at age 65 if their wife was 

younger. The change was, of course, introduced at a time 

when married women were largely dependant on their 

husbands' pension provisions. The subsequent introduction of 

dependency increases for wives below pension age removed 

the major rationale for inequality. Chapter 3 gives details of 

the Government's proposals to retain dependency increases and 

make them available to men and women on an equal basis.
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A responsible and sustainable choice

1.5 In setting the new equal state pension age all the key factors 

point in one direction:

- people are living longer healthier lives (see para 1.6-1.7)

- there will be more pensioners in the next century each 

supported by fewer people of working age (see paras 1.8- 

1. 10)

- public expenditure on state pensions is already set to more 

than double between now and 2030 (see paras 1.11-1.12)

- our international competitors are facing similar pressures and 

are moving towards higher average pension ages (see paras 

1.13-1.14)

- occupational schemes are predominantly equalising at 65 

(see para 1.15).

The Government believes the case for choosing a common 

state pension age of 65 is clear.

Longevity

1.6 When Beveridge1 was writing his report on the welfare state, 

12% of the population consisted of men over 65 and women 

over 60. Today the figure is 18%. On average, people now 

draw their pensions for some 4 years longer than they did 

then - women, on average, now drawing pensions for 9 years 

longer than men do.

1.7 Moreover, the life expectancy, at birth, of people born in 1991 

(who will reach pension age in the middle of the next century) 

is projected to be some six years longer than that of people 

born in 1941. Against this background the Government 

considers that it cannot make sense to reduce the age at which 
either sex can draw the state pension.

T 1 Beveridge, W. 1942, Social Insurance and allied services, 
^°ndon, H M SO .
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1.8 Proportion of Pensioners in the Population

By 2030 the full effects of the post-war and 1960s 'baby 

booms' will be seen in the pensioner population. This 

demographic phenomenon, combined with increasing longevity, 

will boost the numbers of people over current pension age to 

almost half as many again as now: from 10.4 million to a 

projected 15.5 million. At the same time as the number of 

pensioners increases, the number of young people entering the 

workforce is set to fall. The number of people of working age 

as compared with that of pension age (the support ratio) will 

therefore be drastically reduced by the middle of the next 

century.

1.9 In 1991 the ratio was 3.3 people of working age to each

pensioner. This ratio is projected to fall to 2.2: 1 by 2030 if 

pension age is unchanged. Equalising at 65 means that in 

2030 the projected ratio would be 2.7: 1. This is still a 

significant fall compared to the present day but it is more 

sustainable. To allow the support ratio to fall lower - for 

example, equalising pension age at 60 would mean a drop to 

1.8:1 - would clearly be difficult to sustain.

F'Sure 3: The support ratio

Numbers of people of working age (age 

16 to appropriate pension age) per 

Pensioner

1991 2010 2030 2050

Current scheme 3.3 3.1 2.2 2.1

Age 60 2.5 1.8 1.8

Age 65 3.9 2.7 2.5

18

1.10 The support ratio measured this way understates the imbalance 

between those at work and those drawing pensions. Equalising 

state pension age at 65 will reduce this imbalance directly, by 

restricting the number of pensioners and indirectly, to the 

extent that individuals' retirement patterns are affected. Any 

permanent expansion in the workforce arising from later 

retirement would lead to the creation of more jobs through the 

wage bargaining process.

Public Expenditure
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1.11 Spending on the elderly is already half of total benefit 

expenditure. Benefit expenditure is increasing faster than the 

growth of the economy at a projected underlying rate 

(excluding spending on unemployed people) of 3.3% per annum 

until the end of the century. This rapid growth is projected 

despite the fact that the number of pensioners is not expected 

to grow significantly over that period. But in the next century 

we will face the added pressure of a rapidly increasing 

pensioner population coupled with maturing entitlement to 

SERPs. As a result expenditure on state pensions is set to 

more than double in real terms from just under £30 billion now 

to over £60 billion by 2030.Equalising at men's pension age 

will save just under £5 billion from that total2. In contrast, a 

decision to equalise at women's current pension age would 

have added nearly £7 billion to public expenditure in that year.

1.12 Such a decision would divert vast resources towards men 

between 60 and 64 - people who are already likely to be better 

off than older pensioners. This would clearly not be a sensible 

way to focus public expenditure. Nor would it be responsible 

to saddle future administrations with such a commitment.

The International Context

1.13 Economic and demographic pressures are not exclusive to the 

UK. Countries throughout the industrialised world face 

increases in the proportion of elderly people in the population. 

Many have already recognised the need to keep pension 

expenditure under control and have raised their pension age, or 

equalised at the higher level. The majority of EC countries have 

equalised or are intending to equalise at 65 or above. Most of 

the Scandinavian countries and the USA have, or are moving 

to, an equal state pension age of at least 67. France, which 

reduced its pension age to 60 in 1981, is finding that burden of 

support very hard to bear and has recently introduced measures 

to mitigate the effects of that decision, by delaying the point at 

which people are able to draw a full pension.

^°stings throughout take account of various changes since the 
Implication of 'Options for Equality in State Pension Age'. They 

expressed in terms of net public expenditure costs at 1993/94Ptices.
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Fig 4: Examples of pension ages and moves to equalise and raise pension age

Country Changed 

From (M/F)

Changed To Timing Date of 

Legislation

Australia 60/65 65 1995-2015 Announced as 

part of the 

1993/94 

budget

Austria 60/65 65 2018-33 1993

Denmark 62 67 1984 Already in place

Germany 60/63 65 2001-12 1989

Greece 60/65 65 for new 

entrants
1993-2043 1992

Iceland 70 Already in place

Ireland 66 Already in place

Italy 55/60 60/65 1994-2004 1992

Luxembourg 65 65 with flexibility 

from 57-68 

depending on 

conts record

1991 1991

Netherlands 65 Looking at 

possible increase, 

perhaps to 67

Already in place

New Zealand 60 65 1994-2001 1993 Act 

following 1991 

announcement

Norway 70 67 1973 Already in place

Portugal 62/65 65 1994-2000 1993 proposals

Spain 65 Already in place

Sweden 65 Already in place

Switzerland 62/65 64/65 1996-2004 Approved by 

National Council 

in 1 993 but yet 

to be discussed 

by the State 

Council.

USA 65 67 2002-27 1983
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1.14 The situation in these countries is very similar to our own. 

Ignoring this trend towards higher pension ages would put our 

industry at a disadvantage compared to other countries. Extra 

costs to industry from a lower state pension age would arise in 

three ways. First, direct costs would be incurred through the 

employers' National Insurance contributions needed to finance 

earlier pensions. Second, there would be pressure on wage 

costs as a result of employees having to pay higher national 

insurance than they otherwise would. Third, any moves 

towards earlier retirement and hence, a smaller labour force 

would also tend to raise wage costs and spread the tax burden 

over a smaller productive base. Britain's international 

competitiveness would suffer. Choosing a common pension age 

of 65 avoids these risks and keeps the UK on a par with its 

trading partners.

Occupational pensions

1.15 The clear trend in occupational pension schemes is towards 

equalising the normal pension age at 65. These schemes 

provide an increasingly important source of income in 

retirement. A common pension age of 65 offers a good match 

with this form of private provision.

The Other Options
1.16 In reaching the conclusion that equalising pension age at 65 is 

the right course, the Government examined in detail a range of 

options. The main ones, and the reasons for their rejection, are 
outlined below.

A fixed pension aae of 60 or 63

1.17 If costs could be put to one side the idea of lowering men's 

pension age may seem superficially attractive. But such an 

approach would run counter to demographic pressures. People 

are living longer and healthier lives and already draw their 

pensions for considerably longer than they did when the current 

unequal pension ages were first established. This trend is set 

to continue. As we move through the first part of the next 

century the proportion of the population made up by people 

over pension age will rise significantly even with equal pension 

ages of 65. To equalise state pension age at a lower age 

would exacerbate this change, placing an increasing burden on 

the population of working age. The public expenditure cost of 

equalising at 60 would be some £7 billion a year more than 

now (in todays prices), or £12 billion a year extra compared to 

equalising at 65. Equalisation at 63 would cost over £4 billion 

a year more than a common pension age of 65.
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1.18 Moreover, any such use of public expenditure would be poorly 

directed. The effect would be to take money away from the 

working age population - many of them facing the expense of 

bringing up families - to provide pensions to men in their early 

sixties. Most of these men would probably be working (as 

there is no requirement to stop work in order to draw a pension 

once it is due), many of them receiving good wages or salaries. 

Others may already have chosen to retire early on good 

occupational pensions and/or other private sources of income. 

At the other end of the income scale, many of the least well 

off, on Income Support, would gain little or nothing as their 

Income Support would be reduced pound for pound for any 

retirement pension which became payable at 60 or 63.

Overall - even if it could be afforded - such a course would 

represent a very poorly focused use of public funds.

1.19 Some commentators have argued that, equalising pension age 

at 60 would release jobs for unemployed people. In practice 

though, many people would draw their pension at 60 but carry 

on working. Even where experienced workers did choose to 

retire early, this would rarely lead to jobs being created for 

unemployed people. In France, the decision to reduce pension 

age to 60 in 1981 was taken in the hope of reducing the 

numbers of unemployed. In fact such a reduction did not occur 

and there followed a steady increase in unemployment for some 

years. History shows that the number of jobs available is not 

fixed. If the workforce grows the number of jobs will tend to 

rise too. If it shrinks, so too will the number of jobs.

Moreover, current conditions are clearly no guide to 

employment opportunities in twenty or thirty years time when a 

considerably smaller proportion of the population will be of 

working age.

1.20 Choosing a common pension age below 65 would also ignore 

the trends in occupational pension schemes and, importantly, it 

would leave the UK moving in the opposite direction to our 

trading partners. The additional costs imposed on employers 

and employees by equalisation at 60, together with any 

reduction in the overall size of the of the workforce through 

people retiring earlier, would put the country at a competitive 

disadvantage.

1.21 Equalising pension age at 63 would cause considerable 

disruption both to individuals' own planning and to occupational 

pension schemes. In other respects its effects would be similar 

to those of a common pension age of 60 but less marked. It
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involves a substantial redistribution of resources from women 

to men in their early sixties, many of whom are relatively well- 

off. It does nothing to improve the falling support ratio, and like 

a common pension age of 60 runs counter to the international 

trend.

A Flexible Period of Retirement

1.22 A number of proposals have been made involving giving people 

greater choice over the age at which they start to draw the 

state pension. The earlier they chose to do so the lower the 

level of pension they would have for the rest of their life. The 

level would be set actuarially so that the additional years during 

which the pension was drawn were paid for by the permanent 

reduction in pension.

1.23 In fact the present state system already offers a flexible half

decade of retirement. For each year after the state pension age 

that a person defers drawing his or her pension that pension 

will be permanently enhanced by 7'/2%. Thus a woman who 

currently defers taking her pension for the maximum five years 

until she is 65, will be entitled to a pension for the rest of her 

life at 37V2%  above the rate payable at 60. Likewise a man 

who defers drawing the pension until he is 70 will receive 

37V2%  more than had he started to draw his pension at 65. In 

practice, however, fewer than 2%  of pensioners take up the 

option of deferring their state pension at all. Other countries 

which have tried flexible periods of retirement have similarly 

found that the large majority draw their pension at the earliest 

possible date - even though at a reduced rate.

1.24 So the two key features of any flexible period are the age at 

which it starts and the pension level in the first year. The 

pension available in the first year will effectively become the 

normal amount payable since the overwhelming majority of 

people will, on all the evidence, start drawing it at once. The 

pension level available to those who defer claiming to the 

middle of a 'flexible period of retirement’ is only of theoretical 

relevance and cannot realistically be described as the standard 

rate of pension.

1.25 A specific proposal considered in the consultation was for a 

flexible decade of retirement starting at 60, with a pension at 

the current level (£56.10 for basic pension) for those who did 

not start drawing it until 65. On an actuarially neutral basis 

this would mean a basic pension for people who started to 

draw their pension at 60 of only about £40 a week. In short it
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would involve cutting the basic pension by over £15 a week for 

all women (who at present can receive £56.10 at age 60) and 

for the vast majority of men who in practice would draw the 

lower level available in the first year (uprated by inflation) for 

the rest of their lives.

1.26 This would lead to far more pensioners living on low retirement 

incomes. Many more would be dependent on income related 

benefits. This in turn would mean many more would face a 

severe disincentive to save to top up their basic pension since 

modest extra retirement income would be offset against income 

related benefits and any significant savings would reduce or 

remove entitlement to such benefits.

1.27 Despite this effective cut in the standard pension rate a flexible 

decade starting at 60 would be expensive in the early years. 

Most of the cohort of men aged 60 to 64 would start drawing 

their pensions simultaneously increasing initial expenditure by 

over £3 billion more than the present system. In the longer run 

the low rate of pension payable to the majority who would start 

drawing pension at 60 would lead to pressures to increase the 

rate which would be hard to resist.

1.28 A decade of retirement with a pension in the first year equal to 

the present pension would be virtually indistinguishable from 

equalising the state pension age at 60 and this would be 

prohibitively expensive - costing £12 billion a year more than 
equalising at 65.

1.29 The Government proposes to maintain and indeed enhance the 

flexibility inherent in the present pension scheme. Anyone who 

defers retirement beyond the new state pension age of 65 will 

be entitled to an increment for each successive year. That 

increment will be increased to 10% per year (as against the 

present 7'/2%). This will generally be somewhat more 

generous than strict actuarial neutrality would require. And no 

limit will be set on the number of years a pensioner can defer 

beyond 65.

Other possible schemes

1.30 The discussion document described two other possible 

schemes which had been suggested as ways of adding to 

flexibility. Under one of these, called a 'Split Pensions Scheme' 

the State Earnings related pension (SERPS) would become 

payable to men and women at age 60 whilst the basic pension
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would be payable from age 65. In practice, such a scheme 

would offer little by way of flexibility except to those who can 

already be flexible about their retirement date because they 

have sufficient resources from private sources. People with 

low lifetime earnings, and consequently modest SERPS 

entitlements, would receive less at age 60 than their better 

paid counterparts who may have had more opportunity to 

acquire savings and incomes from other sources. A Split 

pensions scheme would also be highly complex for individuals 

and pension providers and would make planning for retirement 

more difficult.

1.31 Under the other possible approach - a 'Contributions Test

Scheme' - a full state pension could be drawn as soon as a set 

number of years contributions had been paid. In practice this 

would tend to lead to late or reduced pensions for people who 

had been out of the employment field for significant periods, or 

had gaps in their contribution record for other reasons. Women 

would tend to be disproportionately represented amongst this 

group. The Government saw little merit in these types of 

scheme and believes that real flexibility is better provided 

through the arrangement set out at paragraph 1.29 above.

Conclusion

1.32 To equalise state pension age for men and women at 65 is the 

only option which provides a sound, sustainable and affordable 

base for the future. The Government recognises the 

importance of implementing this change gradually in a way that 

is fair to both men and women. It has therefore paid particular 

attention to the transitional arrangements and to improving the 

state pension scheme as a whole. Chapters 2 and 3 give 

further details of:

- the gradual phasing in arrangements, which ensure that no 

woman now aged 44 or over is affected at all and that many 

others benefit from the transitional arrangements.

- special improvements which will enhance the national 

insurance records of millions of people (mostly women) and 

help provide them with better pensions in the future.

- other equalisation measures which will be of benefit to both 
men and women.
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2. HOW  THE CHANGE WILL BE IMPLEMENTED

2.1 In developing its proposals for implementing the change the 

Government has paid particular attention to the need to give 

people enough time to plan ahead and to phase the change in 

gradually. It has also recognised the need to have the new 

arrangements in place well before the number of people over 

pension age peaks toward the middle of the next century.

Lead-in period

2.2 The change will not begin to be implemented until 2010. This 

lead-in period of over 16 years allows plenty of time for people 

to adjust their plans. It means that women currently aged 44 

or over will experience no change to their pension age - they 

will still be eligible for their state pension at 60. This lead-in 

period is a good deal longer than that given by many of the 

UK's trading partners (See Figure 4).

Phasing-in

2.3 Having started the process, the change will then be phased in 

over the following 10 years. The phasing will operate so that 

all women who are currently over 43 (ie born before April 

1950) would still get their State pension at 60. Only women 

currently 38 or under will have to wait until 65. Those 

currently aged between 38 and 43 will receive their pension 

after 60 years plus one month for every month their birthday 

falls after 6 April 1950.

2.4 The table below shows some examples of how the proposed 

phasing will work. Annex B gives full details the phasing 

running from the start of the financial year in April 2010 until 

March 2020.
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D ate o f B irth Age in O ct 
1 993

Pension Age Pension Year

A p ril 1 9 5 0 4 3  ’/, 6 0 y r 1m th 2 010

O ct 1 9 5 0 43 6 0 y r 7 m th 2011

A p ril 1951 4 2  y, 61 yr 1m th 2012

O c t 1951 42 6 1 y r 7 m th 2013

A p ril 1 9 5 2 41 ’/ , 6 2 y r 1m th 2 0 1 4

O c t 1 9 5 2 41 6 2 y r 7 m th 2015

A p ril 1 953 40 y, 6 3 y r 1m th 2 016

O ct 1 953 4 0 6 3 y r 7 m th 2 017

A p ril 1 9 5 4 39  M, 6 4 y r 1m th 2018

O ct 1 9 5 4 39 6 4 y r 7m th 2019

A p ril 1955 3 8  y> 6 5 y r Om th 2 0 2 0
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3. EQUALISED  STATE PENSIONS
SSSK

The equalised scheme

3.1 The main effect of equalisation is to put state pension on the 

same footing for women as it is now for men. For men and 

women, retirement pension will be available at 65, with full 

entitlement depending on 44 years' national insurance 

contributions or credits (before allowing for years of Home 

Responsibilities Protection).

3.2 In most respects the equalised state pension scheme will 

remain very similar to the existing one. As now, there will be 

no requirement to retire in order to qualify. Nor will there be 

any limit on the amount people can earn while drawing their 

pension. Increments to retirement pension will continue to be 

payable for each year that claiming is deferred past 65. The 

least well off - those on Income Support will not suffer any 

financial loss as a result of the change.

3.3 Married women or widows who have taken the option to pay 

reduced national insurance contributions will continue to be 

able to pay at the reduced rate between 60 and 65. They will 

also continue to be able to revoke the option and move to 

paying the full rate.

Improvements to State Pensions

3.4 The Government proposes that the equalisation of pension ages 

should be accompanied by a number of improvements to the 

State Pension System. These changes, which are set out 

below, will:

- [provide help in building a full pension record to those who 

have caring responsibilities at home and to families and 

disabled people who have low earnings (paras 3.5-3.6)]

- ensure that married couples are treated equally irrespective 

of whether the man or woman is the older partner (para 3.7- 

3.8)

- build on the existing flexibility in the system by offering 

more attractive terms to those who wish to defer drawing 

their pension, (para 3.9)
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3.5

[Heloina those with Home ResDonsibilities 

Home Responsibilities Protection (HRP) helps protect the 

pension records of people who withdraw from the labour force 

for significant periods to look after children or sick or disabled 

people. It works by reducing the number of years of 

contributions needed to qualify for a basic pension. At present, 

women (who are the main beneficiaries) can be covered for a 

full basic pension by HRP for up to 19 years whilst cover for 

men can apply for up to 24 years. The present scheme applies 

only to basic pension, not to the State Earnings Related Pension 

(SERPS). The Government proposes to:

- Equalise the maximum number of years of HRP for a full 

basic pension at 22. This increase of 3 years for women, 

together with the automatic award of national insurance 

credits for women aged 60-64 (see para 2.12 below), could 

help more women to qualify for the basic pension.

- Extend HRP to SERPS entitlements. This will enable those 

with caring responsibilities - predominantly women - to 

obtain SERPS on the basis of as little as 20 years earnings. 

Since SERPS began in 1978, this effectively means new 

awards of SERPS will be enhanced from 1999 onwards.

This is an extremely important measure which will 

significantly improve women's retirement incomes. Similar 

protection will also be extended to those receiving 

incapacity benefits.]

3.6

Heloina families and disabled oeoDle with low earninas 

Family Credit and Disability Working Allowance already provide 

valuable help to families and disabled people who have low or 

modest earnings. Since it was introduced in 1988, Family 

Credit has helped some 1 'A million families. The Government 

proposes to help them further in that, from [1995], awards of 

Family Credit and DWA will enhance a worker's pension record 

as if they were increases in the earnings on which national 

insurance contributions had been paid. The effect of this 

measure on pension entitlement will depend on an individual's 

earnings pattern - in many cases people's need for help from 

Family Credit/DWA diminishes as their earnings rise over time. 

But for someone receiving the average award of Family Credit 

for a year (currently £42 per week) who also has the average 

level of earnings for a Family Credit recipient, the measure will 

increase the pension which that year's work would otherwise 

have earned by approximately 75%.
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Married Couples

3.7 Under the current system, a dependency increase (currently 

£33-70 a week) can be payable, subject to certain conditions, 

to a man over pension age in respect of a wife under pension 

age. When the wife reaches pension age she may draw a 

pension based on her own national insurance record (a 

'Category A' pension), or, if this is inadequate, a 'Category B' 

pension (also £33-70 a week) based on her husband's record. 

Dependency increases and Category B pensions can also be 

awarded in respect of men but only in a much more limited 

range of circumstances.

3.8 The Government proposes to equalise the conditions for these 

awards on the more favourable basis currently applicable to 

payments in respect of women. In practice this means that the 

older spouse, on reaching 65, will be able to claim a 

dependency increase in respect of the younger spouse 

(provided the latter does not have earnings or an occupational 

or personal pension over a certain amount or is not receiving a 

benefit in their own right equal to the value of the increase). 

Thus, many couples will find they qualify for the couples 

pension rate - the Category A rate plus the dependency 

increase - as soon as the older partner reaches 65. This 

change will take effect on the same timescale as the change to 

state pension age.

Flexibility to defer retirement pension

3.9 The current state pension scheme allows people to defer 

claiming their pension for up to five years after pension age in 

exchange for an increased rate of pension. The increase - 

known as 'increments' - is currently 7.5 per cent for each full 

year of deferral. Very few people - less than 2 per cent - 

choose to defer drawing their pension and the Government 

does not expect this proportion to change substantially. 

However, it believes that those who do choose to defer should 

in future be offered better terms for doing so. Accordingly, for 

people who defer claiming their pension from 2010 onwards 

the Government proposes to increase the rate of increments to 

10 per cent a year and to remove the upper limit on the number 

of years for which pension can be deferred. This measure will 

help those who work beyond pension age and wish to be sure 

of an enhanced income once their retirement begins.
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National Insurance Contribution Requirements

3.10 In the main the changes to National Insurance contributions 

requirements are only those needed to achieve equalisation. In 

most circumstances the future requirements for women will be 

the same as they are now for men.

3.11 The key points of the proposals are that, for men and women, 

a full basic pension will be based on 44 years' national 

insurance contributions (before allowing for years for which 

Home Responsibilities Protection is awarded). All employees - 

men and women - with earnings above the lower earnings limit 

will pay Class 1 national insurance contributions up to age 65; 

their employers will also pay Class 1 contributions on their 

behalf. People working beyond their 65th birthday will not pay 

national insurance contributions but their employers will. 

Women who are self-employed will also continue to pay 

contributions - Class 2 and as necessary Class 4 - up to age 

65.

Autocredits

3.12 Currently men aged 60 to 64 who are not paying national 

insurance contributions automatically receive insurance credits 

('autocredits') in order to protect their pension entitlement. 

Equalisation will mean that autocredits will be available to 

women on the same basis. The award of autocredits means 

that some women could improve their contribution records and, 

therefore, become entitled to a higher rate of pension. It also 

ameliorates the effect of extending the number of years for 

which women need to pay contributions in order to qualify for a 

full pension (44 instead of 39). Women with 39 years' 

contributions who stop work at 60 can therefore still accrue a 
full record at 65.

Effect on Other Benefits

3.13 Equalising state pension age will in turn affect other Social 

Security benefits. Retirement pension has always been seen as 

the main social security provision after pension age. So for 

reasons of equality and simplification all other related benefits 

will be available equally until age 65, but not beyond. The 

phasing arrangements described in Chapter 2 will apply to this 

change.
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3.14 The Government is considering separately what changes might 

be necessary to the arrangements for contracting out of SERPS 

in the light of these proposals, and what changes are necessary 

to assist employers in achieving equal treatment in occupational 
pensions

Northern Ireland

3.15 Provision of social security in Northern Ireland is governed by 

the long-established and widely accepted principle of parity 

with Great Britain. The Government consider that this should 

remain the basis of future provision in Northern Ireland and will 

have regard to it in implementing this White Paper.
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APPEND IX  1: COMPLIANCE COST  A S SE SSM E N T
' . . . . .  ;;.-

EQUALISATION OF STATE PENSION AGES FOR MEN AND WOMEN (working title)

Purpose and benefits of the measure

1. State pension age will be equalised at 65 for men and women. 

The measure to be phased in over a ten year period 

commencing 5 April 2010 completing 5 April 2020. By 

completion of phasing women will no longer be able to draw 

State pension before 65. Other benefits currently related to 

State pension age will be payable to both men and women up 

to 65.

2. This is the option favoured by the CBI because of its beneficial 

effects on the UK's international competitiveness (paragraphs 

10-12 below) and its compatibility with the trend amongst 

occupational schemes to equalise at 65 (para 8). Options, such 

as equalisation at 60, were expected to raise business costs 

and so did not attract support from the business community.

Business sectors affected

3. Most businesses will be affected by this measure to a degree 

dependent on the proportion of women in their workforce and 

the pension age policy operated by that company.

Compliance costs

^Lon-recurring costs

4. CBI research indicates that within a 'typical' business the 

measure will carry few [and small] costs. Most attendant 

publicity will be issued through the Government. Direct costs 

for employers are related to providing further information on the 

change eg. employers may need to produce revised pensions 

handbooks and/or explanatory publications; in some cases 

reprogramming of computer software may be required; 

employers with large cohorts of female workers may opt to 

provide an advice service; phasing arrangements may 

necessitate some staff training to explain the change. Written 

notification of the change will be made by many employers. 

Costs will vary according to how much an individual employer 

feels it is necessary to do, company size and percentage of 
female employees.
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5. Small firms will be similarly affected.

Ongoing costs

6. There are no direct ongoing costs. Indirect costs are discussed 

in the following paragraphs.

Retirement age and pension age

7. Contractual retirement ages have been equalised for some 

years. As a result of the Barber ruling by the ECJ occupational 

pension schemes are also required to have equal pension ages 

in respect of pensionable service since May 1990.

8. Concerning normal pension age in private occupational pension 

schemes, most employers with equalised ages below 65 are 

thought unlikely to raise those ages towards 65 in the short to 

medium term. The majority of companies with previously 

unequal pension ages have already equalised at 65 following 

the Barber judgement in May 1990. The Government is 

considering separately what changes might be necessary to the 

arrangements for contracting out of SERPS in the light of the 

change to SPA and the requirements for equal treatment in 

occupational pensions.

bridging pensions

9. Some companies with an equalised pension age lower than 65

pay bridging pensions to compensate men for the fact that they 

will not receive State pension until age 65. After equalisation 

and during the phasing period such companies will have to 

consider paying bridging pensions to women reaching company 

pension age until they reach their new state pension age or 

cease the payment of bridging pensions altogether. On the 

extreme assumption that all companies currently paying 

bridging pensions continue to do so and make them available to 

women between 60 and 65 at the rate of basic state pension, 

it has been estimated that the overall annual cost would be 

£300 - £400 million in today's prices, if costs are spread over 

average remaining working lifetimes.
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Effects on international competitiveness

10. Our discussion document noted that as the number of 

pensioners increases in the next century, the population of 

working age is expected to fall from 34.4 million (1991) to 

33.7 million (2030). In 1991 there were (on average) 3.3 

people of working age per person over pension age (support 

ratio). If state pension ages remain unchanged the support ratio 

will drop to 2.2 to 1 by 2030. By equalising SPA at 65 the 

support ratio is improved to around 2.7 to 1.

11. Many European countries have already moved to equal pension 

ages for men and women or are moving towards equalisation. 

Over the next two decades most will have introduced equal 

state pension ages, many at age 65 or above.

12. Against this background, the improved support ratio brought 

about by raising SPA to 65 will be of benefit to the UK's 

international competitiveness.

Extent of CCA consultation

13. Initial consultation was through the discussion document 

"Options for Equality in State Pension Age" to which there 

were 33 business and pensions industry responses. The 

Confederation of British Industry were approached for more 

detailed information. CBI's findings largely resulted from 

consultation with their own panel of Pension's Industry experts 

representing 25 independent pensions companies. Further 

information has been supplied (via CBI) through William M 

Mercer, Actuaries and Consultants whose assumptions and 

calculations are based on the 1992 survey of occupational 

pension schemes by the National Association of Pension Funds 

(NAPF).

14. Refer any enquiries on this CCA to:

Fergus Muir 

DSS

ADELPHI (11th Floor)

1-11 John Adam Street

London WC2N 6HT

071-692 8029 (GTN 391-28029)
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ANNEX B

Figure 6: How Phasing Will Work

Date of Birth Pension Age 

Year/Month

Pension Date

06.04.50 - 05.05.50 60.1 06.05.2010

06.05.50 - 05.06.50 60.2 06.07.2010

06.06.50 - 05.07.50 60.3 06.09.2010

06.07.50 - 05.08.50 60.4 06.11.2010

06.08.50 - 05.09.50 60.5 06.01.2011

06.09.50 - 05.10.50 60.6 06.03.2011

06.10.50 - 05.11.50 60.7 06.05.2011

06.11.50 - 05.12.50 60.8 06.07.2011

06.12.50 - 05.01.51 60.9 06.09.2011

06.01.51 - 05.02.51 60.10 06.11.2011

06.02.51 - 05.03.51 60.11 06.01.2012

06.03.51 - 05.04.51 61.0 06.03.2012

06.04.51 - 05.05.51 61.1 06.05.2012

06.05.51 - 05.06.51 61.2 06.07.2012

06.06.51 - 05.07.51 61.3 06.09.2012

06.07.51 - 05.08.51 61.4 06.11.2012

06.08.51 - 05.09.51 61.5 06.01.2013

06.09.51 - 05.10.51 61.6 06.03.2013

06.10.51 - 05.11.51 61.7 06.05.2013

06.11.51 - 05.12.51 61.8 06.07.2013

06.12.51 - 05.01.52 61.9 06.09.2013

06.01.52 - 05.02.52 61.10 06.11.2013

06.02.52 - 05.03.52 61.11 06.01.2014

06.03.52 - 05.04.52 62.0 06.03.2014

06.04.52 - 05.05.52 62.1 06.05.2014

06.05.52 - 05.06.52 62.2 06.07.2014
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Date of Birth Pension Age 

Year/Month

Pension Date

06.06.52 - 05.07.52 62.3 06.09.2014

06.07.52 - 05.08.52 62.4 06.11.2014

06.08.52 - 05.09.52 62.5 06.01.2015

06.09.52 - 05.10.52 62.6 06.03.2015

06.10.52 - 05.11.52 62.7 06.05.2015

06.11.52 - 05.12.52 62.8 06.07.2015

06.12.52 - 05.01.53 62.9 06.09.2015

06.01.53 - 05.02.53 62.10 06.11.2015

06.02.53 - 05.03.53 62.11 06.01.2016

06.03.53 - 05.04.53 63.0 06.03.2016

06.04.53 - 05.05.53 63.1 06.05.2016

06.05.53 - 05.06.53 63.2 06.07.2016

06.06.53 - 05.07.53 63.3 06.09.2016

06.07.53 - 05.08.53 63.4 06.11.2016

06.08.53 - 05.09.53 63.5 06.01.2017

06.09.53 - 05.10.53 63.6 06.03.2017

06.10.53 - 05.11.53 63.7 06.05.2017

06.11.53 - 05.12.53 63.8 06.07.2017

06.12.53 - 05.01.54 63.9 06.09.2017

06.01.54 - 05.02.54 63.10 06.11.2017

06.02.54 - 05.03.54 63.11 06.01.2018

06.03.54 - 05.04.54 64.0 06.03.2018

06.04.54 - 05.05.54 64.1 06.05.2018

06.05.54 - 05.06.54 64.2 06.07.2018

06.06.54 - 05.07.54 64.3 06.09.2018

06.07.54 - 05.08.54 64.4 06.11.2018

06.08.54 - 05.09.54 64.5 06.01.2019

06.09.54 - 05.10.54 64.6 06.03.2019
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Date of Birth Pension Age 

Year/Month

Pension Date

06.10.54 - 05.11.54 64.7 06.05.2019

06.11.54 - 05.12.54 64.8 06.07.2019

06.12.54 - 05.01.55 64.9 06.09.2019

06.01.55 - 05.02.55 64.10 06.11.2019

06.02.55 - 05.03.55 64.11 06.01.2020

06.03.55 - 05.04.55 65.0 06.03.2020

06.04.55 65.0 06.04.2020
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CONFIDENTIAL Annex C
STATE PENSION AGE~EO tfALlSLU A1 b""FO R MEN AND WOMEN 

Y POINTS

ry y . It is right to equalise state pension age. Unequal pension ages were unjust and a
historical anomaly. The decision fulfils a Manifesto commitment to equalise. Women 

/^ p l a y  a full and growing role in the labour market, making up almost half the 
/ ^ ’̂ rkforce. Employers have to apply the same retirement practices and pension ages to 

women, so the State should do so too.

hie pressures make 65 the obvious choice. People on average draw their 
four years longer today than they did in Beveridge’s day, and women 
nsions for nine years more than men do. Numbers of people over current 

es are projected to rise from 10.4 million now to 15.5 million by 2030. 
would be only 2 .2  working people per pensioner compared with 3.3

pen! 
draw 
State pei 
By that d< 
now.

65 is the only economically responsible option. With no changes, expenditure on 
pensions would doubl&jmreal terms by 2025 from just under £30 billion to almost 
£60 billion. EqualisiWga()65 will save £5 billion in pension expenditure by 2025, 
compared with an adaiSfefpSF^ost of £7 billion if we equalised at 60. This decision 
demonstrates our commrtmenb'tP responsible long-term reforms.

The international trend is to 
EC, Scandinavian, and North 
ages of 65 or higher.

No woman who is 44 or over will be 
implications for current pensioners, 
phased in over 10 years. Only those wor 
65 for their pension.

her State pension ages. The large majority of 
countries have - or are heading for - pension

by the proposals. The changes have no 
es will not start until 2010 and will be 

£ 3 i ^ r  under: will have to wait until age

Women will find it easier to build up entitlemef 
Responsibilities Protection (HRP), which protects < 
who are not working because they are caring for 
eamings-related portion of State Pensions (SERPS).
for which HRP can be awarded to women will be increased from 19 to 22. And 
people receiving Family Credit or Disability Working Allowhc^jwill also receive new 
help in building up pension entitlements.

ite pension. Home 
Jension entitlements of people 
s, will be extended to the 
The maximum number of years

We will give greater flexibility in the age at which people can 
People will be able to claim the State Pension at any age over 65 
defer their claim, they will receive an additional 10 per cent on their

pension, 
year they

The Government’s decisiveness contrasts with our Opposition who cannof^hc 
between irresponsibility and reality. The Labour Conference voted for equz 
60 against the advice of their leadership. And the Liberal Conference defeat  ̂
amendment moved by its own Commons Spokesman (Archy Kirkwood) to link< 
with earnings instead of prices.
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CABINET
THE CITIZEN'S CHARTER

Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster

P U R P O S E

1. This Memorandum up
Citizen's Charter and see 
future.
b a c k g r o u n d

olleagues on developments on the 
orsement of my proposals for the

hat the Citizen's Charter
rnment's programme. It

2. The Queen's Speech made c 
continues to be central to th 
underpins all the other things we a 
local government and other public boclj 
them aim to deliver higher guality 
the needs of those who use them, with'
The Charter has proved a successful 
multiplicity of initiatives launched by colleagues to improve 
public services. One of the basics we want to get back to is 
that public services really serve the public.

ping to make central and 
more efficient. All of 

services, which meet 
ved value for money, 

ifying theme for the

t h e  p a s t  y e a r

3. The second citizen's Charter report in 
highlight the substantial progress made by individ 
in establishing Charter principles.

ruary will 
partments

Standard setting has become widesprea&JWi^th 2 8  
Charters covering all the key areas and a coima^ment 
to review and improve them year on year. </Rp£ults 
include prompter payment of benefits, faster ijss&e) of 
passports and improved service on London Underg; 
Reducing waiting times, courtesy and consultatio 
users are key themes.
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Better information is also proving a powerful weapon 
in the extension of choice - with league tables 
showing waiting times by health authorities, and 
schools truancy and exam results; annual written 
reports for all school children; and the publication 

reports by independent inspectorates, for example 
STED's report on teaching in urban areas. Our 

osals on openness will provide a further impetus.
nsation schemes have been introduced in BR/ 

L'^n^^x Underground, the utilities and we are 
e n ^ u ^ g i n g  public services to improve their 
complaints systems with the help of Lady Wilcox's 
Complaints Task Force.
Value for money is being improved notably with the 
substantial increase in market testing achieved by a 
number of departments.

I am pleased that de 
"branding" public servi
4. Over the last year, c 
Charter more firmly in the 
for efficiency and responsi 
to 93 bodies receiving their 
October. This has created a b 
within service providers themse'
7 Charter Forums have been held i 
opportunities to spread best prac^ 
service providers. Charterline has 
the East Midlands on a pilot basis 
and the experiment is continuing.
THE COMING YEAR

nts have also found the value of 
tiatives with Charter logos.

initiatives have established the 
perception as part of the drive 

The Charter Mark scheme led 
from the Prime Minister in 
supporters for the Charter 
nd in the regional media* 
ncial centres, providing 
and get feedback fron 
ted for six months in 
not yet proved itself

5. These are useful first steps, but more needs to be done in 
all of the areas outlined above. We will build upon existing 
initiatives. In particular, the Prime Minister will be holding 
a seminar on 1 December to discuss how the Charter^ihn be carried 
forward in two key areas - education and transpo£t\VJand will fc>e 
turning to other areas at future sessions.
6. Spreading best practice remains key. I will 
a series of Quality Seminars, involving Charter Mark 
applicants, as well as service deliverers from across the^wbllC 
service, for example from the police, further education an4^t< 
authorities. Contracting out and market testing will coni 
a high level. More Agencies will be established in 
Government with a clear Charter remit. Action will be takt<v - y-. 
the centre to make changes on the basis of the Efficie^Y/^ 
Scrutiny report into Career Management and Succession Plannii^f 
for senior civil servants.

angihg
3 % r s 9 and

2 .
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The Prime Minister will open the 2nd International Citizen's 
Conference in December. Last year's Conference was 
by representatives from 21 countries and was a major 
onal event. This year's will be even better. My 
s with Vice President Gore made clear that we are seen 
d leader in public service reform.

8. Th 
up the pr 
the public 
from the 
initiatives 
the Charter.

plank of the 1994 Charter programme must be to keep 
on improving standards and delivery and to ensure 
nise that improvements in public services flow 
,ation of Charter principles. All quality 
n Government should be clearly associated with 
have achieved excellent media coverage when we 

have been able to point to concrete examples, for example, with 
education league tables and Charter Mark winners. There have, 
however, been some occasions over the last year where there have 
been successes in improving services, but where we have missed 
the opportunity to make^r^orceful and visual link with the wider

nt examples are the announcements on 
on the A-Z of quality in the NHS and 
round would be payable after only

Government campaign. 
Integrated Regional Off 
that refunds on London 
15 minutes delay.
RECOMMENDATIONS
9. Colleagues are invited

review their Chart^Z/^p^ogramme to include all 
Departmental quality in^t^a^ives which are designed to 
improve the quality of ser^iqgs for the citizen;
use the Charter to ensure t 
sector reforms are presente

e Government's public 
coherent whole;

review their forward publicity and information 
strategy to this end. Copies of the strategy and 
subsequent six-weekly updates should be sent to No 10 
and the Citizen's Charter Unit so that a composite 
note of Charter-related announcements can be produced.

CONCLUSION
10. I invi 
paragraph 9

W A N
OFFICE OF PUBLIC SERVICE AND SCIENCE 
25 November 1993
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CUMENT I S  T H E  P R O P E R T Y  O F  H ER  B R IT A N N IC  M A J E S T Y 'S  GOVERNM EN T

C O PY  NO 80

C A B IN E T

T H E  EU RO PEA N  C O T O : i L :  B R U S S E L S :  1 0 - 1 1  D E C E M B E R  1 9 9 3

(Memoram 
for Foreic

the Secretary of State 
ierfek. Commonwealth Affairs)

1. The European Council will Nis dominated by economic issues. 
The main agenda items are the "Wkrit«£\Book" on Growth, 
Competitiveness and Employment ana^t^e£\Article 103 exercise on 
broad economic policy guidelines. Bu£/i:he closing stages of the 
GATT negotiations will be in the background - and any breakdown 
in this process in the run-up to the Council would bring GATT to 
the top of the agenda. The Council will also address two other 
issues on which we have important objectives: subsidiarity and 
the institutional aspects of enlargement. </v3j

2. Yeltsin has accepted an invitation to a pre-CeuiiQiM.1 dinner 
with EC leaders on 9 December. The EC's Partnership Agreement 
with Russia is unlikely to be ready for initialling. rT"~'
Presidency envisage instead a joint political declarat 
further development of relations. The Prime Minister i 
a separate bilateral meeting with Yeltsin.
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claim t 
particip

me other Heads of Government objected to greater 
by Finance Ministers.

Growth. Competitiveness and Employment

4. The "White Book" will be discussed on the morning of 
10 December. A fi^Xji^ersion of the paper will be circulated ori 
6/7 December. Indid^Stfms are that the paper is an improvement 
on that presented to on 22 November. References to
worksharing have been t<®edyxjown and there is more attention 
paid to labour market f le^rlh-a^kity. But it still contains 
employment targets and pays^tp£le attention to deregulation- 
other unwelcome ideas may we£V/gTtv&rge at the European Council' 
including the use of a Carbon/^energy tax or a withholding ta* 
on savings to allow reduced taxe«gn^Mabour.

5. Delors seems likely to concentr^Wjin infrastructure 
spending, including information technology networks, in his 
presentation. His most substantial suggestion, which was

• i isdescribed to ECOFIN on 5 December by Henning Christophersen, 
to provide extra financing for TENS beyond the extensive 
resources already available through the Struc^hMaiL and Cohesi011 

Funds, and EIB/EIF lending. The Commission pronosckl involves 
the Community raising funds on the markets at the/̂ fGfnfest rates 
and on-lending them to Governments and private companj^s 
involved in TENs projects. We do not see the need n5r/^\ 
additional resources, which could involve additional CoralpW’i ^  
spending and which would score against the PSBR if borri W  
the UK public sector.

The Presidency have invited Finance Ministers to attend 
ouncil, to participate in the afternoon discussions on the 

Ar^r^e. 103 broad economic guidelines - but only that part of 
the (V?hi$e Paper discussions that relates to Commission ideas °n 
the firvaj^ing of Trans-European Networks (TENs) . The Presidency

KDAR120681
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We shall p ress for Council c o n c l u s i o n s  w h i c h  r e f l e c t  our 
d r a w  a clear d i s t i n c t i o n  b e t w e e n  a c t i o n  at C o m m u n i t y  and 

naflrrpbAl level, are not o v e r - p r e s c r i p t i v e  and do not involve 
a d d i t i o n a l  expenditure. In particular, w e  w a n t  g o o d  c o n c l u s i o n s  
on l ^ o u i r v m a r k e t  flexibility, b r i n g i n g  social s e c u r i t y  costs 
u nder coh-trN^l and on the n eed for an a u d i t  of C o m m u n i t y  
l e g i s l a t t b h ^ w i i c h  adds to b u s i n e s s  costs. W e  h a v e  d r a w n  up a 
1 2 - point p r a n  w h i c h  we h ope will i n f l u e n c e  the P r e s i d e n c y  in 
d r a w i n g  up t heir conclusions. This has s e r v e d  as the b asis for 
l o b b y i n g  in the run - u p  to the Council.

EMU: 7 8 A r t i c l e  103

7. A r t i c l e  103 of t h ^ ^ i a s t r i c h t  T r e a t y  c alls for the 
E u r o p e a n  Council to "drqsyjs^k a c o n c l u s i o n "  on b r o a d  g u i d e l i n e s  
for the e c o n o m i c  p o l i c i e ^ o ^ ^ v e m b e r  states and of the Community, 
for s u b s e q u e n t  formal a d o p t i o n ^ y  EC O F I N  by QMV. ECOFIN 
d i s c u s s e d  a C o m m i s s i o n  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  for t h e s e  g u i d e l i n e s  on 5 
December. The Europ e a n  C o u n c r ^ w t r i  d i s c u s s  t h e i r  report. The 
g u i d e l i n e s  are now broadly accefita^^s. T h e y  are b r o a d  b r u s h  and 
avoid c o u n t r y - s p e c i f i c  r e c o m m e n d a o ^ c m s A a n d  n u m e r i c a l  t a r g e t s  
such as for interest rate r e d u c t i o n s \ o r / u n e m p l o y m e n t . We shall 
need to w a t c h  for a t t e m p t s  to rewr i t e  t h e m  at th e  E u r o p e a n  
Council - p a r t i c u l a r l y  if the p r e c e d i n g  W h i t e  B o o k  d i s c u s s i o n s  
are unhelpful.

GATT Uruguay Round

8. Our key o b j e c t i v e s  at the Summit will be to 
e n d o r s e m e n t  of the outl i n e  a g r e e m e n t  r e a c h e d  b e t w e e n  m e  
C o m m i s s i o n  and the United States; to leave th e  C o m m s ^ >  
free n e g o t i a t i n g  hand in the final days of th e  Round; 
ensure that any pack a g e  of p a r allel EC m e a s u r e s  r e s p e c t  
E d i n b u r g h  f i n ancial p e r s p e c t i v e s  and Own R e s o u r c e s  ceiliri
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The P r e s i d e n c y  have been a r g u i n g  tha t  GAT T  sho u l d  have a 
profile at the Summit. In c e r t a i n  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  it mig^fc 

xto a c h i e v e  our o b j e c t i v e s  if t h e r e  w e r e  only a limiteci 
on the G ATT R ound as such, w i t h  H e a d s  of G o v e r n m e nt 

simply/i>2Kionfirming their d e t e r m i n a t i o n  to c o n c l u d e  by the 
d e a d l i n e v ^ i ^ e  29 O c t o b e r  Summit formula) . Bu t  if t h e r e  is
d e a d l o c k thy d i s c u s s i o n  will be unavoidable.

S u b s i d i a r i t y

10. Delors will pres e n t  the C o m m i s s i o n  r e p o r t  on s u b s i d i a rity-

It is a serious a n ^ ^ ^ e n s i v e  r e v i e w  of the a p p l i c a t i o n  of 
p r i n c i p l e  to the b o d y ^ f X e x i s t i n g  EC legislation. It also 
c o n tains an annex cov^clirgN the A n g l o - F r e n c h  list, supporting 
about t h r e e - g u a r t e r s  orv3^e>\items on it, inc l u d i n g  revision 
the A c g u i r e d  Rights Dired«Ty<£\ We w ant the Coun c i l  to reach 
firm c o n c l u s i o n s  welcoming^thjeXjreport; c o m m i t t i n g  the 
C o m m i s s i o n  to bring forward ly p r o p o s a l s  to implement it/
c o m m i t t i n g  the Commi s s i o n  and V'the^Council itself to applying 
s u b s i d i a r i t y  vigorously; and iriviti^g the C o m m i s s i o n  to 
c o n tinue its work in this area. in t o u c h  w i t h  French
Ge r m a n  off i c i a l s  in an effort to a g r s e X l a n g u a g e .

an°

I n s t itutional aspects of e n l a r g e m e n t

11. The Presi d e n c y  have put forward p r o p o s a l s  fo r  the 
C o m m u n i t y ' s  p o s i t i o n  on the institutional asp^efafc^of 
enlargement. Most issues are u n c o n t r o v e r s i a l , d y o t ^ e  still ha 
p r o blems with their p r o posals on g u a l i f i e d  majojXffc-yCvbting 
(Q M V ). Following a round of bilateral c o n t a c t s  t n f e X p ^ s i d e n cy 
are p r o p o s i n g  a blocking m i n o r i t y  of 27 (two large ^ f i d / w o  sl°a 
me m b e r  states), with a review in 1996. We hav e  said th^Tp/^hi5 
is u n a c c e p t a b l e  and that we want to m a i n t a i n  a blocking' &
of two large mem b e r  states and one small. The m o s t

ve

ll
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;ra;lightforward way of a c hieving this w o u l d  be to k e e p  the 
^ y ^ k i n g  m i n o r i t y  at its pres e n t  level of 23 votes. The Germans 
£^tKjk>t s u p p o r t i n g  our position. The French had been helpful, 
b u t l ^ '  n o w  advoc a t i n g  27 (possibly for t a c tical reas o n s  w hile  
t h e y n ^ r ^ L s e e k i n g  German support on G A T T ) . The Span i s h  have put 
forward/et\&ouble-blocking formula which, w h i l e  not as good as 
23, w o u M a ^ >  acce p t a b l e  to us: but there is a risk that 
G o n z a l e s  \ ^ K T y g i v e  way at the Council, e s p e c i a l l y  if the French 
have givenNiph We may t h erefore find o u r s e l v e s  isolated.
Deha e n e  is aware that our posit i o n  is firm and told the Prime 
M i n i s t e r  that he did not want extended discussion: so the issue 
is likely to be left to the Greek Presidency.

12. A part from thesfe/4<f}&titutional aspects it seems u n l i k e l y 
that the European CounkiIr^sill need to take d e c i s i o n s  on 
individual issues a r i s i \ ^ f £ b m  the en l a r g e m e n t  negotiations.
But there may be d o s s i e r s w h i ^ f a  will e v e n t u a l l y  requ i r e  
d e c i s i o n s  by Heads of Governpejm: a g r i c u l t u r e  looks the 
likeliest candidate. Given iHmtyihe O c t o b e r  E u r opean Council 
e n v i s a g e d  the c o mpletion of neg o t i a t i o n s  by 1 M a r c h  1994, the 
Greek P r e s i d e n c y  may arrange S p e f e ua^FACs and perh a p s  a Special 
European Council in the first montl^N^fN^their Presidency.

I n t e r i o r / J u s t i c e  Issues

13. The 29-30 November Justice and Home A f f a i r s  Council 
p r e p a r e d  a work programme for the implementatiop-\of the 
i n t e r i o r / j u s t i c e  pillar, for d i s c u s s i o n  on l O V T p ^ ^ c e m b e r . It 
fits in well with the UK/German initiative on ljft^fior and 
justice matters which emerged from the 25 NovembeV) pj^ a t e r a l 
summit. It is likely to be u n c o n t r o v e r s i a l . Disc
report will offer a good opportunity to u n d e r l i n e  UK<̂ pr^~

rsj^)\ of the 
ijrities,

and em p h a s i s e  the particular importance we att a c h  to t h 4 ^ s £ccess 
of the pillar. On f r o n t i e r s , there is no indi c a t i o n  thai/A/e) |are 
likely to come under pressure at this European Council,



lall as usual need to avoid p r e j u d i c i a l  c o n c l u s i o n s  language-

14. ((Th^l^main fore i g n  p o l i c y  subj e c t  seems b o u n d  to be Bosnia- 
C o n t i m i e s K p o l i t i c a l  d e a d l o c k  and the w i n t e r  h u m a n i t a r i a n  crislS 
could p r e s s u r e s  for n e w  a c t i v i t y  to f o l l o w  up th e  joint
ac t i o n  ad£>ejeQ\\at the 8 N o v e m b e r  FAC.

15. Otherwise, Fore i g n  M i n i s t e r s  w i l l  s u b m i t  a r e p o r t  on the 
B a l l a d u r  S t a b i l i t y  Pact initiative. In its p r e s e n t  form, we are 
largely c o n t e n t  w i t h  it. If approved, the P r e s i d e n c y  will table 
a p r o p o s a l  for a j^ri£)\action to imp l e m e n t  the initiative. The 
P r e s i d e n c y  have saidC^rh^c do not intend to p r o p o s e  further 
E u r o p e a n  Council g u i d s ^ n a k  for joint a c t i o n s  on o t h e r  forei<3n 
po l i c y  areas, but i n i t i ^ s l ^ s  from o ther p a r t n e r s  c a n n o t  be 
ruled out. (X /I

O ther Issues

16. At the Special E u r opean Cou'n^i^Nin October, L u b b e r s  and 
Ciampi s u g g e s t e d  that a C o m m i t t e e  ' m W i s e  M e n  be set up to 1°°* 
forward to the 1996 IGC. T hey got ^ L t ^ u p p o r t  bu t  m a y  try a<?ain 
There are also reports that Kohl may be r e a d y  to e n d o r s e  the 
idea; if so, we will need to p e r s u a d e  h i m  t hat it w o u l d  make 1 
harder to achieve successful ref e r e n d a  r e s u l t s  in the four 
applicants. More generally, we need to r e i t e r a t e  tha t  the 
p r i o r i t y  mus t  be Europ e ' s  immediate ag e n d a  ( m a k p a V  M a a s t r i c h t  
work, a GAT T  agreement, enlargement, jobs and odjm^fcitiveness) * 
Others, such as the Danes, will share our lack oroewifmiusiasni 
the idea and we should be able to see it off. TheM^r^pfch way 
push t h e i r  p r o posal for regu l a r  m e e t i n g s  of M i n i s t e r s ^ r o  
Europe. We see no value and some d i s a d v a n t a g e s  in t h i ^ J t a S a  
A g a i n  t here is not at p r e s e n t  muc h  s u p p o r t  for it a roun 
C o m m u n i t y .

for
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O t h e r  issues that ma y  be ra i s e d  incl u d e  the fo u r t h  R&D 
^work p r o g r a m m e  and steel. The P r e s i d e n c y  m a y  put R&D on 

t h f ^ ^ j g n d a  if the 6 D e c e m b e r  R e s e a r c h  Coun c i l  doe s  not p r o d u c e  
an a(c}re§rpent on the mai n  issues, n o t a b l y  the budget. W e  are 
concertrj*g> our p o s i t i o n  w i t h  the Fr e n c h  and G e r m a n s  and will 
w a n t  to in step - above all to a void f i n d i n g  o u r s e l v e s
i s o l a t e d  '^Jt/'S^December and r e s p o n s i b l e  for the issue being 
r e f e r r e d  tee t h e  E u r o p e a n  Council. On steel, the 18 N o v e m b e r  
I n d u s t r y  Council ended in deadlock. The m o s t  d i f f i c u l t  and 
c o n t e n t i o u s  issues are the Ekostahl p l a n t  in the former East 
G e r m a n y  and the Italian state steel company, Ilva. C h a n c e l l o r  
Kohl is p e r s o n a l l y  <̂ o(^mitted to Ekostahl, and r a i s e d  the subj e c t  
wit h  the Prime M i n i t h e  25 N o v e m b e r  summit. The G e r m a n s  
an d / o r  the Italians m'^Vi fS/ise t h e s e  issues at the E u r o p e a n  
Council and may seek la^iia^e in the C o n c l u s i o n s  t hat p r e j u d g e s  
the outcome of the next I^ragsrftry Council (probably on 
17 December); we should r« this.

P r e s e n t a t i o n

18. P r e s e n t a t i o n  will o v e r s h a d o w ^ !  'by^M:he G A T T  talks. Our 
o b j e c t i v e  will be to show that the B ^ x dpean Coun c i l  has 
c o n t r i b u t e d  to ach i e v i n g  a GATT deal by 15 December.

19. GAT T  aside, we will want to be able to h i g h l i g h t  the 
fol l o w i n g  points:

this is another Council deal i n g  w ith rea 
jobs and growth;

es such as

t here are a number of ideas in the W h i t e  Boo k  whi 
refl e c t  our own policies; and the d e b a t e  on 
c o m p e t i t i v e n e s s  is mo v i n g  in our direction, wit h  
m e m b e r  states are now i n t r o ducing p o l i c i e s  of the
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we advocate;

the A r t i c l e  103 g u i d e l i n e s  are c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  UK 
^ ^ ^ ^ c o n o m i c  p o l i c y  but are in any case non- b i n d i n g ;

" t ^ ^ o m m i s s i o n ' s re p o r t  on s u b s i d i a r i t y  p r o v i d e s  further 
evi^re^ce that s u b s i d i a r i t y  is b eing t a k e n  s e r i o u s l y  an<̂  

impact; we shall wan t  to h i g h l i g h t  specific 
's on the C o m m i s s i o n ' s  list;

the di n n e r  and po l i t i c a l  d e c l a r a t i o n  w i t h  Y e l t s i n  will 
refl e c t  ideas about the U n i o n ' s  r e l a t i o n s h i p  w i t h  Russi3 
that we have p r e s s i n g  for some time.

C o n c l u s i o n s

20. C o l l e a g u e s  are i n v i t e d  
for the Council should be:N

agree t hat our k e y  objectives

- to prev e n t  the French from t^pin^Xthe C o m m i s s i o n ' s  h ands or 
o t h e r w i s e  blocking EC a g r e e m e n t ^ r o / ^ \ G A T T  deal: and to 
ensure that any pack a g e  of p a r a l m l v K X  m e a s u r e s  r e s p e c t s  the 
Edi n b u r g h  Agreement;

- on the W hite Paper, to secure Council c o n c l u s i o n s  w hich 
endo r s e  our view on deregulation, the r e d u c t i o n  of social 
expenditure, labour market flexibility, and the-, i mportance 
the M a a s t r i c h t  c o n v e r g e n c e  criteria; <XvO,

of

- to obtain a g r eement on draft A r t i c l e  103 guid 
are c o n s i s t e n t  with UK e c o nomic policy, and which' 
on the w ider issues of growth, c o m p e t i t i v e n e s s  and 
e m p l o y m e n t ;

- to secure c o n c l u s i o n s  on s u b s i d i a r i t y  w h i c h  r e g u i r e  th

which
>ntrate
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Commission to bring forward early p r o p o s a l s  to i m p l e m e n t  its 
jort; commit the Council and the C o m m i s s i o n  to a pply  
^idiarity vigorously; and invite furt h e r  w o r k  on the 
lification of EC legislation;

- to-”t e ^ h  a g r e e m e n t  on a c o n t i n u e d  QM V  b l o c k i n g  m i n o r i t y  
compris-iri^two large me m b e r  states and one small; the best 
outcome 
m i n o r i t y ;'

be to m a i n t a i n  23 v otes as the b l o c k i n g

to avoid any p r e j u d i c i a l  c o n c l u s i o n s  l a n guage on fro n t i e r s  

to r e v i t a l i z e  tj (ace p r o c e s s  in Bosnia;

Foreign and C o m m o n w e a l t h  Office' 

7 December 1993
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CABINET

DEREGULATION

Memor m by the President of the Board of Trade

The D e r e g u l a t i o n  Bi 
Prime M i n i s t e r  wil 
A m e n d i n g  primary 
G o v e r n m e n t ' s  prog r a m  
business. I plan a 
the Bill in the context 
includes amending 
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  measures 
to d e s cribe all this work i 
of the text is to be circula'

is to be published on 19 January when the 
olding his next seminar on deregulation, 
ation is only one element in the 
f reducing the regulatory burden on 
publicity exercise on the day to set 

e other work we have in hand. This 
ary legislation, simplifying 
ing enforcement and so o n . I plan 
ingle booklet. The first draft 
t official level on 8 December.

2. The Bill and the accompah^i^r^booklet will contain three 
lists: ( X > \

(a) specific deregulation mMsj^fes being enacted in the
B i n ;

(b) the 50 measures to b a / % l v e n  effect by the 
deregulation order making power whits&i illustrate its likely 
future use;
(c) all the other action which departme, 
have taken since the initiative was rel/flu 
1992. These are to be grouped by dep 
areas and will include Departments' r 
proposals which the task forces will publ' 
January.

3. I attach the list of specific deregulation mea’ 
are at present in the Bill and the list of the il 
measures for the order making power. I seek colleague 
help in strengthening what will be said in the third li 
the response to task force proposals.

are taking or 
)hed in Autumn 

(tal subject 
>e to the 
ilso on 19
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fin 
comm 
for r 
settin

4. I attach a draft table showing the percentage of task force 
proposals agreed by Departments. I shall be circulating a 
revised version before Cabinet taking account of colleagues'

mments. I am grateful for the action which colleagues have 
en since my letter of 12 November to accelerate decisions. I 

that other colleagues are planning to review their own items 
e next few days. I would be grateful if all colleagues 
make a further effort to improve on the number of task 
oposals which they are able to agree. They should reach 
isions by 17 December and in all cases give the firmest 
t they can on each item. Where there are sound reasons 

g task force proposals I think there is benefit in 
hese reasons in the booklet. This will help defuse 

the crit£dl^f!)> that the Government plans to dismantle essential 
saf eguardsK/O-
5. I beli^v^^the task force chairmen will speak positively 
about the Bil^xand the action which is being taken. I shall be 
meeting them and Lord Sainsbury on 8 December and can report at 
Cabinet. They recognise that decisions cannot be taken 
immediately on all their proposals. Their main concern is that 
there should be a /^Ttrbng follow up to their proposals and a 
continuing momentum^n^deregulation. They attach considerable 
importance therefore (toybhe proposal for a successor body.

would welcome colleagues' help is 
ort on 19 January. I would be 
take every opportunity to brief 

tion which they are taking and 
ion objectives. It would also 

departments could be briefed 
dual items contained in the

6. The o ther area on 
to support the publici 
grateful if c o l l e a g u e s  weai 
their own lobby groups abou 
its c o n t r i b u t i o n  to our der 
be helpful if Press Offices 
to give d e t a i l e d  responses on 
p u blicity booklet.

C O N C L USIONS

7. I invite colleagues:

(a) to conduct a final review ofvodji task force proposals 
by 17 December and to commit themselo/es to p o s i t i v e  a c t i o n 
and a firm timetable for c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of items other than 
those which are firmly rejected;

(b) to support
D e r e g u l a t i o n  Bill on 
briefing and speeches.

the
its

publicity 
introduction

ign for theappropriate

D E P A R T M E N T  OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY 
7 December 1993

2
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D E P A R T M E N T A L  R E S P O N S E S  TO T A S K  FORCE R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S  

(revised list as at 8 D e c e m b e r  1993)

ENT B A  as % 
A + B + C

DTI

HSE

T R A N S P O R T

H O M E  O F F I C E

C U S T O M S  & EX C I S E

HM T R E A S U R Y  
(inc SIB)

INLAND R E V E N U E

DSS

75%

72%

67%

67%

64%

60%

41%

28%

14%

13%

0%
0%

Note :
A
B
C
D

A g r e e d
U n d e r  review 
R e j e c t e d
New issues (issues raised 
w h i c h  D e p a r t m e n t s  have not 
position)
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SPECIFIC MEASURES IN THE BILL

Home Office

Permit the admission of children to suitable licensed 
ises

he L i c e n s i n g  Act 1964.

A  c M M e n ' s  c e r t i f i c a t e  will permit the a d m i s s i o n  of c h i l d r e n  
underv3^/y.ears of age to the bars of suitable l i c e n s e d  p r e m i s e s  
in cert^r£n<Me fined c i r c u m s t a n c e s  .

2 . Deregulation of shop opening hours and employment provisons

A m e n d m e n t  tcxn£n^> Shops Act 1950 

The m e a s u r e s  v^j.11:

i) remove r e s t r i c t i o n s  on shop o p e n i n g  hours, a) in 
S c o t l a n d  entir>ejP£\ b) M o n d a y - S a t u r d a y  in E n g l a n d  and Wales.

ii) repeal 
c o l l e c t i v e  agre

iii) repeal the 
Shops Act relating 
etc. (subject to col

This was a Tas k  Force p r i o n l  
freedom to take commercial dec: 
close e a r l y  and so take advantN 
work e r s  and tourists in the sumr

ment for e a r l y  closing. (subject to

ing e m p l o y m e n t  p r o v i s i o n s  in the 
1 breaks and h o l i d a y  e n t i t l e m e n t  

a g r e e m e n t )

It will a l l o w  r e t a i l e r s  the 
s on w h e t h e r  to o pen late or 
f specific m a r k e t s  eg shift 

r i o d .

D e partment of E m p l o y m e n t / H e a l t h  an 

3. Employment Agency Licensing 
A mend the Emplo y m e n t  A g e n c i e s  Act 1973.' 

The m e a s u r e s  will:

Repeal the employment ag e n c y  and e 
l i c ensing r e q u i rements of the E m p l o 1 
1973 ;

tv E x e c u t i v e

b) Introduce a new power in the 1973 Act to, 
o p e r a t i n g  as an e m ployment a g e n c y  o 
b u s i n e s s  in cases of misc o n d u c t  etc;

lent b u s i n e s s  
A g e n c i e s  Act

a p e r s o n  
loyment

The p r o p o s a l s  will both remove direct costs from agent: 
b u s i n e s s e s  and ease their b u r e a u c r a t i c  burden. Ove r  
licence hold e r s  will be relie v e d  of the p r i n c i p a l  cds 
licensing, ie a licence fee of £114. There will also be sa-\ 
on the costs i n c urred in a p p l y i n g  to be licences and of notify 
changes in circumstances. Annual savings £ 2 . 2m. Will c o n t i n u e  >> 
to have to co m p l y  w i t h  s t a t u t o r y  r e q u i r e m e n t s  and m a y  be visited^'
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b y  i n s p e c t o r s .

4. Allow the repeal of obsolete Health and Safety legislation 
^.thout replacement

dment to sect i o n  15(1) of H e a l t h  and S a f e t y  at W o r k  Act 1974.

15(1) p r o v i d e s  for h e a l t h  and s a f e t y  r e g u l a t i o n s  to be 
m a o e x r a r  a n y  of the general p u r p o s e s  of the Act. R e g u l a t i o n s 
b e i ™ v r a d e  u n d e r  Sect i o n  15(1) sol e l y  to rev o k e  e x i s t i n g  
statubw/y^sprovisions are not possible. The m e a s u r e  will create 
a powei/n£o^epeal such re g u l a t i o n s  without replacement. This was 
a T a s k p r i o r i t y  item. The current r e v i e w  has alre a d y  
i d e n t i f i e d / ^ / n u m b e r  of r e g u l a t i o n s  w h i c h  are o b s o l e t e  but cannot 
be revokea^-be^ause of S e c t i o n  15(1) . C l e a r i n g  a w a y  obsol e t e  
r e g u l a t i o n s w b U i  benefit business.

5. Remove a\J>rovision in employment protection legislation
(subject to c o l l e c t i v e  agreement)

A m e n d  the E m p loyme

The m e a s u r e  woul 
a u t o m a t i c a l l y  pr o v i d  
r e d u n d a n c y  in contrave  
p r o c e d u r e  w here there 
d e p a r t u r e  from that 
e m p l o y e e s  remain under 
that exist.

o t e c t i o n  (Consolidation) Act 1978.

,ve the p r o v i s i o n  in the Act which 
t it is u n f a i r  to select some o n e  for 

f a c u s t o m a r y  a r r a n g e m e n t  or agreed 
no special reasons j u s t i f y i n g  a 
e m e n t . a d e q u a t e  s a f e g u a r d s  for 

the friary u n f a i r  d i s m i s s a l  p r o v i s i o n s

Regulations and Local

r to amend selected 
lding R e g u l a t i o n s  but 
ed before 20 September

D e p a r t m e n t  of the Environment

6. Remove overlap between 
Building Acts

>>A m e n d  S c h e d u l e  1 to the B u i l d i n g  Act/3>98

The B u i l d i n g  Act contains an e n a bling 
p r o v i s i o n s  of local acts by means of 
this power o nly applies to p r o v i s i o n s  pa 
1974. The meas u r e  will extend the p ower to p r o v i s i o n s  passed 
before the enactment of the D e r e g u l a t i o n  Bill and be u s e d  to 
remove c o n f u s i n g  over l a p  between B u i l d i n g  Regu^rtr>bns and certain 
local Act p r o v i s i o n s  to the benefit of busine

7 . Simplify paperwork associated with the repe' 
waste
A m e n d  sect i o n  34 of the Envir o n m e n t a l  P r o t e c t i o n  A c

The m e a s u r e  w o u l d  replace the words on the t r a n s f e r  of 
'in r e l a t i o n  to the transfer of waste'. This was a T 
p r i o r i t y  m e a s u r e  and w ould s i m p l i f y  the p a p e r w o r k  of b 
r e q u i r e d  u n d e r  the duty of care in the case of r e p e a t e d  t 
of w aste .
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8. Abolition of market franchise rights for Local Authorities
The m e a s u r e  will remove the p o w e r  of Local A u t h o r i t i e s  w h o  own 

rket fra n c h i s e  rights to object to any p r o p o s a l  to e s t a b l i s h  
ther m a r k e t  w i t h i n  6.66 mile radius of t h e i r  own.

ent of Trade and Industry

procedure for striking non-trading companies off the

A m e n d

The measui 
t r a d i n g  comf 
bene f i t  comf 
q u i c k l y  withoi

panies Act 1985.

11 introduce a n e w  p r o c e d u r e  for s t r i k i n g  non- 
off the C o mpanies Register. The p r o p o s a l  will 

es no longer trading and w i s h i n g  to d i s s o l v e  
incurring s ignificant costs.

9 . Amendments to Fair Trading Act 1973

The m e a s u r e s  will:

i) A m e n d  the 
e x c l u d e  companies 
c o n t r o l l e d  by an 
e x c l u d e  tran s a c t i o n s  
tra n s f e r s  from the reqv 
the S o S .

ion of a n e w s p a p e r  p r o p r i e t o r  to 
rsons who do not control or are not 

n e w s p a p e r  proprietor; and to 
ch are not actual n e w s p a p e r  
nt to ob t a i n  p r i o r  consent from

The v e r y  wide d e f i n i t i o n  
some c o mpanies and transa 
n e w s p a p e r  p r o p r i e t o r s  
u n i n t e n t i o n a l l y  within the 
tra n s f e r s  without the consent

e w s p a p e r  p r o p r i e t o r  br i n g s  
(far r e m o v e d  from actual 
n e w s p a p e r  trans f e r s ) 

A ^ f v ^  This m a k e s  n e w s p a p e r  
of/^ne SoS u n l a w f u l  and void.

ii) Introduce the option for mergfpng c o m p a n i e s  to agree 
b e h a v i o u r a l  u n d e r t a k i n g s  (eg on dkice, supply, service, 
q u a l i t y  etc) instead of a m e r g e r  r e ference to the SoS.

The meas u r e  broadens the range of u n d e r t a k i n g s  a v a i l a b l e  to 
com p a n i e s  where a me r g e r  raises concerns w o u l d  lead to 
an MM C  reference. May thus a llow conceits Silq be r e s o l v e d  
wit h  less time and expense for the compani

(iii) Introduce the option for compa
u n d e r t a k i n g s  with the SoS instead of m o n o p o l y  
the MM C  by the Direc t o r  General of Fair T r a d i h

\to agree 
rence to

Provides b u s i n e s s e s  that are w i l l i n g  to end or a 
c o m p e t i t i v e  or e x p l o i t a t i v e  b e h a v i o u r  w i t h  an op 
to avoid the need for an MMC reference, w i t h  equiva  
g r e a t e r  s a v i n g s .
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10. Amendments to Restrictive Trade Practices Act (RTPA) 1976

The m e a s u r e s  would:

to exempt c e r t a i n  c a t e g o r i e s  of 
\>■>> r e s t r i c t i v e  ag r e e m e n t  from the r e q u i r e m e n t  to register. 
</ X ^ \ T h i s  W o u l d  be u sed i n i t i a l l y  to create a de minimis 

r e s h o l d  and m i r r o r  EC b l o c k  exemptions.

i) I n troduce a p o w e r  
r e s t r i c t i v e  ag r e e m e n t  f

jig the p o w e r  w o u l d  excl u d e  from the r e q u i r e m e n t  to 
.sh 10-25% of a g r e e m e n t s  w h i c h  do not raise c o m p e t i t i o n  

i^etos. L i k e l y  to lead to time and cost savings, 
Deqi^Lly for small companies.

ment to S e c t i o n  23(3) R T P A  1976 to w i d e n  the SoS 
to w i t h h o l d  c o n f i d e n t i a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  fro m  the 

c register.

Proposal r e l ieves b u r d e n  on b u s i n e s s  of h a v i n g  to disclose 
c o m m e r c i a l l y  con f i d e n t i a l  m a t e r i a l  unneces s a r i l y .

11. Eliminating D

A m e n d m e n t  to sections  
C o m p e t i t i o n  Act 1980

ormal Investigation
5 and 6 and repeal s e c t i o n  3 of the

The m e a s u r e  p r o p o s e s  to 
p r e l i m i n a r y  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  b 
(DGFT) p r i o r  to s e c u r i n g  a 
re f e r e n c e  to the M o n o p o l i e s  
m e a s u r e  will reduce the le 
burden, in terms of cost 
investigation. Will also be cons 
the m o n o p o l y  p r o v i s i o n s  of the Fa 
OFT conduct an informal e n q u i r y  
a re f e r e n c e  to M M C .

12. Repeal of froth on beer regulatioi
Repeal sect i o n  43 of the Weig h t s  and M e a s u r e s  Act.

The m e a s u r e  keeps the law as it now stands ie tyhSi\a pint of beet 
may consist of liquid and a reasonable head. yC

the re q u i r e m e n t  for a formal 
irector Gene r a l  of F air Trad i n g 
ble u n d e r t a k i n g s  or m a k i n g  a 
,rgers C o m m i s s i o n  (MMC) . The 

n q u iries and t h e r e f o r e  the 
ime, to b u s i n e s s  under 

w i t h  DG F T ' s  p o w e r s  under 
lr .ing Act 1973 w h e r e b y  the
an : appropriate, t hen make

M i n i s t r y  of A g r i c u l t u r e  Fisheries and Food

13. Welfare of animals at slaughter: power to trans 
to agriculture Ministers

ctions

A m e n d m e n t  to the S l a u g h t e r  of P o u l t r y  Act 19)^5: 
S l a u g h t e r h o u s e s  Act 1974, the S l a u g h t e r  of A n i m a l s  (Scotia* ^rcct 
1980 and Food Sa f e t y  Act 1990.

The m e a s u r e  will repeal the dut y  p l a c e d  on Local Authorities 
the above Acts to enfo r c e  welf a r e  and s l a u g h t e r  r e q u i r e m e n t s  
s l aughterhouses, and to license slaughtermen. The N a t i o n a l  Meat
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H y g i e n e  Serv i c e  (NMHS) will become the e n f o r c e m e n t  authority.

The NMHS is to be e s t a b l i s h e d  as an a g e n c y  of MAF F  in 1995. The 
H S  s h o u l d  be re s p o n s i b l e  for the meat h y g i e n e  and w e l f a r e  at 
u g h t e r  enforcement, r e s u l t i n g  in b o t h  L A  and NMHS staff 

.ties c a r r i e d  out c u r r e n t l y  by local authorities. W i t h o u t  
*peal LAs will remain r e s p o n s i b l e  for w e l f a r e  at s l a u g h t e r  
^ m e n t . Apart from the waste of NMHS and L A  r e s o u r c e s  this 
ise, there will be a b u r d e n  on the meat i n d u s t r y  w h i c h  

will\<sj^§^ to deal w ith two separate e n f o r c e m e n t  authorities.

14. All
!subject t'

A m e n d  sectio

-licensed premises in Scotland to open on Sundays
lective agreement)

9(3) of the L i c e n s i n g  (Scotland) Act 1976.

The m e a s u r e  will allow o f f - l i c e n c e  p r e m i s e s  in S c o t l a n d  to ope n  
on S u n d a y s  and remove the a n o m a l y  that o f f - s a l e s  from pub l i c  
houses or hotels on/dJSnday are legal while sales from o f f - s a l e s  
premises, i n c l u d i n g ! s u p e r m a r k e t s , are not

D e p a r t m e n t  of T r a n s p o r

15. Amendment to the re 
night and weekends
A m e n d m e n t  to the G r e a t e r  Lo 
Traffic) O r d e r  1985 made by t 
1984 .

The m e a s u r e  will reduce the regula( 
London at night and weekends. Th: 
item. L orry ope r a t o r s  will no longer 
plates for journeys in London.

ns affecting lorries in London at

e s t r i c t i o n  of G oods V e h i c l e s  
u n d e r  the R o a d  T r a f f i c  Act

r e s t r i c t i n g  lorr i e s  from 
a T ask Force P r i o r i t y  
to o b t a i n  p e r m i t s  and

CABLST
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FT ILLUSTRATIVE LIST TO THE ORDER-MAKING POWER
H M T R E A S U R Y

lding Societies 
statements

Amend

Notices of meetings and summary

o the B u i l d i n g  So c i e t i e s  Ac t  1986

This mea 
send notic. 
all member 
Instead not' 
branches and 
may opt to 
statements. In

ill remove the o b l i g a t i o n  on b u i l d i n g  s o c i e t i e s  to 
general m e e t i n g s  to all members, or to send to- 
y of the society's s u m m a r y  financial statement, 
ill be g i v e n  in n e w s p a p e r s  and d i s p l a y e d  in 
cuments thems e l v e s  s u p p l i e d  on demand. Memb e r s  

ive i ndividual n o t i c e s  or s u m m a r y  financial 
idual notice will als o  still be g i v e n  w h e n  a 

special r e s o l u t i o n  or b o r r o w i n g  members' r e s o l u t i o n  is to be 
proposed. The pro c e d u r e  will be a v a i l a b l e  to a s o c i e t y  o n l y  if 
it amends its rule by^sp'pcial resolution.

1.2 Building Societie

Amendment to the Building
option of powers

ties Act 1986.

This measure will enable a bui 
by resolution of its board a 
resolution of its members. Soc 
powers adopted by the directors 
business statement and summary f 
adopt new powers by board resol

lg s o c i e t y  to adopt n e w  powers 
rectors inst e a d  of b y  special 

ill be r e q u i r e d  to d i s c l o s e  
the y e a r  in t h e i r  annual 

Lai s t a t e m e n t . The p o w e r  to 
\will be a v a i l a b l e  to a

society only if it amends its rule

1.3 Building Societies - notice of sal

Am e n d m e n t  to the B u i l d i n g  S o cieties Act

ecial resolution.

possessed property

This measure will relieve societies of the obligation to notify 
the mortgagor (the borrower under a mortgage) of-—the sale of a 
repossessed property where the mortgagor's last /Known address is 
the address of the property sold and the sociec^EyhSS\ reason to 
believe that it is unlikely to be received by himf(th^re.

1.4 Building Societies: exclusion of capital reso 
calculation of wholesale fund limit
A m e n d m e n t  to the B u i l d i n g  S o cieties Act 1986.

B u i l d i n g  societies are r e q u e s t e d  to limit the amount of 
they raise on the w h o l e s a l e  mark e t s  (i.e, o t h e r w i s e  than 
individual savers) to 40% of t heir total liabilities. 
Measure will exclude from this c a l c u l a t i o n  d e f e r r e d  shares ( 1  
type c u r r e n t l y  in issue are known as "Permanent Interest B e a r i n g  
Shares" or "PIBS") and s u b o r d i n a t e d  debt, of the kinds that count 
a s capital resources for the p u r p o s e s  of the B u i l d i n g  S o c i e t i e s  
Act 1986.
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Building Societies - removal of obligation to stand behind 
in bodies

t to sect i o n  22 of the B u i l d i n g  Soc i e t i e s  Ac t  1986.

The 
the o' 
w h i c h  
enable

Societies Act r e q uires a b u i l d i n g  s o c i e t y  to meet 
ions of its s u b s i d i a r i e s  and bodies in respect of 
ciety's b o a r d  has p a s s e d  a "linking r e s o l u t i o n "  to. 

^ststeiety to p r o v i d e  the b o d y  w i t h  s u p p o r t . T his m e a s u r e  
wil l  remdvp/ylyae o b l i g a t i o n  to s t a n d  b e h i n d  b o d i e s  l i n k e d  by. 
r e s o l u t i o n ^ u r v ^ h i s  way.

1.6 Modificat'Ldn of regulation and accounting requirements by 
the Friendly Societies Commission
A m e n d m e n t  to section 103 of the F r i e n d l y  So c i e t i e s  Act 1992.

The meas u r e  will al 
e x e r c i s e  its powers 
b y  s t a t u t o r y  in s t r u m e n 1 
f r i e n d l y  soc i e t i e s  fro 
a c c o u n t i n g  requ i r e m e n t s  i 
those r e q u i r e m e n t s  in rela

the F r i e n d l y  S o c i e t i e s  C o m m i s s i o n  to 
e c t i o n  103 by d i r e c t i o n  r a t h e r  than 
hese po w e r s  are to ex e m p t  c e r t a i n  

or all of the r e g u l a t o r y  and 
s V  and VI of the Act or to m o d i f y  

o p a r t i c u l a r  s o c i e t i e s .

1.7 Extension of activities o 
Societies
Amendment :o section 7(5) of the

hes of incorporated Friendly

S o c i e t i e s  Act 1992.

The meas u r e  will extend the activiti^ers^hwhich a b r a n c h  of an 
i n c o r p o r a t e d  frien d l y  s o c i e t y  can c a r r y / o u t  on its o w n  account 
to include social and b e n e v o l e n t  active

1.8 Removal of need for 5 yearly statement of life assurance 
business from Friendly Societies
Repeal of s e c t i o n  46(6) of the F r i e n d l y  S o c i e t i ^ F ^ c t  1992.

The m e a s u r e  will abol i s h  the requir e m e n t  that f r i e n d l y
s o c i e t y  w h i c h  carries out an annual v a l u a t i o n  y e w i t s  life 
a s s u r a n c e  b u s i n e s s  must also dra w  up a statement of t^ariy^asiness 
once e v e r y  5 years.

1.9 Extension of maximum limit for shares and loans fo 
Unions
A m e n d m e n t  to sections 5 and 11 of the Credit Uni o n s  Act 19

The meas u r e  will raise the m a x i m u m  limit for indi v i d u a l  m e m b e r ' s  
s h a r e h o l d i n g  in, or loans from, a credit u n i o n  fro m  £5,000 to 
w h i c h e v e r  is the grea t e r  of £5,000 or 1.5% of the cr e d i t  unio n ' s  
total liabilities.
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1)10 Addition of new categories of common bond for Credit Unions
lent to s e c t i o n  1 of the Credit Uni o n s  Act 1979.

ijsrsure will add two ne w  categories of c o m m o n  bond:

e m p l o y e e s  and pens i o n e r s  of a p a r t i c u l a r  e m ployer; and 
ople living and w o r k i n g  in a p a r t i c u l a r  area.

1.11 Relax^ 
Societies to.
Amendment t o  
Act 1965.

of requirement on Industrial and Provident 
are and submit accounts
n 39 of the Industrial a n d  P r o v i d e n t  S o c i e t i e s

The m easu re  w i l l  egaable s o c i e t i e s  t o  c h o o s e  t h e i r  own a c c o u n t i n g  
R e f e r e n c e  d a t e  i n  t h e  same way as  co m p an ies  and t o  e x t e n d  t h e  
P e r i o d  f o r  s u b m i t t i n g  t h e i r  an n u al  r e t u r n  t o  10 months f ro m  t h e i r  
A c co u n tin g  r e f e r e n c e  d ^ ^ ^

1.12 Simplification of d 
Provident Societies
Amendment t o  s e c t i o n  55 o f  t h ^ _  
Act 1965.

The m easu re  w i l l  a l l o w  i n s t r u m e n  
by s p e c i a l  r e s o l u t i o n  r a t h e r  t h a n  
t h r e e - Q u a r t e r s  o f  t h e  members.

tion procedure for Industrial and

strial an d  P r o v i d e n t  S o c i e t i e s

1.13 Simplification of registration re 
And Provident Societies

^dissolution to be a p p r o v e d  
iring t h e m  to be s i g n e d  by

ents for Industrial

Amendment t o  s e c t i o n s  2 and 10 of t h e  I n d ^ t ^ L a l  a n d  P r o v i d e n t  
S o c i e t i e s  Act 1965.

The measure reduces the number of signatures needed on 
Registration or amendment of rules and removes the-urequirement 
*or founding members who are themselves societies/boSkend copies 

their rules on registration of a new s o c i e t y m e a s u r e  
Also removes Schedule 1 to allow societies the fl^cip)ility to 
choose the contents of their registered rules.

1*14 Fee for provision of Industrial and Provident S 
*"liles
Amendment of section 15 of the Industrial and Provident Soci 
Act 1965.

The m easu re  a l l o w s  s o c i e t i e s  t o  r e c o u p  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  c o s t s  
P r o v i d i n g  r u l e s  by c h a r g i n g  a r e a s o n a b l e  f e e  i n s t e a d  o f  10 p e n c e . '

1*15 Extension of time limit on Industrial and Provident
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^cieties for s u b m i t t i n g  charges

iment of s e c t i o n  1 of the Industrial an d  Pro v i d e n t  S o c i e t i e s

CONFIDENTIAL

The 
Regi' 
and
subj act 
legislat

re e x t e n d s  the time limit for s u b m i t t i n g  c h a r g e s  to the 
f I ndustrial and Provident S o cieties from 14 to 21 days 

ate subm i s s i o n  of charges w i t h o u t  a c o u r t  order, 
rotectior. of third part i e s  in line w i t h  c o mpanies

DEPART! nXE)F TRADE AND INDUSTRY

2.1 Removal of<h^ed for five yearly statement of life assurance 
business from ins\iraace companies
R e p e a l  of s e c t i o n  13(3) Insurance C o mpanies Act 1982.

The m e a s u r e  will r e m o v e t q ^  n eed for life a s s urance c o m p a n i e s  to 
p r o v i d e  to the D e p a r t m e k v ^ A T r a d e  and I n d u s t r y  a statement, once 
e v e r y  five years, of alQ^/yhe business on their books. The 
s t a t e m e n t  is d e t a i l e d  ahrdx^costly to produce, in some cases 
r u n n i n g  into several hundreq/^j^g^s. W i t h  some exceptions, w h i c h
it is p r o p o s e d  to capture ir 
a l r e a d y  provide, the informa 
D e p a r t m e n t  to enable it to ass 
c o m o a n i e s .

2.2 Removal the need for

annual s tatements the com p a n i e s  
is no longer n e e d e d  b y  the 
le s o l v e n c y  of l ife ass u r a n c e

tatement of insurance
companies connected intermediaries
Repeal of s e c t i o n  22(2) Insurance Compazine'ss Act 1982.

The m e a s u r e  will remove the requirement oh/'insurance c o mpanies 
to p r o d u c e  annually, in the return they submit to the D e p a r t m e n t  
of T r a d e  and Industry, a statement of pers o n s  who are c o n n e c t e d  
w i t h  the c o m p a n y  and who are a u t h o r i s e d  to invite o t h e r  p e r s o n s  
to e n t e r  into insurance contracts. The statement is not u s e d  b y  
the D e p a r t m e n t  for its prudential s u p e r v i s i o n f o r  life 
offices, d u p l i c a t e s  i nformation p r o v i d e d  for othl^r. gurposes,
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2.3 Removal of the need for holders of consumer credit 
licenses to advise on changes of key personnel

endm e n t  to sect i o n  36 of the C o n s u m e r  Credit Act 1974, and 
.sequential changes.

sent, hold e r s  of s t a n d a r d  c o n s u m e r  credit l i c enses are 
d to in f o r m  the D i r e c t o r  General of Fair T r a d i n g  about 

t heir officers, and those of their controllers, 
the y  occur. This will be r e p l a c e d  w i t h  a r e q u i r e m e n t  
.only c o n v i c t i o n s  and c e r t a i n  o t h e r  m a t t e r s  against 

any sup 6fsficers w h i c h  b ring into q u e s t i o n  t heir fitness.

2.4 Remo 
Directive

notification process under the Gas Burn

A m e n d m e n t  to s e c t i o n  14 of the E n e r g y  Act 1976.

S e c t i o n  14 of the Ene r g y  Act gave effect to the UK's
o b l i g a t i o n s  u nder 
the use of natural 
n o t i f i c a t i o n  to the' 
of p r o p o s a l s  to bui 
o b t a i n  gas supplies 
D i r e c t i v e  was r e p ealed 
was o u t d a t e d  and impose 
a m e n d m e n t s  are r e q uired to 
need for the n o t i f i c a t i o n

C's Gas B urn D i r e c t i v e  w h i c h  r e s t r i c t e d  
in p ower stations. It requi r e s

tary of State for T rade a n d  I n d u s t r y  
fired stations and of p r o p o s a l s  to 

p o w e r  stations. The Gas Bur n  
M a r c h  1991 on the g r o u n d s  that it 
den on business. C o n s e q u e n t i a l  

on 14 in o r d e r  to remove the 
s .

2.5 Removal of a constraint o 
delivering certain mail for Com;
A m e n d m e n t  to section 652(2) of the

ate sector postal carriers 
House

nies Act 1985.

C o m p a n i e s  House is cur r e n t l y  obiiged^'^F^ise the r e g i s t e r e d  
postal service p r o v i d e d  by the Royal M a X l / i o r  the d e l i v e r y  of 
s t a t u t o r y  notices of intention to s t r i k ^ U e f u n c t  c o m p a n i e s  off 
the register. It is p r o p o s e d  to amend roe l e g i s l a t i o n  to 
enable C o m p a n i e s  House to use any postal c a r r i e r  w h i c h  can 
p r o v i d e  an equiv a l e n t  service (that is, one p r o v i d i n g  p r o o f  of 
d e s p a t c h  and a signature on delivery) . The eZ)f?ht will be to 
remove a present constraint on private sectorUoojjUial carriers. 
The Royal Mail's m o n o p o l y  on the d e l i v e r y  of n ^ ^ v h d e r  £1 
will not howe v e r  be a f f ected by this measure.

2.6 Reduction of requirements on companies to file^ „ . 
information about their directors at Companies House / / /

A m e n d m e n t  to Schedule 1 to the C o mpanies Act 1985 and 
e q u i v a l e n t  changes to that Act.

C o m p a n i e s  are required by the C o m panies Act to r e g i s t e r  
deta i l s  of their dir e c t o r s  at Companies House and to kee p  t 
i n f o r m a t i o n  up to date. It is p r o p o s e d  to drop three of the 
d e t a i l s  r e q u i r e d  - busin e s s  occupation, nationality, and
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p a r t i c u l a r s  of o t h e r  directorships. P a r t i c u l a r s  of o t h e r  
d i r e c t o r s h i p s  will h o w e v e r  rem a i n  a v a i l a b l e  to the public, and 
in a mor e  a c c e s s i b l e  form, at Com p a n i e s  H o u s e  t h r o u g h  the 

c e n t l y  i n t r o d u c e d  Directors' Register, a c o m p u t e r i s e d  
'vice w h i c h  c o l l a t e s  deta i l s  of directors' o t h e r  
sctorships with o u t  com p a n i e s  h a v i n g  to p r o v i d e  the 

nation separately.

val of Companies Act requirement for private 
to involve auditors in written resolution procedure.

s e c t i o n  381 and S c h e d u l e  15A of the C o m p a n i e s  ActA m e n d m e  
1985 .

S e c t i o n s  3tflX/C^set out a p r o c e d u r e  w h e r e b y  p r i v a t e  c o m p a n i e s  
m a y  adopt re'&^iutions in w r i t i n g  with o u t  h a v i n g  to h o l d  a 
general meeting, p r o v i d e d  that they are s i g n e d  b y  all the 
m e m b e r s  of the company. T h e y  must also be c o p i e d  to the 
c o m p a n y ' s  auditors, who are a l l o w e d  seven days to give no t i c e  
r e q u i r i n g  a meeting<^Cxit is p r o p o s e d  to dro p  the r e q u i r e m e n t  
to involve the audimoxjb, but as a s a f e g u a r d  to p r o v i d e  that 
the p r o c e d u r e  ma y  n e ^ S i ^ u s e d  to appoint an a u d i t o r  o t h e r  than 
the e x i s t i n g  audi t o r

.ents Act 1977 and R e g i s t e r e d

2.8 Electronic filing o'f/pa^nts and designs documents
A m e n d m e n t  to rules u nder 
D e s i g n s  Act 1949.

This m e a s u r e  will remove a po s  
rules a l l o w i n g  the Patent Offic 
other than paper.

2.9 Weights and Measures - self-ve

legal o b s t a c l e  to m a k i n g  
ccept d o c u m e n t s  in forms

tion
A m e n d m e n t  to sect i o n  11 of the Weig h t s  <^hd M e a s u r e s  Act 1985.

U nder the W e i g h t s  and M e a s u r e s  Act cert a i n  clas s e s  of w e i g h i n g  
and m e a s u r i n g  e q uipment w h i c h  are to be u sed for trade must be 
tested, p a s s e d  and stam p e d  by an i n spector of^wod.ghts and 
m e a s u r e s  (Trading S t andards Officer) . The invs p e ^ t o r  sat i s f i e s  
himself that the equipment complies wit h  s t a t m x T u  
requirements, with the a p p r o v e d  de s i g n  and t h a t \ x L t v W a s u r e s  
wit h  s u f f i c i e n t  accuracy. The i n s pector char g e s  for
this work.

S e l f - v e r i f i c a t i o n  w ould prov i d e  m a n u f a c t u r e r s  and oth 
the o p t i o n  of v e r i f y i n g  their own p r o d u c t i o n  if they 
s c h e m e ' s  requirements. The y  w o u l d  c a r r y  out for thems 
what the i n spector w o u l d  have done.
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2.10 Weights and Measures - third-party testing
/ ^ A m e n d m e n t  to sections 11, 15 and 75 of the W e i g h t s  and 
W / M & e a s u r e s  Act 1985.

ir the W e i g h t s  and M e a s u r e s  Act c e r t a i n  classes of w e i g h i n g  
\ e a s u r i n g  e q u ipment w h i c h  are to be u s e d  for t r a d i n g

:s mus t  be tested, p a s s e d  and s t a m p e d  b y  an i n s p e c t o r  of 
.and m e a s u r e s  (Trading St a n d a r d s  O f f i c e r ) . T h i r d - p a r t y  
^ould a l l o w  the m a n u f a c t u r e r  to e m p l o y  a t h i r d  p a r t y  
specified c r i teria to c a r r y  out the t e s t i n g  be f o r e  

:he test results and the eq u i p m e n t  to the i n s p e c t o r  
and stamping. This p r o v i s i o n  w o u l d  o v e r t a k e  the 
^ngements for c a p a c i t y  m e a s u r e s  made vi a  s e c o n d a r y

2.11 Weights â id Measures - pre-stamping of equipment
A m e n d m e n t  to sect i o n  11 of the W e i g h t s  and M e a s u r e s  Act 1985.

U n d e r  the Weig h t s  
and m e a s u r i n g  equip! 
p u r p o s e s  must be tes 
w e i g h t s  and m e a s u r e s  
s t a m p i n g  w o u l d  allow t 
c i r c u m s t a n c e s  and subjec' 
stamp in the equipment dur 
g u a r a n t e e s  consistency, an 
s u i t a b l y  s a f e g u a r d e d  until 
s t a t u t o r y  requirements. It w>

easures Act c e r t a i n  clas s e s  of w e i g h i n g  
hich are to be u s e d  for t r a d i n g  
assed and s t a m p e d  b y  an i n s p e c t o r  of 

Sta n d a r d s  O f f i c e r ) . Pre- 
facturer, in d e f i n e d  
onditions, to i n c o r p o r a t e  the 
he p r o d u c t i o n  p r o c e s s  w h e r e  it 
p r e - s t a m p e d  e q u i p m e n t  can be 
p p e c t o r  has c h e c k e d  it m eets  

ut m a n ufacturers' costs
t h r o u g h  r e d u c e d  h a n d l i n g  and 1 
i n s p e c t o r .

fees c h a r g e d  b y  the

Amendment to the time limit ''fp^'clecisions on 
voluntarily pre-notified mergers

lir Tix^dung Act 1973

2.12

A m e n d m e n t  to section 75B of the Fa:

This m e a s u r e  is intended to speed up d e c i s i o n s  on v o l u n t a r i l y  
p r e - n o t i f i e d  mergers, by abol i s h i n g  one of th^fc^vo e x t e n s i o n  
p e r i o d s  c u r r e n t l y  allo w e d  for c o n s i d e r i n g  s u q h c ^ s e s  u n d e r  
sect i o n  75B of the Fair T r a d i n g  Act. It will T^dirae the 
d e a d l i n e  to a m a x i m u m  35 work i n g  days from the ^ x i ^ b u n g  45, 
made up of a first pe r i o d  of 20 days w ith one e x t ^ k ^ a n  of 15 
days. C o m p a n i e s  using this route can the r e f o r e  b e / & £ £ h r e d  of 
a d e c i s i o n  w i t h i n  the m a x i m u m  35 days on w h e t h e r  or<^riQvuv>Jtheir 
m e r g e r  will be referred to the M M C , c o m p a r e d  w i t h  45 
present. B u s i n e s s e s  have indicated that they p l a c e  a^ 
value on sp e e d y  d e c i s i o n - t a k i n g  wi t h i n  a set t i m e t a b l e N 
is what the m e a s u r e  aims to provide.
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2.13 Shortening the deadline for consideration of completed 
mergers from 6 to 4 months

nendment to s e c t i o n  64(4) of the Fair T r a d i n g  Act 1973.

m e a s u r e  will p r o v i d e  a shor t e r  s t a t u t o r y  t i m e t a b l e  for 
^deration of c o m p l e t e d  mergers. U n d e r  the F air T r a d i n g  
e S e c r e t a r y  of State m a y  r efer a c o m p l e t e d  m e r g e r  to the 

Moi^e^r6iNies an d  M e r g e r s  C o m m i s s i o n  up to six m o n t h s  a f t e r  it is 
mad£kAbp\ if the S e c r e t a r y  of State or D i r e c t o r  of Fair T r a d i n g  
did n b w h a v e  p r i o r  notice of u n p u b l i s h e d  m a t e r i a l  facts about 
the merg^fCy w i t h i n  six mo n t h s  of those facts b e i n g  g i v e n  to 
one of x h m ^ r  made public. The m e a s u r e  will re d u c e  the time 
limit i n o f  these c a t e g o r i e s  from six to four months.

y2.14 RelaxaNiildh of the requirements as to the time limits for 
furnishing particulars of certain categories of agreement to 
the Director General of Fair Trading
A m e n d m e n t  to Schedi 
1976 .

of the R e s t r i c t i v e  Trade P r a c t i c e s  Act

This m e a s u r e  relaxes 
p r o v i d i n g  deta i l s  of 
General of Fair Tradin 
Act. U n d e r  e x i s t i n g  le 
a g r e e m e n t s  are r e q uired to 
w i t h i n  3 m o n t h s  of making 
r e s t r i c t i o n s  take effect, 
p r o v i d e  d e t a i l s  of agree m e n t s  
w h i c h  the r e s t r i c t i o n s  accept 
effect, but it will remain uni 
r e s t r i c t i o n s  before the details 
will c o n t i n u e  to be r e q u i r e d  to pr 
a g r e e m e n t s  w i t h i n  3 months of maki

iming r e q u i r e m e n t s  for c o m p a n i e s  
ctive a g r e e m e n t s  to the D i r e c t o r  

the R e s t r i c t i v e  T rade P r a c t i c e s  
on, part i e s  to r e s t r i c t i v e  
ide details of the m  to the D GFT 
reement and be f o r e  
vasure will a l l o w  c o m p a n i e s  to 

e D GFT a f t e r  the date on 
t h e m  t e c h n i c a l l y  take 

o give effect to those 
een provided. Com p a n i e s 

details of r e s t r i c t i v e  
e a g r e e m e n t .

^  '

2.15 Maximum prices for the testing of -barrels
Repeal of S e c t i o n s  3 and 4 of the Gun Barrel Proof Act 1950 
and the c o n s e q u e n t i a l  repeal of p a r a g r a p h  20, S c h e d u l e  3 of 
the Gun Barrel Proof Act 1950.

The m e a s u r e  will free the two Proof Houses in xfdhddp and 
B i r m i n g h a m  from the o b l i g a t i o n  to seek the agre^mej^bs of the 
S e c r e t a r y  of State for Trade and Industry for the^/M/^eration 
of the m a x i m u m  pr i c e s  for the services they p r o v i d e ^ x ^ h  the 
"proofing" (testing) of gun barrels. The Proof Hou§je^0^j 
n o n - p r o f i t  m a k i n g  and never seek to earn income in exqergrsx of 
t heir needs.
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3. D E P A R T M E N T  OF THE E N V I R O N M E N T

Removal of provisions under the Clean Air Act
al of sections 4 to 13 of the C lean A i r  Act (formerly 
ined in the Clean Ai r  Acts 1956 and 1968) .

ure will repeal sections of the C lean A i r  Act (and 
d regulations) w h i c h  p r o v i d e  for: a p p roval of smoke 
u i p m e n t  for ne w  furnaces; fitting of a p p r o v e d  p lant  

issions of grit and dust from furnaces; limits 
s of such emissions; and m e a s u r e m e n t  of those 
he p r o v i s i o n s  were o r i g i n a l l y  i n t r o d u c e d  to

nd sulp h u r  dioxide emi s s i o n s  from b u r n i n g  coal 
i n c r e a s i n g l y  use c l e a n e r  fuels. L a r g e r  

till be c o n t r o l l e d  u n d e r  Part I of the 
ro t e c t i o n  Act 1990, and local a u t h o r i t i e s  can 

act u n d e r  Part III of that Act to prev e n t  s m a l l e r  furnaces 
c a u s i n g  nuisance.

to arr 
upo n  the 
e m i s s i o n  
control s 
M o d e r n  furn 
furnaces wi 
E n v i r o n m e n t s

on on common lodging houses
p u s i n g  Act 1985.

on, c u r r e n t l y  found in the 
an times. It r e q u i r e s  co m m o n  
r w i t h  the local h o u s i n g

owers to mak e  bye laws and 
edundant since c o m m o n  
e f i n i t i o n  of a house in 
ities can t h e r e f o r e  

g  m u s e s  b y  u s i n g  t h e i r  more

lodg i n g  house le 
Act, dates from 
house keepers to r 

ty, and gives author 
them. The legislatio' 
houses can fall withirf 

e o c c u p a t i o n  (HMO), and
sta n d a r d s  in common lodg ____ ____ _________

ve HMO powers. The repeal ^ O ^ u r e m o v e  an u n n e c e s s a r y  
on a s p e cific part of the p r i v ^ b e ^ r e n t e d  h o u s i n g

3.2 Removal of le
Repeal of Part XII of

Common
Hous i n g
lodging
authori
enforce
lodging
mult ipl
control
extensi
bu r d e n
s e c t o r .

3.3 Removal of seal fisheries legislation
Repeal of Seal F i sheries Acts, 1875 - 1912 and^_the B e h r i n g  Sea 
A w a r d  Act 1894.

The removal of o u t d a t e d  l egislation w h i c h  cone 
m a n a g e m e n t  of seal fisheries in the N o r t h  Pacif 
ar o u n d  Greenland. The Acts have been s u p e r s e d e d  
a g r e e m e n t s  r e l a t i n g  to the areas concerned, to whi 
U n i t e d  K i n g d o m  is not a party. P r o t e c t i o n  for sea 
r e q u i r e d  is now p r o v i d e d  by the C o n v e n t i o n  on Interna 
Trade in E n d a n g e r e d  Species (CIT E S ) , EC legislation, 
C o n s e r v a t i o n  of Seals Act 1970.

3.4 Reservoirs - siltation and supervision
A m e n d m e n t  to R e s e r v o i r s  Act 1975.
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The R e s e r v o i r s  Act secures the s a f e t y  of large r a i s e d  
r e s e r v o i r s  w i t h  a c a p a c i t y  of at least 25,000 cubic metres. It 
is p r o p o s e d  to remove from the r e q u i r e m e n t s  of the Ac t  s i l t e d  

r e s e r v o i r s  h o l d i n g  less than the t h r e s h o l d  w h i c h  are 
t i f i e d  by a q u a l i f i e d  civil e n g i n e e r  to p r e s e n t  no greater- 

t han if the y  had o r i g i n a l l y  b e e n  d e s i g n e d  to h o l d  t h e i r  
g r ^ X n t  capacity. It is also p r o p o s e d  that r e s e r v o i r s  h o l d i n g  

cubic me t r e s  or less w h i c h  are c e r t i f i e d  b y  a 
jd civil e n g i n e e r  to pose a v e r y  low h a z a r d  to p e o p l e  
:rty sh o u l d  be e x e m p t e d  from the r e q u i r e m e n t  of 

s u p e r v i s i o n .

3.5 Waterresources: abstraction licences
A m e n d m e n t  tcstche W a t e r  R e s o u r c e s  Act 1991.

It is p r o p o s e ^ t o  make two changes to the W a t e r  R e s o u r c e s  Act 
First the W a t e r  Res o u r c e s  Act autho r i s e s  four kinds of 
a b s t r a c t i o n s  w h i c h  are subject to national q u a n t i t a t i v e  
limits. A b s t r a c t x o o ^ b o v e  these limits require licences. It 
is p r o p o s e d  to enable lihese limits to be r e l a x e d  b y  o r d e r  in
areas of ple n t i f u l  
l i c e n s i n g  sy s t e m  on 
a p p l i c a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e  
i n f l e x i b l e  and cannot 
cases. It is p r o p o s e d  to' 
r e g u l a t i o n s  to different

thus r e d u c i n g  the impact of the 
abstractors. Second, the current 

s t r a c t i o n / i m p o u n d i n g  l i c e n c e s  is 
inate b e t w e e n  m a j o r  and m i n o r  

g r e a t e r  f l e x i b i l i t y  in a d a p t i n g  
typeSsivOf case .

3.6 Water resources: pollutiqh^c'qptrols
A m e n d m e n t  to the W a t e r  ResourcesC^tpty 1991 and the Control of 
Pol l u t i o n  Act 1974. Ls /

g r a n t i n g  N a t i o n a l  
and the

is p r o p o s e d  to 
fhe N R A  w o u l d  not now 
»s; the N R A  w o u l d  have

The Act sets out d e t a i l e d  procedures.
Rivers A u t h o r i t y  (NRA) dis c h a r g e  coni 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of o b j e c t i o n s  and appe; 
s t r e a m l i n e  and s i m p l i f y  the p r o c e d u r e s  ■< 
n o r m a l l y  re v i e w  consents wi t h i n  four yet 
d i s c r e t i o n  to review consents, not a duty; the N R A ' s  d e c i s i o n  
on an e x i s t i n g  di s c h a r g e  consent w o u l d  not have_^to be complied 
w ith until any appeal has been d e t e r m i n e d  agt 
appellant; a p p l i c a n t s  will be able to appeal 
a p p l i c a t i o n s  do not receive a reply w i t h i n  four/ 
a l l o w  their a p p l i c a t i o n  to take its normal cours 
will s i m p l y  be required to no t i f y  obj e c t o r s  to ai 
that a consent has been granted, though they will 
write to the S e c r e t a r y  of State at any time; and th< 
duty to act r e a s o n a b l y  in imposing c o n d i t i o n s  on cons< 
be emphasised. In Scotland, simi l a r  d e r e g u l a t o r y  ament 
a f f e c t i n g  the p u r i f i c a t i o n  a u t h o r i t i e s  are p r o p o s e d  to'
Control of Pol l u t i o n  Act 1974 as a m e n d e d  by the W a t e r  Ac<{
1989 .

3.7 Removal of sales controls from certain species of animaJ 
and plants
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schedule to the E n d a n g e r e d  Spec i e s  (Import and 

1976 .

removes sales controls on 16 species or f a m ilies 
nd 22 species of pl a n t s  w h i c h  are no longer 
c o n s e r v a t i o n  p u r p o s e s  b e c a u s e  t hey are not at 

a d e . The E n d a n g e r e d  Species Act was d e s i g n e d  to 
the U K  the C o n v e n t i o n  on I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Trade in 

Decies ( C I T E S ) . It a n t i c i p a t e d  EC l e g i s l a t i o n  
ally e m e r g e d  as the EC CITES R e g u l a t i o n  no 
a species on w h i c h  sales controls are b e i n g  
ihose w h i c h  are not d u p l i c a t e d  b y  the Regulation.

hcE

4.1 RelaxatSLdzi of controls over greyhound racing
A m e n d m e n t  to the Bett i n g  G a m i n g  and L o t t e r i e s  Act 1963.

The m e a s u r e  will r e £ 5 ^ e x i s t i n g  contr o l s  on g r e y h o u n d  
t o t a l i s a t o r s  to enarolaj tote b e t t i n g  to be e x t e n d e d  to races on 
o t h e r  tracks on o t n w ^ y s . It also p r o v i d e s  for the 
l i c e n s i n g  by the l o c 4 X ^ $ A h o r i t y  of a sy s t e m  of i n t e r - t r a c k  
betting. T hese provisrojra/will lift r e s t r i c t i o n s  on the 
c o n d i t i o n s  u nder w h i c h  x n e / g r e y h o u n d  totes operate.

4.2 Extension of duration<o^bbokmakers' permits and betting 
office licences.
A m e n d m e n t  to the Betting, G a m i N k r ^ K M  L o t teries Act 1963.

The m e a s u r e  exte n d s  the d u r a t i o n  g^rj^sokmaker' s p e r m i t s  and 
b e t t i n g  office licences from 1 year^t£v3 years. Most renewal 
a p p l i c a t i o n s  are routine and refusals/afre rare. The chan g e s  
are s u p p o r t e d  by the industry, the and the courts.

4.3 Abolition of pedlars certificates
Repeal of the Pedlars Acts 1871 and 1881.

4.4 Abolition of the "long-pull" offence
Repeal of section 165 of the L i c e n s i n g  Act 19

S e c t i o n  165 of the L i c e n s i n g  Act, w h i c h  appli 
Wales, p r o h i b i t s  the "long-pull", that is the
to a p e r s o n  who asks for a p a r t i c u l a r  m e a s u r e  of intoxicatin' 
liquor an amount e x c e e d i n g  that measure. The p r o v i s i o n  has

must o b t a i n  from the police, and a n n u a l l y  ren< 
certificate, without which such trading const 
o f f e n c e .

Repeal of the Pedlars Acts throughout the Uniy 
a b o l i s h  the present requirement that pedl a r s  ’

n<
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c e a s e d  to serve any useful purpose. Repeal of the s e c t i o n  will 
m e a n  that in future such sales will no longer c o n s t i t u t e  a 
'criminal offence.

D E P A R T M E N T  OF T R A N S P O R T

lepeal of approval requirement for parking equipment
to the R o a d  T r a f f i c  R e g u l a t i o n  Act 1984.

Loca 
traffl 
do so usi 
approved' 
approval 
d i s i n c e n t i v  
a d m i n i s t r a t  
a u t h o r i t i e s .

p r i t i e s  w i s h i n g  to control p a r k i n g  b y  m e a n s  of a
u n d e r  the Roa d  Traf f i c  R e g u l a t i o n  Act 1984 m a y  

ark i n g  ap p a r a t u s  or devices of a type or d e s i g n  
e S e c r e t a r y  of State. The r e q u i r e m e n t  for 
mall but signif i c a n t  cost to i n d u s t r y  an d  a 

nnovation. Its repeal will save 
costs to central g o v e r n m e n t  and local

5.2 Alterations to heavy goods vehicles
A m e n d m e n t  to Part ; the Roa d  T r a f f i c  Act 1988.

At present, h e a v y  go 
w h i c h  m a y  affect safe 
the V e h i c l e  Inspectora 
be authorised. In pract' 
always necessary, and the 
such that a r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  
case. This m e a s u r e  w o u l d  p 
vehi c l e  operators, who would 
v e h i c l e  for an inspection.

cles which are altered in a way 
ing weights must be inspected by 
re revised operating weights can 

physical inspection is not 
nment proposes to amend the Act 
d not be required in every 

benefits to some goods 
red the need to submit a

5.3 Validity of first MOT cert]
A m e n d m e n t  to Part II of the Roa d  TraJ Act 1988.

The m e a s u r e  will enable mo t o r i s t s  to o m m )i an M O T  test 
c e r t i f i c a t e  valid for up to 13 months ltfxthey submit t h e i r  
vehi c l e  for its first test up to one m o n o h  b e f o r e  the due 
date. T h e y  would receive a similar c o n c e s s i o n  about the 
v a l i d i t y  of the test c e r t i f i c a t e  w h i c h  is a v a i l a b l e  at se c o n d  
or s u b s e q u e n t  tests. This meas u r e  w o u l d  g i v e / S e h e f i t s  to 
users of cars and light goods vehic l e s  w h i c h  U r e v f h r e e  y ears 
old. T h e y  w o u l d  be able to submit the vehicle: £dryyi-ts first 
MOT test at a time which is c o nvenient to t h e m A s o p y ^ P  one 
m onth before that test becomes due.

5.4 Removal of requirement to take a further test 
licence not renewed
A m e n d m e n t  to Part III of the Road Traf f i c  Act 1988.

The m e a s u r e  will a llow drivers who held a full 3 y e a r  dri^ 
licence before 1 J a n u a r y  1976, but did not s u b s e q u e n t l y  rei 
it, to o b t a i n  a new licence v a l i d  to age 70 w i t h o u t  h a v i n g  
revert to learner status and pass a further test.
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5.5 Altering the regulation of Driving Instruction
A m e n d m e n t  to Part V  of the Roa d  Traf f i c  Act 1988.

ar d r i v i n g  i n s t r u c t i o n  for m o n e y  have to be 
the D e p a r t m e n t  of Transport. R e g u l a t i o n  
d r i v i n g  i n s t r u c t i o n  i n c l u d i n g  d r i v i n g  t h e o r y  

nin g  u n d e r t a k e n  by full licence holders. The 
ropo s e d  the i n t r o d u c t i o n  of a s e p a r a t e  d r i v i n g  
996 and w o u l d  not want the i n v o l v e m e n t  of a 
u c a tional ex p e r t i s e  in d r i v e r  t h e o r y  t r a i n i n g  
by u n n e c e s s a r y  legislation.
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6. M I N I S T R Y  OF A G R I C U L T U R E  F I SHERIES A N D  FOOD

1 Red meat slaughterhouse licensing
dment to the S l a u g h t e r h o u s e s  Act 1974, the S l a u g h t e r  of 

s (Scotland) Act 1980 and the Food S a f e t y  Act 1990.

Th 
sla 
cove 
(dist 
also iss 
i m p lemen 
a u t h o r i t y  
issued unde 
the two nee

will a b o l i s h  the re q u i r e m e n t  for red meat 
houses to have licences (registration in S c o t l a n d ) , 

giene and welfare, issued by local a u t h o r i t i e s  
uncil l e v e l ) . L i c ences for hygi e n e  p u r p o s e s  are 
y central Gove r n m e n t  u n d e r  the Foo d  S a f e t y  Act to 
m u n i t y  obligations. The welf a r e  e l e m e n t  of local 

ces will be t r a n s f e r r e d  to l i c e n c e s  a l r e a d y
1990 Act. Thus, a single lice n c e  will replace 

at p r e s e n t .

6.2 Knackers' yard licensing
A m e n d m e n t  to the S 
A n i m a l s  (Scotland

Knackers' y ards are re 
s l a u g h t e r h o u s e s  under 
C o m m u n i t y  l e g i s l a t i o n  ye 
knackers' yards will need t 
central G o v e r n m e n t  for ani 
W hen this happens, the meas 
for local licences u nder t 
the w e l f a r e  element of the 1 
G o v e r n m e n t  licences. In this 
r e q u i r i n g  knackers' yards to

6.3 Restrictions on slaught
A m e n d m e n t  of Part I of the Slaughterhoi 
S l a u g h t e r  of Anim a l s  (Scotland) Act 198(

terhouses Act 1974 and the S l a u g h t e r  of 
80.

to be licen s e d  in the same w a y  as 
4 and 1980 Acts. U n d e r  E u r o p e a n  
e finalised, it is e x p e c t e d  that 

l i c e n s e d  or a p p r o v e d  by 
alth and hygi e n e  purposes.

1 a b o l i s h  the r e q u i r e m e n t  
nd 1980 Acts, and t r a n s f e r  
to the n e w  central 
will be p o s s i b l e  to avoid 

icences in f u t u r e .

s Act 1974 and the

w o m e n  
will be 
Lhe

A num b e r  of rules imposed on s l a u g h t e r h o u s e s  are no w  outdated. 
Examp l e s  of such rules are the p r o h i b i t i o n  o f ^ d w ^ l l i n g s  on 
s l a u g h t e r h o u s e  premises, signs to be display? 
s l a u g h t e r h o u s e s  and, in Scotland, the prohibits 
slaughtermen. These restrictions will be removed 
o u t d a t e d  local a u t h o r i t y  byelaws and, in due cour^ 
b y e l a w  m a k i n g  powers under the Acts.

6.4 Methods of stunning poultry
A m e n d m e n t  to section I of the Sla u g h t e r  of P o u l t r y  Act 1

The Act p e r m i t s  only a p p r o v e d  stunning m e t h o d s  w h i c h  will 
i n s t a n t a n e o u s l y  render birds insensible to p a i n  u ntil deatl 
supervenes. At present, o nly e lectrical s t u nning is permittee 
It is i n t e n d e d  to amend Sect i o n  I of the 1967 Act to en a b l e
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M i n i s t e r s  to permit b y  re g u l a t i o n s  o t h e r  m e t h o d s  of s t u n n i n g  
and s l a u g h t e r  w h i c h  are a c c e p t a b l e  in w e l f a r e  terms. In 
'particular, it is i n t ended to permit gase o u s  stunning.

CONFIDENTIAL

Poultry slaughtermen's licences
A ^ n d ^ n t  to the S l a u g h t e r  of P o u l t r y  Act 1967.

At Mr&fe&nt, each p o u l t r y  s l a u g h t e r m a n  needs a lice n c e  from 
e ach  ̂feralnuil in whose area he works. The m e a s u r e  will en a b l e  
p o u l t r y ^ l ^ u g h t e r m e n 's licences to be v a l i d  t h r o u g h o u t  Great 
BritainT/Xv

6.6 Red meM/slaughtennen' s licences
A m e n d m e n t  to t$ie S l a u g h t e r h o u s e s  Act 1974 and the S l a u g h t e r  of 
A n i m a l s  (Scotland) Act 1980.

At present, no lie 
E n g l a n d  and Wales; 
the area of one loc 
horse s l a u g h t e r  lice 
will make red meat slaf 
Great Britain.

6.7 Registration of poult
Repeal of sect i o n  2 of the Si

are v a l i d  in b o t h  S c o t l a n d  and in 
[cotland, all licences are r e s t r i c t e d  to 

,hority and, in E n g l a n d  and Wales, 
î re s i m i l a r l y  restricted. The m e a s u r e  

rmen's licences v a l i d  t h r o u g h o u t

ughter premises
r of P o u l t r y  Act 1967

As p e r s o n s  who stun or siaughtes^^biri.try n eed to be l i c e n s e d  
by local authorities, the r e q u i r e ^ n o V i n  s e c t i o n  2 of the Act 
for local a u t h o r i t i e s  also to m a i n t ^ r n ^ a  r e g i s t e r  of p r e m i s e s  
w h i c h  stun and sla u g h t e r  p o u l t r y  is redundant and will be 
repealed. *

6.8 Amendments to the Corn Returns Act^n order to
ease the burden of statistical returns upon small businesses

rn direct

A m e n d m e n t  to the Corn Returns Act 1882.

At pres e n t  all m e r c h a n t s  in the UK bu y i n g  Brit 
from g r o w e r s  have to complete a w e e k l y  return, 
states the amount bought and price pai d  for each 
The p r o p o s e d  a m e n d m e n t s  to the Act will exempt pur 
small, s t a t i s t i c a l l y  insignificant annual t o n nages 
to make a return in England, Wales and Scotland.

6.9 Deregulation of Sheep scab controls
A m e n d m e n t  to the Animal He a l t h  Act 1981.

This m e a s u r e  will complete the proc e s s  of the d e r e g u l a t i o n  of< 
sheep scab controls and correct a l e g i s lative a n o m a l y  by
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r e m o v i n g  b o t h  the o b l i g a t i o n  of farmers to n o t i f y  the p o l i c e  
of outbreaks, and the p o w e r  of M i n i s t e r s  to m ake orders on the 

..f") p e r i o d i c  tre a t m e n t  of sheep for scab u n d e r  the Ani m a l  H e a l t h  
yV/^ct. All o t h e r  d e t a i l e d  control m e a s u r e s  were r e m o v e d  b y  the 
C ^ £ $ p e a l  of the s e c o n d a r y  l e g i s l a t i o n  in J u l y  1992.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

option of supervised activities for children under 8 
itration under the Children Act

Amendment Part X of the C h i l d r e n  Act 1989

The p o w e r  be used to remove s u p e r v i s e d  a c t i v i t i e s  u s e d  by
c h i l d r e n  ageNyj^nder 8 from the re q u i r e m e n t  to r e g i s t e r  w i t h  
local a u t h o r i t i e s  u nder the C h i l d r e n  Act. " S u p e rvised 
activi t i e s "  m\ght be i n t e r p r e t e d  to include s uch f a c i l i t i e s  as 
s w i m m i n g  clubs, danc i n g  classes and junior b r a n c h e s  of the 
Scout and Guide movements. It has bee n  d i f f i c u l t  for local 
a u t h o r i t i e s  and s e r ^ b e  p r o v i d e r s  to a p p l y  the l e g i s l a t i o n  
s e n s i b l y  w i t h  the result that m a n y  faci l i t i e s  limit t heir 
facil i t i e s  to childi^x-ASjed over 8.

7.2 Community care - Cr/o4£axborder placements
A m e n d m e n t  to sect i o n  26(lA)^>r6ti (IB) of the N a t i o n a l  
A s s i s t a n c e  Act 1948.

The p r o p o s e d  m e a s u r e  will a l l c ^ C ^ e p e n d e n t  r e s i d e n t i a l  care 
homes or nurs i n g  homes m  ScotlDandOand N o r t h e r n  Ireland to 
accept res i d e n t s  pla c e d  with thetfri 
England, S c o t l a n d  and Wales. At $gre 
(IB) of the Act prevent this, by r 
a u t h o r i t i e s  to p l a c e m e n t s  into homes 
R e g i s t e r e d  Homes Act 1984 - an Act w 
Engl a n d  and Wales.

local a u t h o r i t i e s  in
t, secti o n s  26 (1A) and
ting E n g l i s h  and W e l s h  
istered u n d e r  the 
o nly appl i e s  in

7.3 Treatment of Convictions under the 'Registered Homes Act

A m e ndment 
1948 .

to section 2 6 (IE) of the National tance Act

of an
The m e a s u r e  will a llow local author i t i e s  to ent 
a r r a n g e m e n t s  with pr o p r i e t o r s  who have bee n  conv 
offe n c e  u nder the R e g i s t e r e d  Homes Act 1984. This 
c u r r e n t l y  f o r bidden by section 26 (IE) of the Nat 
A s s i s t a n c e  Act 1948, even though such o f f enses m a y  be 
r e l a t i v e l y  trivial and the local a u t h o r i t y  and pr o s p e 
resident agree that the p r o p r i e t o r ' s  home is suitable, 
s a n c t i o n  of c a n c e l l i n g  a p r o p r i e t o r ' s  r e g i s t r a t i o n  alrea. 
exists and w o u l d  continue. Local A u t h o r i t i e s  will also 
able to take c o n v i c t i o n s  into account w h e n  d e c i d i n g  whethe' 
e nter a r r a n g e m e n t s  with a p a r t i c u l a r  proprietor.

8 S C O T T I S H  OF F I C E
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8.1 Sunday opening of hairdressers and barbers in Scotland
eal of sect i o n  67 of the Shops Act 1950.

1 of sect i o n  67 will permit h a i r d r e s s e r s  and b a r b e r s  to 
or b u s i n e s s  on Sundays in S c o t l a n d  sh o u l d  t h e y  w i s h  to

of the prohibition on the sale of methylated 
unday

8.2
spirit
Repeal o r ^ ^ t i o n  26 of Revenue Act 1889.

An a r c h a i c  cOTftrol is still imposed on the sale of m e t h y l a t e d  
spirits b y  s w ^ i o n  26 of the Reve n u e  Act 1889 w h i c h  p r o h i b i t s  
the sale of m e t h y l a t e d  spirits in England, W a l e s  a n d  S c o t l a n d  
b e t w e e n  the hours of 10pm on S a t u r d a y  and 8am on Monday. As 
the social p r o b l e m  of crude spirit d r i n k i n g  w h i c h  this 
p r o v i s i o n  was d e s i g h e ^ t o  tackle has v i r t u a l l y  disappeared, 
sect i o n  26 of the i^8*/Act no longer serves any useful 
p u r p o s e . ^

8.3 Repeal of registrar 
the sale of methylated

i m ^ a n d  record-keeping requirements on

Repeal of the M e t h y l a t e d  Spr 
Act 1937.

/Sale b y  Retail) (Scotland)

etail e r s  of m e t h y l a t e d  
w i t h  their local 
ch sale of these 
d w h e n  the d r i n k i n g  
ferable social

e a r e d  and there 
A c t  since 1978. The 
ts a c c o r d i n g l y  n o w  

lers and local a u t h o r i t i e s

The M e t h y l a t e d  Spirits Act requi? 
spirits and surgical spirit to re 
a u t h o r i t y  and to m a i n t a i n  a record 
products. The Act was enac t e d  in a 
of crude spirits in S c o t l a n d  was a c 
problem. That p r o b l e m  has v i r t u a l l y  
have been no r e c orded offenses under 
r e g i s t r a t i o n  and rec o r d - k e e p i n g  requ 
place an u n n e c e s s a r y  burden on retai 
and sh o u l d  be repealed.

8.4 Community care - cross-border placements
Ame n d m e n t  to Sections 12 and 13A of the Social W o ^ w A & c o t l a n d )  
Act 1968.

The p r o p o s e d  m e a s u r e s  will allow independent n u r s i n g  
r e g i s t e r e d  in England and Wales and in N o r t h e r n  Irela 
accept r e sidents placed with them by local a u t h o r i t i e s  
Scotland. It will also formalise the a b i l i t y  of the 
independent residential care homes in E n g l a n d  and W ales 
N o r t h e r n  Ireland to accept residents p l a c e d  w i t h  them b y  1 
a u t h o r i t i e s  in Scotland. At present, section 13A of the 19 
Act does not a llow plac e m e n t s  by S c o t t i s h  local a u t h o r i t i e s  
independent nurs i n g  homes r e g i s t e r e d  in England, W a l e s  and
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N o r t h e r n  Ireland. S e c t i o n  12 of the Act is thou g h t  to a l l o w  
S c o t t i s h  local a u t h o r i t i e s  to make p l a c e m e n t s  in i n d e p e n d e n t  
^residential homes in England, Wales and N o r t h e r n  Ireland. 

$wever, as sect i o n  13A p r o v i d e s  specific p r o v i s i o n  for 
i^cement in n u r s i n g  homes it is c o n s i d e r e d  a p p r o p r i a t e  for 
kl authorities' powers to make p l a c e m e n t s  in re s i d e n t i a l  

o u t s i d e  S c o t l a n d  to also be made explicit.
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